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Renewable energy is defined as the energy which naturally occurs, covers a number 
of sources and technologies at different stages, and is theoretically inexhaustible. 
Renewable energy sources such as those who are generated from sun or wind are 
the most readily-available and possible solutions to address the challenge of growing 
energy demands in the world. Newer and environmentally friendly technologies 
are able to provide different social and environmental benefits such as employment 
and decent environment. Renewable energy technologies are crucial contributors to 
world energy security, reduce reliance on fossil fuels, and provide opportunities for 
mitigating greenhouse gases. International public opinion indicates that there is strong 
support for a variety of methods for solving energy supply problems, one of which is 
utilizing renewable energy sources. In recent years, countries realized that that the 
renewable energy and its sector are key components for greener economies.
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Preface
Unlike to fossil energy sources, renewable energy sources such as sunlight and wind are
existed in widespread geographical areas of the world and provide important opportunities
for energy efficiency. Higher growth rate in production of renewable energy and technologi‐
cal diversification of energy sources will contribute a significant energy security and sub‐
stantial economic benefits to many nations. Consequently, in developing countries, projects
related to renewable energy can directly contribute to poverty alleviation via providing the
energy needed for setting up businesses and employment. Also, renewable energy technolo‐
gies can make indirect assistances to poverty alleviation by providing energy for cooking,
space heating, and lighting. Renewable energy can also contribute to education by provid‐
ing electricity to schools.
The recent studies indicate that renewable energy sources have been grown at an average
annual rate of 1.7% since 1990s. It is slightly less than the annual growth rate of world's’
Total Primary Energy Supply (TPES) which is 1.9%. Especially, the average annual growth
rate of wind power is the highest with 25%. However, the production still remains small due
to its very low base in 1990s. Most of the production and growth of solar and wind energy
are committed by the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)
countries. With 10.4% of annual growth rate, renewable municipal waste, biogas and liquid
biomass were recorded as the second highest growing energy sources. Having an annual
growth rate of 1.2%, the primary solid biomass is the largest contributor to renewable ener‐
gy in the world and has experienced the slowest growth among the renewable energy sour‐
ces. Most of the solid biomass is produced in the Nnon-OECD countries, but its growth is
comparable forto OECD and non-OECD countries. The annual growth rate of solar photo‐
voltaics and solar thermal is 9.8%. The average annual growth rate of hydropower in non-
OECD countries (3.7%) was larger than in OECD countries (0.4%) between 1990 and 2007.
Sustainable energy is the provision of energy that meets the needs of the present without
compromising the needs of the future. Renewable energy technologies are important con‐
tributors to sustainable energy which utilize renewable energy sources, such as hydroelec‐
tricity, solar energy, wind energy, wave power, geothermal energy, and tidal power. They
generally contribute to world's energy security by reducing dependence on fossil fuel re‐
sources, improving energy efficiency, and providing opportunities for mitigating green‐
house gases.
Sustainable development has evolved to integrate economic, social and environmental aims.
Sustainable development has emerged as the key challenge for the 21st Ccentury. Both the
opportunities and the lack of progress were highlighted during the Johannesburg World
Summit on Sustainable Development in 2002. Decision-makers are looking for sustainable
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Summit on Sustainable Development in 2002. Decision-makers are looking for sustainable
development in order to provide practical approaches for addressing traditional issues as
well as the newer challenges.
Energy is important for economical and social development and enhanced quality of life in
all nations. However, if technology were to remain stable and if overall quantities were to
increase substantially, much of the world’s energy could not be sustained under the current
production and consumption ways. There is an urgent need to control atmospheric emis‐
sions of greenhouse and other gases/substances for efficiency in energy production, trans‐
mission, distribution, and consumption in the country. As policymakers and investors all
around the world are aware of the electricity’s critical role in improving living standards
and sustaining economic growth, electricity supply infrastructures in many developing
countries are being rapidly expanded.
The book is divided into nineeight sections;: Energy Utilization, Conservation and Social
Consideration, Modeling and Analysis, Wind Power, Biomass, Ocean Energy, Geothermal,
Bio Fuels, Fuel Cell and Integrated System. Each section has a number of chapters address‐
ing various issues related to renewable energy.
A number of experts have provided progressive contributions for the development of this
book. The editor and Cthe co-editor of the book are thankful for their supportive and con‐
tinuous efforts in completing this book. This book mightwould not be existed if thereit
wasn't for was no their remarkable contributions. Finally, the editors would like to kindly
thank to all InTech peoplestaff for their invitation and enthusiasm from the first to the fi‐
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Chapter 1
Present Situation and Future Prospect of
Energy Utilization and Climate Change in Turkey
İbrahim Yüksel, Kamil Kaygusuz and Hasan Arman
Additional information is available at the end of the chapter
http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/54319
1. Introduction
Sustainable development has emerged as the key challenge for the 21st Century. The Johan‐
nesburg World Summit on Sustainable Development in 2002 highlighted both the opportuni‐
ties and the lack of progress since the Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro, a decade previously.
Decision-makers are looking to sustainable development to provide practical approaches that
could address traditional issues as well as the newer challenges. Although no universally
accepted practical definition of sustainable development exists as yet, the concept has evolved
to integrate economic, social and environmental aims [1,2]. Recent increases in energy prices
are likely to be the precursor of a longer term trend. While they will encourage much needed
energy efficiency and stimulate investment, they pose severe difficulties for expanding access
to modern energy services to the one third of people who still do not have it, or whose access
is inadequate for economic development. An energy system embodying such inequities is
neither sustainable nor acceptable [3].
However, developing the remaining hydropower potential offers many challenges and
pressures from some environmental action groups over its impact has tended to increase over
time. Hydropower throughout the world provides 17% of our electricity from an installed
capacity of some 730 GW is currently under construction, making hydropower by far the most
important renewable energy for electrical power production. The contribution of hydropower,
especially small hydropower (SHP) to the worldwide electrical capacity is more of a similar
scale to the other renewable energy sources (1-2% of total capacity), amounting to about 47
GW (53%) of this capacity is in developing countries [3,4].
Affordable energy services are among the essential ingredients of economic development,
including eradication of extreme poverty as called for in the United Nations Millennium
Development Goal (MDGs). Modern energy services-mainly provided by liquid and gaseous
© 2013 Yüksel et al.; licensee InTech. This is an open access article distributed under the terms of the Creative
Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
© 2013 Yüksel et al.; licensee InTech. This is a paper distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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fuels, as well as electricity-are essential. Convenient, affordable energy is also important for
improving health and education, and for reducing the human labour required to cook and
meet other basic needs [3-6].
Meanwhile, global climate change poses an unprecedented threat to all human beings. While
this problem is important in the long-run, most decision-makers recognise (especially in the
developing countries), that there are many other critical sustainable development issues that
affect human welfare more immediately. However, even in the short term, climate is an
essential resource for development. For example, in many countries (especially the poorest
ones), existing levels of climatic variability and extreme events pose significant risks for
agriculture, economic infrastructure, and vulnerable households. Climatic hazards continue
to take their human and economic toll even in wealthy countries. Such climate threats, which
undermine development prospects today, need to be better addressed in the context of the
long-run evolution of local and regional climates [1,7].
There is a growing concern that long-run sustainable development may be compromised
unless measures are taken to achieve balance between economic, environmental and social
outcomes. Since the early 1980s, Turkish energy policy has concentrated on market liberali‐
zation in an effort to stimulate investment in response to increasing internal energy demand
[8]. Turkey's new government has continued this policy despite lower energy demand induced
by the 2001 economic crisis. On the other hand, CO2 and other greenhouse gas emissions of
the country are increasing rapidly due to energy and electricity utilization [9].
More generally, climate change and sustainable development interact in a circular fashion.
Climate change vulnerability, impacts and adaptation will influence prospects for sustainable
development, and in turn, alternative development paths will not only determine greenhouse
gas (GHG) emission levels that affect future climate change, but also influence future capacity
to adapt to and mitigate climate change. Impacts of climate change are exacerbated by
development status, adversely affecting especially the poor and vulnerable socio-economic
groups. The capacity to adapt to climate change goes beyond wealth, to other key pre-requisites
of good development planning, including institutions, governance, economic management
and technology [1,10].
The key to an effective climate change response strategy is a better understanding of relevant
policy linkages. Development planners, naturally, place development first, and therefore,
climate policies need to be integrated within national sustainable development strategies. In
particular, they would like to know whether specific climate change impacts and response
measures will make existing development efforts less, or more, sustainable in terms of their
economic, social and environmental dimensions [1].
2. Climate change, energy and emission profile in Turkey
Turkey’s total carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions amounted to 239 million tons (Mt) in 2006 (Tables
1-3). Emissions grew by 5% compared to 2001 levels and by just over 50% compared to 1990
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levels. Oil has historically been the most important source of emissions, followed by coal and
gas. Oil represented 45% of total emissions in 2004, while coal represented 40% and gas 15%. The
contribution of each fuel has however changed significantly owing to the increasingly impor‐
tant role of gas in the country’s fuel mix starting from the mid-1980s [3,11,12].
1990 1995 2000 2002 2004 2006
CO2 sectoral approach (Mt of CO2) 126.91 152.66 200.56 202.13 2007.25 239.74
CO2 reference approach (Mt of CO2) 138.20 157.28 203.48 203.45 209.50 242.61
Total Primary Energy Supply, TPES (Mtoe) 52.94 61.81 76.87 78.73 81.83 94.00
GDP (billion 2000 US$ using PPPs) 309.57 362.57 439.99 464.79 506.30 576.82
Population (millions) 56.20 61.64 67.46 70.71 71.79 72.97
CO2 / TPES (t CO2 per TJ) 57.30 59.00 62.30 61.30 60.50 60.90
CO2 /GDP (kg CO2 per 2000 US$) 0.91 0.93 1.01 0.96 0.90 0.92
CO2 / GDP (kg CO2 per 2000 US$ PPP) 0.41 0.42 0.46 0.43 0.41 0.42
CO2 / population (t CO2 per capita) 2.26 2.48 2.97 2.86 2.89 3.29
Table 1. Key indicators in Turkey [3,13].
CO2 emissions Level assessment Cumulative
IPCC source category (Mt of CO2) (%) total (%)
Production electricity and heat-coal/peat 42.32 12.6 12.6
Manufacturing industries-coal/peat 42.30 12.6 25.1
Road-oil 36.60 10.9 36.0
Production electricity and heat-gas 27.28 8.1 44.1
Residential-gas 14.45 4.3 48.4
Manufacturing industries-oil 12.35 3.7 52.0
Residential-coal/peat 10.10 3.0 55.0
Non-specified other sectors-oil 9.69 2.9 57.9
Manufacturing industries-gas 8.01 2.4 60.3
Non-specified other sectors-gas 6.51 1.9 62.2
Other transport-oil 5.36 1.6 63.8
Total CO2 from fuel combustion 239.74 71.1 71.1
Table 2. Key sources for CO2 emissions from fuel combustion for Turkey in 2006 [3,14].
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2. Climate change, energy and emission profile in Turkey
Turkey’s total carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions amounted to 239 million tons (Mt) in 2006 (Tables
1-3). Emissions grew by 5% compared to 2001 levels and by just over 50% compared to 1990
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levels. Oil has historically been the most important source of emissions, followed by coal and
gas. Oil represented 45% of total emissions in 2004, while coal represented 40% and gas 15%. The
contribution of each fuel has however changed significantly owing to the increasingly impor‐
tant role of gas in the country’s fuel mix starting from the mid-1980s [3,11,12].
1990 1995 2000 2002 2004 2006
CO2 sectoral approach (Mt of CO2) 126.91 152.66 200.56 202.13 2007.25 239.74
CO2 reference approach (Mt of CO2) 138.20 157.28 203.48 203.45 209.50 242.61
Total Primary Energy Supply, TPES (Mtoe) 52.94 61.81 76.87 78.73 81.83 94.00
GDP (billion 2000 US$ using PPPs) 309.57 362.57 439.99 464.79 506.30 576.82
Population (millions) 56.20 61.64 67.46 70.71 71.79 72.97
CO2 / TPES (t CO2 per TJ) 57.30 59.00 62.30 61.30 60.50 60.90
CO2 /GDP (kg CO2 per 2000 US$) 0.91 0.93 1.01 0.96 0.90 0.92
CO2 / GDP (kg CO2 per 2000 US$ PPP) 0.41 0.42 0.46 0.43 0.41 0.42
CO2 / population (t CO2 per capita) 2.26 2.48 2.97 2.86 2.89 3.29
Table 1. Key indicators in Turkey [3,13].
CO2 emissions Level assessment Cumulative
IPCC source category (Mt of CO2) (%) total (%)
Production electricity and heat-coal/peat 42.32 12.6 12.6
Manufacturing industries-coal/peat 42.30 12.6 25.1
Road-oil 36.60 10.9 36.0
Production electricity and heat-gas 27.28 8.1 44.1
Residential-gas 14.45 4.3 48.4
Manufacturing industries-oil 12.35 3.7 52.0
Residential-coal/peat 10.10 3.0 55.0
Non-specified other sectors-oil 9.69 2.9 57.9
Manufacturing industries-gas 8.01 2.4 60.3
Non-specified other sectors-gas 6.51 1.9 62.2
Other transport-oil 5.36 1.6 63.8
Total CO2 from fuel combustion 239.74 71.1 71.1
Table 2. Key sources for CO2 emissions from fuel combustion for Turkey in 2006 [3,14].
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Years CO2 CH4 N2O F gases Total
1990 139.6 29.2 1.3 0.0 170.1
1992 152.9 36.7 4.0 0.0 193.6
1994 159.1 39.2 2.2 0.0 200.5
1996 190.7 45.0 6.1 0.4 242.1
1998 202.7 47.7 5.6 0.7 256.6
2000 223.8 49.3 5.8 1.1 280.0
2002 216.4 46.9 5.4 1.9 270.6
2004 241.9 46.3 5.5 2.9 296.6
2005 256.3 49.4 3.4 3.2 312.4
Table 3. Greenhouse gas emissions by gas in Turkey (million tons CO2 eq) [3,13,14].
According to recent projections, total primary energy supply (TPES) will almost double
between 2006 and 2020, with coal accounting for an increasingly important share, rising from
24% in 2006 to 36% in 2020, principally replacing oil, which is expected to drop from 40% to
27%. Such trends will lead to a significant rise in CO2 emissions, which are projected to reach
nearly 600 Mt in 2020, over three times 2004 levels [3,12,14,15].
In 2006, public electricity and heat production were the largest contributors of CO2 emissions,
accounting for 30% of the country’s total. The industry sector was the second largest, repre‐
senting 28% of total emissions, followed by transport, which represented 20% and direct fossil
fuel use in the residential sector with 8%. Other sectors, including other energy industries,
account for 14% of total emissions. Since 1990, emissions from public electricity and heat
production have grown more rapidly than in other sectors, increasing by 6%. Simultaneously,
the shares of emissions from the residential and transport sectors both dropped by 7% and 3%
respectively while the share of emissions from the manufacturing industries and construction
sector remained stable [3,11,13,16].
Over 40% of all energy is used by the industrial sector and nearly 35% in the residential sector.
The rest is split between transportation and commercial services. Industry in Turkey is energy
intensive, especially iron and steel manufacturing and cement production sectors, by far the
largest energy users. In the residential and commercial building sector, more than 80% of
energy is used for space heating. Use of electrical appliances is rapidly increasing and boosting
power demand. Table 4 shows the electric power capacity development in Turkey. Increasing
use of air-conditioning, especially in the Mediterranean region, has shifted the peak hours of
electricity demand to noon in the summer. Electricity consumption for lighting accounts for
30-40% of power consumption in the residential sector.

















Coal 14465 48386 16106 104040 26906 174235
Natural gas 10756 66417 18923 125549 34256 225648
Fuel oil 2124 10531 3246 18213 8025 49842
Renewables 14112 50900 25102 86120 30040 104110
Nuclear 0.0 0.0 2000 14000 10000 70000
Total 41457 176234 65377 347922 109227 623835
Table 4. Electric power capacity development in Turkey [11].
On the other hand, the transport sector is dominated by road transport. Vehicle ownership is
only seven vehicles per hundred inhabitants compared to the OECD average of fifty. Capacity
utilization of available rail lines for passenger transport is low for inter-city traffic and higher
for suburban lines [3,17-20].
3. Climate change and greenhouse gas emissions policies in Turkey
Turkey was a member of the OECD when the United Nation Framework Convention on
Climate Changes (UNFCCC) was adopted in 1992, and was therefore included among the so-
called Annex I and Annex II countries. Under the convention, Annex I countries have to take
steps to reduce emissions and Annex II countries have to take steps to provide financial and
technical assistance to developing countries. However, in comparison to other countries
included in these annexes, Turkey was at a relatively early stage of industrialization and had
a lower level of economic development as well as a lower means to assist developing countries.
Turkey was not given a quantified emissions reduction or limitation objective in the Kyoto
Protocol. Following a number of negotiations, in 2001 Turkey was finally removed from the
list of Annex II countries but remained on the list of Annex I countries with an accompanying
footnote specifying that Turkey should enjoy favorable conditions considering differentiated
responsibilities. This led to an official acceptance of the UNFCCC by the Turkish Grand
National Assembly in October 2003, followed by its enactment in May 2004. Turkey has not
yet signed the Kyoto Protocol [3,11,14,21].
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Throughout this process, the government carried out a number of studies on the implications
of climate change and its mitigation. The first efforts were undertaken by the National Climate
Coordination Group in preparation for the 1992 Rio Earth Summit. Following this, a National
Climate Program was developed in the scope of the UNFCCC. In 1999, a specialized Com‐
mission on Climate Change was established by State Planning Organization (DPT) in prepa‐
ration of the Eighth Five-Year Development Plan (2001-2005). The Five-Year Development Plan
was the first planning document to contain proposals for national policies and measures to
reduce GHG emissions, and funding for climate-friendly technologies [3,22].
Following the ratification of the UNFCCC, a number of working groups were set up with the
objective to define a climate change mitigation strategy and compile the country’s first national
communication to the UNFCCC. These included a working group on mitigation in the energy
sector and a working group on mitigation in the transport sector. However, it remains unclear
as to when the strategy and national communication will be completed. The strategy aims to
reduce GHG emissions through the implementation of appropriate measures and the devel‐
opment of climate-friendly technologies. Energy efficiency and the development of renewable
energy sources are two important components of the strategy. However, the strategy will not
include any policies that directly target GHG emissions, such as carbon taxation or emissions
trading. It also does not include a specific target for emissions reductions [3,14].
4. Global warming and environmental policy in Turkey
Developing countries, while varying in size and population, political system, economic
structure, bear many similarities. They are facing less favourable economic circumstances,
worsening environmental degradation and challenges in curbing climate changes. The present
paper [1] only focuses on the issues of contradictory objectives, unrealistic standards and
limited public participation.
Policy makers in developing countries are well aware of the importance of environmental
protection. However, more often than not, they are placed in a dilemma when left to balance
between economic growth and environment. Conflicts often rise between social, environmen‐
tal and economic objectives [1,23]. The headlong pursuit of economic growth is the cornerstone
of developing countries. A top Turkish environmental official accepted that economic growth
must take precedence over environmental protection for years to come because the former is
not only of great importance to maintaining political stability but also to funding the environ‐
mental clean-up. This very contradictory objective in developing countries is well materialized
in the implementation of “Polluter Pays Principles” (the PPP), the value of which is dramati‐
cally belabored. A good example can be found in the way the governments deal with state-
owned enterprises (SOEs) in emissions abatement.
On the other hand, for developing countries, great importance should be attached to the
acceleration of environmentally responsible development rather than following the past, and
arguably the present, path of the industrial world in pursuit of “unrestricted economic growth
without considerations to its effects on the natural environment”.
New Developments in Renewable Energy8
Public unawareness of environmental impacts presents a serious impediment in developing
countries to effectively implementing environmental policies. Frequently decisions are made
in the absence of environmental information in these countries [1,23]. In addition, environ‐
mental impacts are normally exposed to the purview of selected environmental departments,
and offices in charge, and expert researchers. The public tend to be left in the dark about the
seriousness of the worsening environment they are living in, the costs to their health and
quality of life, and the opportunity of helping policy-makers to improve the environment. The
lack of environmental awareness has resulted in indifference to environmental degradation,
an absence of self-regulating motivation and, above all, a lack of enthusiasm to be involved in
monitoring polluting operations and enterprises. Public participation could be a cost-effective
method of implementing environmental policy, especially for those countries chronically short
of funds and trained human resources.
Since possible results of the global warmth gradually started to form the most basic problem
on environmental basis, “Framework Convention on Climate Changes” (FCCC) is constituted
which was due on March 21, 1994 followed by its approval by 50 countries after being first
approved in Rio Environment and Development Conference held in 1992. Aim of the Con‐
vention is to keep the concentration of greenhouse gas in the atmosphere at a constant level
necessary to prevent its hazardous man caused impact on climate system. On the other hand,
international society will come to a common decision in Conference of Parties (COP) held
annually where all participating countries are closely involved in decision making process.
The countries in Convention’s Appendix-1 list decided by Kyoto Protocol to be due between
2008 and 2012 will be forced to reduce total emission level of gases (CO2, CH4, N2O, HFCs) that
have direct greenhouse effect 5% below the level in 1990 [1,24].
5. Electricity generation and CO2 emission in Turkey
The electricity generation in Turkey is dominated by fossil fuels. As shown in Fig. 1, the share
of fossil fuels in total generation has been steadily increasing for last two decades and reached
to the peak share of 82,5% in 2008 [25]. The 57,4% of total electricity generation in 2008 was
from imported fuels (natural gas, imported coal and liquid fuels). The high level of fossil fuel
dependency in the electricity generation is the major cause of increase in the national GHG
emissions. Since 1990, the total GHG emission of Turkey has increased more than twofold and
reached 366,5 million tons of CO2e in 2008. Within the same period, the GHG emissions
generated upon the electricity generation is increased more than threefold from 30 million tons
in 1990 to 101,4 million tons in 2008 [9].
Turkey’s GHG emissions were doubled by 2008 and reached to 366,5 million tons CO2e
comparing 1990 level as shown in Fig. 2 [9]. In 2008, around 80% of the total emissions of Turkey
were from CO2 while one third of CO2 emissions were from electricity generation as shown in
Fig. 3 [9]. In other words, more than one quarter of total emissions (27%) are due to electricity
generation by fossil fuels. Other important CO2 sources are industry, road transportation,
residential and cement production [9].
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Figure 1. Share of fossil fuels in electricity generation of Turkey by years (%).
Figure 2. Development of cumulative GHG emissions of Turkey by years.
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Figure 3. Development of total and electricity generation CO2 emissions by years in Turkey.
6. Hydropower as a renewable energy in Turkey
Turkey has substantial renewable energy resources. Renewables make the second-largest
contribution to domestic energy production after coal. In 2003, energy from renewable sources
amounted to 10 Million tons of oil equivalent (Mtoe). More than half of renewables used in
Turkey are composed of combustible renewables and waste, the rest being mainly hydro and
geothermal as shown in Table 5. Combustible renewables and waste used in Turkey are almost
exclusively non-commercial fuels, typically wood and animal products, used in the residential
sector for heating. The use of biomass for residential heating, however, has declined owing to
replacement of non-commercial fuels by commercial fuels. The contribution of wind and solar
is still small but is expected to increase. Electricity generation from renewables totalled 35.5
TWh and contributed 25% to total generation in 2004. In 1990, generation from renewables was
23.2 TWh and their share in power generation was higher, representing 40%. Hydro is the
dominant source of renewable electricity, with only 0.15 TWh derived from other sources.
Hydro production fluctuates annually depending on the weather [3,12,15,26-28].
Hydropower generation climbed from 2 Mtoe (23.1 TWh) in 1990 to 3.0 Mtoe (35.3 TWh) in 2004,
growing on average by 3.8% per year. The economic hydropower potential has been estimat‐
ed at 128 TWh per year, of which 35% has been exploited. The government has a strategy for
developing the hydropower potential and expects a few hundred plants to be constructed over
the long term adding more than 19 GW of capacity. Construction costs would be approximate‐
ly US$ 30 billion. The government expects hydropower capacity to reach about 31000 MW in
2020. Some 500 projects (with a total installed capacity over 20400 MW), which are in different
phases of the project cycle, are awaiting realization. On the other hand, Turkey has a lot of potential
for small hydropower (< 10 MW), particularly in the eastern part of the country. At present the
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total installed capacity of small hydropower is 176 MW in 70 locations, with annual genera‐
tion of 260 GWh. Ten units are under construction with a total installed capacity of 53 MW and
estimated annual production of 133 GWh. Furthermore, 210 projects are under planning with a
total capacity of 844 MW and annual production of about 3.6 TWh [3,29].
Renewable energy sources 1990 1995 2000 2002 2004
Primary energy supply
Hydropower (ktoe) 1991 3057 2656 2897 3038
Geothermal, solar and wind (ktoe) 461 654 978 1142 1215
Biomass and waste (ktoe) 7208 7068 6457 5974 5728
Renewable energy production (ktoe) 9660 10779 10091 10013 10001
Share of total domestic production (%) 38 40 38 40 42
Share of TPES (%) 18 17 12 13 12
Generation
Hydropower (GWh) 23148 35541 30879 33684 35330
Geothermal, solar and wind (GWh) 80 86 109 153 145
Renewable energy generation (GWh) 23228 35627 30988 33837 35480
Share of total generation (%) 40 41 25 26 25
Total final consumption
Geothermal, solar and wind (ktoe) 392 580 910 1048 1134
Biomass and waste (ktoe) 7208 7068 6457 5974 5728
Renewable total consumption (ktoe) 7600 7648 7367 7022 6882
Share of total final consumption (%) 18 15 12 12 11
Table 5. Renewable energy supply in Turkey [3,12].
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Hydropower is solar energy in a naturally and ideally concentrated form that can be utilized
with the help of a mature and familiar technology with unsurpassed rates of efficiency.
Moreover, it does not deprive future generations in terms of raw materials, or burdening them
with pollutants or waste. Hydroelectric power plants utilize the basic national and renewable
resource of the country. Although the initial investment cost of hydropower seems relatively
high, the projects have the lowest production costs and do not depend on foreign capital and
support, when considering long-term economic evaluation [3,30,31].
7. The role of hydropower and dams for sustainable energy
The generation of hydropower provides an alternative to burning fossil fuels or nuclear power,
which allows for the power demand to be met without producing heated water, air emissions,
ash, or radioactive waste. Of the two alternatives to hydropower, in the last decade, much
attention has been given to thermal power production because of the adverse effect of CO2
emissions. With the increasing threat of greenhouse gases originating from such anthropogenic
activities on the climate, it was decided to take action. Thus the Framework Convention on
Climate Change was enacted on 21 March 1994 and has been signed by 174 countries to date
[3,31].
Dams that produce electricity by this most productive renewable clean energy source in the
world provide an important contribution to the reduction of air pollution. The result of an
investigation held in the USA suggests that the productivity of hydroelectric power-plants is
higher than 90% of thermal plants and this figure is twice that of thermal plants. In case of
Turkey, the public has been wrongly informed. Some people have claimed that hydro plants
do not produce as much energy as planned because of irregular hydrological conditions and
rapid sedimentation of reservoirs. It is also claimed that the cost of the removal of dams entirely
filled by sediment at the end of their physical lives is not considered in the total project cost,
and that there are major problems in recovering the cost of investment and environmental
issues [3,5,31].
8. Cost of the renewable energy technology
In terms of selection of the capital costs of renewable technologies by 2015; the World Bank
Study [32],  the market  analysis  and data tables of  the International  Energy Agency [33]
and report prepared by the Ministry of Environment and Forestry [34] are benefited from.
On the other hand, the calculated prices are adjusted for the year 2015 by learning rates
for each technology. The learning rates are the decrease in cost of technologies for each
doubling of capacity due to technological and operational improvements in these kinds of
technologies. The formula used to calculate the future cost of technology is given below
as [34]:
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Generation
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Share of total final consumption (%) 18 15 12 12 11
Table 5. Renewable energy supply in Turkey [3,12].
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Hydropower is solar energy in a naturally and ideally concentrated form that can be utilized
with the help of a mature and familiar technology with unsurpassed rates of efficiency.
Moreover, it does not deprive future generations in terms of raw materials, or burdening them
with pollutants or waste. Hydroelectric power plants utilize the basic national and renewable
resource of the country. Although the initial investment cost of hydropower seems relatively
high, the projects have the lowest production costs and do not depend on foreign capital and
support, when considering long-term economic evaluation [3,30,31].
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emissions. With the increasing threat of greenhouse gases originating from such anthropogenic
activities on the climate, it was decided to take action. Thus the Framework Convention on
Climate Change was enacted on 21 March 1994 and has been signed by 174 countries to date
[3,31].
Dams that produce electricity by this most productive renewable clean energy source in the
world provide an important contribution to the reduction of air pollution. The result of an
investigation held in the USA suggests that the productivity of hydroelectric power-plants is
higher than 90% of thermal plants and this figure is twice that of thermal plants. In case of
Turkey, the public has been wrongly informed. Some people have claimed that hydro plants
do not produce as much energy as planned because of irregular hydrological conditions and
rapid sedimentation of reservoirs. It is also claimed that the cost of the removal of dams entirely
filled by sediment at the end of their physical lives is not considered in the total project cost,
and that there are major problems in recovering the cost of investment and environmental
issues [3,5,31].
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On the other hand, the calculated prices are adjusted for the year 2015 by learning rates
for each technology. The learning rates are the decrease in cost of technologies for each
doubling of capacity due to technological and operational improvements in these kinds of
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( ) ( )ln 1-LR/ln2F P * F PSCI = SCI C /C (1)
where SCIP is the current specific capital investment cost, CP is the current global installed
capacity, CF is the installed capacity of the technology in a future time, and LR is the learning
rate of the technology.
The learning rates for each technology type and estimated 2020 capacities for each technology
are taken from the literature [32]. The calculated decrease by 2020 for capital cost of each
technology types are given in Table 6.
Capital cost decrease
Electricity generation technology Learning rates rate from 2008 to 2020
Pvotovoltaics (PV) 24% 13%
Wind-Onshore (good wind) 8% 14%
Wind-Onshore (Moderate wind) 8% 14%
Wind-Offshore 8% 19%
Solar thermal with storage 10% 13%
Geothermal 10% 8%
Biomass Gasifier 5% 8%
MSW/landfill Gas 12% 6%
Biogas 13% 7%
Mini Hydropower 2% 5%
Table 6. Decrease in capital cost by learning rate for each technology types
9. Carbon reduction prices
There are only a few credible studies on future carbon price forecasts. It is assumed that 2010
prices for each generation types which are also given in Table 7 will be applicable in 2020 for
voluntary market prices. As given in Table 7, the price projections of some analysts for Phase
III period of EU ETS (2010-2020) are used for the CDM/JI and EU ETS prices in 2020.The single
projected price of CDM/JI which is 20 €/tCO2e (25 USD/ tCO2e) as given in this table, is taken
as it is while the average estimation of three different prices (30, 35 and 40 US$) presented is
taken as a reference for EU ETS price forecast which is 35 €/tCO2e (45 USD/ tCO2e) [35].
As given in Table 8, wind energy potential of Turkey is 50,000 MW. But according to the TEIAS
[25], only 8,000 MW of these potential has high level wind speed (i.e. capacity factor is 40%).
The entire 40.000 MW potential have a moderate wind speed (ie. capacity factor is 25%-30%).




Wind-Onshore (good wind) 12.40
Wind-Onshore (Moderate wind) 12.40
Wind-Offshore 12.40






Table 7. Voluntary credit price changes by project type in 2010
Potential Potential Utilized 2030 Target
Energy sources (TWh/yr) (GW) (GW) (GW)
Hydropower 180 50 15 180
Wind energy 150 50 1 40
Geothermal 4.2 0.60 0.1 4.2
Solar energy 380 0.1 0.1 10
Biomass 3.6 0.50 0.1 2.2
Table 8. Renewable source potential, utilization by 2010 and target for 2030
10. Results and discussion
According to the result of financial analysis, none of the listed renewable electricity generation
technology will be financially attractive without additional carbon finance in 2020. Onshore
wind plants in the areas with high level wind speed, landfill gas and biogas power plants will
be attractive if they secure emission reduction certification and sell those certificates in the
voluntary markets based on the price assumptions. However, the wind projects having smaller
capacity factor and geothermal projects can be financially attractive. It is clear that, other than
price for mini hydro, at least till 2020, none of this prices are realistic, hence these technologies
shall have higher feed-in-tariffs to be more attractive by private investors. The effect of carbon
finance as an additional revenue to the renewable electricity generation is analyzed. The
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renewable electricity generation technologies analyzed are; PV, wind, solar thermal with
storage, geothermal, biomass gasifier, MSW/landfill gas, biogas and mini hydropower.
According to the result of financial analysis based on the current VCM conditions, carbon
finance opportunities for Turkish renewable projects under the voluntary market would be
limited to wind power projects with high speed wind potential and also limited to landfill and
biogas projects with financial viability. PV, solar thermal, wind projects with moderate or
lower wind speed potential, geothermal, biomass gasifier and mini hydro projects are not
projected to be financially attractive even with additional VER revenues based on the VER
prices of 2020. The potential electricity generation through those projects is estimated to be
around 40,000 MW. The national target for installed capacity for wind projects by 2023 is 20,000
MW but, if the current feed-in-tariff prices are not to be increased, the highest available carbon
prices in voluntary market will not be sufficient to enable investments of the wind projects
with low speed potential. Hence, the investments would be limited to the 8,000 MW wind
power projects which are financially attractive based on their high speed wind potential. The
additional 12,000 MW wind capacity are projected to be utilized if CDM/JI like carbon scheme
will be applicable by 2020, will result additional reduction of 19 million tCO2e emissions
considering baseline emissions. In addition to the wind, the entire geothermal energy potential
for electricity generation (510 MW) and biomass gasifier as well as most of mini hydro (10 MW)
potentials can be utilized with any carbon scheme leading emission reduction prices by 2020.
11. Conclusions
Turkey’s high rate of energy-related carbon emissions growth is expected to accelerate, with
emissions climbing from 57 million tons in 2000 to almost 210 million tons in 2020. Carbon
intensity in Turkey is higher than the western developed nation average. Energy-intensive,
inefficient industries remain under government control with soft budged constraints, contri‐
buting to undisciplined energy use in Turkey.
But the country has made significant progress in reducing local air pollution, particularly in
large cities. Nevertheless, significant efforts still need to be made to ensure existing standards
are met and to prepare for further reductions in air pollution. The potential long-term impacts
of the liberalization process on air pollution and on GHG emissions should be investigated
and monitored in order to optimize policy outcomes. The recent construction of a power plant
based on fluidized bed combustion technology is laudable. Further adoption of such cleaner
coal plants and more efficient technologies would help Turkey meet more stringent air
pollution standards. Similar to other industrializing countries, with the increases in energy
consumption and economical growth, energy related environmental problems are rapidly
growing in Turkey.
Developing countries are likely the most vulnerably to this change because of their less
favourable economic circumstances, weaker institutions and more restricted access to capital,
technology and information. Given rapid growth of economies and populations, there are a
number of implications for developing countries that indicate a need to curb GHGs and thereby
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to lessen the impact of climate change. Great efforts have been made in reforming energy
pricing, promoting energy efficiency and the use of renewable energy sources. With some
possible options, the paper concludes that the reduction of emissions can only be achieved
when policies are supportive and well targeted, standards and incentives are realistic and
flexible, and the public is actively responsive to environmental degradation.
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1. Introduction
Green building design, as defined by the United States Environmental Protection Agency
(USEPA), is “the practice of creating structures and using processes that are environmentally
responsible and resource-efficient throughout a building's life-cycle from design, to construc‐
tion, operation, maintenance, renovation and ultimately deconstruction” [1]. However,
according to the United States Green Building Council (USGBC), commercial buildings in the
US alone account for:
• 65% of electricity consumption,
• 30% of greenhouse gas emissions,
• 30% of raw materials use,
• 30% of waste output (136 million tons annually), and
• 12% of potable water consumption [2].
The building infrastructure (Residential, Commercial, Institutional, and Industrial) in the
United States (US) consumes over two-thirds of the nation’s electricity demand and accounts
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2. Common roofing systems
The choice and type of urban roofing system is dependent on environmental concerns such as
sun exposure and meteorological factors such as temperature, wind and rain. Some roofs may
have covenants to determine their usage. Different systems have been developed and designed
to perform at its most effective configuration given the exposure conditions of the building
location. As a result, many roofing systems exist and are commonly used by the construction
community.
There are many roofing systems used today that depend on the building type, whether is for
residential or for commercial applications. The most common systems are listed as follows [4]:
• Built-up,
• Preformed metal, and
• Shingles.
A brief description of the three roofing system is provided involving advantages, disadvan‐
tages and durability characteristics of each.
2.1. Built-up
Built-up roofing systems are most common for flat roof applications. They consist of several
layers of material built-up from the internal structural frame of the building. They are most
commonly made of alternating layers of plywood, felt, asphalt, tar and gravel [4]. The major
advantage of this system is its waterproofing characteristics, and out of all roofing systems,
built-up roofs are considered to have the highest degree of waterproofing. However, the
system has poor fire resistance, generally requires a professional to install, and is difficult to
locate roof leaks. The system typically lasts for 22.5 years [5]; [6].
2.2. Preformed metal
Another common roofing system is made of preformed metal panels. The panels are generally
made from aluminum, steel and copper [4]. They are most commonly found with contempo‐
rary designs. They come in flat, ridged, ribbed or corrugated forms. These systems are easy to
install and repair, and can be painted any color. They are considered fire resistant. The panels
are easily damaged by wind, falling trees and tree limbs, or any other type of contact. They
generally last for 25 years [5]; [6].
2.3. Shingles
Shingle roofs come in many forms. Shingles are commonly made of asphalt, slate, wood and
clay tiles [4]. Asphalt shingles are the most popular, especially for residential construction.
They are available in a variety of sizes, weights, and colors. They require little maintenance
and are easy to install. However, they are considered to have poor fire resistive qualities.
Asphalt shingles generally last for 16−17 years with proper maintenance [5]. Slate and ceramic
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tiles are highly expensive due to their aesthetic and durability properties. They are fire resistant
and have attractive appearances. Yet, they are extremely heavy and require strong structural
support. They are also very brittle, and require increased amount of time to install which often
entails specialized tools. Repairs are in most cases difficult. Slate and ceramic tiles are consid‐
ered the most durable, lasting for 20−100 years with proper maintenance. Wood shingles and
shakes are also attractive options. They are easy to install and are a natural insulator. However,
they are highly flammable and require treatments for weather and insect protections. They
generally last for 10 to 20 years with proper maintenance [5]; [6].
3. Urban heat−island reduction and building energy conservation
For millions of Americans living in and around cities, heat islands are of growing concern.
This phenomenon describes urban and suburban temperatures that are 2 to 10°F (1 to 6°C)
hotter than nearby rural areas. Elevated temperatures can impact communities by increasing
peak energy demand, air conditioning costs, air pollution levels, and heat-related illness and
mortality. The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) recommends installing cool or
vegetative green roofs, planting trees and vegetation and switching to cool paving materials
as a way of reducing the negative effects of urban heat islands. The EPA says green roofs, if
installed widely in a city, can contribute to heat island reduction by replacing heat-absorbing
surfaces with plants, shrubs, and small trees. The vegetation cools the air through evapotrans‐
piration (or evaporation of water from leaves). Planted rooftops remain significantly cooler
than a rooftop constructed from traditional heat-absorbing materials. Further, green roofs
reduce summertime air conditioning demand by lowering heat gain to the building.
Energy modeling (i.e., energy simulation) is a method for predicting the energy consumption
of an occupied structure. Building energy analysis must consider numerous thermal charac‐
teristics including: wall and roof materials, the size and orientation of the building, how the
building is occupied and operated, as well as influences from the local climate.
The surface temperature of a roof exposed to solar radiation, the resulting heat flow into the
building, along with associated indoor temperatures and cooling needs depend on the effect
of solar radiation, surface absorptivity, ambient air temperature and wind speeds adjacent to
the surface [7]. When vegetative roofs are considered, because of added thermal mass, it is also
important to take into account hourly heat transfer when determining energy consumption,
as the heat flux through a vegetated roof can be quite different from conventional roofing.
R-values and U-values have been used for many years as a measurement of a building
envelope’s thermal performance. However, these attributes do not fully take into account the
effects of thermal mass, and by themselves, are inadequate in describing the heat transfer
properties of construction assemblies with significant amounts of thermal mass [8]. Vegetated
roofs are more dependent on the interaction between the roofing systems’ unit weight, density,
thermal conductivity, moisture content, vegetal coverage and specific heat. Therefore, it is
often necessary to utilize computer software, which incorporates these elements into the
analysis of high thermal mass roof structures and associated energy consumption. The steady-
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state R-values traditionally used to measure energy performance will not accurately capture
the complex, dynamic thermal behavior of vegetated roof systems.
4. Vegetated (green) roof systems
Green roofs are engineered ecosystems that rely on vegetation to provide benefits such as
reduction of roof temperatures and stormwater retention [9]. Green roofs offer benefits of
reducing stormwater runoff, improving air and water quality, and providing habitat and
biodiversity for urban centers [10]. Hydrologic modeling has demonstrated that widespread
green roof implementation can significantly reduce peak runoff rates, particularly for small
storm events [11]. By combining the Green-Ampt method with evapotranspiration of green
roofs, Roehr and Kong [12] estimated the potential runoff reduction achieved by green roofs
is 20%. Green roofs provide an excellent option to improve stormwater runoff [13]. Green roofs
are primarily valued based on their increased roof longevity, reduced stormwater runoff, and
decreased building energy consumption [14]. Carter and Jackson [11] noted that research
studies have primarily been focused on roof-scale processes such as individual roof stormwa‐
ter retention, plant growth, or growing medium composition. Few studies have examined the
impact that widespread green roof application could have on the hydrology of a real-world
watershed [11]. A major barrier to increasing the prevalence of green roofs is the lack of
scientific data available to evaluate their applicability to local conditions [15].
Green roofs are typically classified as being either an intensive or extensive roof [16]. Intensive
green roofs are often used on commercial buildings in order to have large green areas that
incorporate all sizes and types of plants. These roofs use grasses, ground covers, flowers,
shrubs and even trees. They often include paths and walkways that travel between different
architectural features to provide space where people can interact with the natural surround‐
ings. Intensive green roofs, sometimes termed “rooftop gardens”, utilize planting mediums
that have greater depth than extensive green roofs; the deeper soil allows intensive roofs to
accommodate large plants and various plant groupings. Intensive green roofs require more
maintenance than extensive green roofs because of the plant varieties they will support.
Extensive green roofs have a planting medium that ranges from 1.6 to 6 inches deep. Typically,
drought-tolerant sedums (succulent plants) and grasses are used since they are shallow-rooted
and use little water. Plant diversity on these roofs is kept low to simplify care and to be sure
all plants have similar moisture requirements.
Extensive green roofs can significantly reduce both the timing and magnitude of stormwater
runoff relative to a typical impervious roof [17]. They note, however, that regional climatic
conditions such as seasonality in rainfall and potential evapotranspiration can strongly alter
the stormwater performance of vegetated roofs. Factors such as type of green roof and its
geometrical properties (slope), soil moisture characteristics, season, weather and rainfall
characteristics, age of the vegetated roof, and vegetation affect the runoff dynamics from green
roofs [18]. Fioretti et al. [19] noted that green roofs significantly mitigate storm water runoff
generation, as well reducing the daily energy demand. Aitkenhead-Peterson et al. [20] note
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that most studies on runoff quality from green roofs have been conducted in cooler northern
climates. Villarreal and Bengtsson [21] recommended the use of a combination of best
management practices; additionally, they observed that green roofs are effective at lowering
the total runoff from Augestenborg (Sweden) and that detention ponds should successfully
attenuate storm peal flows. Niu et al. [22] noted that over the lifetime of a green roof (~40 years),
the net present value is ~30% to 40% less for a green roofs as compared with conventional roofs
(not including green roof maintenance costs). Kirby et al. [23] note that extensive vegetated
roof systems offer at least 16% enhancement in reducing stormwater runoff as compared to
conventional roofs. Clark et al. [14] further note that the additional upfront investment of a
green roof is recovered at the time when a conventional roof would be replaced. Rosatto et al.
[24] concluded that green roofs contribute positively in reducing runoff, with greater retention
with vegetated plots and thicker substrate.
Vegetated roof systems have a number of advantages over that of conventional roof systems.
Benefits associated with green roof systems include [25]:
• Urban greening has long been promoted as an easy and effective strategy for beautifying
the built environment and increasing investment opportunity.
• With green roofs, water is stored by the substrate and then taken up by the plants from
where it is returned to the atmosphere through transpiration and evaporation.
• Depending on the plants and depth of growing medium, during the summer, green roofs
retain 70% to 90% of the precipitation that falls on them; in winter they retain between 25%
to 40%.
• Green roofs not only retain stormwater, but also moderate the temperature of the water and
act as natural filters for any of the water that runs off.
• Green roofs reduce the amount of stormwater runoff and delay the time at which runoff
occurs, resulting in decreased stress on sewer systems at peak flow periods.
• Through the daily dew and evaporation cycle, plants on vertical and horizontal surfaces can
cool cities during hot summer months and reduce the Urban Heat Island (UHI) effect. The
UHI is also mitigated by the covering some of the hottest surfaces in the urban environment,
such as black rooftops.
• Green roofs can also help reduce the amount of dust and particulate matter throughout the
city, as well as the production of smog. This plays a role in reducing greenhouse gas
emissions and adapting urban areas to a future climate with warmer summers.
• Green roofs help to achieve the principles of smart growth and positively affect the urban
environment by increasing amenity and green space.
• The greater insulation offered by green roofs can reduce the amount of energy needed to
moderate the temperature of a building, as roofs provide the greatest heat loss in the winter
and the hottest temperatures in the summer.
• The presence of a green roof decreases the exposure of waterproofing membranes to large
temperature fluctuations, which can cause micro-tearing, and ultraviolet radiation.
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• Green roofs have excellent noise attenuation, especially for low frequency sounds. An
extensive green roof can reduce sound from outside by 40 decibels, while an intensive one
can reduce sound by 46-50 decibels.
• Green roofs can sustain a variety of plants and invertebrates, and provide a habitat for
various bird species.
Historically, studies on green roofs have explored their energy performance compared with
traditional roofs. Thermal performance indicated a significant reduction (~40%) of a building
cooling load during the summer period [26]. Similar results were achieved for a nursery school,
with reductions ranging from 6% to 49%, and reduction ranging from 12% to 87% on the last
floor of the nursery school [27]. Wong et al. [28] note that green roofs tend to experience lower
surface temperatures than the original exposed roof, especially in areas well covered by
vegetation. When green roofs are well covered by vegetation, the resulting substrate moisture
will tend to keep substrate temperature lower than the original exposed bare roof. These
studies determined that over 60% of the heat gain was mitigated by vegetated roof systems.
Summertime data have indicated significant lower peak roof surface temperature and higher
nighttime surface temperature for green roofs as compared to conventional roofs [29]. The
maximum average daily temperature seen for the conventional roof surface was 54.4oC
(129.9oF) in his study, while the maximum average day green roof surface temperature was
32.8oC (~21.7oC lower than the conventional roof). Green roofs offer cooling potential (~3.02
kWh/day) to maintain an average room air temperature of 25.7oC (78.3oF) [30]. Green roofs
help minimize environmental burdens, conserve energy, and extend the life span of the roofing
system in overall sustainability [31]. Up to 30% of total rooftop cooling is due to plant tran‐
spiration [32]. Bell and Spolek [33] compared different types of plants for use in increasing the
thermal resistance (R-value) of green roofs, and found that ryegrass delivered the highest
effective R-value compared with bare soil, Vinca major, Trifolium repens, and Sedum hispani‐
cum. Also, though increasing the depth of bare soil from 5 to 14 cm (2.0 to 5.5 inches) increased
the R-value, no difference was found for different depths of planted soil. This implies that the
bulk of benefit toward R-value is from evapotranspiration and leaf shading, rather than the
moist soil [33].
There are several detailed building simulation programs (BSPs) that take into consideration
the complete interaction between all thermal-based elements. The most popular BSPs are A
Simplified Energy Analysis Method (ASEAM), Building Design Advisor (BDA), Building Load
Analysis and Systems Thermodynamics (BLAST), Builder Guide, Bus++, Dynamic Energy
Response of Buildings (DEROB), DOE-2, Energy-10, Energy Plus, ENERPASS, ENER-Win,
ESP, FEDs, Home Energy Saver, Hot 2000, TRNSYS, and VisualDOE ([34]; [35]; [36]).
UAB has utilized Visual DOE in the past with great success in the analysis of innovative
structures designed for energy efficiency. VisualDOE uses the DOE 2 calculating core and
provides output in both numerical and graphical forms. This software is a preferred calculation
method due to its cost, previous verification/validation success, ease of use, database support
and reasonable input/output requirements. We envision that this computer simulation tool
will be able to effective capture the differences in roof types being explored in the purposed
research.
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5. Results and discussion
5.1. Thermal performance of mini-roof structures
5.1.1. Mini-roofs
During this study, 15 mini-roof combinations were observed for trends in internal tempera‐
tures. The various 15 mini-roof combinations are summarized in Table 1. Several of the mini-
roof structures are depicted in Figure 1. This photo shows the layout of the 15 mini-roofs, and
a vegetated roof from which surface temperatures of the mini-roofs were measured periodi‐
cally using an infrared thermometer (see Figure 1).
(a) (b) 
Figure 1. a) Layout of the 15 mini-roods; (b) vegetated mini-roof (surface temperatures were measured using an IR
thermometer.
The roofing materials used are all standard commercial flat roof materials. Flat roof materials
were only looked at during the study, since the primary application for the roofing combina‐
tions will be on a commercial flat roof top, and not a slanted roof structure. Each mini-roof is
2.4-m (8.0-ft) long x 1.2-m (4.0-ft) wide x 1.2-m (4.0-ft) deep (see Figure 1). A number of different
roofing systems are being examined for their energy performance. All roofs are insulated with
5.1 cm (2.0-in) of extruded polystyrene. Then the particular roofing combination being
investigated is applied over the insulation and sealed. The roofs also include a proper drainage
spout, to ensure correct water evacuation, such as on a real roof.
The roofing systems being studied using the 15 mini-roofs are listed in Table 1.
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There are several detailed building simulation programs (BSPs) that take into consideration
the complete interaction between all thermal-based elements. The most popular BSPs are A
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Analysis and Systems Thermodynamics (BLAST), Builder Guide, Bus++, Dynamic Energy
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research.
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5. Results and discussion
5.1. Thermal performance of mini-roof structures
5.1.1. Mini-roofs
During this study, 15 mini-roof combinations were observed for trends in internal tempera‐
tures. The various 15 mini-roof combinations are summarized in Table 1. Several of the mini-
roof structures are depicted in Figure 1. This photo shows the layout of the 15 mini-roofs, and
a vegetated roof from which surface temperatures of the mini-roofs were measured periodi‐
cally using an infrared thermometer (see Figure 1).
(a) (b) 
Figure 1. a) Layout of the 15 mini-roods; (b) vegetated mini-roof (surface temperatures were measured using an IR
thermometer.
The roofing materials used are all standard commercial flat roof materials. Flat roof materials
were only looked at during the study, since the primary application for the roofing combina‐
tions will be on a commercial flat roof top, and not a slanted roof structure. Each mini-roof is
2.4-m (8.0-ft) long x 1.2-m (4.0-ft) wide x 1.2-m (4.0-ft) deep (see Figure 1). A number of different
roofing systems are being examined for their energy performance. All roofs are insulated with
5.1 cm (2.0-in) of extruded polystyrene. Then the particular roofing combination being
investigated is applied over the insulation and sealed. The roofs also include a proper drainage
spout, to ensure correct water evacuation, such as on a real roof.
The roofing systems being studied using the 15 mini-roofs are listed in Table 1.
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Mini-Roof No. Mini-Roof Description
1 (Sensor B) White TPO/PVC/ Elvaloy fully adhered, FiberTite Membrane.
2 (Sensor C) Black 60-mil EPDM fully adhered/coated/white urethane, Mule Hide Membrane.
3 (Sensor D) Black 60-mil EPDM fully adhered, Mule Hide Membrane.
4 (Sensor E) Beige TPO/PVC/Elvaloy fully adhered, FiberTite Membrane.
5 (Sensor F) White granular modified, Firestone SBS Modified Membrane.
6 (Sensor G) Black granular modified, Firestone SBS Modified Membrane.
7 (Sensor H) Black granular modified coated/white urethane, Firestone SBS Modified Membrane.
8 (Sensor I) Bituthene IRMA with lightweight “T Clear” pavers.
9 (Sensor J) Bituthene IRMA with river rock ballast.
10 (Sensor K) Bituthene IRMA with vegetative green roof, ½-in. drain mat, 350-lbs dry soil.
11 (Sensor L) Bituthene IRMA with vegetative green roof, 1-in. drain mat, 350-lbs dry soil.
12 (Sensor M) Black 60-mil EPDM loose, ballasted with river rock, Mule Hide Membrane.
13 (Sensor N) Black 60-mil EPDM loose, ballasted with #300 marble chips, Mule Hide Membrane.
14 (Sensor O) White TPO/PVC/Elvaroy loose laid, ballasted with river rock, FiberTite Membrane.
15 (Sensor P) Bituthene IRMA with vegetative green roof, ½-in. drain mat, 350-lbs dry soil.
Sensor S Sensor inside mini-roof No.10 (inside the soil of the green roof).
Sensor T Sensor under the white TPO/PVC/Elvaloy loose laid, ballasted with river rock.
Notation – TPO: thermoplastic polyolefin; SBS: styrene-butadiene-styrene; PVC: polyvinyl chloride; EPDM: ethylene
propylene diene monomer; IRMA: inverted roof membrane assembly.
Table 1. Mini-roof descriptions.
To investigate the thermal properties of the roofing structures an ambient temperature probe
was placed inside of each roof (see Figures 2 and 3) recording temperature data every 10
minutes of each day, for more than 3 years. This data was then automatically sent to a data
logger and placed into an Excel file for review later. The temperature probe reports the
temperature to the nearest hundredth of a degree Centigrade.
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Figure 2. Depiction of a Typical Mini-Roof System.
Figure 3. Mini-roof system showing temperature sensor installed inside a mini-roof.
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Figure 4 presents some typical temperature profiles on several different days.
Figure 4. a. Temperature profile inside the various mini-roofs on May 26, 2008. b. Temperature profile inside the vari‐
ous mini-roofs on May 27, 2008 [37]. c. Temperature profile inside the various mini-roofs on June 5, 2008.
The results from these mini-roof structures have shown the following trends [37]:
• Clean white roofs resulted in consistently lower temperatures inside the mini roof than the
other roofing materials.
• Black roofs resulted in the highest temperature readings.
• Green roofs resulted in temperatures typically ~1.1-1.7oC (2-3oF) higher than the white roofs;
however, they will dampen the drainage of rainfall during a rain storm through the retention
of water onto the soil.
• Bituthane (river rock) performs only slightly better than black roofing materials.
• White granular roofing behaved similarly to black granular roofing materials.
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• Over time, the reflective (white) roofs become dirty, losing some of their reflectivity,
resulting in the roof being less energy efficient.
• White marble chips behaved slightly worse than green roofing materials, but considerably
better than black roofing and granular roofing materials.
• While it is too early to come to a definitive conclusion, preliminary evaluations indicate that
the “white” and “green” roofs both significantly reduce the roofs surface temperature and
therefore, the air temperatures above and around the roof.
Surface temperature measurements during the months of June and July on the various roofing
materials used with our mini-roof systems were collected. During this time period, roofing
surface temperatures ranging from 20.6oF to 82.2oC were observed. The lower surface temper‐
ature values, 20.6oC to 48.3oC, are found in a loose rock or stone roof combination. The higher
temperature values occurred on the roofing combinations primarily made of a coating or
membrane; these roofs exhibited temperatures roughly between 25.6oC to 82.2oC. The vegeta‐
tive mini-roofs exhibited surface temperatures ranging between 21.7oC to 52.2oC, while their
large counterpart, the pilot roof on top of the University of Alabama at Birmingham (UAB)
Hulsey Center, exhibited higher temperatures ranging from 31.7oC to 61.1oC. When looking at
the specific roofs contained in each subset of Table 1, it was observed that generally, the lighter
colorization of the roof resulted in cooler temperatures. For example, the white Firestone SBS
is cooler than the black Firestone SBS on any given day. This thermal property is observed due
to the reflectivity of the roof. The darker colored roofs absorb more incoming light radiation
than the light colored roofs causing the dark roofs to become hotter. (Since the roofs temper‐
atures observed are taken during the late spring and early summer, it can be inferred that
overall roof temperature will increase during late summer).
Photographs of several of these mini-roofs are presented in Figures 5 through 9. Figure 10
presents a typical temperature profile of the 15 mini-roofs during the course of a typical
summer week. Series 1 through 5 denoted in the figure refer to the fifteen mini-roofs listed in
Table 1. This figure shows a cyclical nature of the temperature readings over each day,
generally showing a sinusoidal behavior of temperature; the temperature is cool in the
morning, warms up, and is at its hottest during mid-afternoon, and then cools down during
evening hours.
Trends seen in statistical comparisons of internal temperatures of similar roofs (using the null
hypotheses: μ1 ≥ μ2) are summarized below [38]:
• Between the two river rock roofs, Roof 9 will most likely always be hotter or equal to roof 12.
• Between the 3 vegetative roofs, all the roofs are statistically equal to each other in thermal
properties.
• Both SBS Firestone roofs are statistically the same, but roof 6 is usually hotter.
• The TPO/PVC/Elvaloy Roofs are statistically the same.
• The 60-mil EPDM roofs are also statistically the same.
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Figure 5. Black mini-roof.
Figure 6. White (reflective) mini-roof.
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Figure 7. Mini-roof equipped with river rocks.
Figure 8. Mini-roof equipped with crushed marble chips.
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Figure 9. Vegetative mini-roof equipped with sedum plants.
Figure 10. Typical internal mini-roof temperatures during the course of a week.
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After acquiring the necessary raw data from the mini-roof sensors, Microsoft Excel (version
2010) was used to plot the data to discover trends in the temperature readings. Subsequent to
discovering the trend, a mathematical model was fit to the data. It was noticed that the
temperatures cycled in a sinusoidal fashion on yearly and daily time frames, and therefore a
general form sine function was utilized as a potential model. Fourier transforms were utilized
in order to determine the oscillation frequency of the temperature (ω 0 from the general form
x = A sin (ω 0 t + ϕ) + C) by transforming the time domain of the collected raw data into a
frequency domain. Two major peaks were discovered from the spectrum: one representing
the yearly frequency and the other representing the daily oscillations. After calculating the
frequencies, the phase angle (ϕ) and the amplitude (A) of the general form were determined
through a regression analysis.
The modeling procedure was applied for all 15 mini-roofs in the study. The developed sine-
wave functions indicated that most roofs were statistically different from one another from an
amplitude aspect but the phase angles were statistically the same. It was also discovered that
almost all roofs had significantly different average mean roof temperatures, but the signifi‐
cance was mostly prevalent in the summer months. During other times of the year, the roofs
behaved in a similar fashion (see Tables 2 and 3 for statistics and means of roofs). The fitted
sine wave functionalities for the 15 mini-roofs are listed in Table 4.



























Table 2. Summary of statistics for the phase angles from curve fitting.
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T = 20.1632*sin ((2*π*3.17894 e −8 x t)
+4.021975)+66.68283
20.163 4.022 0.696 66.683
2 T = 20.5499*sin ((2*π*3.18 e−8 x t) +4.02272)+66.63564 20.550 4.023 0.701 66.636
3 T = 20.392*sin ((2*π*3.18 e−8 x t) +4.07624)+66.47947 20.392 4.076 0.712 66.479
4 T = 20.482*sin ((2*π*3.18 e−8 x t) +4.021125)+66.35505 20.482 4.021 0.698 66.355
5 T = 20.4891*sin ((2*π*3.18 e−8 x t) +4.03214)+67.54093 20.349 4.032 0.701 67.541
6 T = 20.7812*sin ((2*π*3.18 e−8 x t) +4.03142)+68.46883 20.781 4.031 0.699 68.469
7 T = 20.2886*sin ((2*π*3.18 e−8 x t) +4.02415)+67.08382 20.289 4.024 0.701 67.084
8 T = 20.7812*sin ((2*π*3.18 e−8 x t) +4.02415)+66.18969 20.781 4.024 0.695 66.190
9
T = 20.3285*sin ((2*π*3.18 e−8 x t)
+4.024975)+66.91944
20.329 4.025 0.701 66.919
10 T = 19.8608*sin ((2*π*3.18 e−8 x t) +4.02758)+66.6981 19.861 4.028 0.697 66.698
11
T = 20.0128*sin ((2*π*3.18 e−8 x t)
+4.026215)+66.62328
20.013 4.026 0.697 66.623
12
T = 20.0479*sin ((2*π*3.18 e−8 x t)
+4.027853)+66.27383
20.048 4.028 0.694 66.274
13 T = 19.9914*sin ((2*π*3.18 e−8 x t) +4.0325)+66.47272 19.991 4.033 0.696 66.473
14
T = 20.0661*sin ((2*π*3.18 e−8 x t)
+4.032494)+65.42343
20.066 4.032 0.689 65.423
15
T = 19.4628*sin ((2*π*3.18 e−8 x t)
+4.028672)+66.27177
19.463 4.029 0.692 66.272
Table 4. Fitted sine-wave functionalities describing the internal temperatures in the mini-roofs.
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These results of this study were in agreement with research conducted by Watson [39]
addressing the urban heat island effect for the City of Birmingham, Alabama. By studying the
effect from different building facades, building materials and seasonal traits. The data indicates
amplitudes (A) ranging from 19.5 to 20.7 degrees and phases angles roughly 4.2 to 4.3 radians.
The r 2 values ranged from 0.69 to 0.71showing the data modeling was applicable to under‐
standing the trends. The best model developed was for roof 3 (see Figure 11), having the highest
correlation coefficient of all 15 mini-roofs.
Figure 11. Fitted sine wave regression for a mini-roof system.
Based on the information collected on these mini-roof systems, the UAB Facilities Management
Department decided to install an extensive vegetated roof on top of Hulsey Center as a roofing
retrofit. UAB wants to obtain more fundamental information and knowledge for establishing
green roofs in the southeastern U.S. In the Birmingham, Alabama area, fairly high rainfalls
[approximately 132.1 cm/year (52 inches/year) on average] are obtained. However, during the
summer months, it is common to have periods of drought with minimal rainfall and very hot
and humid days [with temperatures in the 32.2+oC (90+oF range]. Such climatic conditions
require plants that can withstand both significant rainfall events and drought conditions.
Photographs of the construction of the pilot green roof system on Hulsey Center are shown in
Figures 12 to 14. Photographs of the system taken in June 2009 are shown in Figures 15 to 17.
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Figure 12. Construction phase for installing a pilot vegetative roof on top of Hulsey Center.
Figure 13. Construction phase for installing a pilot vegetative roof on top of Hulsey Center.
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Figure 14. Initial vegetative roof immediately after installation on top of Hulsey Center.
Figure 15. Vegetative roof on top of Hulsey Center (June 2009).
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Figure 15. Vegetative roof on top of Hulsey Center (June 2009).
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Figure 16. Vegetative roof on top of Hulsey Center (June 2009).
Figure 17. Close-up of vegetative roof on top of Hulsey Center (June 2009).
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Of the roofing area of  1709.4 m  2  (18,400 ft  2)  for  Hulsey Center,  an extensive pilot  green
roof  has been installed on ~1388.0  m  2  (14,940 ft  2),  i.e.,  occupying ~81.2% of  the roofing
area,  or  approximately  1375.9  m  2  (0.34  acres).  [Prior  to  installing  the  pilot  green  roof,
the  UAB civil  engineering senior  design class  investigated the loading of  a  wet  vegeta‐
tive  roof  on  top  of  Hulsey  Center,  and  found  that  the  current  building  infrastructure
could  withstand  the  loading  associated  with  the  vegetative  roof.  Hulsey  Center  was
originally  designed to have two additional  floors  in the building].  This  pilot  green roof
contains  more  than 20,000  sedum plants  (Sedum hispanicum).  In  the  construction  of  this
vegetated roof,  the  existing  roof  was  removed down to  the  structural  concrete  deck.  A
waterproof  roofing membrane was installed directly to the concrete deck.  A layer of  7.6-
cm  (3-inches)  of  extruded  polystyrene  roofing  insulation  was  then  applied,  to  which  a
226.8-gm (8-oz)  non-woven geo-textile  scrim sheet  was applied.  Then,  0.6-m (2-ft)  x  0.6-
m  (2-ft)  x  5.1-cm  (2-in)  prestressed  pavers  or  brick  pavers  were  installed  for  design,
decoration,  and  access  to  the  vegetative  roof.  Then,  8.9-cm  (3.5-inches)  of  light  weight
engineered soil  were applied.  Sedum plants  were planted at  the rate  of  1615 plants  per
100  m  2  (150  plants  per  100-ft  2).  The  cost  of  retrofitting  the  roof  and installing  a  pilot
green roof  on top of  Hulsey Center  was ~$150,000 (USD).
The current  pilot  green roof on top of  Hulsey Center was installed in July 2008.  Research
conducted  at  Penn  State  University  shows  that  green  roofs  planted  with  sedum plants
reduce  the  building  energy  costs  [40].  UAB’s  Facilities  Management  Department
maintains  records  of  the  utilities  bills  (e.g.,  natural  gas,  water,  and electricity)  for  each
building on campus.  The costs  of  utilities  prior  to  and after  implementation of  the pilot
green  roof  are  shown  in  Figures  18  through  20  for  natural  gas,  water,  and  electricity.
Since  2006,  the  costs  of  natural  gas,  water,  and electricity  have increased by 47%,  28%,
and  145%,  respectively.  Due  to  the  increasing  rates  of  these  utilities,  a  more  accurate
determination  is  shown with  the  usage  of  these  utilities,  shown in  Figures  21  through
23.  In  the  graph  symbols,  those  indicated  with  a  red  interior  color  depict  the  cost  or
usage  after  installation  and  implementation  of  the  vegetative  roof  system.  The  other
symbol  colors  depict  the  cost  or  usage  prior  to  installation  and  implementation  of  the
vegetative  roof  system.  Generally,  the  usage  of  natural  gas,  water,  and  electricity  are
lower than that  compared to  the utility  usage prior  to  installation of  the green roof  on
top of  Hulsey Center.
The current  pilot  green roof  on top of  Hulsey Center was installed in July 2008.  Research
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electricity)  for  each building on campus.  The quantities  and costs  of  utilities  prior  to  (5
years)  and  after  implementation  (~3  years)  of  the  pilot  green  roof  have  resulted  in
building energy reductions of  20% to 25%.
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Figure 16. Vegetative roof on top of Hulsey Center (June 2009).
Figure 17. Close-up of vegetative roof on top of Hulsey Center (June 2009).
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Figure 18. Cost of natural gas for operation of Hulsey Center, 2005 – 2009.























Figure 19. Cost of water/wastewater for operation of Hulsey Center, 2006 – 2009.
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Figure 20. Cost of electricity for operation of Hulsey Center, 2005 – 2009.






























Figure 21. Natural gas usage for operation of Hulsey Center, 2005 – 2009.
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Figure 20. Cost of electricity for operation of Hulsey Center, 2005 – 2009.






























Figure 21. Natural gas usage for operation of Hulsey Center, 2005 – 2009.
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Figure 22. Water/wastewater usage for operation of Hulsey Center, 2006 – 2009.





























Figure 23. Electricity usage for operation of Hulsey Center, 2005 – 2009.
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6. Summary and conclusions
The  behavior  of  different  roofing  materials  affects  the  heating  loads  placed  upon  the
buildings and their heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems. Black roofs
resulted in the highest temperature readings. Black roofing materials and bituthane (river
rock) perform the poorest of the roofing materials tested, resulting in the highest heating
load being placed on the building infrastructure. White granular roofing behaved similar‐
ly  to  black  granular  roofing  materials.  Clean  white  roofs  resulted  in  consistently  lower
temperatures inside the mini-roof than the other roofing materials; however, over time, the
reflective (white) roofs become dirty, losing some of their reflectivity, resulting in the roof
being less energy efficient. Green (vegetated) roofs are fairly efficient in terms of energy
performance  due  to  evapotranspiration  effects.  Green  roofs  resulted  in  temperatures
typically  ~1.1-1.7oC (2-3oF)  higher  than the  white  roofs;  however,  they  will  dampen the
drainage of rainfall during a rain storm through the retention of water onto the soil, and
thereby  lessen  the  discharge  into  stormdrains.  Green  roofs  can  significantly  reduce
stormwater  runoff,  reduce peak flow quantities,  and lengthen the  time of  concentration
from roofing structure [23]. “White” and “green” roofs both significantly reduce the roofs
surface temperature and therefore, the air temperatures above and around the roof.
Hypothesis testing indicated that, between the 3 vegetative mini-roofs, all the min-roofs are
statistically equal to each other in thermal properties. Both SBS Firestone mini-roofs are
statistically the same, but mini-roof 6 is usually hotter. The TPO/PVC/Elvaloy mini-roofs are
statistically the same. The 60-mil EPDM mini-roofs are also statistically the same.
The temperature varies in a sinusoidal fashion both during the course of the day and on an
annual basis. For the various mini-roof structures, the phase angle (ϕ) and the amplitude (A)
of the general form were determined through a regression analysis. The developed sine-wave
functions indicated that most roofs were statistically different from one another from an
amplitude aspect but the phase angles were statistically the same. It was also observed that
almost all roofs had significantly different average mean roof temperatures, but the signifi‐
cance was mostly prevalent in the summer months. During other times of the year, the roofs
behaved in a similar fashion.
Based on the information collected on these mini-roof systems, the UAB Facilities Manage‐
ment Department installed a vegetated roof on top of Hulsey Center as a roofing retro‐
fit. The vegetated roof is ~1388.0 m 2 (14,940 ft 2) in area, and contains approximately 20,000
sedum plants. Utility bill information both prior to and after implementation of the green
roof were gathered for electricity, natural gas, and chilled water were collected. The costs
of utilities prior to and after implementation of the pilot green roof indicated utility bill
(energy)  savings  of  ~20% to  25% (compared to  the  case  prior  to  implementation of  the
vegetated roof system).
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Figure 22. Water/wastewater usage for operation of Hulsey Center, 2006 – 2009.





























Figure 23. Electricity usage for operation of Hulsey Center, 2005 – 2009.
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rock) perform the poorest of the roofing materials tested, resulting in the highest heating
load being placed on the building infrastructure. White granular roofing behaved similar‐
ly  to  black  granular  roofing  materials.  Clean  white  roofs  resulted  in  consistently  lower
temperatures inside the mini-roof than the other roofing materials; however, over time, the
reflective (white) roofs become dirty, losing some of their reflectivity, resulting in the roof
being less energy efficient. Green (vegetated) roofs are fairly efficient in terms of energy
performance  due  to  evapotranspiration  effects.  Green  roofs  resulted  in  temperatures
typically  ~1.1-1.7oC (2-3oF)  higher  than the  white  roofs;  however,  they  will  dampen the
drainage of rainfall during a rain storm through the retention of water onto the soil, and
thereby  lessen  the  discharge  into  stormdrains.  Green  roofs  can  significantly  reduce
stormwater  runoff,  reduce peak flow quantities,  and lengthen the  time of  concentration
from roofing structure [23]. “White” and “green” roofs both significantly reduce the roofs
surface temperature and therefore, the air temperatures above and around the roof.
Hypothesis testing indicated that, between the 3 vegetative mini-roofs, all the min-roofs are
statistically equal to each other in thermal properties. Both SBS Firestone mini-roofs are
statistically the same, but mini-roof 6 is usually hotter. The TPO/PVC/Elvaloy mini-roofs are
statistically the same. The 60-mil EPDM mini-roofs are also statistically the same.
The temperature varies in a sinusoidal fashion both during the course of the day and on an
annual basis. For the various mini-roof structures, the phase angle (ϕ) and the amplitude (A)
of the general form were determined through a regression analysis. The developed sine-wave
functions indicated that most roofs were statistically different from one another from an
amplitude aspect but the phase angles were statistically the same. It was also observed that
almost all roofs had significantly different average mean roof temperatures, but the signifi‐
cance was mostly prevalent in the summer months. During other times of the year, the roofs
behaved in a similar fashion.
Based on the information collected on these mini-roof systems, the UAB Facilities Manage‐
ment Department installed a vegetated roof on top of Hulsey Center as a roofing retro‐
fit. The vegetated roof is ~1388.0 m 2 (14,940 ft 2) in area, and contains approximately 20,000
sedum plants. Utility bill information both prior to and after implementation of the green
roof were gathered for electricity, natural gas, and chilled water were collected. The costs
of utilities prior to and after implementation of the pilot green roof indicated utility bill
(energy)  savings  of  ~20% to  25% (compared to  the  case  prior  to  implementation of  the
vegetated roof system).
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1. Introduction
The debate about the depth and characteristics of public policy intervention in encouraging
renewable energy is more urgent than ever. Some of the literature has started to cast doubt
on the strategies being pursued by countries to encourage renewables. These criticisms have
been varied with regard to the costs of intervention and the consequences for the economy
as a whole. The need to guarantee a continuous supply of electricity requires the existence of
backup power, which is essentially based on fossil sources. Marques and Fuinhas (2012a)
point out that the increase in renewables has been predominantly based upon direct public
subsidies and intervention. Market-driven policies have been deprecated in favor of policy-
driven measures. Fossil sources are often identified as beneficiaries of subsidies, so renewa‐
ble sources should also be stimulated by these policy instruments. However, the way in
which this argument is presented can lead to confusion. In fact, a substantial part of these
subsidies for fossil fuels is a consequence of the strategy to develop renewables. Fossil fuels
are used to provide backup power, such as that from coal plants or combined-cycle gas-fired
plants, but they are turned off for long periods. Consequently, overcapacity and economic
inefficiency arise, which is the primary reason for the current subsidies for fossil fuels. Some
literature, such as Liao et al. (2011), sustains that all incentives/subsidies should be removed,
both for fossil fuels and renewables. The authors then propose applying fees to fossil-based
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products in order to pay for the emission of greenhouse gases. Despite being pragmatic and
objective, this perspective is not easy to apply considering the current state of renewable en‐
ergy technology. In fact, several challenges remain, such as the problem of intermittent gen‐
eration, which will continue to require the use of fossil sources to offset it.
The deployment of new energy sources is inevitable, which is why alternative energy sour‐
ces have emerged, resulting from the use of natural resources such as water, wind, sun, tides
and heat from the earth. In the meantime, the international community has made several
commitments to promoting greater deployment of renewable energy sources. Examples in‐
clude the Kyoto Protocol in 1997 or the recent European directive for climate and energy
measures, known as the 20-20-20 targets. This directive aims to reduce greenhouse gas emis‐
sions by 20%, increase the share of energy consumption from renewable energy sources to
20% and promote energy efficiency by reducing primary energy use by 20%. Nevertheless,
while the need to develop the use of new energy sources has been consensual, in view of the
long-term depletion of fossil fuels and the issue of climate change, there has been no exten‐
sive evaluation of the consequences of renewable energy use. The continuous support for re‐
newables, particularly in Europe, has raised the debate about the levels of wind power
installed capacity. It is well known that there is no kind of power plant that operates at 100%
of its maximum capacity, particularly renewables due to their intermittent nature. Hence, a
problem of structural inefficiency arises, which leads to high economic costs associated with
the existence of idle capacity.
It is widely accepted that renewables, such as solar and wind, are at the heart of common
instruments in reaching European goals of reducing energy dependence, as well as the re‐
duction of greenhouse gases. However, the growth in wind energy magnifies the problem of
intermittency. As stated by Holttinen et al. (2009), it is crucial to properly estimate the costs
of wind energy in the system as a whole when planning high wind power penetration. Fur‐
thermore, the analysis of renewables’ intermittent generation is important for policymakers
due to the great support for renewables in Europe, in the context of long-term energy goals.
Faced with the problem of renewable intermittency, two possible solutions can be consid‐
ered: (i) energy storage for later use; and (ii) backup electricity generation with fossil fuels.
However, the literature (e.g. Beaudin et al., 2010) suggests that energy storage costs are still
very high, so upgrading the energy grid in this way is not yet attainable. As a consequence,
it would seem more appropriate to combine other energy sources to backup power. Fossil
fuel plants can startup and shut down in a short time to keep a secure energy supply and
are an effective way of mitigating renewable intermittency (Isla, 1999; and Luickx et al.,
2008). A consequence of the divergence between maximum capacity in full-time operation
and the electricity actually generated in a given period of time is the idle capacity phenom‐
enon. Idle capacity is noticeable both for renewables, due to their intermittent nature, and
for other energy sources since they are turned off more frequently.
We shall focus only on wind power overcapacity. The scarce research on this subject arouses
curiosity about the high levels of idle capacity in wind power. Indeed, Boccard (2009), Fie‐
dler and Bukovsky (2011) and Yang et al. (2012) found that wind energy generation is rarely
more than 25% of total capacity. This leads us to believe that there may be overcapacity in
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wind power. The ratio of the actual electricity output to maximum capacity is referred to as
the capacity factor. Electricity demand throughout the day is volatile, especially in off-peak
and peak-load periods. This may also influence the amount of idle capacity. This problem
can force investment into pumped hydro during periods when there is wind overproduc‐
tion and low grid consumption and secondly into thermal plants like coal-based or gas-fired
to provide backup power for wind power when necessary (Luickx et al., 2008).
The vast literature about renewable intermittency, both theoretical and case studies, has not
explored the phenomenon of wind overcapacity in enough detail. Indeed, the empirical as‐
sessment of overcapacity in wind power merits much more attention. On the one hand, the
phenomenon of overcapacity reflects the path taken by renewables and, on the other, since
this phenomenon is a leading indicator, it should back the process of updating public guid‐
ance. The aim of this chapter is to provide empirical evidence on the drivers that contribute
to explaining wind power overcapacity and, secondly, to identify empirically the causes for
a panel of 19 countries. While Boccard (2009) addresses the issue of wind intermittency from
the perspective of the capacity factors, this chapter is focused on the importance of intermit‐
tency and possible wind overcapacity, but using a non-used wind capacity approach.
The role played by several energy sources in creating wind power overcapacity is assessed,
controlling for socio-economic drivers and public energy policies and measures. On the
whole, this approach can be useful in highlighting the relevance of the intermittent nature of
renewables for policymakers in order to deal with wind overcapacity. Econometric techni‐
ques of panel data were applied to deal with the energy and socio-economic characteristics
of an economic bloc with environmental concerns and long-term energy targets. In particu‐
lar, the contribution of conventional energy sources to the wind power overcapacity in Eu‐
rope is appraised. Some light is shed on the public policies that might mitigate the economic
inefficiency.
2. Renewables’ intermittency context: The debate
The expansion of renewables is the subject of hot debate in the literature regarding the im‐
plications of these energy sources, namely their advantages, consequences and prospects for
growth. The implications of the unpredictability and inconstancy of wind energy generation
prove relevant. In fact, this intermittency in generation makes it increasingly important to
combine different energy sources, including fossil fuels, to backup energy supply. A rele‐
vant role is merited not only for conventional energy sources, but also for the mix of renew‐
ables. Moreover, it is crucial to understand the role that public policy and measures have
played. Wind power installation has been strongly stimulated by public guidance and high‐
ly subsidized, namely by guaranteed prices under feed-in tariffs which will last for more
than 25 years, as stated by Moreno and Martínez-Val (2011). Together with other drivers
that promote renewables on a large scale, this creates distortions and increased costs for con‐
sumers (Gómez et al., 2011).
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2.1. Intermittency and wind power overcapacity
Although the issue of renewable intermittency is far from new in the literature, the rele‐
vance of this topic together with the phenomenon of overcapacity requires much more re‐
search. The main reasons and impacts of non-constant generation of wind energy are
analyzed by authors such as Albadi and El-Saadany (2010), and Green and Vasilakos (2010).
Gonzalez et al. (2004) focus on Ireland, Gül and Stenzel (2005) on Scandinavia, the United
Kingdom and the United States, Caralis et al. (2008) on Greece and the Chinese case is tar‐
geted by Yang et al. (2012) and Zhang and Li (2012).
Intermittency in renewables can be analyzed by using the capacity factor. This is the ratio,
for a certain period of time, of the energy generated to the energy that would have been gen‐
erated in operation by operating total continuous power during the same period (Denholm
et al., 2005). Boccard (2009) summarizes that capacity factor depends on: (i) wind variability;
(ii) the shadowing phenomenon; and (iii) the intensive focus on subsidy policies. The shad‐
owing phenomenon comes from installing too many wind turbines in a limited area to save
costs on land use. Moreover, the short distance between wind farms compromises the indi‐
vidual performance of each farm. The vast use of public financial support policies may have
led to fast, but inefficient, wind energy deployment.
Acker et al. (2007) noted that a seasonal influence in the capacity factor can be observed.
Caralis et al. (2008) analyzed the capacity factors in Greece and suggest that spatial disper‐
sion of wind farms benefits the wind power capacity factor. They concluded that the accu‐
mulation of too many wind farms is not always the optimal solution because it may impair
the efficiency of each individual wind farm. More recently, Yang et al. (2012) and Zhang and
Li (2012) assessed wind power growth in China, which was driven by three main factors: (i)
the perception that China benefits from large wind resources; (ii) the adoption of incentives
and subsidies that support the investment in wind power; and (iii) the reduction in wind
capital costs. The authors note that more attention to the efficiency of wind turbine alloca‐
tion in China is needed. In fact, one-third of wind turbines were idle, causing a capacity fac‐
tor of 16.3% between 2007 and 2010 (Yang et al., 2012).
2.2. Backup and energy storage
It is important to seek new ways to deal with wind speed variability, both in the short and
long term. Examples could be additional energy sources to backup power in windless peri‐
ods or energy storage devices (Purvins et al., 2011). To ensure a secure energy supply, it is
necessary to mix wind power with other energy sources, including fossil fuels. Pearce (2009)
suggests a solar photovoltaic system mixed with combined heat and power to overcome in‐
termittency in California without resorting to energy storage. Moreno and Martínez-Val
(2011) argue that thermal power plants are no longer so important in base load energy gen‐
eration, turning them into backup sources to substitute renewables. These authors support
that by 2020, backup with combined cycle gas turbine plants needs to grow to 8 or 9 Giga‐
watts. The literature (e.g. Archer and Jacobson, 2007) also mentions another method to
smooth wind variability. These authors found that by interconnecting multiple wind parks
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through the electricity transmission grid, wind farms behave more similarly over time as a
single wind farm with constant wind speed, providing a constant and secure energy supply.
As regards the impact of energy policies and measures on the deployment of renewables, a
few studies have provided empirical evidence. Carley (2009) uses the fixed-effect vector de‐
composition, which is a variant of the fixed-effects model, and finds that the sum total of
United States energy policies does not contribute significantly to more electricity from re‐
newables. However, the growth of renewables is promoted by each additional year that a
State maintains a policy. A positive relationship between the expansion of wind energy and
the adoption of energy policies that promote investment and subsidies is found by Menz
and Vachon (2006). Regarding European countries, Marques and Fuinhas (2012a) prove that
policies subsidizing the promotion of renewables have been effective in doing so. Overall,
they argued that this process is driven by political willingness rather than by economic ra‐
tionality.
3. Wind capacity, energy sources and European public policies
Wind energy growth in the last decade in Europe was mainly driven by several factors such
as: energy demand growth; the commitments made to greenhouse gas reduction under the
Kyoto protocol directives; improvements in renewable energy technology; and the reduction
of the marginal cost of wind power generation over the past 15 years, approaching the cost
of conventional energy sources (Pechak et al., 2011). For these reasons, wind power has reg‐
istered a strong impulse since the late 1990s and early 2000s. As a consequence, due to the
lack of data before 1998 for almost all European countries, this study uses panel data for the
time span 1998-2009, for the following countries: Austria, Belgium, the Czech Republic, Den‐
mark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, the Netherlands,
Norway, Poland, Portugal, Spain, Sweden and the United Kingdom. These countries are
part of a group that is driven by long-term energy goals under European directives (EU di‐
rective, 2009). Not all countries have the same number of observations due to sporadic miss‐
ing values, which leads to an unbalanced panel. The remaining countries of the EU27 did
not provide available data for wind power installed capacity in the considered time span.
Panel data techniques have several advantages, such as: (i) they allow a more accurate statis‐
tical inference; (ii) they provide more informative data and variability; (iii) they increase the
number of observations and degrees of freedom; and (iv) they allow for controlling individ‐
ual heterogeneity and unobserved characteristics of errors which are not detectable in time-
series or cross-sectional models (Baltagi, 2005 and Hsiao, 2006).
3.1. Wind capacity
For a better approach to the issue of intermittency and overcapacity, it proved necessary to
make the concept of overcapacity operational. To do so, a variable which emulates wind
overcapacity (WOCAPc,t) was created.
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mulation of too many wind farms is not always the optimal solution because it may impair
the efficiency of each individual wind farm. More recently, Yang et al. (2012) and Zhang and
Li (2012) assessed wind power growth in China, which was driven by three main factors: (i)
the perception that China benefits from large wind resources; (ii) the adoption of incentives
and subsidies that support the investment in wind power; and (iii) the reduction in wind
capital costs. The authors note that more attention to the efficiency of wind turbine alloca‐
tion in China is needed. In fact, one-third of wind turbines were idle, causing a capacity fac‐
tor of 16.3% between 2007 and 2010 (Yang et al., 2012).
2.2. Backup and energy storage
It is important to seek new ways to deal with wind speed variability, both in the short and
long term. Examples could be additional energy sources to backup power in windless peri‐
ods or energy storage devices (Purvins et al., 2011). To ensure a secure energy supply, it is
necessary to mix wind power with other energy sources, including fossil fuels. Pearce (2009)
suggests a solar photovoltaic system mixed with combined heat and power to overcome in‐
termittency in California without resorting to energy storage. Moreno and Martínez-Val
(2011) argue that thermal power plants are no longer so important in base load energy gen‐
eration, turning them into backup sources to substitute renewables. These authors support
that by 2020, backup with combined cycle gas turbine plants needs to grow to 8 or 9 Giga‐
watts. The literature (e.g. Archer and Jacobson, 2007) also mentions another method to
smooth wind variability. These authors found that by interconnecting multiple wind parks
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through the electricity transmission grid, wind farms behave more similarly over time as a
single wind farm with constant wind speed, providing a constant and secure energy supply.
As regards the impact of energy policies and measures on the deployment of renewables, a
few studies have provided empirical evidence. Carley (2009) uses the fixed-effect vector de‐
composition, which is a variant of the fixed-effects model, and finds that the sum total of
United States energy policies does not contribute significantly to more electricity from re‐
newables. However, the growth of renewables is promoted by each additional year that a
State maintains a policy. A positive relationship between the expansion of wind energy and
the adoption of energy policies that promote investment and subsidies is found by Menz
and Vachon (2006). Regarding European countries, Marques and Fuinhas (2012a) prove that
policies subsidizing the promotion of renewables have been effective in doing so. Overall,
they argued that this process is driven by political willingness rather than by economic ra‐
tionality.
3. Wind capacity, energy sources and European public policies
Wind energy growth in the last decade in Europe was mainly driven by several factors such
as: energy demand growth; the commitments made to greenhouse gas reduction under the
Kyoto protocol directives; improvements in renewable energy technology; and the reduction
of the marginal cost of wind power generation over the past 15 years, approaching the cost
of conventional energy sources (Pechak et al., 2011). For these reasons, wind power has reg‐
istered a strong impulse since the late 1990s and early 2000s. As a consequence, due to the
lack of data before 1998 for almost all European countries, this study uses panel data for the
time span 1998-2009, for the following countries: Austria, Belgium, the Czech Republic, Den‐
mark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, the Netherlands,
Norway, Poland, Portugal, Spain, Sweden and the United Kingdom. These countries are
part of a group that is driven by long-term energy goals under European directives (EU di‐
rective, 2009). Not all countries have the same number of observations due to sporadic miss‐
ing values, which leads to an unbalanced panel. The remaining countries of the EU27 did
not provide available data for wind power installed capacity in the considered time span.
Panel data techniques have several advantages, such as: (i) they allow a more accurate statis‐
tical inference; (ii) they provide more informative data and variability; (iii) they increase the
number of observations and degrees of freedom; and (iv) they allow for controlling individ‐
ual heterogeneity and unobserved characteristics of errors which are not detectable in time-
series or cross-sectional models (Baltagi, 2005 and Hsiao, 2006).
3.1. Wind capacity
For a better approach to the issue of intermittency and overcapacity, it proved necessary to
make the concept of overcapacity operational. To do so, a variable which emulates wind
overcapacity (WOCAPc,t) was created.
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WOCAPc,t is the dependent variable and represents the ratio of idle capacity in a year to the
hypothetical maximum energy that could be produced in a year, in a continuous full-power
operation. This ratio was computed from raw data, and can be done in two different ways:






In equation (1) TOTALCAPc,t is the total of wind installed capacity. IDCAPc,t denotes the idle
capacity of wind power in a year. In other words, IDCAPc,t represents the difference between
maximum possible wind electricity generation during the year (8760 hours) and the amount
of electricity actually generated. TOTALCAPc,t and IDCAPc,t are expressed in Megawatts
(MW) and this last one is computed as follows:
IDCAPc,t =
(WINDCAP c ,t *8760) - (TOTELECGEN c ,t *1000)
8760 , (2)
where TOTELECGENc,t is the total electricity generated in a year, in Gigawatts per hour
(GWh). TOTELECGENc,t is multiplied by 1000 to convert to same units.
Regarding option (ii) WOCAPc,t can be computed as the difference between 1 and the capaci‐
ty factor (CFc,t) as follows:
WOCAPc,t =1 - CF c,t  . (3)
The capacity factor is computed as follows:
CF c,t =
TOTELECGEN c ,t *1000
TOTCAP c ,t *8760
 . (4)
In expressions (3) and (4) CFc,t is the ratio of actual wind power to maximum capacity in a
year. For example, for Germany and Spain, which are the leader countries in terms of wind
installed capacity, in 2009 the total installed capacity was respectively 25777 MW and 18988
MW. Electricity output was 38637 GWh and 36851 GWh. From here, following equation (2)
for Germany and Spain, IDCAPc,t in 2009 was:
(25777*8760) - (38637*1000)
8760 ≈  21366.3836 MW , (5)
(18988*8760) - (36851*1000)
8760 ≈14781.2648 MW . (6)
In accordance with equation (1), wind overcapacity ratios (WOCAPc,t) for Germany and
Spain are given as:
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21366.3836
25777 ≈  0.8289, (7)
14781.2648
18988 ≈0.7785. (8)
For Finland and Latvia, which are the countries with the lowest wind installed capacity (147
MW and 29 MW respectively) with electricity output of 277 GWh and 49 GWh, in 2009 ID‐
CAPc,t was:
(147*8760) - (277*1000)
8760 ≈  115.3790 MW , (9)
(29*8760) - (49*1000)
8760 ≈  23.4064 MW . (10)
Hence, wind overcapacity ratios (WOCAPc,t) for these two countries respectively are given
as:
115.3790
147 ≈  0.7849, (11)
23.4064
29 ≈0. 8071. (12)
Our computations indicate that 82.89 %, 77.85 %, 78.49 % and 80.71 % of the wind installed
capacity was idle during the year, i.e., a capacity factor of 17.11 %, 22.15 %, 21.51 % and
19.29 % respectively for Germany, Spain, Finland and Latvia. These values are relatively
high. Indeed, it is surprising that this issue has not been addressed earlier with more em‐
phasis in the literature. Average WOCAPc,t values for all countries of our panel for the time
span 1998-2009 are presented in Figure 1. Wind overcapacity average values are in line with
other authors who addressed capacity factors, like Boccard (2009) and Yang et al. (2012). For
example, in Denmark and Portugal, the average WOCAPc,t is 0.7790 and 0.7840 respectively,
and according to (4) the capacity factor is 0.2210 and 0.2160. It denotes that Nordic countries
(e.g. Norway, Sweden, Finland, Denmark, the United Kingdom and Ireland) as well as
southern Europe (e.g. Portugal, Spain and Greece) have less idle capacity and therefore
more capacity factors than continental countries. This may be because of higher wind speeds
in these regions.
3.2. Variables
Several causes for idle capacity are suggested by the normative literature. Following this
closely, the impact of variables with different natures is controlled for, such as: conventional
energy sources; other renewable sources; socio-economic drivers; and energy efficiency
measures and public policies as follows.
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southern Europe (e.g. Portugal, Spain and Greece) have less idle capacity and therefore
more capacity factors than continental countries. This may be because of higher wind speeds
in these regions.
3.2. Variables
Several causes for idle capacity are suggested by the normative literature. Following this
closely, the impact of variables with different natures is controlled for, such as: conventional
energy sources; other renewable sources; socio-economic drivers; and energy efficiency
measures and public policies as follows.
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Figure 1. Average WOCAPc,t for the time span 1998 – 2009
3.2.1. Conventional energy sources
To assess the impact of conventional energy sources on wind overcapacity, the shares of fos‐
sil energy sources in total electricity generation across European countries were used (see
Figure 2 for average values). The variables are for coal-based power plants (COALSHc,t), gas-
fired (GASSHc,t) and oil power plants (OILSHc,t). The literature (e.g. Luickx et al., 2008; Øster‐
gaard, 2008; Larraín et al., 2010; and Purvins et al., 2011) argues that these variables are the
main sources used to backup wind power, especially coal and gas. In fact, gas turbines can
be used as a backup source for wind power in windless periods because their startup times
are in the order of a few minutes while other conventional power plants may take much lon‐
ger (Kehlhofer et al., 2009). It is expected that these variables will be highly significant in ex‐
plaining wind overcapacity. Nuclear power is also part of conventional energy sources. The
impact of nuclear capacity factor (CFNUCLc,t) in wind overcapacity (computed according to
(4)) is controlled. Nuclear power still has great importance in Europe, despite its capacity
factor reduction by 7.9% between 1998 and 2009. The toxic waste that comes from nuclear
power and the fact that it is difficult to treat as well as risk of disaster have recently brought
the debate to Germany to reduce its share of nuclear power in electricity generation.
Figure 2 suggests that the 19 countries included in our study still have a large share of con‐
ventional energy sources in total electricity generation, except Nordic countries and Portu‐
gal, which have been at the forefront of the support in renewables, namely wind and solar
energy.
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Figure 2. Average conventional energy sources share for the time span 1998-2009
3.2.2. Other renewable energy sources
To assess the impact of renewables on wind overcapacity, our option is to use variables rep‐
resenting the most common renewable energy sources such as hydropower, renewable
waste and solar energy. Figure 3 presents the growth rate of renewables’ share in the 19
countries under analysis. Regarding hydropower, the effect of the capacity factor of hydro‐
power (CFHYDc,t) is controlled. This variable was computed similarly to the nuclear capacity
factor, according to expression (4) to avoid multicollinearity problems. In the context of the
Europe 20-20-20 targets, renewable waste and solar energy have been increasingly used to
generate electricity (Münster and Meibom, 2011). To assess the impact of these two energy
sources on wind overcapacity, the effect of the share of waste (WASTSHc,t) and solar
(SOLSHc,t) in the total electricity generated is controlled. We also sought to ascertain the im‐
pact of installing more wind power over the years through the growth rate of wind power
installed capacity (WINDGRc,t). It is expected that the overcapacity of wind power will be
positively influenced by more wind power plants.
In Figure 3, values suggest that, in Europe, there has generally been large growth in the
share of electricity generated from renewable energy sources. Negative values may indicate
that in these countries hydro power is becoming less important in the energy portfolio. For
example, Portugal, Germany, Denmark and Ireland have average rates of growth of 10.75%,
9.57%, 10.63% and 11.55% respectively, which indicates huge support in electricity genera‐
tion from renewables in the early 2000s.
3.2.3. Socio-economic drivers
Potential socio-economic drivers such as population density or economic development were
controlled for in order to assess their effect on wind overcapacity (see Figures 4 and 5 for
average values). According to Caralis et al. (2008) and Boccard (2009), the spatial dispersion
of wind farms may be an important driver for a greater or lesser capacity factor. To control
for the effect of spatial dispersion of wind farms, a proxy, the variable POPDENSc,t is used.
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Figure 3. Average rate of growth in renewables’ share in total electricity generation (including Hydro) for the time
span 1999-2009
Figure 4. Average population density for the time span 1998-2009
This variable assesses the effect of available and suitable land area for wind park installation
in countries with greater or lesser population density. The Netherlands, followed by the
United Kingdom, reveal the largest population density in the panel.
Regarding economic development, the natural logarithm of Gross Domestic Product (GDP)
per capita (LNGDPPCc,t) is used to measure the capacity of European countries to invest in
more efficient energy generation technologies. It is expected that more developed countries
will have greater available financial resources to invest in more efficient energy sources,
such as offshore wind parks.
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Figure 5. Average natural logarithm of GDP per capita for the time span 1998-2009
Latvia is the country with the smallest average natural logarithm of GDP per capita, while
Norway holds the largest value for this indicator.
3.2.4. Energy efficiency measures and public policies
Energy policies and measures have been widely used to promote and support the deploy‐
ment of renewables. Data from the Mesures d’Utilisation Rationnelle de l’Energie (MURE)
database was collected, which provides information concerning the amount and the impact
of these measures in order to control for the influence of energy policies on overcapacity.
The variables are the cumulative amount of measures taken per household and in the indus‐
trial and tertiary sectors, as presented in Figure 6. Firstly, the total energy policies and meas‐
ures carried out in a year (ALLPOLc,t) were considered. It is expected that the total measures
may have a positive impact on wind power overcapacity. For a deeper analysis of public
policies, the total energy policies are divided into seven individual types to assess the influ‐
ence of each type individually: (i) Legislative/normative (NORMPOLc,t) stands for mandato‐
ry standards for buildings, regulations for heating systems and hot water systems,
regulations in the field of building and mandatory standards for electrical appliances; (ii)
legislative/informative (INFOPOLc,t) aims to inform about energy efficiency, mandatory
standards in buildings and electrical appliances; (iii) fiscal/tariff (FISCPOLc,t) measures in‐
clude tax exemptions/reductions in retrofitting investments; (iv) incentives/subsidies (FIN‐
POLc,t) includes feed-in tariffs, grants and loans. A positive effect of these measures on
WOCAPc,t is expected, due to their contribution to renewables’ deployment which may posi‐
tively influence wind overcapacity; (v) information/education (EDUPOLc,t) measures aim to
provide campaigns by energy agencies and energy suppliers; (vi) co-operative measures
(COOPPOLc,t) include voluntary programs; and (vii) cross-cutting measures (CUTPOLc,t) are
the eco-tax on energy consumption or CO2 emissions and other eco-taxes.
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Figure 6. Average number of accumulated energy policies and measures for the time span 1998-2009
Variable Definition Source Obs. Mean SD Min. Max.
WOCAPc,t
Ratio of non-used output to the
maximum possible output over a year
EUROSTAT 221 0.7956 0.0543 0.5947 0.9912
COALSHc,t
Ratio of elect. gen. to coal (TWh)/total
elect. gen. (TWh)
IEA 227 0.2940 0.2483 0 0.9636
GASSHc,t
Ratio of elect. gen. to gas (TWh)/total
elect. gen. (TWh)
IEA 227 0.2161 0.1761 0.0015 0.6339
OILSHc,t
Ratio of elect. gen. to oil (TWh)/total
elect. gen. (TWh)
IEA 227 0.0564 0.0770 0.0001 0.4243
CFNUCLc,t
Ratio of average plant output to the
maximum possible output over a year
IEA 228 0.4324 0.4164 0 0.9659
CFHYDc,t
Ratio of average plant output to the
maximum possible output over a year
IEA 228 0.2884 0.1231 0.0948 0.6223
WASTSHc,t
Ratio of elect. gen. to waste (TWh)/total
elect. gen. (TWh)
IEA 227 0.0308 0.0348 0 0.1486
SOLSHc,t
Ratio of elect. gen. to solar (TWh)/total
elect. gen. (TWh)
IEA 227 0.0004 0.0018 0 0.0210
WINDGRc,t
Yearly growth rate of wind installed
capacity
EUROSTAT 223 50.5234 98.1664 -7.1429 1000






228 139.6083 115.6765 14.5655 489.6442
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Variable Definition Source Obs. Mean SD Min. Max.
LNGDPPCc,t







228 9.7194 0.6774 7.9737 10.6431
ALLPOLc,t
Total of Accumulated Number of
Renewable Energy Policies and Measures
MURE
DATABASE
228 29.8553 18.9586 0 82
NORMPOLc,t
Accumulated Number of Renewable




228 6.9035 6.0468 0 36
FISCPOLc,t
Accumulated Number of Renewable




221 1.0905 1.8367 0 7
INFOPOLc,t
Accumulated Number of Renewable





228 3.2807 3.2434 0 13
FINPOLc,t
Accumulated Number of Renewable




228 8.6754 7.0079 0 26
EDUPOLc,t
Accumulated Number of Renewable




228 5.5526 4.7159 0 22
COOPPOLc,t
Accumulated Number of Renewable




218 2.7456 3.0511 0 16
CUTPOLc,t
Accumulated Number of Renewable




228 1.6404 3.5199 0 16
Notes: MURE DATABASE stands for Mesures d’Utilisation Rationnelle de l’Energie (MURE II Database); co-ordinated by
the Institute of Studies for the Integration of Systems and the Fraunhofer Institute for Systems and Innovation Re‐
search ISI. IEA stands for International Energy Agency Data Services and EUROSTAT stands for Eurostat Statistics Data‐
base available at http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/portal/page/portal/statistics/search_database with the code
nrg_113a.
Table 1. Variables definition, sources and summary statistics
Figure 6 indicates that there has been major support for renewables through energy policies
and measures especially in Germany, France, Finland and the United Kingdom.
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Figure 6. Average number of accumulated energy policies and measures for the time span 1998-2009
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elect. gen. (TWh)
IEA 227 0.0564 0.0770 0.0001 0.4243
CFNUCLc,t
Ratio of average plant output to the
maximum possible output over a year
IEA 228 0.4324 0.4164 0 0.9659
CFHYDc,t
Ratio of average plant output to the
maximum possible output over a year
IEA 228 0.2884 0.1231 0.0948 0.6223
WASTSHc,t
Ratio of elect. gen. to waste (TWh)/total
elect. gen. (TWh)
IEA 227 0.0308 0.0348 0 0.1486
SOLSHc,t
Ratio of elect. gen. to solar (TWh)/total
elect. gen. (TWh)
IEA 227 0.0004 0.0018 0 0.0210
WINDGRc,t
Yearly growth rate of wind installed
capacity
EUROSTAT 223 50.5234 98.1664 -7.1429 1000






228 139.6083 115.6765 14.5655 489.6442
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Variable Definition Source Obs. Mean SD Min. Max.
LNGDPPCc,t







228 9.7194 0.6774 7.9737 10.6431
ALLPOLc,t
Total of Accumulated Number of
Renewable Energy Policies and Measures
MURE
DATABASE
228 29.8553 18.9586 0 82
NORMPOLc,t
Accumulated Number of Renewable




228 6.9035 6.0468 0 36
FISCPOLc,t
Accumulated Number of Renewable




221 1.0905 1.8367 0 7
INFOPOLc,t
Accumulated Number of Renewable





228 3.2807 3.2434 0 13
FINPOLc,t
Accumulated Number of Renewable




228 8.6754 7.0079 0 26
EDUPOLc,t
Accumulated Number of Renewable




228 5.5526 4.7159 0 22
COOPPOLc,t
Accumulated Number of Renewable




218 2.7456 3.0511 0 16
CUTPOLc,t
Accumulated Number of Renewable




228 1.6404 3.5199 0 16
Notes: MURE DATABASE stands for Mesures d’Utilisation Rationnelle de l’Energie (MURE II Database); co-ordinated by
the Institute of Studies for the Integration of Systems and the Fraunhofer Institute for Systems and Innovation Re‐
search ISI. IEA stands for International Energy Agency Data Services and EUROSTAT stands for Eurostat Statistics Data‐
base available at http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/portal/page/portal/statistics/search_database with the code
nrg_113a.
Table 1. Variables definition, sources and summary statistics
Figure 6 indicates that there has been major support for renewables through energy policies
and measures especially in Germany, France, Finland and the United Kingdom.




In this chapter data from several sources such as the Eurostat database, International Energy
Agency (IEA), World Bank and MURE Database is used. Table 1 presents the variables, their
definition, sources and summary statistics for the time span 1998-2009.
3.4. Methods
To make a proper empirical analysis the panel dataset structure was analyzed, which gener‐
ally has a complex nature of term error composition. Several methods were applied: (i) visu‐
al analysis of data; (ii) test for first-order autocorrelation in panel data; (iii) test for the
presence of groupwise heteroskedasticity; and (iv) test for contemporaneous correlation.
Stata v11.2 econometric software was used.
The correlation matrix (Table 2) values suggest that correlation coefficients are low and do
not suggest the existence of collinearity among the variables.
WOCAPc,t COALSHc,t GASSHc,t OILSHc,t CFNUCLc,t CFHYDc,t WASTSHc,t WINDGRc,t SOLSHc,t
WOCAPc,t 1
COALSHc,t -0.0365 1
GASSHc,t -0.1244 -0.1455 1
OILSHc,t -0.2115 0.071 0.2375 1
CFNUCLc,t 0.2218 -0.1512 -0.0172 -0.4296 1
CFHYDc,t 0.0557 -0.4607 -0.2358 -0.2613 0.1269 1
WASTSHc,t 0.0412 -0.0863 0.0188 -0.2497 0.2778 0.4466 1
WINDGRc,t 0.4853 -0.0079 -0.1081 -0.0593 -0.0462 -0.0219 -0.1532 1
SOLSHc,t 0.0203 -0.0003 0.0637 -0.0357 0.1309 -0.088 0.0184 -0.0723 1
POPDENSc,t 0.1344 0.1529 0.5052 -0.0721 0.3865 -0.33 -0.0177 -0.0968 0.0592
LNGDPPCc,t -0.1772 -0.3668 0.0691 -0.0704 0.1725 0.3844 0.301 -0.2477 0.0294
NORMPOLc,t 0.0936 -0.2008 0.2193 0.1654 0.0503 -0.1347 -0.0908 -0.109 0.4542
FISCPOLc,t -0.0087 -0.1839 0.2779 -0.2763 0.4015 -0.1103 0.0589 -0.0683 -0.068
FINPOLc,t -0.1705 -0.1179 -0.027 -0.3426 0.5317 0.169 0.088 -0.0178 0.1358
EDUPOLc,t -0.0832 -0.2672 0.0633 -0.3603 0.1555 0.3154 0.252 -0.0749 0.0879
COOPPOLc,t -0.008 -0.1613 0.2452 -0.2366 0.4922 0.3567 0.5535 -0.1681 0.0922
CUTPOLc,t 0.0634 0.0865 -0.0564 -0.2202 0.2274 0.175 -0.0224 -0.082 0.249
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POPDENSc,t LNGDPPCc,t NORMPOLc,t FISCPOLc,t FINPOLc,t EDUPOLc,t COOPPOLc,t CUTPOLc,t
POPDENSc,t 1
LNGDPPCc,t 0.1445 1
NORMPOLc,t 0.1375 0.2511 1
FISCPOLc,t 0.557 0.3284 0.1434 1
FINPOLc,t 0.215 0.2488 0.3877 0.3986 1
EDUPOLc,t -0.0983 0.3927 0.1509 0.2376 0.4939 1
COOPPOLc,t 0.2422 0.4507 0.1037 0.3808 0.3564 0.3814 1
CUTPOLc,t 0.275 0.3259 0.0897 0.1559 0.4795 0.3185 0.2131 1
Notwithstanding, the Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) test for multicollinearity among variables was performed. Individ‐
ual values are below 5 for all individual tests and 2.36 for mean VIF (Table 3), which reinforces that multicollinearity
among variables is not a problem.
Table 2. Correlation Matrix
Variables VIF 1/VIF
COALSH c,t 2.33 0.4292
GASSH c,t 2.42 0.414
OILSH c,t 1.81 0.5522
CFNUCL c,t 2.76 0.363
CFHYD c,t 2.92 0.3423
WASTSH c,t 1.95 0.5131
WINDGR c,t 1.11 0.8993
SOLSH c,t 1.64 0.6092
POPDENS c,t 3.47 0.2881
LNGDPPC c,t 2.22 0.4514
NORMPOL c,t 2.37 0.4226
FISCPOL c,t 2.41 0.415
FINPOL c,t 3.29 0.304
EDUPOL c,t 2.19 0.4556
COOPPOL c,t 2.66 0.3758
CUTPOL c,t 2.16 0.4621
Mean VIF 2.36
Table 3. Variance Inflation Factor (VIF)
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As part of the empirical research using panel dataset techniques, several tests to detect com‐
mon panel phenomena in errors structure were performed (see Table 4 for results). The
Wooldridge test with the null hypothesis of no first-order autocorrelation to detect serial
correlation in the idiosyncratic errors of panel-data (Wooldridge, 2002) was performed. This
test follows a normal distribution N(0,1) in Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) estimator. Fur‐
thermore, a modified Wald test was applied to search for the presence of groupwise hetero‐
skedasticity in the residuals of a fixed effect (FE) regression model, which assumes
homoskedasticity across cross-sections. The modified Wald Test has χ2 distribution and tests
the null hypothesis of: σc
2 =σ 2forc =1,  …,  N  whereσ 2 is the variance of the ccountry
(Greene, 2000). As stated by Marques and Fuinhas (2012b), if one considers that European
countries are guided by common energy guidelines, one might expect the presence of con‐
temporaneous correlation in our panel. In order to detect this phenomenon, or rather, test
the null hypothesis of cross-section independence, Pesaran (2004), Frees (1995 and 2004),
and Friedman (1937) tests were performed. While Pesaran follows a standard normal distri‐
bution, the Frees statistic test uses Frees Q-distribution and Friedman uses Friedman’s chi-
square distributed statistic. Frees and Friedman perform only with available data for all
cross-sections. Hausman’s statistics test the null hypothesis that the difference of coefficients
between fixed-effects and random-effects is not systematic.
Pooled OLS Fixed Effects (FE) Random Effects (RE)
Wooldridge test F(N(0,1)) 3.48
Modified Wald test (χ 2) 749.41***
Pesaran test -1.717 -2.061**
Frees test 0.744 1.191
Friedman test 7.053 4.605
Note: ***, ** denote significance at 1 and 5% significance levels
Table 4. Specification tests and statistics
According to table 4 results, the Wooldridge test value (3.48) does not reject the null hypoth‐
esis of no first-order autocorrelation. Accordingly, the autoregressive (AR1) estimator is not
suitable. The modified Wald test value (749.41) suggests rejection of the null hypothesis of
errors homoskedasticity within cross-sections. Therefore, the presence of groupwise hetero‐
skedasticity is confirmed. As far as the presence of contemporaneous correlation is con‐
cerned, with the exception of the Pesaran test for random effects (-2.061), generally the null
hypothesis of no contemporaneous correlation was not rejected, suggesting that there is spa‐
tial independence across European countries. This is not surprising given the technical na‐
ture of our research into the interaction of conventional sources and renewables with wind
overcapacity instead of common policy guidelines.
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The OLS estimator proves to be consistent when there is no presence of multicollinearity
among the  explanatory  variables  and  when  the  regressors  are  exogenous.  It  is  optimal
when there is no serial auto-correlation following V (ε)=σε
2 |  NT and when the errors are
homoskedastic followingE (ε)=0. Therefore, in our case it may be useful to benchmark re‐
sults  of  our  panel  estimation.  Moreover,  we apply the  panel  fixed-effects  (FE)  and ran‐
dom-effects estimators (RE). Using the fixed-effects estimator appears to be appropriate in
studying the  impact  of  variables  that  vary over  time.  It  explores  the  different  variables
within  groups  that  have  their  own characteristics,  in  our  case  European  countries.  The
fixed-effects estimator assumes that something time-invariant within groups can affect the
dependent variable and cannot be correlated with other groups.  In turn,  random effects
assume that variation across groups is random and not correlated to the dependent and
independent variables.
The generic model to estimate is:
WOCAPc,t = α + ∑
k=1
k
βk Xk ,c,t +  dt + εc,t  , (13)
where the error term is εc,t =αc +  uc,t  with αc uncorrelated with the regressors and εc,t  homo‐
skedastic with no serial correlation. The dummy for time is denoted by dt.
4. Empirical evidence of the drivers of wind overcapacity
The estimation results are shown in Table 5. Conventional standard errors (CSE) are provid‐
ed, as are robust standard errors (RSE) to deal with the presence of heteroskedasticity. Mod‐
els I and II represent pooled OLS; models III and IV are panel fixed-effect estimators (FE);
and models V and VI stand for random-effect estimators (RE). The error term isεc,t =αc + uc,t .
A  battery  of  diagnostic  tests  was  applied  to  test  the  quality  of  the  estimators.  The
Breusch-Pagan Lagrange multiplier (LM) is provided to test whether the RE estimator is
more suitable than the OLS estimator. The results show that the null hypothesis of varian‐
ces across groups being equal to zero is rejected, so there is a significant difference across
groups.  Accordingly,  the RE estimator is  more suitable than Pooled OLS. The Hausman
test to choose the most appropriate estimator between FE and RE was applied. The null
hypothesis assumes that the difference in coefficients is not systematic, thus accepting RE
over FE estimator (Greene, 2008). The Hausman test accepts the null hypothesis, thus the
errors αc  are uncorrelated with the regressors.  As a consequence,  the discussion will  be
based  on  RE  estimator  with  RSE  (VI).  In  other  words,  it  seems  that  differences  across
countries influence WOCAPc,t,  so the panel RE estimator is more appropriate than FE to
our analysis.
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N 218 218 218 218 218 218
R2 0.4316 0.4316 0.3623 0.3623
Wald (χ 2) 136.63***
F (N(0,1)) 7.09*** 4.82***
LM (χ 2) 11.76***
Hausman (χ 2) 30.93
Notes: OLS - Ordinary Least Squares. RE – Random Effects. FE – Fixed Effects. CSE – Conventional standard errors. The F-
test has normal distribution N(0,1) and tests the null hypothesis of non-significance of all estimated parameters. The
Wald test has χ 2distribution and tests the null hypothesis of non-significance of all coefficients of independent varia‐
bles. The LM test has χ 2distribution and tests the null hypothesis of non-relevance of individual effects in the RE mod‐
el. The Hausman test has χ 2distribution and tests the null hypothesis of the difference in coefficients not being
systematic between two selected estimators. Standard errors are reported in brackets. All estimates were controlled to
include time effects, although they are not reported for reasons of simplicity. ***, **, denote significance at 1 and 5%
significance levels respectively for both coefficient estimators and test statistics.
Table 5. Regression results - Dependent Variable WOCAPc,t
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Globally, the estimation results provided in Table 5 reveal consistency despite some dif‐
ferences between significance levels. By examining the variables in descending order, for
fossil  fuels,  the effect  of  COALSHc,t  and GASSHc,t  proved to be negative and statistically
significant at 5% and 1% respectively. On the other hand, variable OILSHc,t does not seem
to be significant statistically. This result is in line with expectations, revealing that there is
backup for wind power using fossil fuels like coal and gas to overcome intermittency. Oil
power plants are not generally used for backup, so these results may reveal our model’s
robustness.
CFNUCLc,t, CFHYDc,t and SOLSHc,t coefficients reveal no statistical relationship between the
capacity factor of nuclear and hydro or the share of solar energy and wind power overcap‐
acity. The effects of variables WINDGRc,t, POPDENSc,t, LNGDPPCc,t and ALLPOLc,t are posi‐
tive and statistically significant. Therefore, it is assumed that they are important drivers in
explaining wind overcapacity. Results from disaggregated policies are presented in table A.
1. None of the individual energy policies proves to be significant in explaining wind over‐
capacity except NORMPOLc,t and FISCPOLc,t. However, it is worth noting that there is no in‐
clusion of the legislative/informative policies (INFOPOLc,t) due to their identical nature and
the fact that they could create collinearity problems. Contrary to expectations, financial poli‐
cies have no statistical relation to wind overcapacity.
Exclusion  tests  were  run  for  the  explanatory  variables  (FINPOLc,t,  EDUPOLc,t,  COOP‐
POLc,t  and CUTPOLc,t),  which do not reveal a statistical significance, following the parsi‐
monious  principle.  The  results  are  shown  in  Table  A.2.  In  fact,  the  models  maintain
robustness among the estimators for all coefficients with or without these individual pol‐
icies. This set of variables has no influence either on the ratio of non-used wind capacity
(WOCAPc,t)  or on the remaining model.  Nevertheless,  given that consistency and robust‐
ness are crucial  properties,  a subsection is  opened to provide additional analysis on the
reliability of results.
5. Consistency and robustness of empirical evidence
According to Huber (1973), as further evidence of the robustness of results, it is appropriate
to apply the robust regression (RREG) estimator to cope with possible outliers from our da‐
taset. These outliers can impair the stability and reliability of results. Such as in Marques
and Fuinhas (2012b), robustness is analyzed by providing the robust regression with Huber
and Tukey weight functions, as presented in table 6.
As shown from this additional assessment of the robustness of results, the variables main‐
tain their signs, though with small differences in significance levels. In general, the robust
regression validates the main results of the estimations.
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to be significant statistically. This result is in line with expectations, revealing that there is
backup for wind power using fossil fuels like coal and gas to overcome intermittency. Oil
power plants are not generally used for backup, so these results may reveal our model’s
robustness.
CFNUCLc,t, CFHYDc,t and SOLSHc,t coefficients reveal no statistical relationship between the
capacity factor of nuclear and hydro or the share of solar energy and wind power overcap‐
acity. The effects of variables WINDGRc,t, POPDENSc,t, LNGDPPCc,t and ALLPOLc,t are posi‐
tive and statistically significant. Therefore, it is assumed that they are important drivers in
explaining wind overcapacity. Results from disaggregated policies are presented in table A.
1. None of the individual energy policies proves to be significant in explaining wind over‐
capacity except NORMPOLc,t and FISCPOLc,t. However, it is worth noting that there is no in‐
clusion of the legislative/informative policies (INFOPOLc,t) due to their identical nature and
the fact that they could create collinearity problems. Contrary to expectations, financial poli‐
cies have no statistical relation to wind overcapacity.
Exclusion  tests  were  run  for  the  explanatory  variables  (FINPOLc,t,  EDUPOLc,t,  COOP‐
POLc,t  and CUTPOLc,t),  which do not reveal a statistical significance, following the parsi‐
monious  principle.  The  results  are  shown  in  Table  A.2.  In  fact,  the  models  maintain
robustness among the estimators for all coefficients with or without these individual pol‐
icies. This set of variables has no influence either on the ratio of non-used wind capacity
(WOCAPc,t)  or on the remaining model.  Nevertheless,  given that consistency and robust‐
ness are crucial  properties,  a subsection is  opened to provide additional analysis on the
reliability of results.
5. Consistency and robustness of empirical evidence
According to Huber (1973), as further evidence of the robustness of results, it is appropriate
to apply the robust regression (RREG) estimator to cope with possible outliers from our da‐
taset. These outliers can impair the stability and reliability of results. Such as in Marques
and Fuinhas (2012b), robustness is analyzed by providing the robust regression with Huber
and Tukey weight functions, as presented in table 6.
As shown from this additional assessment of the robustness of results, the variables main‐
tain their signs, though with small differences in significance levels. In general, the robust
regression validates the main results of the estimations.
















































































































N 218 218 218
R2 63.59 0.6920 0.7093
F (N(0,1)) 15.48*** 19.92*** 17.93***
Notes: RREG – Robust Regression. The F-test has normal distribution N(0,1) and tests the null hypothesis of non-signifi‐
cance of all estimated parameters. JST - Joint Significance Test. JST is a Wald χ 2 test with the null hypothesis of
H0 =β1 =β2 =β3 =β4 = 0, with β1, β2, β3, β4 representing the coefficient of FINPOLc,t, EDUPOLc,t, COOPPOLc,t and CUTPOLc,t,
respectively. LRT - Linear Restriction Test has the null hypothesis of H0 =β1 + β2 + β3 + β4 = 0. Standard errors are report‐
ed in brackets. All estimates were controlled to include time effects, but they are not reported for reasons of simplicity.
***, **, denote significance at 1 and 5% significance levels respectively.
Table 6. Results from Robust Regression – Dependent variable WOCAPc,t
6. Conventional energy sources and backup
As stated above, renewable energy sources, particularly wind and solar, suffer from the in‐
termittency phenomenon. This phenomenon could cause overcapacity. There are several
factors that may influence overcapacity, such as conventional energy sources and renewable
energy sources, socio-economic and energy policies. Our results allow us to explore and dis‐
cuss them individually and suggest some guidance for energy policy and measures.
As shown in the models, the results for conventional energy sources show a negative effect
of fossil fuels on overcapacity, more specifically coal and gas power plants. With greater use
of coal and gas, the effect of wind overcapacity is reduced. Two main reasons can be at the
origin of this effect: (i) intermittency leads to the uncertainty of energy generation and the
need to ensure a continuous electricity supply. It requires the existence of fossil fuels like
coal and gas to backup power. With more dependence on these sources in peak-load peri‐
ods, electricity generation is simultaneously based on renewables and fossil fuels in order to
meet electricity demand and this implies a reduction in wind overcapacity; and (ii) in line
with Marques et al. (2010) the results for fossil fuels sustain a lobbying effect in the electrici‐
ty generation industry. This effect promotes the growth of fossil fuels to the detriment of re‐
newables due to more stringent energy policies (Fredriksson et al., 2004). The first sites for
installation of wind farms are usually the most efficient ones, and, in some countries, the de‐
ployment of renewables is still in its early stages because fossil fuels still have high shares in
total electricity generation. Therefore, some countries still benefit from better sites with high
wind speeds and from better capacity factor and, as a consequence, wind overcapacity tends
to be lower, since wind power is installed in optimum sites.
Nevertheless, assuming that fossil fuels could have a positive effect on overcapacity, an in‐
crease in the share of coal, gas and oil would provoke a substitution effect in the electrici‐
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ed in brackets. All estimates were controlled to include time effects, but they are not reported for reasons of simplicity.
***, **, denote significance at 1 and 5% significance levels respectively.
Table 6. Results from Robust Regression – Dependent variable WOCAPc,t
6. Conventional energy sources and backup
As stated above, renewable energy sources, particularly wind and solar, suffer from the in‐
termittency phenomenon. This phenomenon could cause overcapacity. There are several
factors that may influence overcapacity, such as conventional energy sources and renewable
energy sources, socio-economic and energy policies. Our results allow us to explore and dis‐
cuss them individually and suggest some guidance for energy policy and measures.
As shown in the models, the results for conventional energy sources show a negative effect
of fossil fuels on overcapacity, more specifically coal and gas power plants. With greater use
of coal and gas, the effect of wind overcapacity is reduced. Two main reasons can be at the
origin of this effect: (i) intermittency leads to the uncertainty of energy generation and the
need to ensure a continuous electricity supply. It requires the existence of fossil fuels like
coal and gas to backup power. With more dependence on these sources in peak-load peri‐
ods, electricity generation is simultaneously based on renewables and fossil fuels in order to
meet electricity demand and this implies a reduction in wind overcapacity; and (ii) in line
with Marques et al. (2010) the results for fossil fuels sustain a lobbying effect in the electrici‐
ty generation industry. This effect promotes the growth of fossil fuels to the detriment of re‐
newables due to more stringent energy policies (Fredriksson et al., 2004). The first sites for
installation of wind farms are usually the most efficient ones, and, in some countries, the de‐
ployment of renewables is still in its early stages because fossil fuels still have high shares in
total electricity generation. Therefore, some countries still benefit from better sites with high
wind speeds and from better capacity factor and, as a consequence, wind overcapacity tends
to be lower, since wind power is installed in optimum sites.
Nevertheless, assuming that fossil fuels could have a positive effect on overcapacity, an in‐
crease in the share of coal, gas and oil would provoke a substitution effect in the electrici‐
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ty generation process due to less use of wind energy. In this case, idle capacity would be
greater.
Further regarding conventional energy sources, nuclear power is not statistically significant
in wind overcapacity, despite its relevance in Europe. Nuclear power is not an intermittent
source and its widespread use in Europe is mainly due to its own characteristics: it is cheap‐
er than oil, with a greater capacity to generate power in a single power plant but is inflexible
in providing backup for renewables due to its low startup times. Nuclear power works bet‐
ter in full-power operation than on demand (Dittmar, 2012). It is therefore understandable
that nuclear is not significant in explaining wind overcapacity. Ultimately, this result can be
seen as additional proof of the robustness of the results.
7. Other renewable energy sources
The contributions that renewable energy sources, other than wind, make to explaining wind
overcapacity are also discussed. Similarly to results obtained for nuclear, hydropower is not
statistically significant. It is a well-developed renewable energy source, with widespread use
in Europe for electricity generation (Balat, 2006), which is relatively stable and mature. Its
own characteristics imply its use in base load generation. However, recent developments in
this source have involved engaging hydropower with wind power. Indeed, wind power
combined with pumped hydro power stations can be useful in meeting electricity demand
in peak-load periods. In off-peak, wind overproduction can be used to pump water to an
elevated reservoir to later be re-used back in the lower reservoir (Dursun and Alboyaci,
2010). This new technology adds storage capacity, not in terms of energy storage but rather
in terms of energy generation storage, thereby giving wind energy a new role as a backup to
hydropower. In the future, this could help to mitigate overcapacity effects.
Solar energy merits our attention since it is an increasingly common renewable energy
source in Europe. The results show that solar energy does not prove to be statistically signif‐
icant in explaining wind overcapacity. Nevertheless, a popular and advantageous solution,
stated by Nema et al. (2009), is the mix of wind and solar considering that their integration
makes them less exposed to intermittency. Supporting such systems, more especially in re‐
mote areas, may be a solution to reducing overcapacity. It can be followed by European
partners, namely in regions where land space and natural resources allow this investment.
A case in point is the recent investment in southern Spain in solar thermal plants with a ca‐
pacity of 300MW at their completion in 2013. Solar thermal power plants use several availa‐
ble technologies such as power towers, parabolic troughs with heat storage, sterling dishes
and concentrated/non-concentrated solar power. Consequently, by combining this mix of
technologies, the power plants can operate without sunlight at total capacity for 7.5 hours.
When there is more wind installed capacity, the number of intermittent wind power plants
also logically increases. Our results support this assumption since the growth rate of wind
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capacity positively influences overcapacity. Regarding the impact of industrial, municipal
and renewable waste power, it seems to overlap wind energy due to positive signs in our
results. In fact, with more waste processing for energy generation, there appears to be a sub‐
stitution effect for wind energy. This result is in line with the growing use of waste for elec‐
tricity generation in recent years, ranging from 2% in 1998 to 5% in 2009.
8. Socio-economic drivers, energy policies and measures
The spatial dispersion and, in other words, the efficient installation of wind parks should be
discussed further. Population density was applied as a proxy for spatial dispersion of wind
farms to assess the impact of countries with higher or less population density. These coun‐
tries tend to have less land space to install wind farms properly. Furthermore, continental
areas have lower wind speeds than countries with coastlines. Overall, the results support
this assumption. Overcapacity is larger in more populated countries. Accordingly, policy
makers and players should pay extra attention to this issue in order to support the diversifi‐
cation of wind turbines. To overcome the constraints caused by highly populated countries,
offshore technologies can be a better way due to their steadier characteristics mainly driven
by higher wind speeds. It also allows the use of higher power generation turbines. In short,
offshore wind farms can help to overcome the population density effect on the creation of
overcapacity.
In the literature, the role of economic growth as a driver toward renewable energy is far
from consensual.  Marques et al.  (2010) argued that the effect of GDP on renewables de‐
pends on the share level  of  renewables.  In their  turn,  Chang et  al.  (2009)  conclude that
economic  growth  and  renewables’  development  are  not  directly  related.  Nonetheless,
countries that are in an upward trajectory with high growth rates can support prices of in‐
vesting in renewables.  Despite increased prices for the final  consumer,  developed coun‐
tries  tend to invest  more in renewable energy sources.  In this  chapter,  we focus on the
effect of the logarithm of GDP per capita. Our results are consistent and reveal that coun‐
tries  with  the  highest  living  standards  benefit  from  more  advanced  and  efficient  wind
power plants which reduce idle capacity.
With the goal of increasing the share of energy from renewable sources,  energy policies
are stated as an effective instrument for European countries to implement (EU directive,
2009). Several authors (e.g. Gan et al., 2007; and Johnstone et al., 2008) found that incen‐
tive taxes, feed-in tariffs, voluntary programs and R&D policy support are the main driv‐
ers  supporting renewables.  Our results  allow us to  analyze individually  and jointly  the
energy policies adopted in the European context. In our models, the total of accumulated
energy policies  over  the  years  increases  overcapacity,  showing that  the  impact  of  these
policies  is  sometimes  inefficient,  taking  into  account  only  the  players’  political  will  to
reach European guidelines.  Table A.1 of the appendix shows results from disaggregated
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ty generation process due to less use of wind energy. In this case, idle capacity would be
greater.
Further regarding conventional energy sources, nuclear power is not statistically significant
in wind overcapacity, despite its relevance in Europe. Nuclear power is not an intermittent
source and its widespread use in Europe is mainly due to its own characteristics: it is cheap‐
er than oil, with a greater capacity to generate power in a single power plant but is inflexible
in providing backup for renewables due to its low startup times. Nuclear power works bet‐
ter in full-power operation than on demand (Dittmar, 2012). It is therefore understandable
that nuclear is not significant in explaining wind overcapacity. Ultimately, this result can be
seen as additional proof of the robustness of the results.
7. Other renewable energy sources
The contributions that renewable energy sources, other than wind, make to explaining wind
overcapacity are also discussed. Similarly to results obtained for nuclear, hydropower is not
statistically significant. It is a well-developed renewable energy source, with widespread use
in Europe for electricity generation (Balat, 2006), which is relatively stable and mature. Its
own characteristics imply its use in base load generation. However, recent developments in
this source have involved engaging hydropower with wind power. Indeed, wind power
combined with pumped hydro power stations can be useful in meeting electricity demand
in peak-load periods. In off-peak, wind overproduction can be used to pump water to an
elevated reservoir to later be re-used back in the lower reservoir (Dursun and Alboyaci,
2010). This new technology adds storage capacity, not in terms of energy storage but rather
in terms of energy generation storage, thereby giving wind energy a new role as a backup to
hydropower. In the future, this could help to mitigate overcapacity effects.
Solar energy merits our attention since it is an increasingly common renewable energy
source in Europe. The results show that solar energy does not prove to be statistically signif‐
icant in explaining wind overcapacity. Nevertheless, a popular and advantageous solution,
stated by Nema et al. (2009), is the mix of wind and solar considering that their integration
makes them less exposed to intermittency. Supporting such systems, more especially in re‐
mote areas, may be a solution to reducing overcapacity. It can be followed by European
partners, namely in regions where land space and natural resources allow this investment.
A case in point is the recent investment in southern Spain in solar thermal plants with a ca‐
pacity of 300MW at their completion in 2013. Solar thermal power plants use several availa‐
ble technologies such as power towers, parabolic troughs with heat storage, sterling dishes
and concentrated/non-concentrated solar power. Consequently, by combining this mix of
technologies, the power plants can operate without sunlight at total capacity for 7.5 hours.
When there is more wind installed capacity, the number of intermittent wind power plants
also logically increases. Our results support this assumption since the growth rate of wind
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capacity positively influences overcapacity. Regarding the impact of industrial, municipal
and renewable waste power, it seems to overlap wind energy due to positive signs in our
results. In fact, with more waste processing for energy generation, there appears to be a sub‐
stitution effect for wind energy. This result is in line with the growing use of waste for elec‐
tricity generation in recent years, ranging from 2% in 1998 to 5% in 2009.
8. Socio-economic drivers, energy policies and measures
The spatial dispersion and, in other words, the efficient installation of wind parks should be
discussed further. Population density was applied as a proxy for spatial dispersion of wind
farms to assess the impact of countries with higher or less population density. These coun‐
tries tend to have less land space to install wind farms properly. Furthermore, continental
areas have lower wind speeds than countries with coastlines. Overall, the results support
this assumption. Overcapacity is larger in more populated countries. Accordingly, policy
makers and players should pay extra attention to this issue in order to support the diversifi‐
cation of wind turbines. To overcome the constraints caused by highly populated countries,
offshore technologies can be a better way due to their steadier characteristics mainly driven
by higher wind speeds. It also allows the use of higher power generation turbines. In short,
offshore wind farms can help to overcome the population density effect on the creation of
overcapacity.
In the literature, the role of economic growth as a driver toward renewable energy is far
from consensual.  Marques et al.  (2010) argued that the effect of GDP on renewables de‐
pends on the share level  of  renewables.  In their  turn,  Chang et  al.  (2009)  conclude that
economic  growth  and  renewables’  development  are  not  directly  related.  Nonetheless,
countries that are in an upward trajectory with high growth rates can support prices of in‐
vesting in renewables.  Despite increased prices for the final  consumer,  developed coun‐
tries  tend to invest  more in renewable energy sources.  In this  chapter,  we focus on the
effect of the logarithm of GDP per capita. Our results are consistent and reveal that coun‐
tries  with  the  highest  living  standards  benefit  from  more  advanced  and  efficient  wind
power plants which reduce idle capacity.
With the goal of increasing the share of energy from renewable sources,  energy policies
are stated as an effective instrument for European countries to implement (EU directive,
2009). Several authors (e.g. Gan et al., 2007; and Johnstone et al., 2008) found that incen‐
tive taxes, feed-in tariffs, voluntary programs and R&D policy support are the main driv‐
ers  supporting renewables.  Our results  allow us to  analyze individually  and jointly  the
energy policies adopted in the European context. In our models, the total of accumulated
energy policies  over  the  years  increases  overcapacity,  showing that  the  impact  of  these
policies  is  sometimes  inefficient,  taking  into  account  only  the  players’  political  will  to
reach European guidelines.  Table A.1 of the appendix shows results from disaggregated
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energy policies. Normative regulation and efficiency in building policies create wind pow‐
er  overcapacity.  Indeed,  these  policies  imply better  efficiency and consumption savings.
Reducing energy consumption in buildings contributes to aggravating idle capacity. More‐
over, fiscal and tariff policies, including tax reduction in retrofitting investments, promote
investments in new power plants, replacing old equipment with technologies that gener‐
ate higher power and are more efficient. Retrofit investments help to upgrade the electrici‐
ty system and reduce idle capacity.
Overcapacity of renewables is another aspect of the intermittency phenomenon. Wind ener‐
gy has been a very common and widely accepted instrument in reaching the 20-20-20 tar‐
gets. It merits a review of the implicit economic consequences. Policy makers should pay
more attention to the advantages and consequences of their policies and measures focused
on renewables in order to avoid a blindly ill-considered decision-making process. The de‐
ployment of wind power installed capacity has implications for the energy grid as a whole
and creates economic distortions. To balance conventional energy sources with all renewa‐
bles is a challenging task that requires enlightened political and scientific intervention. Poli‐
cy makers should bear in mind that the growth of renewables has to be in line with energy
consumption patterns. To mitigate this problem, micro-production incentives seem to be a
solution to balancing domestic consumption with network energy supply. Furthermore, in‐
stalled players should not resist investment in new technologies in order to maximize wind
capacity factors. Off-shore sites are a good alternative for countries with coastal areas be‐
cause in addition to having higher power generation, wind farms can make more efficient
use of installed capacity.
Coal-based and gas-fired power plants are actually used to backup wind power. However,
this imposes an extra cost on the final consumer since the non-use of conventional power
plants is subsidized. Regulatory authorities should be aware and take measures to prevent
the price escalation that combines the contribution to investment in renewables with these
subsidies for energy industry lobbies. The implementation of mixed systems based on re‐
newable energy in regions with available natural resources can both improve the energy
supply economically and supplant the needs of the area (Erdinc and Uzunoglu, 2012). With
the opening of energy markets to the private sector, stronger regulation of the market may
be an instrument in monitoring immoderate investments.
Generally, there are no incentives to increase the efficiency of renewables’ technology. For
example, in some countries such as Portugal, there is an incentive based on feed-in tariffs for
the solar photovoltaic micro-generation system. The incentive to improve efficiency is non-
existent given that the maximum electricity generation that could be sold to the player dis‐
tributer is bounded. In general, the feed-in tariffs guarantee the price for kWh regardless of
whether it is generated by a very efficient device or not. This form of intervention merely
ensures income for the players. Policymakers should consider implementing measures that
will add competition to the renewables industry, particularly in solar and wind industries,
and thus promote patenting and R&D activities.
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9. Conclusion
This chapter is centered on a panel dataset of 19 European countries for the time span
1998-2009 in order to understand and analyze the causes of wind overcapacity that may
arise from non-constant electricity generation from renewables. To the best of our knowl‐
edge, this approach had never been made through panel data techniques and it is a new
method in the renewables’ intermittency literature. Some light is shed on overcapacity of
wind energy and its interaction with conventional energy sources, other renewables, socio-
economic drivers and energy policies in the context of an economic bloc with common long-
term energy guidelines.
Results from our models reveal that fossil fuel power plants, such as coal-based and gas-
fired, are actually used to backup wind power. Oil and nuclear do not appear to be signifi‐
cant in explaining wind overcapacity. These results may highlight the robustness of our
model, considering that oil and nuclear power are generally used for base load energy gen‐
eration and therefore have no direct effect on wind overcapacity. As further robustness as‐
sessment, the robust regression estimator was performed to deal with possible outliers from
our panel. Overall, the robust regression supports the main results of the estimations.
Renewables such as hydropower and solar photovoltaic seem to make no apparent contri‐
bution to explaining wind power overcapacity, unlike industrial and municipal waste.
Moreover, the results indicate that population density is a factor in greater wind overcapaci‐
ty, while countries with a higher standard of living are associated with less overcapacity.
The results for public policies and measures suggest that a positive effect on increased over‐
capacity may be due to inefficient incentives for deployment of wind power. The promotion
of renewable energy is a crucial decision because it deals with one of the central inputs of
economies and societies in general. In order to gain a full understanding of the appropriate
ways in which to promote the paradigm shift from fossil to renewable sources, objectivity is
needed in analyzing both the advantages and disadvantages associated with the path that
has already been trodden. This cumulative experience should support the intensification of
measures that have had a positive impact on the development of renewables and have not
added significant distortions to the economy as a whole. Other measures which do not pro‐
duce the desired effects, or fail to contribute to an egalitarian distribution of benefits, should
be reconsidered or even abandoned and replaced.
Policy measures, particularly incentives, should be largely dependent on the level of effi‐
ciency achieved by the players. These measures should be oriented towards the market,
avoiding distortions between the different players acting in the energy market. Such meas‐
ures should not result in costs for the economy that endanger the prosperity levels of society
in general. In fact, we are dealing with a non-cooperative game played between internation‐
al players, including countries or economic blocs, where the competitive advantage of this
technology domain is more quickly surpassed than the comparative advantage of the pos‐
session of fossil resources, such as coal or oil reserves.
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energy policies. Normative regulation and efficiency in building policies create wind pow‐
er  overcapacity.  Indeed,  these  policies  imply better  efficiency and consumption savings.
Reducing energy consumption in buildings contributes to aggravating idle capacity. More‐
over, fiscal and tariff policies, including tax reduction in retrofitting investments, promote
investments in new power plants, replacing old equipment with technologies that gener‐
ate higher power and are more efficient. Retrofit investments help to upgrade the electrici‐
ty system and reduce idle capacity.
Overcapacity of renewables is another aspect of the intermittency phenomenon. Wind ener‐
gy has been a very common and widely accepted instrument in reaching the 20-20-20 tar‐
gets. It merits a review of the implicit economic consequences. Policy makers should pay
more attention to the advantages and consequences of their policies and measures focused
on renewables in order to avoid a blindly ill-considered decision-making process. The de‐
ployment of wind power installed capacity has implications for the energy grid as a whole
and creates economic distortions. To balance conventional energy sources with all renewa‐
bles is a challenging task that requires enlightened political and scientific intervention. Poli‐
cy makers should bear in mind that the growth of renewables has to be in line with energy
consumption patterns. To mitigate this problem, micro-production incentives seem to be a
solution to balancing domestic consumption with network energy supply. Furthermore, in‐
stalled players should not resist investment in new technologies in order to maximize wind
capacity factors. Off-shore sites are a good alternative for countries with coastal areas be‐
cause in addition to having higher power generation, wind farms can make more efficient
use of installed capacity.
Coal-based and gas-fired power plants are actually used to backup wind power. However,
this imposes an extra cost on the final consumer since the non-use of conventional power
plants is subsidized. Regulatory authorities should be aware and take measures to prevent
the price escalation that combines the contribution to investment in renewables with these
subsidies for energy industry lobbies. The implementation of mixed systems based on re‐
newable energy in regions with available natural resources can both improve the energy
supply economically and supplant the needs of the area (Erdinc and Uzunoglu, 2012). With
the opening of energy markets to the private sector, stronger regulation of the market may
be an instrument in monitoring immoderate investments.
Generally, there are no incentives to increase the efficiency of renewables’ technology. For
example, in some countries such as Portugal, there is an incentive based on feed-in tariffs for
the solar photovoltaic micro-generation system. The incentive to improve efficiency is non-
existent given that the maximum electricity generation that could be sold to the player dis‐
tributer is bounded. In general, the feed-in tariffs guarantee the price for kWh regardless of
whether it is generated by a very efficient device or not. This form of intervention merely
ensures income for the players. Policymakers should consider implementing measures that
will add competition to the renewables industry, particularly in solar and wind industries,
and thus promote patenting and R&D activities.
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9. Conclusion
This chapter is centered on a panel dataset of 19 European countries for the time span
1998-2009 in order to understand and analyze the causes of wind overcapacity that may
arise from non-constant electricity generation from renewables. To the best of our knowl‐
edge, this approach had never been made through panel data techniques and it is a new
method in the renewables’ intermittency literature. Some light is shed on overcapacity of
wind energy and its interaction with conventional energy sources, other renewables, socio-
economic drivers and energy policies in the context of an economic bloc with common long-
term energy guidelines.
Results from our models reveal that fossil fuel power plants, such as coal-based and gas-
fired, are actually used to backup wind power. Oil and nuclear do not appear to be signifi‐
cant in explaining wind overcapacity. These results may highlight the robustness of our
model, considering that oil and nuclear power are generally used for base load energy gen‐
eration and therefore have no direct effect on wind overcapacity. As further robustness as‐
sessment, the robust regression estimator was performed to deal with possible outliers from
our panel. Overall, the robust regression supports the main results of the estimations.
Renewables such as hydropower and solar photovoltaic seem to make no apparent contri‐
bution to explaining wind power overcapacity, unlike industrial and municipal waste.
Moreover, the results indicate that population density is a factor in greater wind overcapaci‐
ty, while countries with a higher standard of living are associated with less overcapacity.
The results for public policies and measures suggest that a positive effect on increased over‐
capacity may be due to inefficient incentives for deployment of wind power. The promotion
of renewable energy is a crucial decision because it deals with one of the central inputs of
economies and societies in general. In order to gain a full understanding of the appropriate
ways in which to promote the paradigm shift from fossil to renewable sources, objectivity is
needed in analyzing both the advantages and disadvantages associated with the path that
has already been trodden. This cumulative experience should support the intensification of
measures that have had a positive impact on the development of renewables and have not
added significant distortions to the economy as a whole. Other measures which do not pro‐
duce the desired effects, or fail to contribute to an egalitarian distribution of benefits, should
be reconsidered or even abandoned and replaced.
Policy measures, particularly incentives, should be largely dependent on the level of effi‐
ciency achieved by the players. These measures should be oriented towards the market,
avoiding distortions between the different players acting in the energy market. Such meas‐
ures should not result in costs for the economy that endanger the prosperity levels of society
in general. In fact, we are dealing with a non-cooperative game played between internation‐
al players, including countries or economic blocs, where the competitive advantage of this
technology domain is more quickly surpassed than the comparative advantage of the pos‐
session of fossil resources, such as coal or oil reserves.






CSE(X) CSE(XI) RSE(XII) RSE(XIII) CSE(XIV) CSE(XV) RSE(XVI) RSE(XVII) CSE(XVIII) CSE(XIX) RSE(XX) RSE(XXI)
COALSHc,t
-0.0320** -0.0380** -0.0320** -0.0380** -0.0614 -0.0739 -0.0614 -0.0739 -0.0317 -0.0380** -0.0317*** -0.0380**
-0.0162 -0.0179 -0.0111 -0.0158 -0.1289 -0.1299 -0.0789 -0.0719 -0.0167 -0.0179 -0.0114 -0.0158
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-0.0012 -0.0008 -0.0024 -0.0008 -0.0012 -0.0008
CONST
1.0006*** 1.0251*** 1.0006*** 1.0251*** -0.0636 -0.2684 -0.0636 -0.2684 1.0003*** 1.0251*** 1.0003*** 1.021***
-0.0564 -0.0651 -0.0512 -0.0692 -0.6406 -0.6538 -0.6284 -0.6256 -0.058 -0.0651 -0.0525 -0.0692
N 218 218 218 218 218 218 218 218 218 218 218 218
R2 0.4772 0.4809 0.4772 0.4809 0.3554 0.375 0.3554 0.375
Wald (χ 2) 171.31*** 176.91***
F (N(0,1)) 8.09*** 6.80*** 4.44*** 3.99***
Notes: OLS - Ordinary Least Squares. RE – Random Effects. FE – Fixed Effects. CSE – Conventional standard errors. RSE – Ro‐
bust standard errors. The F-test has normal distribution N(0,1) and tests the null hypothesis of non-significance of all esti‐
mated parameters. The Wald test has χ 2distribution and tests the null hypothesis of non-significance of all coefficients of
independent variables. Standard errors are reported in brackets. All estimates were controlled to include time effects, but
they are not reported for reasons of simplicity. ***, **, denote significance at 1 and 5% significance levels respectively
Table A.1 Estimation results with disaggregated variables – Dependent variable WOCAPc,t
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OLS OLS FE FE RE RE
CSE (XI) RSE (XIII) CSE (XV) RSE (XVII) CSE (XIX) RSE (XXI)
Joint Significance test 0.34 0.76 1.36 10.63*** 1.34 3.02
Linear restriction test 0.66 0.85 2.08** 3.78*** 0.66 0.85
Notes: JST - Joint Significance Test. JST is a Wald χ 2 test with the null hypothesis ofH0 =β1 =β2 =β3 =β4 = 0, with
β1, β2, β3, β4 representing the coefficient of FINPOLc,t, EDUPOLc,t, COOPPOLc,t and CUTPOLc,t, respectively. LRT - Linear
Restriction Test has the null hypothesis ofH0 =β1 + β2 + β3 + β4 = 0. ***, **, denote significance at 1 and 5% significance
levels respectively.
Table A.2. Exclusion tests on FINPOLc,t, EDUPOLc,t, COOPPOLc,t and CUTPOLc,t
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1. Introduction
Energy is central to achieving the interrelated economic, social and environmental aims of
sustainable development. Energy plays a critical role in poverty reduction. Patterns of ener‐
gy generation, distribution and utilization directly affect opportunities for income genera‐
tion, the situation of women, environmental protection and national development. Energy
services are an essential engine for growth to enable developing countries to overcome pov‐
erty and the conditions of poverty. If man is to realize the sustainable human development
goal, the kinds of energy produced and the ways they are used will have to change. Other‐
wise the environmental damage will accelerate, inequity will increase, and global economic
growth will be jeopardized. Yet, worldwide, two billion people rely on traditional fuels in‐
cluding wood, dung and agricultural residues to meet their daily heating and cooking needs
(Karlsson and Misana - eds, 2001).
Energy is necessary for meeting basic human needs and a prerequisite for economic devel‐
opment (see figure 1). Increased access to energy resources is the most fundamental require‐
ment to economic growth. Thus, international and national efforts towards less developed
countries’ poverty reduction and improvements to health and education cannot be achieved
without addressing international and national energy policies. Without access to modern en‐
ergy sources, 40% of the global population relies on traditional biomass fuels in the form of
wood, straw, dung, coal and other organic material for meeting their basic household needs
(Institute for Development Studies (IDS), 2003). However, the burning of biomass causes
many environmental problems, increases global climate change, and is one of the leading
causes of premature deaths of women and children in less developed countries.
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Figure 1. Energy consumption per sector
Worldwide, more than two billion people lack access to sustainable and modern energy
services, using traditional solid fuels for cooking and heating. Without access to basic ener‐
gy services for lighting, cooking, heating, pumping, transportation, communication and oth‐
er productive purposes, people – most often women - are forced to spend the majority of
their time and physical energy on subsistence activities. Lack of energy services is directly
correlated with the major elements of poverty, including inadequate healthcare, low educa‐
tion levels and limited employment opportunities.
Development literature has recently embraced the term “feminization of poverty” referring
to growing gap between men and women caught in the cycle of poverty – 70% of the 1.5
billion people living on less than a dollar a day are women (United Nations Development
Program (UNDP), 1995). It is increasingly evident that gender differentiates the societal
processes leading to poverty and the escape routes out. Women living in poverty are consis‐
tently without access to key resources such as credit, land and inheritance. Their labor is un‐
rewarded and unrecognized. Their health care and nutritional needs are not given priority,
they lack sufficient access to education and support services, and their participation in deci‐
sion-making at home and in the community are minimal. Caught in the cycle of poverty,
women lack access to resources and services to change their situation.
Poverty is one of the world’s most fundamental issues, and urgently needs to be addressed.
Poverty can be conceptualized in a number of ways, for example, in economic terms (an in‐
come of less than $1 a day) or in social terms (lack of access to adequate levels of food, wa‐
ter, clothing, shelter, sanitation, health care and education). It is also possible to identify an
energy dimension to poverty: energy poverty. Energy poverty has been defined as the ab‐
sence of sufficient choice in accessing adequate, affordable, reliable, high quality, safe and
environmentally benign energy services to support economic and human development
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(Reddy, 2000). Energy poverty interacts with other manifestations of poverty and it is im‐
portant to explore the issues that surround it, including the gender aspects.
Estimates of the number of people living in poverty put the figure at around 1.3 billion.
Poverty is particularly acute in rural areas in developing countries, and the problem is
growing, since the number below the poverty line is increasing in absolute numbers if not as
a percentage. Poverty is not static but rather a dynamic process: people can move out of, or
into, poverty. This needs to be taken into account when policies and strategies are being de‐
signed to help people lift themselves out of poverty. Rural people voice the need for the
means to provide themselves with adequate livelihoods. These livelihoods should be sus‐
tainable, in the sense that they can withstand stresses and shocks, and they should maintain,
or even enhance capabilities and assets without undermining the natural resource base.
However, the opportunities for people to support themselves from the land are limited. Al‐
ready many rural families, who might classify themselves as farmers, have diversified their
activities and social support capabilities for survival as well as in order to try and improve
their standard of living.
Another option is urban migration, particularly chosen by men, resulting in a large number
of female-headed households in rural areas. For example, it is estimated that women make
up 80% of the adult rural population in Zimbabwe (Nyoni, 1993). Access to cash incomes
through non-agrarian activities might go some way towards stemming the exodus from ru‐
ral areas (which reduces the total human capital and threatens the sustainability of an area),
as well as contributing to the sustainable livelihoods of those who remain.
2. Energy as a poverty issue
Limited availability of modern energy critically impairs socioeconomic development. Indus‐
tries and productive activities (agriculture, commerce) require energy in various forms to
fuel machines, power transformation processes, conserve perishable goods, ensure trans‐
port, etc. According to United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO)
(2004), high levels of income per capita tend to be associated with higher levels of industrial‐
ization.
Though, not specifically referred to in the targets of the Millennium Development Goals
(MDGs), energy supply is an underlining requirement to achieve most of the MDGs. With‐
out access to adequate energy services, the majority of Africans would continue to suffer
from deep poverty, since energy is required for most basic household needs, such as cook‐
ing and heating. According to World Bank indicators, there is a strong correlation between
modern energy consumption and Gross National Product (GNP) per capita. The GNP tends
to rapidly increase as per capita commercial energy use increases (figure 2), mainly for low-
income countries. When the countries reach a level of per capita energy consumption of
around 4.18680e+11 (10.000 TOE), factors such as efficient utilization of energy by industries,
energy production and transformation systems and households tend to make the difference
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for economic growth to continue; therefore, more energy consumption does no longer imply
more income for the country.
Figure 2. Energy consumption versus GNP. Source: World Bank, World Development Indicators database.
Energy is one of the most essential inputs for sustaining people’s livelihoods. At the most
basic level, energy provides cooked food, boiled water and warmth. It has long been estab‐
lished that poor people mostly use biomass as their energy carrier and that in many areas
there is an increasing shortage in supply, which adds to the burden of the women whose
responsibility it is to collect it. This was christened ‘the other energy crisis by the World Re‐
sources Institute as early as 1975, when the world was still reeling from the international oil
crisis (Eckholm, 1975). However, despite the fact that around two billion people still use bio‐
mass fuels (World Bank, 1996), and the fact that these are also the two million poorest peo‐
ple on earth, there has been little attempt to analyze the energy-poverty nexus in depth. This
can partly be explained by the fact that the biomass in rural areas is collected at zero mone‐
tary cost, mainly by women and children, and so it falls outside national energy accounts,
the result of which is that the issue renders itself invisible: No data - no visibility; no visibili‐
ty – no interest (Huyer & Westholm 2001).
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The use of  biomass has  a  number of  repercussions for  poor  people.  The fuel  quality  is
low, and when burnt it gives off quantities of smoke and particulates that are recognized
as  having  negative  effects  on  health.  The  several  hours  a  day  spent  in  collecting  fuel
means that this time cannot be used for other livelihood activities. Although nearly every
household  in  rural  areas  will  use  some biomass  as  an  energy  carrier,  poor  households
will  spend  more  time  searching  than  those  in  higher  income  groups  (Reddy,  2000).
Wealthier households will  also purchase other,  higher quality,  fuels,  which will  be used
for  a  greater  variety  of  end-uses  than in  poor  households.  In  urban areas,  poor  people
have to purchase cooking fuels, and they spend a higher proportion of their income, than
higher income households, on fuels (Energy Assessment and Energy Sector Management
Assistance Program (ESMAP), 1999). Typically, a poor urban family spends 20% of its in‐
come on fuels (Barnes,  1995).  In rural  areas,  poor households will  generally restrict  fuel
purchases to lighting uses (candles and kerosene).
Energy has an equity dimension: poor households use less energy than wealthier ones in
absolute terms. Less water is boiled for drinking and other hygiene purposes, increasing
the  likelihood of  water-borne diseases.  Illness  reduces  the  ability  of  poor  people  to  im‐
prove their livelihoods and increases their vulnerability, not only preventing adults from
working effectively but also negatively effecting children’s learning. It  is  frequently said
that more lighting for poor families would allow children to study at night,  but the ex‐
tent to which home lighting really improves educational performance and life chances is
unknown.  Lighting,  in  theory,  also  provides  opportunities  for  extended  working  hours
and thus improved income generation. Further, street lighting and lighting in community
centers can open the way for adult education but whether it does so, and whether poor
families take advantage of this, are not certain.
Wealthier people are able to exercise some choice in their energy carrier and many opt for
the  cleaner  and more  efficient  “modern”  energy  carriers  of  electricity  or  gas,  including
Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG) or biogas, although the use of energy carriers is complex.
Many better off households use mixtures of modern and traditional fuels,  each matched
to a specific end purpose, often, for reasons not linked to price.  Modern energy carriers
do not have the negative health and time effects associated with biomass. Wealthier peo‐
ple are also better able to afford the appliances that make use of these modern energy car‐
riers. In situations where they are reliant on biomass fuels, they are able to purchase more
fuel -efficient stoves. In doing so they may be saving a great deal of money per unit of
energy  consumed.  Unfortunately,  poor  people  are  often  unable  to  make  such  invest‐
ments,  opting for  lower  first  cost  options,  rather  than lower  life  cycle  costs,  because  of
their lack of capital (Reddy & Reddy, 1994). The consequences for the poor are that pre‐
cious cash resources are used on low quality fuels, which are then used at low efficiency,
reducing their  ability  to  accumulate  the financial  resources they need to invest  in strat‐
egies for improving their livelihoods.
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This vicious cycle of energy poverty needs to be broken (figure3 and figure 4). Understand‐
ing the decision -making process within households when choosing energy services, which
would appear at present to work against sustainable livelihoods, is important for designing
effective interventions. A first step towards this should be a widespread acknowledgement
among the development community that a lack of access to clean and affordable energy can,
and should, be considered a core dimension of poverty. In this respect, it is therefore wel‐
come that the World Summit on Sustainable Development acknowledged that access to en‐
ergy is needed to help achieve the Millennium Development Goals.
Figure 3. The vicious circle of energy poverty
Figure 4. A virtuous circle to break out of energy poverty. Source: Institute for Development Studies (IDS) (2003)
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3. Gender and energy
Gender refers to different social roles that women and men play, and the power relations
between them. Gender relations influence how communities, households, and institutions
are organized, how decisions are made, and how resources are used. To understand how
gender shapes activities that affect the environment, it is necessary to examine women’s and
men’s roles and responsibilities, access to and control over resources, knowledge of resour‐
ces and authority to make decisions about resource use. Therefore understanding women’s
and men’s relationships to the environment plays an important role in developing solutions
and meeting challenges for more sustainable use of energy resources. Ignoring gender dis‐
torts the understanding of human impacts on the environment as a whole.
From a gender perspective, 70% of the 1.3 people in developing countries living below the
poverty threshold are women (Denton, 2001). Of the two billion people without access to
modern energy services, most live in rural areas, where women head most of the poor
households. Lack of modern fuels impacts more on women and girl child. Hundreds of mil‐
lions of women and girls spend between three - eight hours carrying fuelwood, dung and
other traditional biofuels everyday. The immediate family energy use need is heat; when
fuels become scarcer, girl children over boy children are withdrawn from school to support
family energy needs. Girls who do not go to school cannot be literate. Illiterate women have
more children, larger and poorer families that reinforces the cycle of poverty and underde‐
velopment. 2 million people die each year due to health and respiratory effects from indoor
air pollution (MacDade, 2002).
For poor people the energy problem is “we do not have it”. But worse for women, the ener‐
gy problem is lack of access, control, power relations and social dynamics. Men and women
in a given society have different roles, needs and aspirations for energy. From a production
point of view, the participation of women in the energy sector has largely been restricted to
forestry and biomass management in rural areas. In urban areas women have remained vic‐
tims of environmental impacts of coal based electricity production that serves middle to
high income groups. A few women are involved in the formulation of energy policy, and
big energy projects have remained the preserve of men. Both rural and urban dwellers have
little say and choice over domestic fuels that they use. In rural areas such say and choices is
determined by woodfuel availability, and to some extend availability of cash to purchase
fuel such as paraffin.
4. The gender component of energy poverty
The energy-poverty nexus has distinct gender characteristics. Of the approximately 1.3 bil‐
lion people living in poverty, it is estimated that 70% are women, many of whom live in fe‐
male-headed households in rural areas (Dutta, 1997). It is important to take note of this fact,
not only because men and women have different energy needs and may have different ideas
about sustainable livelihoods, but also because women and men have different access to re‐
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sources and decision-making. Women’s access to decision-making within the household and
community is restricted, limiting their ability to influence processes and resource allocation
on many issues including energy.
Women spend more time than men on basic subsistence activities, such as gathering fuel-
wood, carrying water, and cooking. According to the World Bank (2001) women of all de‐
veloping countries spend between 2-9 hours a day collecting fuel and fodder, and
performing cooking chores. The opportunity cost of these activities frequently prevents
women from undertaking income-generating activities, which deprives poor families of
much needed income. When rural women do engage in income-generating activities they
are performed together with regular domestic work and are generally home-based micro-
enterprise or piece rate projects (sewing, weaving, preparing food to sell, etc.) Home light‐
ing, agro-processing, drinking water pumping and more efficient stoves can reduce
women’s workloads, provide income earnings and improve women’s health.
More than half of the world’s household’s cook with wood, animal waste, crop residues and
untreated coal, exposing primarily women and children to indoor air pollution, which ac‐
cording to the World Health Organization, is responsible for the premature death of over 2
million women and children a year worldwide from respiratory infections. In rural India,
shifting from fuel wood to cleaner sources of energy, like kerosene or LPG, halves the mor‐
tality rate of children under five (World Bank, 2001).
Gender issues have come to the forefront in many development sectors including agricul‐
ture, forestry and water but the energy sector has been slow to acknowledge the links be‐
tween gender equality, energy and development. Traditional energy policies have
inadequately addressed the role of energy as an input to development and have largely ig‐
nored the critical role women play in energy systems, particularly in rural areas. Insufficient
access to modern energy and existing patterns of energy use, processing, and collection af‐
fect women and men differently. Because of their socially determined gender roles, women
and girls assume a higher proportion of the burden of unavailable energy services and inef‐
ficient energy use.
5. Moving women and their families out of energy poverty
There is no doubt that energy plays a major role in meeting women’s practical and repro‐
ductive needs (such as cooking, food processing and water hauling), but it can also be seen
as a component necessary to meet their productive and strategic needs (lighting to enable
evening study, street lighting for safety in attending community meetings, power for wom‐
en’s enterprise development). It is remarkable that the use of gender analysis in energy plan‐
ning is virtually unknown, whereas it has been successfully used for many years in the
health, water and agricultural sectors. This is evidently because the gender component in
energy poverty has not been fully recognized. Energy planners have usually equated wom‐
en’s interest in energy with cooking, to the exclusion of other needs, particularly of needs
related to productive activities and emancipatory goals. In addition, since the main focus of
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energy planning has been on fossil fuels to the exclusion of biomass fuels, even women’s
practical needs have hardly been addressed.
If gender aspects of the energy-poverty nexus are to be adequately dealt with, it is clear that
two major transformations have to take place. Firstly, women have to be empowered to
make choices about energy. Enabling choice is linked to issues of sustainable livelihoods
and poverty alleviation, including access to income generating activities. However, there is
more at stake than just improvements in women’s financial resources. Women should be
able to act upon the energy choices open to them, and their scope for this type of action is
linked to decision-making within households. Such a shift in decision -making requires
women’s social and political empowerment.
Secondly, it also requires changes on the energy supply-side. It will require responsiveness
by the energy sector in the provision of equipment using modern energy forms that reduce
the drudgery of much of women’s labour, and that at affordable prices.
6. Energy and sustainable livelihoods
The World Summit on Sustainable Development (WSSD) in Johannesburg in 2002 recog‐
nized the important role of energy for reaching millennium development goals. Access to
affordable, reliable and sustainable energy is essential to sustainable development (Hasna,
2007). An adequate solving of energy problems will contribute to achieving progress across
all pillars of sustainable development; social, economic and environmental and in meeting
the UN millennium goals. Although there are no MDGs on access to energy, WSSD recog‐
nized that inadequate access to energy is both a cause and an effect of poverty and recom‐
mended the following:
“Take joint actions and improve efforts to work together at all levels to improve access to reliable and
affordable energy service for sustainable development sufficient to facilitate the achievement of the
Millennium Development Goals, including the goal of halving the proportion of people in poverty by
2015, and as a means to generate other important services that mitigate poverty, bearing in mind that
access to energy facilitates the eradication of poverty”.
“Sustainable development” has been defined best by the Brundtland Commission as devel‐
opment that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future gen‐
erations to meet their own needs (Hasna, 2007). Adequate and affordable energy supplies
has been key to economic development and the transition from subsistence agricultural eco‐
nomics to modern industrial and service oriented societies. Energy is central to improved
social and economic well being and is indispensable to most industrial and commercial
wealth organization. It is the key for relieving poverty, improving human welfare and rais‐
ing living standards. But however essential it may be for development, energy is only a
means to an end. The end is good health, high living standards, a sustainable economy and
a clean environment (Fatona, 2011).
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Much of the current energy supply and use, based as it is, on limited resources of fossil
fuels, is deemed to be environmentally unsustainable. There is no energy production or con‐
version technology without risk or waste. Somewhere along all energy chains - from re‐
source extractions to the provision of energy service – pollutants are produced, emitted or
disposed of, often with severe health and environmental impacts (Dasgupta, 2001;). Com‐
bustion of fossil fuels is chiefly responsible for urban air pollution, regional acidification and
the risk of human – induced climate change (Dasgupta, 2001; Fatona, 2009).
Achieving sustainable economic development on a global scale will requires the judicious
use of resources, technology, appropriate economic incentives and strategic policy planning
at the local and national levels. It will also require regular monitoring of the impacts of se‐
lected policies and strategies to see if they are furthering sustainable development or if they
should be adjusted (Arrow et al, 2004).
When choosing energy fuels and associated technologies for the production, delivery and
use of energy services, it is essential to take into account economic, social and environmental
consequences (Ott, 2003; Wallace, 2005). There is need to determine whether current energy
use is sustainable and, if not, how to change it so that it is. This is the purpose of energy
indicators, which address important issues within three of the major dimensions of sustaina‐
ble development: economic, social and environmental.
7. Gender, energy, poverty and sustainable livelihoods
In most developing countries, the majority of informal sector enterprises are owned and op‐
erated by women, with women making up the largest proportion of the work force. Despite
this, the contribution of women entrepreneurs to national economies is not explicit in na‐
tional statistics, leading to the development of policies that do not deal with the specific bar‐
riers faced by women linked to their gender-defined roles. Their enterprises tend to be
concentrated in a relatively narrow range of activities: beer brewing, knitting, dressmaking,
crocheting, cane work and retail trading. These activities tend to have disproportionately
low rates of return compared to the activities undertaken by men. However, despite the low
financial returns, women’s enterprises provide important sources of household income,
even in male-headed households. Women-headed enterprises are frequently located in the
home, and these “cottage industries” tend to be overlooked by agencies because they are in
the informal sector, which is diffuse and difficult to reach. When women are forced to close
their enterprises, it is often for non -business reasons, and linked to factors associated with
working from home. The low rates of return prevent inward investment, hindering innova‐
tion and expansion which are regarded as key factors in enterprise sustainability (Grosh &
Somolekae, 1996). There is little research to explain what forces drive these start-ups and
shutdowns, and how gender influences these processes. Women’s access to resources (such
as credit, land and education, which are recognised as key factors in microenterprise devel‐
opment) is significantly less than that of men. Generally, research in small and medium-
scale enterprise sustainability indicates that a lack of working capital is one of the two most
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common causes of enterprise failure (Grosh & Somolekae, 1996). Although there are a num‐
ber of microcredit programmes targeting women, Bangladesh’s Grameen Bank being the
most well known, research is increasingly questioning whether women are able to fully uti‐
lize the credit, and what degree of control they retain over the loans once disbursed (Baden
et al., 1994). Women’s access to decision -making within the household and community is
also restricted, reducing their ability to influence processes and resource allocation.
The role of energy in the sustainability of women’s enterprises is also not well understood.
In food processing enterprises it has been estimated that energy costs are 20 - 25% of the to‐
tal inputs, which would suggest that technological interventions could increase the scale
and profitability of these businesses.
The types of enterprises that women are traditionally involved in are energy intensive and
rely on biomass fuels. Even in rural areas, women may have to buy fuel wood to run enter‐
prises such as beer making (McCall, 2001). An important issue is what sort of mechanisms
can assist women in gaining access to improved energy services. Grain mills, which are very
popular with women, since they improve product quality as well as reducing women’s la‐
bour, are typically only provided by the private sector, and are still absent in many rural lo‐
cations.
There are positive examples of women taking up energy technologies that have contributed
to increasing their incomes. For example, women’s groups in Ghana use LPG for fish preser‐
vation, giving them a better quality product than when using wood, and enabling them to
reach export standards, and considerably improving their income (Mensah, 2001). Another
example is the Multi -Functional Platform (Burn & Coche, 2001). The platform consists of a
diesel engine mounted on a chassis to which a variety of end-use equipment can be attach‐
ed, such as grain mills, battery chargers, oil presses, welding machines and carpentry tools.
In addition, the engine can be used to generate electricity for sale, which opens up the pros‐
pect of women becoming energy entrepreneurs and setting up their own electricity service
companies.
8. Conclusion
Energy is central to sustainable development and poverty reduction efforts. It affects all as‐
pects of development -- social, economic, and environmental -- including livelihoods, access
to water, agricultural productivity, health, population levels, education, and gender-related
issues. None of the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) can be met without major im‐
provement in the quality and quantity of energy services in developing countries.
Since there is an energy dimension to poverty known simply as energy poverty, which man‐
ifests when there is a lack of access to clean, safe, reliable and affordable energy. Energy is
opportunity, and imperative to basic activities such as boiling water, storing vaccines, read‐
ing at night. Yet, more than three billion people worldwide rely on traditional fuels such as
wood, charcoal, dung, and kerosene for cooking and light.
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It is well documented that there are more women than men living in poverty. Because of
traditional socio-cultural roles, women and girls in developing countries bear the burden /
responsibility of collecting fuel for household energy consumption. Women are at the nexus
between poverty and energy, so to talk about either it’s necessary to apply a gender lens.
Rural women spend long hours collecting fuel and carrying it home over long distances. The
time and labour feeds into another dimension of poverty, time poverty, limiting women’s
ability to engage in productive or income-generating activities. Sometimes referred to as:
women’s invisible work, reproductive work, women’s double burden, women’s double day,
time poverty cripples opportunity for education and income generation, which as a result
often means her family will remain trapped in poverty.
Women’s health suffers from carrying heavy loads of firewood long distances. In the home,
over a makeshift cookstove and lantern, the exposure to smoke from fuel-based cooking and
lighting contributes to over 2 million deaths per year (WHO, 2002). After-dark and without
light, women suffer disproportionately from energy poverty from reduced security and gen‐
der-based violence.
An estimated 265 million tonnes of greenhouse gases are emitted annually from burning
fuel for light globally, accelerating the effects of climate change and deforestation (WHO,
2002). Climate change makes women’s long workday even longer due to unpredictable rains
causing food, fuel and water scarcity and therefore longer treks to collect the necessities.
A number of relationships between energy, poverty and gender are clear. The poor, in gen‐
eral, pay more for energy than the rich, certainly in relative terms but also often in absolute
terms. Those living in poverty cannot afford the upfront cash for appliances which increase
the efficiency of fuel use, or enable the transition from traditional energy to modern energy.
The options for poor people are in fact very limited indeed, a situation which has been
called energy poverty. Biomass fuels (wood, charcoal, dung etc.) are likely to remain for
some time the primary fuels for process heat and cooking because electricity is in almost all
situations more expensive for such applications. Other options, such as solar cookers and
household biogas systems, have not been able to meet the demand for cooking energy, prob‐
ably because they require significant changes to cooking practices or are too expensive.
Having accepted that the energy sector is central to human development, the first expecta‐
tion of a gender-aware policy would be that it recognizes the different needs, role, responsi‐
bilities and realities of women and men. With this in view, the gender-aware policy would
ensure that the policy statement, planning and strategies for intervention promote equality
and equity. The key to planning and energy policy that promotes even development of men
and women while also providing remediation of past discriminations in the sector is to un‐
dertake gender mainstreaming in the sector.
This means that gender analysis must be undertaken to assess the implications of any course
of action or intervention on men and women. It also means that budgetary allocations must
be sufficient to address the needs of men and women. More women need to come into influ‐
ential position in the energy sector.
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Gender-sensitive energy programmes can ease the double burden of lack of sufficient ener‐
gy and poverty that women endure as they perform traditional household and community
roles. It can also provide opportunities for education and income generation that will allow
women to improve their social and economic status and raise the living standards of their
families and communities. However, if energy policies are to become more gender-sensitive
not only will women themselves have to become more empowered to make choices about
energy, but the energy sector will also have to become more responsive to women’s energy
needs.
Moreover, it can be concluded that the energy dimensions, both of the poverty-gender
nexus and the livelihoods analysis, have been poorly understood and, hence, their signifi‐
cance underestimated. It is also noteworthy here that gender analytical tools and frame‐
works that are in standard use in the agriculture, health and water sectors (the Harvard
Matrix, Gender Analysis Matrix etc.) are hardly used in energy planning. This is partly be‐
cause these tools do not fully meet the needs of energy planners, focusing on general aspects
of women and men’s relative situations, rather than on the specific energy dimensions of
poverty. To an extent the existing gender tools can be adapted to the energy sector to bring
to light hidden aspects of the poverty-energy-gender nexus, but there is a clear need to de‐
velop tools specific to the energy sector to ensure that all aspects are analyzed. These gender
and energy tools need to be ‘user friendly’ to help social planners incorporate energy dimen‐
sions in their work and energy planners to see the gender and poverty aspects of theirs.
The feminization of energy poverty is a vicious cycle impeding sustainable development.
Improved access to clean energy is absolutely critical to rural women and girls’ develop‐
ment and empowerment. From this year, 2012, the declared year of Sustainable Energy for
All, let us remember to keep gender at the centre of discussion and decision-making.
The International Energy Agency (IEA) estimates that demand for energy will increase by 40
per cent in the next 20 years (IEA, 2011). The heavy dependence on fossil fuel to meet
present needs, coupled with rising costs, negative environmental impacts and future growth
in demand, has placed renewable energy at the forefront of sustainable development issues
as a core component of future development, both in developed and developing countries.
A reliable energy source is a prerequisite for sustainable development and poverty allevia‐
tion, and the Millennium Development Goals cannot be achieved without first addressing
energy issues. For example, health clinics, schools and other vital infrastructure cannot run
properly, while access to drinking water and sanitation cannot be guaranteed without a reli‐
able energy source.
Giving the energy poor access to energy is therefore a development imperative. Yet at the
same time, successfully mitigating and adapting to climate change will require a global shift
toward renewable energy. Unmanageable and unforeseen climate risks threaten to negate
development efforts, so action taken to reduce energy poverty must also be compatible with
climate protection.
In short, sustainable development requires sustainable energy. A green economy based on
fairness, social welfare, and environmental integrity must be powered by green energy; en‐
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ergy from sources that do not unduly impact the environment or people. Green energy
means satisfying growing energy needs, empowering local communities and supporting de‐
velopment, while not producing dangerous carbon emissions or causing other negative en‐
vironmental impacts.
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1. Introduction
Nowadays, governments are developing ambitious goals toward the future green and sus‐
tainable sources of energy. In the U.S., the penetration level of wind energy is expected to be
20% by the year 2030 [1]. Several European countries already exhibit the adoption level in
the range of 5%–20% of the entire annual demand. Also with further developments in the
solar cells technology and lower manufacturing costs, the outlook is that the photovoltaic
(PV) power will possess a larger share of electric power generation in the near future. Grid-
connected PV is ranked as the fastest-growing power generation technology [2]. PV gener‐
ates pollution-free and very cost-effective power which relies on a free and abundant source
of energy.
Due to the increasing wind and solar penetrations in power systems, the impact of system
variability has been receiving increasing research focus from market participants, regulators,
system operators and planners with the aim to improve the controllability and predictability
of the available power from the uncertain resources. The produced power from these re‐
sources is often treated as non-dispatchable and takes the highest priority of meeting de‐
mand, leaving conventional units to meet the remaining or net demand. This issue makes
the optimum scheduling of power plants in power system cumbersome as embeds the sto‐
chastic parameters into the problem to be handled. The unpredictability along with poten‐
tial sudden changes in the net demand, may face operators with technical challenges such as
ramp up and down adaptation and reserve requirement problems [3-4].
© 2013 Abedi et al.; licensee InTech. This is an open access article distributed under the terms of the Creative
Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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Several investigations aiming at handling the uncertain nature of wind and solar energy re‐
sources have been reported. Basically, the methods found in the literature can be classified
into three groups: methods that deal with the prediction of uncertain variables as an input
data pre-processing, methods that use stochastic scenario-based approach within the optimi‐
zation procedure to cover all the outcomes per the probable range of uncertain variables,
and methods based on a combination of these two approaches. The studies presented in
[5-7] can be mentioned as one of the most recent efforts lying in the first group. In [5-6] an
Artificial Neural Network (ANN) forecast technique is employed and followed by risk anal‐
ysis based on the error in the forecast data. Then, the so called pre-processed data is directly
taken as the input to the optimization process. Relying on the forecast tools, such methods
suffer from high inaccuracy or ex-ante underestimation of the available power which in‐
creases the scheduled generation and reserve costs. Anyway, this approach is useful as it ac‐
counts for the temporal correlation between the random variables representative of each
time step of the scheduling period, in terms of time-series models. On the other hand, in
[8-9] which belong to the second group, the focus is on the stochastic scenario analysis rath‐
er than the forecasting methods. The usage of this approach also has its own advantages, as
it tries to model the likely range of values for the random variables. However, the efficiency
of this approach largely depends on the accuracy and reliability of their probabilistic analy‐
sis; based on which the potential scenarios are built.
The most effective approach is associated with the third group, which applies the advantag‐
es of both forecast techniques and scenario-based optimization approach. Reference [10]
presents a computational framework for integrating a numerical weather prediction (NWP)
model in stochastic unit commitment/economic dispatch formulations that describes the
wind power uncertainty. In [11], the importance of stochastic optimization tools from the
viewpoint of the profit maximization of power generation companies is investigated. The
exposed financial losses regarding the wind speed forecast errors are discussed. A stochastic
model is also presented in [12]which uses a heuristic optimization method for the reduction
of random wind power scenarios. The wind speed data is assumed to follow the normal
PDF. A similar approach is introduced in [13] whereas the wind speed error distribution is
considered as a constant percentage of the forecasted data. In [14], the Auto-Regressive
Moving Average (ARMA) time series model was chosen to estimate the wind speed volatili‐
ty. Based on the model, the temporal correlation of wind speed at a time step with respect to
the prior time steps is well analyzed.
In this chapter, the authors present a framework for stochastic modeling of random process‐
es including wind speed and solar irradiation which are involved in the power generation
scheduling optimization problems. Based on a thorough statistical analysis of the accessible
historical observations of the random variables, a set of scenarios representing the available
level of wind and solar power for each time step of scheduling are estimated. To this aim,
the Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) method is proposed to improve the accuracy in model‐
ing the Probability Distribution Function (PDF) of wind and solar random variables. In ad‐
dition, the concept of aggregation of multi-area wind/solar farms is analyzed using Copula
method. Taking the advantage of this method, we can reflect the interdependency and spa‐
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tial correlation of the power generated by several wind farms or PV farms that are spread
over different locations in the power system. A final framework is developed to perform the
stochastic analysis of the random variables to be input into the stochastic optimization proc‐
ess, as discussed in the following sections.
2. Methodology of data processing
2.1. Probability distribution function and data sampling
In order to generate sample data for random variables, the random behavior should be si‐
mulated somehow that the model follows the historical data pattern with the most homolo‐
gy to real data. In order to specify the pattern of a random variable, the PDF should be
obtained. There are two classes of methods to determine the PDF of a random variable in‐
cluding parametric and non-parametric methods [15]. In parametric methods, the data sam‐
ples are fitted to one of the well-known standard PDFs (such as Normal, Beta, Weibull, etc.)
so that the most possible adaptation between the PDF and the existing data is achieved. The
values associated with the PDF parameters are evaluated using Goodness of Fit (GoF) meth‐
ods such as Kolmogorov-Smirnov test [16]. On the other hand, the nonparametric methods
do not employ specific well-known PDF models.
The use of parametric methods in some studies in which simulation of probabilistic models
for wind and solar data is included have been reported, as in [6, 12]. Similarly, authors in [9]
employ a fixed experimental equation to represent the PDF of wind data. However, this ap‐
proach to PDF estimation can bring about some defects as follows:
1. The parametric methods may show significant deviation to the actual distribution of
data, mainly because the actual distribution does not characterize the underlying sym‐
metry in the standard PDFs. As an example, Figure1 shows the distribution function for
yearly solar irradiation sample data at 11 AM in a region. As seen in the figure, the
parametric distribution fittings are not capable of modeling the right side skewness in
the actual distribution, which will reveal considerable error in the outcoming samples.
2. Some random variables in general and particularly solar irradiation and wind speed are
very time-dependent in behavior. In other words, their patterns change with different
time periods, months and seasons. Hence, the nonparametric approach is advantageous
in terms of time period adaptation, because it does not consider a specific type of distri‐
bution. However, the parametric approach tries to nominate a certain type of PDF to
each random phenomenon in all circumstances. For instance, it is common to associate
a Weibull pattern to wind speed data, which may not be the most appropriate option to
be generalized to all time periods.
Based on the aforementioned facts, in this study, it is desired to obtain the most accurate dis‐
tribution model taking the advantage of Kernel Density Estimation (KDE), categorized as a
non-parametric method.
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Figure 1. Solar irradiation data histogram for samples at 11 AM during a season and the parametric and nonparamet‐
ric PDF fits to the data
2.2. Kernel Density Estimation (KDE)
The simplest  and most  frequently  used nonparametric  method is  to  use a  histogram of
historical samples. As a brief description of the method, the distance covering the range
of  samples  is  divided  into  equal  sections  called  "bin".  For  each  bin,  a  sample  value  is
considered as the kernel of that bin.  A number of rectangular blocks equal to the num‐
ber of samples in each bin, each with unity area, are located on each bin. In this way, a
discrete  curve  is  obtained  that  somewhat  describes  the  probability  distribution  of  sam‐
ples. However, the overall curve is largely dependent on the size of bins and their mar‐
ginal points, because with the alterations in the bin size, the number of samples in each
bin  will  be  changed  [17].  Besides,  the  obtained  curve  suffers  from  high  raggedness.
Hence, KDE method was introduced to solve the mentioned drawbacks. In this method,
considering the samples as the kernels of each bin, the blocks are with a unity width and
a height equal to the inverse of the number of samples for each sample value ( 1n ) totally
gaining a block with unity area. The accumulation of these blocks builds the PDF curve.
In order to smooth the curve and eliminate the dependency to the block width, continu‐
ous  kernels  such  as  Gaussian  or  Cosine  along with  kernel  smoother  methods  are  used
[18].  Figure  2  demonstrates  a  KDE  with  Gaussian  kernel.  The  overall  PDF  will  be  ob‐
tained by:
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Figure 2. Demonstration of a KDE with Gaussian kernel

















In the present study, the KDE method is used to obtain the PDF of the seasonally wind
speed and solar irradiation data for each hour in a day. The method is implemented using
the dfit tool function in MATLAB.
2.3. Correlation of random variables
Sample generation from a random variable is possible simply using a Monte Carlo simula‐
tion of its corresponding PDF. However, this is more cumbersome for a group of random
variables which may have underlying dependence or correlation. Neglecting the correlation
will result in the inaccurate multivariate PDF and then to irrelevant and deviated samples.
There are several correlation coefficients to quantify the correlation among a number of ran‐
dom variables, among which the most famous one is the Pearson coefficient:
cov( , )
cov( , ).cov( , )
i j
i i j j
r = (3)
where cov is the covariance function. This analysis reflects only the linear correlation among
the random variables. Nevertheless, in many cases, random variables reveal nonlinear corre‐
lation and more complicated relationships among themselves, especially when the PDF of
the variables are not of similar patterns [19]. In a case with a large number of random varia‐
bles, neglecting the nonlinear relation will result in more significant deviation of output
samples from what they actually should be. For instance, the solar irradiation behavior in
two different regions in power system may not establish a linear relation between each oth‐
er, though they are not completely independent. The nonlinear correlation concept is pre‐
sented in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. A representation of linear vs. nonlinear correlation between two random variables.
In the problem under study, i.e. power system scheduling in the presence of uncertain re‐
newables, we consider the presence of multiple wind farms and solar farms throughout the
power system. The solar power and wind power as well as load demand are three distinct
stochastic processes. They can be discriminated into 24 random variables representing 24
hours of the day.
The random variables within each random process have their own temporal relation which
can be modeled by time series prediction methods [14]. However, there may also be spatial
correlation among the random variables from different processes, although it might seem
unlikely. Here, we are going to deal with the tangible nonlinear correlation between the
hourly random variables for a wind farm and another farm located in a close region, as well
as for a PV farm and another one located in a close region. The interested reader may exam‐
ine other possible dependence structures between random variables / processes. Obviously,
taking into account these relations results in more accuracy and enhancement of the models
and solutions. Figure 4 presents how neglecting the correlations and directly using single
variable PDFs to generate samples for a multivariate process may lead to model malfunc‐
tion. For two random variables with similar Log-normal distribution and Pearson correla‐
tion of 0.7 (with diagonal covariance matrix), 1000 samples have been generated considering
total independence (Figure 4 (a)) and linear dependence (Figure 4 (b)). It is observed in Fig‐
ure 4 (b) that X1 values tend to be closer to X2 values especially in the upper range, in com‐
parison with Figure 4 (a).
In order to describe the correlations between random variables including nonlinear correla‐
tions, a method named Copula can be employed which is described in the following section.
2.3.1. Copula method
The correlation between random variables or samples is measured by the Copula concept.
Embrechts & McNeil introduced Copula functions for application in financial risk and port‐
folio assessment problems [20]. Recently, much attention is being paid to this method in
statistical modeling and simulation problems.
Copulas provide a way to generate distribution functions that model the correlated multi‐
variate processes and describe the dependence structure between the components. The cu‐
mulative distribution function of a vector of random variables can be expressed in terms of
marginal distribution functions of each component and a copula function.
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Figure 4. The effect of correlation on generation of random samples: (a) the samples are generated assuming com‐
plete independence and (b) the samples are generated considering the correlation.
The basic idea behind the copula method is described as the Sklar's theorem [21]. It shows
that a multivariate cumulative distribution function (CDF) can be expressed in terms of a
multivariate uniform distribution function with marginal density functions U(0,1). In fact, if
we have n random variables with an n-variable CDF, F, with margins F1, F2, …,Fn, there is an
n-variable distribution function, C, given by:
1 2 1 1( , ,..., ) ( ( ),..., ( ))n n nF x x x C F x F x= (4)
This equation can be rewritten to extract the Copula of the joint distribution function of the
random variables, as follows:
1 1
1 1 1( ,..., ) ( ( ),..., ( ))n n nC u u F F u F u
- -= (5)
where Fi
-1(ui) is the inverse CDF. If F is a continuous multivariate PDF with continuous sin‐
gle-variable PDFs, the implicit copula distribution function is obtained as follows:
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where c is the PDF corresponding to C. Therefore, a multivariate PDF can be written in terms
of the product of its single-variable marginal distributions and its underlying copula (c):
1 1 1 1 1( ,..., ) ( ( ),..., ( )). ( )... ( )n n n n nf x x c F x F x f x f x= (8)
Various copula functions are introduced by present. They are generally classified into ex‐
plicit and implicit types. The implicit copulas are inspired by standard distribution func‐
tions and have complicated equations, whereas the explicit ones are simpler and do not
follow the specific functions. Among the most widely used implicit copulas, Gaussian copu‐
la and t-Student copula and among the explicit ones, Clayton copula and Gumbel copula
can be mentioned. The selection of the most appropriate copula is a complicated problem
itself. Here, the t-Student copula is employed because of its simplicity and flexibility. The t-
Student copula is formulated as [21]:
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where (ρ,υ) are the copula parameters, tυ
-1(.) is the T distribution function with υ degrees of
freedom, mean of zero and variance of υ (υ - 2). The best values for these parameters can be
estimated using Inference Functions for Margins (IFM) or Canonical Maximum Likelihood
(CML) methods. In both methods, at first the parameters of the single-variable marginal dis‐
tribution functions are computationally or experimentally determined. Then, by substitution
of these functions into Copula likelihood functions, the Copula functions are calculated so
that the Copula likelihood functions are maximized. Further discussion on the mathematical
background and the calculation methods can be found in [21-23] which is suggested to be
pursued by the interested reader.
In the current study, the authors employed the two-dimensional Copula method to present
the correlation of the wind speed patterns between two wind farms and the correlation of
the solar irradiation patterns between two PV farms, for every hour of the day. The available
data for three years are initially normalized:









where μx ,  σx  are the mean and standard deviation of data x, respectively. The simulation
results for wind speed data distribution in farm 1 (x axis) and farm 2 (y axis) for 7 and 11
AM in fall season are shown in Figure 5. Figure 6 shows the samples for solar irradiation
data distribution on two farms. Also, the values of linear correlation coefficients, the Ken‐
dall's tau correlation and the t-Student copula parameters for wind speed are presented in
Table 1.  The results state that the correlation of wind speed (and similarly solar irradia‐




Figure 5. Correlated samples for wind speed of two farms for 7 and 11 AM in fall season.
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Figure 5. Correlated samples for wind speed of two farms for 7 and 11 AM in fall season.






Figure 6. Correlated samples for solar irradiation of two farms for 7 and 11 AM in fall season
Kendall's tau correlation Freedom degree (υ) Linear correlation (ρ) Hour
-0.14 3.7 -0.21 7
-0.12 15.58 -0.19 10
-0.08 7.39 -0.13 11
-0.12 24.31 -0.18 16
Table 1. The parameters of the two-variable t-Student copula distribution for wind speed of two farms at different
hours of the day in fall season
2.4. Time-series prediction of wind speed and solar irradiation
As mentioned earlier, besides the spatial correlation among different farms, the wind speed
and solar irradiation random variables assigned to the scheduling time steps exhibit tempo‐
ral correlation, i.e., they are dependent on the condition of random variables at previous
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time steps (hours). In order to take into account the temporal correlation, time-series predic‐
tion models can be used. Here, For the purpose of day-ahead scheduling of power system,
an initial prediction of random variables should be performed using ANN. Other forecast
tools such as ARMA model are reported [6, 24], but ANN is preferred due to its capability of
reflecting nonlinear relations among the time-series samples and better performance for
long-term applications. Afterwards, the distribution of forecast errors is analyzed to deter‐
mine the confidence interval around the forecasted values for the upcoming potential wind
speed and solar irradiation data on the scheduling day.
The forecast process is performed using two Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) neural networks
[25] for wind speed and solar irradiation. Each network is configured with three layers in‐
cluding one hidden layer. The input is a 24 hour structure in which a vector of 90 data sam‐
ples forms its arrays (representing each hour of the day for three month of a season). The
available data is divided into three groups proportional to 70%, 15% and 15% for training,
validation and test steps, respectively. The hourly data of wind speed and solar irradiation
for the first farm are presented in Figure 7 and Figure 8, respectively. The plots of forecast
results along with the actual data for one week are followed in Figure 9 and Figure 10.
2.5. Estimation of the confidence interval and risk analysis for wind speed and solar
irradiation scenarios
From the power system planning viewpoint, the important aim is to reduce as far as possi‐
ble the uncertainty and risk associated with generation and power supply. The risk is more
crucial when the ex-ante planned generation is less than the ex-post actual generation. The
error in the forecast data can be estimated with a level of confidence (LC), in order to deter‐
mine a reliable level of generation to be considered in the planning stage. Here, the confi‐
dence interval method [26], known in risk assessment problems is proposed as a constraint
to specify a lower and upper band for the wind speed and solar irradiation scenarios. For
example, LC=90% means that the probability of forecast error (Powerrisk) being less than a
definite value obtained from the distribution of forecast error



















Figure 7. Hourly wind speed data in farm 1
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Figure 7. Hourly wind speed data in farm 1
























Figure 8. Hourly solar irradiation data in farm 1























Figure 9. forecast results of wind power along with the actual data for one week




















Figure 10. forecast results of wind power along with the actual data for one week
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(Powerrisk,max) is more than 90%. The value of Powerrisk,max is referred to as the "Value at Risk"
(VAR).
, risk risk maxP Power Power LCé ù£ >ë û (11)
In order to calculate the VAR of forecast based on the defined LC, the PDF of forecast error
should be analyzed. In fact, the maximum value of Powerrisk,max that satisfies equation (11) is
chosen as the VAR. Given the forecast error PDF to be a normal distribution with mean μe
and standard deviation σe, the VAR is calculated by (Figure 11):
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where e
~
 is the maximum forecast error at which the condition is satisfied. The error is ex‐
pressed in terms of μe and σe where zα is the coefficient of σe. Then, this value is subtracted
from and added to the forecasted data to give the lower band and upper band of the confi‐
dence interval, respectively. This band limits the scenarios generated for wind speed and so‐
lar irradiation and provides a reliable range for generation of scenarios that will be
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The final step of data processing before performing the stochastic optimization procedure is
the scenario generation and reduction. This makes the main distinction between the deter‐
ministic programming and the stochastic programming approach. The deterministic pro‐
gramming deals with determined inputs and pre-defined parameters of the system model,
whereas the stochastic programming combines the process of assignment of optimum val‐
ues to the control variables with the stochastic models of the existing random variables. The
variables with stochastic behavior are indeed represented by a bunch of scenarios reflecting
the most probable situations that is likely to occur for them. Here, in the scenario generation
step, using the multivariate distribution function obtained, a large set of random vector sam‐
ples will be generated using the Monte Carlo simulation. Then, since all of the generated
scenarios may not be useful and some of them may exhibit similarities and correlation with
























Figure 8. Hourly solar irradiation data in farm 1























Figure 9. forecast results of wind power along with the actual data for one week




















Figure 10. forecast results of wind power along with the actual data for one week
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(Powerrisk,max) is more than 90%. The value of Powerrisk,max is referred to as the "Value at Risk"
(VAR).
, risk risk maxP Power Power LCé ù£ >ë û (11)
In order to calculate the VAR of forecast based on the defined LC, the PDF of forecast error
should be analyzed. In fact, the maximum value of Powerrisk,max that satisfies equation (11) is
chosen as the VAR. Given the forecast error PDF to be a normal distribution with mean μe
and standard deviation σe, the VAR is calculated by (Figure 11):
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other scenarios, the scenario reduction techniques are applied to eliminate low-probability
scenarios and merge the similar ones to extract a limited number of scenarios keeping the
whole probable region of the variables covered. Furthermore, the scenario reduction techni‐
que increases the computational efficiency of the optimization process. The most well-
known methods for scenario reduction are fast backward, fast forward/backward and the
fast forward method [27-28]. The first step in scenario reduction is clustering. By clustering,
the scenarios which are close to each other are put in one cluster. In the following, we
present a description on the fast backward method.
The backward method is initialized by selection of scenarios as the candidates to be elimi‐
nated. The selection criterion is based on the minimum value for the product of each sam‐
ple's probability by the probabilistic distance of that sample to others. The probabilistic
distance of each sample to others is considered as the minimum distance of that sample to
each of the other samples in the same set. In the next step, the same analysis is performed on
the remaining scenarios, however, in this step the product of the eliminated scenarios proba‐
bilities in the previous step by the distance of the current sample to other samples are also
included. This process continues until the probabilistic distance obtained in each step (itera‐
tion) would be less than a predefined value as the convergence criterion. Mathematically
speaking, the algorithm can be summarized as follows:
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where N is the total number of scenarios, n is the number of remaining scenarios, and |J| =
N – n. ξ i is scenario i with probability pi. Here, 1000 initial scenarios are generated based on
the obtained Copula multi-variable distribution function within the calculated confidence
interval. Then, the scenarios are reduced to 20 uncorrelated scenarios using SCENRED func‐
tion in GAMS software. Figure 15 and Figure 16 demonstrate the final set of scenarios for a
day of scheduling.
The power generation scheduling problem including units with uncertain and volatile char‐
acteristic is commonly treated as a stochastic optimization problem. In this approach, the ob‐
jective function calculation is repeated per all final scenarios in each iteration of the
optimization process, where the summation of these objective values commonly defines the
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overall objective function value to be optimized. As a comparison, the mean square error
(MSE) of the calculated scenarios with respect to the real data is calculated in two cases. In
the first case, the scenarios are obtained from the Copula distribution and within the calcu‐
lated confidence interval, based on the proposed framework. In the second case, the scenar‐
ios are generated from the single-variable distributions without modeling the underlying
temporal and spatial correlations. Table 2 exhibits that the error in the first case is less than
that in the second case in three days under study.
Figure 11. Value at risk calculation based on the distribution of forecast error

















Figure 12. Distribution of error for wind speed forecast at 11 AM
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Figure 13. Distribution of error for solar irradiation forecast at 11 AM
MSE in Case 2 MSE in Case 1
1.97e-3 1.4e-3 Day 1
5.99e-3 4.05e-3 Day 2
4.11e-3 3.31e-3 Day 3
Table 2. MSE in Case 1 and 2 for the total power of two wind farms






















Figure 14. Upper and lower band of confidence interval for wind speed data on one day
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Figure 15. Final scenarios of wind speed within its confidence interval
























Figure 16. Final scenarios of solar irradiation within its confidence interval
3. Conclusion
Natural characteristics of wind and solar energy impose uncertainty in their design and op‐
eration. Hence, considering various possible scenarios in the model of these resources can
lead to more realistic decisions. The uncertain parameters are expressed by probability dis‐
tributions, showing the range of values that a random variable could take, and also account‐
ing for the probability of the occurrence of each value in the considered range. Therefore,
the way the random processes are modeled in terms of their PDF is a significant problem.
The possible spatial correlations have been addressed and shown effective using the Copula
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3. Conclusion
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method. Similarly, the possible temporal correlations have been taken into account using a
time-series analysis. In summary, the overall framework can be listed as follows:
1. Take historical data of random variables;
2. Data normalization;
3. Calculate the PDF for each random variable using KDE;
4. Calculate multivariate Copula PDF;
5. Forecast the data time-series over the scheduling horizon;
6. Calculate the confidence interval of potential scenarios for the vector of random varia‐
bles based on error analysis of forecast data;
7. Generate initial set of scenarios within the confidence interval obtained from the previ‐
ous step, based on the PDF of step 4;
8. Perform scenario reduction;
9. Perform stochastic optimization based on the final set of scenarios for each random
process.
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1. Introduction
There are numerous studies that develop the mathematical modeling of photovoltaic cells
and verified by software, for example [1] or [2]. The model presented is based on an equiva‐
lent circuit implemented in free software. Free software used is Quite Universal Circuit Sim‐
ulator (QUCS), [3]. QUCS uses a generic diode for adjust the current and voltage curve (IV
curve) at photovoltaic cell. Additionally, you can use equations to define the model of pho‐
tovoltaic cell and represent the characteristic curves on the same page, [4]. QUCS is a multi‐
platform application that runs on Windows and Linux, this software is available in Linux
distributions for electronics. [5].
This model can be used for training in photovoltaic solar energy, using: subcircuits, curves,
tables and equations. Further, can be used an attractive presentation to the student with a
real representation of PV cell. Also, can be used to test circuit with photovoltaic solar cell as
power supply, in applications such as: micropower systems for harvesting energy, stand
alone PV system for control battery charge.
The model of PV cell can be used to simulate a PV module, because PV module is an associ‐
ation of cells in series and parallel. The model PV module can use to study mismatch effects
due to different electrical characteristics of PV cells and the use of pass diode to reduce loss
due to partial shadows. Then, can be use PV module study PV grid connection and energy
production prediction.
© 2013 Aparicio et al.; licensee InTech. This is an open access article distributed under the terms of the
Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits
unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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2. Equivalent circuit of photovoltaic cell
The equivalent circuit of an ideal cell is formed by a current source in parallel with a diode
(figure 1a). There are several circuits that include resistors for real effects of a photovoltaic
cell, for example, figure 1b includes a resistor in series, [2], figure 1c includes parallel and
series resistance, [1] and [6]. Other models include two diodes as in figure 1d, [7] and [8].
The circuit of figure 1c is the more commonly used, although in several simulations simplifies
the parallel resistance value with a high value, using the series resistance to include effect of fill
factor, gets a similar circuit of figure 1d and used Rp to avoid problem with simulation. Then,
this circuit has a simple and accurate model to simulate a photovoltaic cell.
The problem is the parameter values of circuit components. Therefore, in Section 4 are calcu‐
lated parameters using data from the photovoltaic cell indicated in datasheets, for equiva‐
lent circuit onfigure 1c.
Figure 1. Equivalents circuits of photovoltaic cell
3. Current-Voltage (I-V) Curve
Calculate equivalent circuit parameters need to know the I-V curve. In the I-V curve (figure 2)
can extract the electrical characteristics of the photovoltaic cell in standard conditions of
measurement (SCM): ISC (short circuit current) is maximum intensity that can generate a
photovoltaic cell or module when measuring the current if performing a short circuit (out‐
put voltage of 0 volts), VOC (open circuit voltage) is maximum voltage that can generate a
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photovoltaic cell or module when measuring the voltage if not flowing current (current of 0
amps), PMAX (Maximum power) is maximum power that can generate a photovoltaic cell or
module and it’s the product of maximum voltage and current, VMAX (Maximum Voltage) is
the voltage at maximum power (around 80% of open circuit voltage) and IMAX (Maximum
Current) is the current at maximum power.
Figure 2. IV Curve of photovoltaic module
Compare the figure 2 with equivalent circuit (figure 1b), value of ISC related with IL and val‐
ue of VOC related with voltage and current diode (Id). Then diode includes effects of expo‐
nential of I-V curve. Finally Rs adjusts value of PMAX. All parameter information is extract to
datasheets, and SCM are: 25ºC for cell temperature (TC), 1000 W/m2 for irradiance (G), 1,5 for
spectrum solar and 3m/s for wind speed.
4. Modeling equations of photovoltaic cell
Reference to the circuit of figure 1c, then show all equations needed to obtain all the parame‐
ters that define the model in standard conditions of measurement (SCM). In equation 1
shows the intensity value generated by the photovoltaic cell, [9]: I is output current of pho‐
tovoltaic cell, V is output voltage of photovoltaic cell, IL is the photogenerated current, I0 is
the saturation current of diode, RS is series resistance due to the junction between the semi‐
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cell, for example, figure 1b includes a resistor in series, [2], figure 1c includes parallel and
series resistance, [1] and [6]. Other models include two diodes as in figure 1d, [7] and [8].
The circuit of figure 1c is the more commonly used, although in several simulations simplifies
the parallel resistance value with a high value, using the series resistance to include effect of fill
factor, gets a similar circuit of figure 1d and used Rp to avoid problem with simulation. Then,
this circuit has a simple and accurate model to simulate a photovoltaic cell.
The problem is the parameter values of circuit components. Therefore, in Section 4 are calcu‐
lated parameters using data from the photovoltaic cell indicated in datasheets, for equiva‐
lent circuit onfigure 1c.
Figure 1. Equivalents circuits of photovoltaic cell
3. Current-Voltage (I-V) Curve
Calculate equivalent circuit parameters need to know the I-V curve. In the I-V curve (figure 2)
can extract the electrical characteristics of the photovoltaic cell in standard conditions of
measurement (SCM): ISC (short circuit current) is maximum intensity that can generate a
photovoltaic cell or module when measuring the current if performing a short circuit (out‐
put voltage of 0 volts), VOC (open circuit voltage) is maximum voltage that can generate a
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photovoltaic cell or module when measuring the voltage if not flowing current (current of 0
amps), PMAX (Maximum power) is maximum power that can generate a photovoltaic cell or
module and it’s the product of maximum voltage and current, VMAX (Maximum Voltage) is
the voltage at maximum power (around 80% of open circuit voltage) and IMAX (Maximum
Current) is the current at maximum power.
Figure 2. IV Curve of photovoltaic module
Compare the figure 2 with equivalent circuit (figure 1b), value of ISC related with IL and val‐
ue of VOC related with voltage and current diode (Id). Then diode includes effects of expo‐
nential of I-V curve. Finally Rs adjusts value of PMAX. All parameter information is extract to
datasheets, and SCM are: 25ºC for cell temperature (TC), 1000 W/m2 for irradiance (G), 1,5 for
spectrum solar and 3m/s for wind speed.
4. Modeling equations of photovoltaic cell
Reference to the circuit of figure 1c, then show all equations needed to obtain all the parame‐
ters that define the model in standard conditions of measurement (SCM). In equation 1
shows the intensity value generated by the photovoltaic cell, [9]: I is output current of pho‐
tovoltaic cell, V is output voltage of photovoltaic cell, IL is the photogenerated current, I0 is
the saturation current of diode, RS is series resistance due to the junction between the semi‐
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conductor and the metal contacts (interconnects), RP is parallel resistance due to no linearity
of union PN, m is ideal factor of diode and Vt is thermovoltage shown in equation 2 (where:
















Equation 1 can simplify the last term with a high value of RP (for example 100kΩ). Further‐
more, IL is considered equal to the short circuit current in SCM (ISC_SCM), [1]. Then we obtain
the equation 3 at SCM.
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The value of I0 is obtained for SMC (I0_SMC) using equation 4, based on [10], considering open
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There is an empirical relationship between the value of VOC_SCM and ISC_SCM with RS, [9]. Then,
needs calculate fill factor of ideal device (FF0) at equation 5, using parameter voc of equation
6, and calculate RS using equation 8. The fill factor (FF) of photovoltaic cell shows at equa‐
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Changes in temperature affect the values of ISC, voc and PMAX, when cell temperature increase
the VOC decrease, same with the PMAX, and when irradiation increase the ISC also increase.
The datasheet used parameters of table 1, establishing the relationship between units (volt‐
age, current and power) and temperature. Temperature can be expressed on degree Celsius
or Kelvin, depends of manufacturer.
Parameters Affect to… Units
β VOC mV/ºC or %/ºC
α ISC mA/ºC or %/ºC
δ PMAX mW/ºC or %/ºC
Table 1. Parameters that include temperature variations on photovoltaic cell
Also, changes in irradiance (G) affect the value of ISC and VOC. Therefore, using approxima‐
tion of Luque-Sala and Duffie & Beckman, [10], we obtain the equation 9 for IL. Besides em‐
pirical tests simulation to study the effects of temperature on I0, used for get equation 10,
based on the approximation Duffie&Beckman.
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The relationship between temperature ambient (TA) and cell (TC), can used equations 11 and
12, [11]. It is based on normal operating temperature cell (TNOC), is defined as the average
temperature of equilibrium within a photovoltaic cell to an irradiance of 800W/m2 and an
outside temperature of 20ºC. Use this approximation is interesting because there are statis‐
tics of temperature ambient on geographic situation but temperature cell depends to PV cell
and module.
· ·C A AT T C G Tc C G T- = Þ = + (11)
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conductor and the metal contacts (interconnects), RP is parallel resistance due to no linearity
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Figure 3 shows the simulation window with all the necessary equations and the visualiza‐
tion of results using QUCS. Photovoltaic cell simulated in figure 3 is C3ISF200SB of Isofoton,
[12]. QUCS allows represented on the same page a circuit and results of simulation, for ex‐
ample in figure 3 included: IV Curve, output power curve, output current curve, output volt‐
age curve and a table with numerical results. For functions used in QUCS see on [13], in
figure 3 used following equations: eqn1 for parameters of photovoltaic cell, eqn2 for change
temperature ambient to cell temperature, eqn3 for parameters adjust to equivalent circuit
and eqn4 to calculate variables to represented results on graphical depends to output meas‐
urement of equivalent circuit.
Figure 3. Final result of the simulation Qucs photovoltaic cell
The equivalent circuit is formed by following components: current source (dc current source
on source library), diode (diode on non linear components library) and resistors (resistor on
lumped components library). The value of current source is calculate on variable IL (current
generate) on equ3 based on equation 9, the value of current saturation on diode is calculate
on variable I0 on equ3 based on equation 10, the value of resistor series and parallel its cal‐
culate manually and indicate on eqn3. The model of diode simulation includes ohmic series
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resistence (Rs) and zero bias junction capacitance (Cjo), to adjust to PV cell model must
changue to 0Ω and 0F respectively.
Current measurement of PV cell model used current probe (Icell) on probe library, for voltage meas‐
urement used a wire label (Vcell) to get voltage on node. Power generate (Pcell) of PV cell is calculates
using equ4 as the product of current (Icell.I) and voltage (Vcell.V) measurement. To represent a IV
curve is needs to get a variable I using function PlotVS() on equ4. The results on simulation show on
graphical (Cartesian on diagrams library) and table (Tabular on diagrams library).
In QUCS is a used component of library simulations for configuring simulation, for example
to get IV curve need components: dc simulation and parameter sweep (figure 4). The configura‐
tion of simulation that show on figure 4, changes value of variable Rl from 0,01Ω to 10Ω,
variable Rl is used to change value of resistor R3 (figure 3).
Figure 4. Simulation configuration
Also, if changes value of Irradiance variable on eqn2 (figure 3), changes the solar condition
and current generate of PV cell. For example on figure 5 shows IV curve to different values of
solar irradiance at the same value of cell temperature (25ºC): 1000W/m2 (G_1000), 750W/m2
(G_750) and 500W/m2 (G_500).
Figure 5. IV Curve for different values of irradiation
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Further, if changes value Tamb variable on eqn2 (figure3), change ambient temperature and
therefore the cell temperature condition based on equations 10 and 11. For example on figure
6 shows IV curve to different values of cell temperature at the same value of irradiance
(1000W/m2): 50ºC (T_50), 25ºC (T_25) and 0ºC (T_0). Then, combining the two variables can
adjust weather conditions.
Figure 6. IV Curve for different values of cell temperature
5. Educational application
The model shown in Section 4 can be used for the formation of PV system. In particular, us‐
ing subcircuit for an attractive presentation for the student, [10]. In addition to evaluating
the effects of: association series and parallel, potential losses, weather conditions, non-ideali‐
ty of photovoltaic cells and effect of partial shadow. Figure 7 shows steps for modelling by
subcircuits of a PV cell and module, first represented a equivalent circuit and include pa‐
rameters gets of datasheet, second create a symbol to represented a PV cell, third the subcir‐
cuit used to external variables for irradiance (G) and cell temperature (Tc), fourth associate
cells to build a PV module, and finally create a symbol to represented a PV module.
To create a subcircuit needs connection for output PV cell, after to select all component of
equivalent circuit (figure 3) the output connection of PV cell (in series with Rs for positive con‐
nection) connects used insert port (figure 8). Once finish equivalent circuit can be edit repre‐
sentation of subcircuit pressing F9, for edit representation can be used painting library, [13].
Model for PV module can be create using PV cell subcircuit and connection in series and
parallel, for example a PV module for 12V nominal voltage can be formed by 36 PV cells
connects in series, in figure 9 shows connections of PV module with 2 pass diodes and exter‐
nal ports connections (positive for P1 and negative for P2). Representation used for PV cell
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and module shows on figure 7, after can be used subcircuit of PV cell or module on different
practices.
Figure 7. Steps modeling subcircuit
Figure 8. Insert connection to subcircuit
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Figure 9. Model of PV module based on subcircuit PV cell
Then, student works directly with subcicuits independently of equivalent circuit model, be‐
cause student can be used the same representation for different PV cells. The material used
will consist of a compressed file, which contains a project QUCS (for example practices_so‐
lar_prj.rar), this file contains a number of files to be need for practical work (files used on
QUCS use extension sch and a project contains all files on QUCS directory). The practices
developed show in table 2, for study for photovoltaic training on stage generation, after can
be complete with model of all components on photovoltaic system (battery, regulator or in‐
verter) and can be used on renewable energy training. Practices on table 2 can be complete
with a previous work: select values for equivalent circuit and introduction of QUCS.
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Practiques Descriptions
Obtaining IV Curve This practice consists in the practical realization of obtaining an IV curve, connecting a
resistor to photovoltaic cell, how it is done in laboratory, the student modify the
values of resistance load and take measurements of voltage and current generate by
photovoltaic cell.
Connecting PV cells In this practice the student performed tests: vacuum, short circuit and load. Also,
performed measurements with various connections: serial, parallel and mixed. This
practice can be extent compare with a real measurement.
Effect of irradiance and
temperature on PV cell
This practice is to see the effects on curve IV by changing irradiance and temperature.
Simulation can be used by scanning parameter to be directly represents the curve IV
and only change the values of irradiance and cell temperature. Can use the same
practice of PV module.
Partial and total shadowing
effect
This practice associated series and parallel solar cells and see the effects for partial
shadowing about currentand voltage generate by PV cell. After can repeat practice
for total shadowing effect. After, the student can extract conclusion about the
shadow problem on PV cell.
Using bypass diodes and losses
from partial shading on PV
module
This practice is to see the utility about bypass diodes in the manufacturing on PV
module. Must create two models about PV module, one with diode and other without
diode. After the student compare results.
Connection blocking diodes This practice is to see the effect and necessity of blocking diodes. Must connect a
circuit PV cell and battery between blocking diode, after remove blocking diode and
compare results.
Mismatch losses in PV Module This practice is to see effects to use different PV cells to manufacturing PV module,
must create two models about PV module, one with ideal PV cells and other with
different values of short current. After the student compare results.
Voltage drop in PV cells
connection
This practice is to see the losses associated with wiring to connect photovoltaic
devices. Can show the effect of using one or another section, and the length between
the module and circuit regulator. It creates a new subcircuit corresponding to the
calculation of the resistance of the wiring with copper conductors.
Table 2. Examples of practical using modeling and GPL application
Figure 10 shows several examples for use subcircuits model for educational, and are directly
applicable to any practices described. As parameters such as temperature (variable Tc in ºC)
and irradiance (variable G in W/m2) cell, see the effects of partial shading on the association
of cells and the use of bypass diodes in the manufacture of photovoltaic modules, and the
measurement of short circuit current.
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Figure 10. Examples for subcircuit model
6. Design circuit application
The availability of the model described in section 4, allows design circuits power manage‐
ment when energy source are PV cells or modules. For example, in power supply of sensor
nodes, [14], to design efficient harvesting energy control, because QUCS dispose different
electronic components for simulation by means of changing parameters to adjust to real
component. QUCS has generic devices electronic on non lineal library and adjust parameter
on properties menu to adjust real component, or use component library (selected on Tools
menu or Ctrl+5) for used component with properties adjusted to real device (figure 11).
Also, working in selection PV cells to power supplies performing a comparative commercial
device to adapted for applications at climatologic conditions of system localization, for ex‐
ample to study PV cell to weather station [15] or irrigation actuator [16]. Further, to test reg‐
ulator circuit using in stand-alone PV system and control circuit to obtain maximum power
point tracker, [17].
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Figure 11. Component library for QUCS
Other application, its predict power generation from PV cells and modules, using a variable
parameter for irradiance and ambient temperature. In addition, can be include partial shad‐
ow for same object (for example: tree or building) in PV grid connection or stand-alone.
For example, in figure 12a shows curve of irradiation variation of irradiance (G) around day.
Value used can be extracted to Photovoltaic Geographical Information Systems (PVGIS) [18]
mean values per moths. After connection a constant resistor to photovoltaic cell and get out‐
puts: power, voltage and current (figure 12b). After can complete modifying load connected.
Also, can included ambient temperature around day using variable TC. The PV cell charac‐
teristics used on figure 12 is: 3,27A for ISC and 0,6V for VOC on SCM.
Figure 12. Variation Irradiance (G) around day with a constant load
Other example shows on figure 13 to use PV cell model for simulate a circuit control to obtain
the maximum power point to PV cell. In figure 13a show a subcircuit connect to dc converter,
and figure 13b show output voltage and control signal, the output is controlled modify duty
cycle, then the duty cycle decrease when the output voltage arrive to maximum power voltage
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and increase when output voltage away from maximum power voltage. The PV cell character‐
istics used on figure 13 is: 150mA for ISC and 0,62V for VOC on SCM.
Figure 13. Used model to study circuit control of PV cell
Also, model PV cell can be used to study number of PV cells need to supply energy to the
system, for example figure 14 show 16 PV cells for simple circuit supply of 5V source formed
by: block diode (D1) and a regulator circuit (LM140).Then, change number of PV cells and
configure climatic conditions (Irradiance and temperature) can see if has enough or need
more PV cells, too if has more PV cells that is need. On figure 14 show: output voltage
(V_load.V), output current (I_load.I) and voltage cells (V_cells.V), to different values of irradi‐
ation, therefore study irradiance needs to obtain 5V on load resistor. Conclusions on figure
14 is than needs 16 PV cells on series and irradiance value around 500-550 W/m2 or higher to
obtain 5V and 0,5A output (on load). The PV cell characteristics used on figure 14 is: 1A for
ISC and 0,6V for VOC on SCM.
Figure 14. Study irradiation for simple regulator circuit
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7. PV cells of module
Some case has available information of PV module on SCM to emulate PV module (figure
15), then needs calculate values for PV cells: division between module open voltage
(VOC_MODULE) and number PV cells series (NCELLS_SERIES) to obtein open voltage of cell (VOC_CELL),
division between module current short (ISC_MODULE) and number of strings cells connection
(NCELLS_STRINGS) to obtain current short of cell (ISC_CELL), and repeat by module maximum val‐
ues of voltage (VMAX_MODULE) and current (VMAX_MODULE) to obtain maximum values of voltage









































Values  obtained  on  equations  13  and  14  used  to  obtain:  voc,  RS,  IL,  and  I0,  on  equa‐
tions:  6,  8,  9  and  10.  The  values  obtained  on  equations  13  to  16  used  to  obtain  FF  on
equation 7.  This  approximation is  based on a  PV module  is  union of  PV cells  connect‐
ed  in  series  and  parallel  strings.  Model  of  PV module  included  connections  cells  loss
inside  module.
On figure  15  shows an  example  for  PV module  based  on  subcircuit  on  PV cells,  char‐
acteristic  of  PV module  on  SCM  is:  150W  to  PMAX,  22,6V  to  VOC,  8,7A  to  ISC,  18,5V  to
VMAX  and 8,12A  for  IMAX.  The  module  used in  figure  15  used 36  cells  connected in  ser‐
ies  on  a  string.
Advantage to use model  PV cells  on model  PV module is  that  change parameter  of  ir‐
radiation and temperature by cell  (figure 7),  and so study effects:  partial  shading, num‐
ber  pass  diode,  different  connections  of  pass  diode,  hot  cells,  etc.  Also  can  be  study
effect  on  mismatch  on  module  used PV cell  with  different  electrical  characteristics.  For
example  on  figure  16  show effects  of  partial  shading  on  module  using  2  diodes  pass
(figure 9):  figure 16a without shadow, figure 16b shadow affect  to same number of  cell
connects on parallel by diode and figure 16c shadow affect only to cells connects on par‐
allel  with  1  diode  pass.
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and increase when output voltage away from maximum power voltage. The PV cell character‐
istics used on figure 13 is: 150mA for ISC and 0,62V for VOC on SCM.
Figure 13. Used model to study circuit control of PV cell
Also, model PV cell can be used to study number of PV cells need to supply energy to the
system, for example figure 14 show 16 PV cells for simple circuit supply of 5V source formed
by: block diode (D1) and a regulator circuit (LM140).Then, change number of PV cells and
configure climatic conditions (Irradiance and temperature) can see if has enough or need
more PV cells, too if has more PV cells that is need. On figure 14 show: output voltage
(V_load.V), output current (I_load.I) and voltage cells (V_cells.V), to different values of irradi‐
ation, therefore study irradiance needs to obtain 5V on load resistor. Conclusions on figure
14 is than needs 16 PV cells on series and irradiance value around 500-550 W/m2 or higher to
obtain 5V and 0,5A output (on load). The PV cell characteristics used on figure 14 is: 1A for
ISC and 0,6V for VOC on SCM.
Figure 14. Study irradiation for simple regulator circuit
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Figure 15. Simulate PV module based on PV cell model
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Figure 16. Partial shading on PV module use model PV cell.
8. Conclusion
In this chapter show a equivalent circuit for simulate PV Cell, then show equation to obtain
all parameters to circuit based on PV cell datasheet. To check model is implemented on free
software and compare results of output PV Cell model represented on IV Curve and output
measurements with datasheet information. The software application selected is QUCS be‐
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cause can be include equations to calculate circuit parameters and a real representation of
subcircuit.
The PV cell model can modelled any PV cell using datasheet information, also the model in‐
clude variations of temperature and irradiance for output PV cell. Therefore used PV cell
model connected in series and parallel can modelled a PV module. In section 4 shows all
necessary equations to obtain parameters of circuit to PV cell model and section 7 shows
process and equations to obtain PV module cell.
Using QUCS to model a PV cell allows subcircuit and a real representation to a attractive
presentation for teaching. In section 5 show examples of practices used on formation, further
can be used on: courses of photovoltaic, online formation or distance learning, because only
need download QUCS application, and is a good complement to a previous works on labo‐
ratory or concepts review for theory. Advantage to used QUCS is that allow several PV cells
with a few mouse click, also does not needs buy additional PV cells to used on laboratory
because can be modelled the PV cell available on laboratory. Further, is not a problem the
availability material on laboratory, because the material of PV system can be expensive, then
is best provide a good photovoltaic devices that a devices for all student in a class.
Other application for model of PV cell or module is used to design of supply circuits, for
example in a network sensors node, to design power control. In section 6 shows examples to
used electronic devices available on QUCS library to control output PV cell, with the ad‐
vantage to change weather condition to study operation circuit and is surer for designer and
electronic devices. Also, can emulate various conditions to which the PV cell work (irradi‐
ance and temperature), which can reduce design time, detecting errors. Further, the availa‐
bility of weather conditions that need for tested circuit.
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1. Introduction
Due to the increased emphasis on the energy issues and problems, concentration has been
focused upon developing autonomous electric power supplies to be operated in remote and
rural areas where electric services is unavailable from existing or nearby grids. These types of
power sources can be used even in regions supplied by network grids in the event of power
interruptions. Among such types that have received a notable attention and importance is the
three-phase self-excited induction generator due to its numerous advantages such as simple
design, robustness, and low installation and maintenance costs [1-4]. Experimental works and
computer simulations have been extensively performed in order to model and analyze both
steady state and transient performance of the SEIG under balanced operating conditions.
However, the unbalanced operation of the SEIG has been given little attention despite its
practical needs. There are two main methods to predict the steady state performance of the
SEIG under balanced operating conditions. The first method is based on the generalized
machine theory [5]. The second method is based on the analysis of the generalized per-phase
equivalent circuit of the induction machine by applying either the loop impedance or the nodal
admittance concept [6,7]. Furthermore, other studies have concentrated only on the single-
phase self-excited induction generator and its voltage regulation improvement [8,9]. The
influence of the terminal capacitance has been investigated in [10,12]. The previous studies
have centralized mainly on modeling and analyzing the performance of SEIG under only
balanced operating conditions. The major contribution of this chapter is to model the SEIG
together with its excitation and load. In our steady state study, the performance of the SEIG
was determined for No-load, balanced and unbalanced load and/or excitation for different
SEIG and load connections. The operating conditions were found by solving the proposed
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model iteratively. An experimental setup has been built to verify the results obtained from the
theoretical model. The model is generalized to cover more connection types of SEIG and/or
load. It is clear that the theoretical results are in good agreement with those reported experi‐
mentally. The effect of the machine core losses is considered by representing the core resistance
as a second order polynomial in terms of Xm. Furthermore, the magnetizing reactance has been
included in the negative sequence equivalent circuit as a variable. The positive and negative
sequence equivalent circuits are used to model the SEIG. The final characteristic equation is
reached by equating both the positive-sequence and negative-sequence voltages across the
SEIG and the load.
2. Star connected generator–star connected load without a neutral
connection
The equivalent load impedance shown in Figure 1 may be described as follows;
a aa L C
Z    Z  / / jX   = - (1)
b bb L C
Z    Z  / /  jX   = - (2)
c cc L C
Z   Z  / / jX   = - (3)
where,
ZL a,b,c = Load impedance at base frequency connected across phase a, b and c, respectively.
XCa,b,c = Excitation capacitor reactance at base frequency connected across phase a, b and c,
respectively.
Za,b,c = Equivalent impedance of load and excitation capacitor at base frequency connected
across phase a, b and c respectively.
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Since the load and/or the excitation capacitors are expected to be unbalanced, it is more
appropriate to describe the different quantities involved in Eq. (4) in terms of their symmetrical
components. Using the symmetrical components technique, the following is found:














Figure 1. Star connected generator - star connected load without neutral connection.
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Where the subscripts 0, 1, and 2 stands for zero, positive and negative sequence components,
respectively. The symmetrical components of the load phase voltages may be found from the
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where γ=1∠120
On the other hand, the three phase voltages may be found in terms of their symmetrical
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The transformation matrix shown in Eq. (6) can be used to find the symmetrical components
of currents, namely, Ia0, Ia1, and Ia2. The symmetrical components of the three phase impedances
Za, Zb, and Zc are as follows;
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Since in an isolated-neutral star-connected load, the zero sequence component of line current
(phase current) equals to zero, substituting Ia0=0 in Eq. (5) and expanding yields:
1 0 1 2 2ak a aV     Z I   Z I= + (9)
2 1 1 0 2ak a aV     Z I   Z  I= + (10)
It can be shown using the symmetrical components technique that the relation between the
positive and negative sequence components of both the line and the phase voltages are as
follows:
( )21 11 -LL LNV        Vg= (11)
( )2 11LL LNV    Vg= - (12)
Hence,
( )21 11 -ab akV        Vg= (13)
( )2 21ab akV    Vg= - (14)
Now looking at the generator side, the following positive and negative sequence circuits of
Figure 2 can be used to model the generator. As can be seen in Figure 2, the core loss resistance
is taken into consideration in the positive-sequence equivalent circuit of the SEIG.
As the core loss is variable according to saturation, the core loss resistance is expressed as a
function of the magnetizing reactance (Xm) as shown in Eq. (15). Figure 3 shows the variation
of the core resistance as a function of magnetizing reactance. Although this will increase the
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Furthermore, the air gap voltage may be approximated over the saturated region as a function
of Xm by the following sixth order polynomial. Figure 4 shows this variation.
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Since in an isolated-neutral star-connected load, the zero sequence component of line current
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Figure 4. Variation of air gap voltage as a function of magnetizing reactance.
The terminal voltage of the positive and negative sequence equivalent circuits is given by;
an1 G1 G1V     I  Z= - (17)
an2 G2 G2V    I  Z= (18)
Eq. (11), Eq. (12), Eq. (17), and Eq. (18) yield the following,
( )21 1 1- 1 -ab G GV        I Zg= (19)
( )2 2 21ab G GV  I Zg= - (20)
where
ZG1, ZG2Input impedance of positive and negative sequence equivalent circuits, respectively.
Equating symmetrical components of line-to-line voltages yields:
1 1 0 1 2 2G G a a- I  Z    Z  I     Z  I  = + (21)
2 2 1 1 0 2G G a aI  Z    Z  I     Z  I  = + (22)
Since the phase current in a star connected generator is the same as the line current, hence,
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1 1a GI    I  = (23)
2 2a GI    I  = (24)
Substituting Eq. (23) and Eq. (24) into Eq. (21) and into Eq. (22) and rearranging, yields the
following:
1 0 1 2 2 0G a a(Z Z ) I  Z I    + + = (25)
1 1 0 2 2 0a G a Z I   (Z - Z )I    + = (26)
Solving these two equations simultaneously yields,
0 1 0 2 1 2 0G G( Z  Z ) ( Z - Z ) - Z Z    + = (27)
This is the characteristic equation of an isolated-neutral star connected induction generator. It
consists of two parts, namely, the real part and the imaginary part. Ia1 and Ia2 does not equal
zero because self-excitation is assumed to occur, hence, the real and imaginary parts of Eq.
(27) must equal to zero. By substituting the machine parameters, speed, excitation capacitor
values, a nonlinear equation with constant coefficients in F and Xm can be found. Solving
iteratively to find the real roots of the equation that satisfies the constraints, the values of F
and Xm are found; hence, the performance of the generator under these conditions can be
determined. This procedure is carried out using MATHCAD® software. The flow chart
describing the performance evaluation is shown in Figure 5.
3. Star connected generator–star connected load with a neutral connection
The connection for this case is shown in Figure 6. In this type of connection the zero sequence
component of line currents is present (i.e. Ia0 ≠ 0) while the zero sequence component of phase
voltages (Vak0 = 0) equals zero.
Expanding Eq. (5) yields:
0 0 0 2 1 1 2ak a a aV     Z  I   Z  I   Z  I= + + (28)
1 1 0 0 1 2 2ak a a aV     Z  I   Z  I   Z  I= + + (29)
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Solving these two equations simultaneously yields,
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consists of two parts, namely, the real part and the imaginary part. Ia1 and Ia2 does not equal
zero because self-excitation is assumed to occur, hence, the real and imaginary parts of Eq.
(27) must equal to zero. By substituting the machine parameters, speed, excitation capacitor
values, a nonlinear equation with constant coefficients in F and Xm can be found. Solving
iteratively to find the real roots of the equation that satisfies the constraints, the values of F
and Xm are found; hence, the performance of the generator under these conditions can be
determined. This procedure is carried out using MATHCAD® software. The flow chart
describing the performance evaluation is shown in Figure 5.
3. Star connected generator–star connected load with a neutral connection
The connection for this case is shown in Figure 6. In this type of connection the zero sequence
component of line currents is present (i.e. Ia0 ≠ 0) while the zero sequence component of phase
voltages (Vak0 = 0) equals zero.
Expanding Eq. (5) yields:
0 0 0 2 1 1 2ak a a aV     Z  I   Z  I   Z  I= + + (28)
1 1 0 0 1 2 2ak a a aV     Z  I   Z  I   Z  I= + + (29)
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2 2 0 1 1 0 2ak a a aV    Z  I   Z  I   Z  I= + + (30)
Substituting Vak0 = 0 in Eq. (28) and rearranging, yield:
0 2 1 1 2 0a a aI    - (Z  I   Z  I ) / Z    = + (31)
Substituting this result in Eqs. (29) and (30), yields:
2
1 2 1




V Z I Z I
Z Z
æ öæ ö
= - + ç - ÷ç ÷ç ÷ ç ÷è ø è ø
(32)
Start
machine parameters and 
guess values
 load parameters and excitation 
capacitors
 Symmetrical components of the 
three phase load, ZG1 and ZG2
F and Xm under the constraints:
0 <  Xm < Xu
0 < F ≤ υ
F and Xm are real values
Vg , Im , Ir , IG1 and Vp 
Load impedances, SEIG 
impedances at F  and Xm
 IG2 and Vn





Phase currents, sequence components of 
load phase voltages, and load phase 
voltages 
Figure 5. Flow chart describing performance evaluation.
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2
2 1 2




V Z I Z I
Z Z
æ ö æ ö
= ç - ÷ + -ç ÷ç ÷ç ÷ è øè ø
(33)
Since the phase voltage of both the generator and the load are equal, hence,
1 1 1 1ak an G GV    V    - I  Z= = (34)
2 2 2 2ak an G GV   V    I  Z= = (35)
Substituting Eqs. (34) and (35) into Eqs. (32) and (33), and taking into consideration that IG1 =
Ia1 and IG2 = Ia2, yield,
2
1 2 1
1 1 0 1 2 2
0 0
a G a a
Z Z Z
I Z Z I Z I
Z Z
æ öæ ö




2 2 1 1 0 2
0 0
a G a a
Z Z Z
I Z Z I Z I
Z Z
æ ö æ ö
= ç - ÷ + -ç ÷ç ÷ç ÷ è øè ø
(37)
Since sequence currents does not equal to zero, hence, the characteristics equation of this
system equals to zero;
2 2
1 2 1 2 2 1
0 1 0 2 1 2
0 0 0 0
0G G
Z Z Z Z Z Z
Z Z Z Z Z Z
Z Z Z Z
æ ö æ öæ ö æ ö
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2 2 0 1 1 0 2ak a a aV    Z  I   Z  I   Z  I= + + (30)
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Since the phase voltage of both the generator and the load are equal, hence,
1 1 1 1ak an G GV    V    - I  Z= = (34)
2 2 2 2ak an G GV   V    I  Z= = (35)
Substituting Eqs. (34) and (35) into Eqs. (32) and (33), and taking into consideration that IG1 =
Ia1 and IG2 = Ia2, yield,
2
1 2 1
1 1 0 1 2 2
0 0
a G a a
Z Z Z
I Z Z I Z I
Z Z
æ öæ ö
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0 0
a G a a
Z Z Z
I Z Z I Z I
Z Z
æ ö æ ö
= ç - ÷ + -ç ÷ç ÷ç ÷ è øè ø
(37)
Since sequence currents does not equal to zero, hence, the characteristics equation of this
system equals to zero;
2 2
1 2 1 2 2 1
0 1 0 2 1 2
0 0 0 0
0G G
Z Z Z Z Z Z
Z Z Z Z Z Z
Z Z Z Z
æ ö æ öæ ö æ ö
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4. Delta connected generator–delta connected load
A delta-connected generator feeding a delta-connected load is shown in Figure 7, where the
elements of the delta-connected load may be defined as follows,
ab abab L C
Z    Z  / / jX   = - (39)
bc bcbc L C
Z    Z  / / jX   = - (40)
ca caca L C
Z   Z  / /  jX   = - (41)
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ê úê ú ê ú= ê úê ú ê ú


























Figure 7. Delta connected generator - delta connected load.
Since the load as well as the SEIG is connected in delta, hence, the phase (line) voltage of both
the generator (VabG) and the load (VabL) is equal. The symmetrical components of the phase
voltage (Vab) at the load side are as follows:
0 0 2 1 0
1 1 0 2 1




V Z Z Z I
V Z Z Z I
V Z Z Z I
é ù é ù é ù
ê ú ê ú ê ú=ê ú ê ú ê ú
ê ú ê ú ê úë û ë û ë û
(43)
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It is known that for a Delta connected load, VabL0 = 0, hence, from Eq. (43)
0 0 0 2 1 1 20abL abL abL abLV        Z  I   Z  I   Z  I= = + + (44)
This equation yields:
0 2 1 1 2 0abL abL abLI     - (Z  I   Z I ) / Z= + (45)
From Eq. (43)
1 1 0 0 1 2 2abL abL abL abLV   Z  I   Z  I   Z  I= + + (46)
2 2 0 1 1 0 2abL abL abL abLV   Z  I   Z  I   Z  I= + + (47)
Substituting Eq. (45) in Eqs. (46) and (47), yields
2
1 2 1




V Z I Z I
Z Z
æ öæ ö








V Z I Z I
Z Z
æ ö æ ö
= ç - ÷ + -ç ÷ç ÷ç ÷ è øè ø
(49)
Since both the generator and the load are Delta connected, hence:
VabG1 =  VabL 1and VabG2  =  VabL 2
However,
VabG1 =  −  IabG1ZG1   and VabG2  =  IabG2ZG2
Substituting in Eqs. (48) and (49), yields:
2
1 2 1
1 1 0 1 2 2
0 0
abG G abL abL
Z Z Z
I Z Z I Z I
Z Z
æ öæ ö




2 2 1 1 0 2
0 0
abG G abL abL
Z Z Z
I Z Z I Z I
Z Z
æ ö æ ö
= ç - ÷ + -ç ÷ç ÷ç ÷ è øè ø
(51)
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Figure 7. Delta connected generator - delta connected load.
Since the load as well as the SEIG is connected in delta, hence, the phase (line) voltage of both
the generator (VabG) and the load (VabL) is equal. The symmetrical components of the phase
voltage (Vab) at the load side are as follows:
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It is known that for a Delta connected load, VabL0 = 0, hence, from Eq. (43)
0 0 0 2 1 1 20abL abL abL abLV        Z  I   Z  I   Z  I= = + + (44)
This equation yields:
0 2 1 1 2 0abL abL abLI     - (Z  I   Z I ) / Z= + (45)
From Eq. (43)
1 1 0 0 1 2 2abL abL abL abLV   Z  I   Z  I   Z  I= + + (46)
2 2 0 1 1 0 2abL abL abL abLV   Z  I   Z  I   Z  I= + + (47)
Substituting Eq. (45) in Eqs. (46) and (47), yields
2
1 2 1




V Z I Z I
Z Z
æ öæ ö








V Z I Z I
Z Z
æ ö æ ö
= ç - ÷ + -ç ÷ç ÷ç ÷ è øè ø
(49)
Since both the generator and the load are Delta connected, hence:
VabG1 =  VabL 1and VabG2  =  VabL 2
However,
VabG1 =  −  IabG1ZG1   and VabG2  =  IabG2ZG2
Substituting in Eqs. (48) and (49), yields:
2
1 2 1
1 1 0 1 2 2
0 0
abG G abL abL
Z Z Z
I Z Z I Z I
Z Z
æ öæ ö




2 2 1 1 0 2
0 0
abG G abL abL
Z Z Z
I Z Z I Z I
Z Z
æ ö æ ö
= ç - ÷ + -ç ÷ç ÷ç ÷ è øè ø
(51)
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It can be shown using symmetrical components technique that the sequence components of
phase and line currents are related as follows:
( )1 11a abI    Ig= - (52)
( )22 21 -  a abI Ig= (53)
Substituting Eqs. (52) and (53) into Eqs. (50) and (51) ), yields
2
1 1 21 2 1
1 0 2 2
0 01 1 1
a a a
G
I I IZ Z Z
Z Z Z
( ) Z ( ) Z ( )g g g
æ öæ ö
- = - + ç - ÷ç ÷ç ÷ ç ÷- - -è ø è ø
(54)
2
2 1 22 1 2




I I IZ Z Z
Z Z Z
Z ( ) Z( ) ( )gg g
æ ö æ ö
= ç - ÷ + -ç ÷ç ÷ç ÷ -- -è øè ø
(55)
Since excitation is assumed to occur and rearranging yields,
2 2
1 2 1 2 1 2
0 1 0 2 2 1
0 0 0 0
0G G
Z Z Z Z Z Z
Z Z Z Z Z Z
Z Z Z Z
æ ö æ öæ ö æ ö
- - - - - ç - ÷ ç - ÷ =ç ÷ ç ÷ç ÷ ç ÷ ç ÷ ç ÷è ø è ø è ø è ø
(56)
5. Delta connected generator–star connected load
The connection for this case is shown in Figure 8. It is known that Ia0 = 0 for a star connected
load, substituting in Eq. (5) and expanding Vak1, Vak2;
1 0 1 2 2ak a aV     Z  I   Z I= + (57)
2 1 1 0 2ak a aV     Z  I   Z  I= + (58)
The load sequence components of line-to-line voltage may be expressed in terms of the
sequence components of line to neutral voltage as;
2
1 1(1 )abL akV      Vg= - (59)
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2 2(1 )abL akV      Vg= - (60)
The positive and negative sequence components of generator voltage in terms of input
impedances ZG1 and ZG2 are;
1 1 1abG abG GV    - I  Z= (61)















Figure 8. Delta connected generator - star connected load
These voltages equal to the load line voltages, as;
1 1abG abLV     V= (63)
2 2abG abLV     V= (64)
Substituting Eq. (59), Eq. (60), Eq. (61), and Eq. (62) into Eq. (63) and Eq. (64), yields:
2
1 1 1(1 ) ak abG G V     - I  Zg- = (65)
2 2 2(1 ) ak abG G V     I  Zg- = (66)
Substituting Eq. (57) and Eq.(58) into Eq. (65) and Eq. (66), yields:
2
1 1 0 1 2 2(1 )abG G a a- I  Z    (Z  I   Z  I )g= - + (67)
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It can be shown using symmetrical components technique that the sequence components of
phase and line currents are related as follows:
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Z Z Z
( ) Z ( ) Z ( )g g g
æ öæ ö
- = - + ç - ÷ç ÷ç ÷ ç ÷- - -è ø è ø
(54)
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I I IZ Z Z
Z Z Z
Z ( ) Z( ) ( )gg g
æ ö æ ö
= ç - ÷ + -ç ÷ç ÷ç ÷ -- -è øè ø
(55)
Since excitation is assumed to occur and rearranging yields,
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0G G
Z Z Z Z Z Z
Z Z Z Z Z Z
Z Z Z Z
æ ö æ öæ ö æ ö
- - - - - ç - ÷ ç - ÷ =ç ÷ ç ÷ç ÷ ç ÷ ç ÷ ç ÷è ø è ø è ø è ø
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5. Delta connected generator–star connected load
The connection for this case is shown in Figure 8. It is known that Ia0 = 0 for a star connected
load, substituting in Eq. (5) and expanding Vak1, Vak2;
1 0 1 2 2ak a aV     Z  I   Z I= + (57)
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2 2(1 )abL akV      Vg= - (60)
The positive and negative sequence components of generator voltage in terms of input
impedances ZG1 and ZG2 are;
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Figure 8. Delta connected generator - star connected load
These voltages equal to the load line voltages, as;
1 1abG abLV     V= (63)
2 2abG abLV     V= (64)
Substituting Eq. (59), Eq. (60), Eq. (61), and Eq. (62) into Eq. (63) and Eq. (64), yields:
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1 1 1(1 ) ak abG G V     - I  Zg- = (65)
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Substituting Eq. (57) and Eq.(58) into Eq. (65) and Eq. (66), yields:
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2 2 1 1 0 2(1 )abG G a a I  Z     (Z  I   Z  I )g= - + (68)
The symmetrical components of line current are related to the symmetrical components of
phase current in a delta connected generator as follows;
1 1(1 )a abGI      Ig= - (69)
2
2 2(1 )a abGI      Ig= - (70)
Since excitation is assumed to occur, by substituting Eq. (69) and Eq. (70) in Eqs. (67) and (68),
and rearranging, yields:
0 1 0 2 1 23 3 9 0G G(  Z   Z ) (  Z  - Z ) -  Z  Z   + = (71)
6. Star connected generator–delta connected load


















é ùé ù é ù
ê úê ú ê ú= ê úê ú ê ú
ê úê ú ê úë û ë ûë û
(72)
It is known that for a delta connected load, VabL0 = 0. Hence, from Eq. (43);
0 0 0 2 1 1 20abL abL abL abLV        Z  I   Z  I   Z  I= = + + (73)
from this equation, it can be shown that;
0 2 1 1 2 0abL abL abLI     - (Z  I   Z I ) / Z= + (74)
From Eq. (43);
1 1 0 0 1 2 2abL abL abL abLV   Z  I   Z  I   Z  I= + + (75)
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2 2 0 1 1 0 2abL abL abL abLV   Z  I   Z  I   Z  I= + + (76)
Substituting Eq. (74) in Eqs. (75) and (76), yields:
2
1 2 1




V Z I Z I
Z Z
æ öæ ö








V Z I Z I
Z Z
æ ö æ ö
= ç - ÷ + -ç ÷ç ÷ç ÷ è øè ø
(78)
at the generator side,
2
abG1 an1V    (1- ) V  g= (79)
abG2 an2V    (1- ) V  g= (80)
It is known that
an1 G1 G1V     I  Z= - (81)
an2 G2 G2V    I  Z= (82)










Figure 9. Star connected generator - delta connected load
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2 2 1 1 0 2(1 )abG G a a I  Z     (Z  I   Z  I )g= - + (68)
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It is known that for a delta connected load, VabL0 = 0. Hence, from Eq. (43);
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Figure 9. Star connected generator - delta connected load
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Since the line voltages at the generator and the load side are equal, hence,
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It is known that,
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2
2 2(1 )a abLI  I   g= - (90)
Since excitation is assumed to occur, by substituting Eqs. (87), (88), (89), and (90) into Eqs.
(85) and (86), and rearranging yield,
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7. Generalization of steady state model
The characteristics equations derived in the previous sections can be represented by one single
general equation of the following form:
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where for each connection the appropriate value of β parameters are given in table 1 below.
Connection
SEIG-Load
β1 β2 β3 β4 β5 β6 β7 β8 β9 β10
Δ - Δ -1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1
Δ - Y 1 3 0 -1 3 0 3 0 3 0
Y - Δ 3 1 -1 -3 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1
Y - Y 1 1 0 -1 1 0 1 0 1 0
Y - Y
with neutral
-1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1
Table 1. Values of Parameter β of characteristics equation
8. Conclusions
A mathematical model based on the sequence equivalent circuits of the SEIG and the sequence
components of the three-phase load was developed to study the performance of the SEIG in
the steady state condition. Core loss resistance is included in the model as a function of Xm.
Furthermore, the magnetizing reactance Xm is taken as a variable in the negative sequence
equivalent circuit. The performance of the SEIG was determined for no-load, balanced and
unbalanced load and/or excitation for different SEIG and load connections. The operating
conditions were found by solving the proposed model iteratively using MATHCAD® software
as described in section 1. Self-excited induction generator uses excitation capacitors at the
terminals. For a given speed, and load situation, there is a specific value of the excitation
capacitor that ensures voltage build up. Residual magnetism is a must in SEIG to initiate
excitation. In balanced mode of operation, per phase equivalent circuit is solved to find F and
Xm. Unbalanced operation of SEIG can be analyzed through the method of symmetrical
components and the phase voltages may differ from each other notably.
An experimental setup has been built to verify the results obtained from the theoretical model.
It is found that the theoretical results are in good agreement with those recorded experimen‐
tally. The model is generalized to cover all connection types of SEIG and/or load. The charac‐
teristic equation of each type may be found by substituting the appropriate parameters, i.e., β1
up to β10 from table 1, in the general model.
(β1Z0Zp + β2Z02 + β3Z1Z2)(β4Z0Zn + β5Z02 + β6Z1Z2)
− (β7Z0Z1 + β8Z22)(β9Z0Z2 + β10Z12)=0
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1. Introduction
Wind energy is one of the most promising renewable energy resources for producing electricity
due to its cost competitiveness compared to other conventional types of energy resources. It
takes a particular place to be the most suitable renewable energy resources for electricity
production. It isn't harmful to the environment and it is an abundant resource available in
nature. Hence, wind power could be utilized by mechanically converting it to electrical power
using wind turbine, WT. Various WT concepts have a quick development of wind power
technologies and significant growth of wind power capacity during last two decades. Variable
speed operation and direct drive WTs have been the modern developments in the technology
of wind energy conversion system, WECS. Variable-speed operation has many advantages
over fixed-speed generation such as increased energy capture, operation at MPPT over a wide
range of wind speeds, high power quality, reduced mechanical stresses, aerodynamic noise
improved system reliability, and it can provide (10-15) % higher output power and has less
mechanical stresses in comparison with the operation at a fixed speed [1, 2]. WTs can be
classified according to the type of drive train into direct drive (DD) and gear drive (GD). The
GD type uses a gear box, squirrel cage induction generator (SCIG) and classified as stall, active
stall and pitch control WT and work in constant speed applications. The variable speed WT
uses doubly-fed induction generator, (DFIG) especially in high power WTs. The gearless DD
WTs have been used with small and medium size WTs employing permanent-magnet
synchronous generator (PMSG) with higher numbers of poles to eliminate the need for gearbox
which can be translated to higher efficiency. PMSG appears more and more attractive, because
the advantages of permanent magnet, (PM) machines over electrically excited machines such
as its higher efficiency, higher energy yield, no additional power supply for the magnet field
excitation and higher reliability due to the absence of mechanical components such as slip
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1. Introduction
Wind energy is one of the most promising renewable energy resources for producing electricity
due to its cost competitiveness compared to other conventional types of energy resources. It
takes a particular place to be the most suitable renewable energy resources for electricity
production. It isn't harmful to the environment and it is an abundant resource available in
nature. Hence, wind power could be utilized by mechanically converting it to electrical power
using wind turbine, WT. Various WT concepts have a quick development of wind power
technologies and significant growth of wind power capacity during last two decades. Variable
speed operation and direct drive WTs have been the modern developments in the technology
of wind energy conversion system, WECS. Variable-speed operation has many advantages
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rings. In addition, the performance of PM materials is improving, and the cost is decreasing
in recent years. Therefore, these advantages make direct-drive PM wind turbine systems more
attractive in application of small and medium-scale wind turbines [1, 3-4].
Robust controller has been developed in many literatures [5-15] to track the maximum power
available in the wind. They include tip speed ratio (TSR) [5, 13], power signal feedback (PSF)
[8, 14], and the hill-climb searching (HCS) [11-12] methods. The TSR control method regulates
the rotational speed of the generator to maintain an optimal TSR at which power extracted is
maximum [13]. For TSR calculation, both the wind speed and turbine speed need to be
measured, and the optimal TSR must be given to the controller. The first barrier to implement
TSR control is the wind speed measurement, which adds to system cost and presents difficul‐
ties in practical implementations. The second barrier is the need to obtain the optimal value of
TSR, this value is different from one system to another. This depends on the turbine-generator
characteristics results in custom-designed control software tailored for individual wind
turbines [14]. In PSF control [8, 14], it is required to have the knowledge of the wind turbine’s
maximum power curve, and track this curve through its control mechanisms. The power
curves need to be obtained via simulations or off-line experiment on individual wind turbines
or from the datasheet of WT which makes it difficult to implement with accuracy in practical
applications [7-8, 15]. The HCS technique does not require the data of wind, generator speeds
and the turbine characteristics. But, this method works well only for very small wind turbine
inertia. For large inertia wind turbines, the system output power is interlaced with the turbine
mechanical power and rate of change in the mechanically stored energy, which often renders
the HCS method ineffective [11-12]. On the other hand, different algorithms have been used
for maximum power extraction from WT in addition to the three method mentioned above.
For example, Reference [1] presents an algorithm for maximum power extraction and reactive
power control of an inverter through the power angle, δ of the inverter terminal voltage and
the modulation index, ma based variable-speed WT without wind speed sensor. Reference [16]
presents an algorithm for MPPT via controlling the generator torque through q-axis current
and hence controlling the generator speed with variation of the wind speed. These techniques
are used for a decoupled control of the active and reactive power from the WT through q-axis
and d-axis current respectively. Also, reference [17] presents a decoupled control of the active
and reactive power from the WT, independently through q-axis and d-axis current but
maximum power point operation of turbine system has been produced through regulating the
input dc current of the dc/dc boost converter to follow the optimized current reference [17].
Reference [18] presents an algorithm for MPPT through directly adjusting duty ratio of the dc/
dc boost converter and modulation index of the PWM- VSC. Reference [19] presents MPPT
control algorithm based on measuring the dc-link voltage and current of the uncontrolled
rectifier to attain the maximum available power from wind. Finally, references [20-22] present
MPPT control based on a fuzzy logic control (FLC). The function of FLC is to track the generator
speed with the reference speed for maximum power extraction at variable speeds. The MPPT
algorithms can be divided into two categories, the first one is MPPT algorithms for WT with
wind speed sensor and the second one is MPPT algorithms without wind speed sensor
(sensorless MPPT controller). Wind speed sensor normally used in conventional wind energy
conversion systems, WECS [10, 23] for implementing MPPT control algorithm. This algorithm
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increases cost and reduces the reliability of the WECS in addition to inaccuracies in measuring
the wind speed. Therefore, some MPPT control methods estimate the wind speed; however,
many of them require the knowledge of air density and mechanical parameters of the WECS
[88-92]. Such methods require turbine generator characteristics result in custom-design
software tailored for individual wind turbines. Air density, on the other hand, depends upon
climatic conditions and may vary considerably over various seasons. Therefore, this technique
is not favorite in modern design of WT and a lot of research efforts are focused on developing
wind speed sensorless MPPT controller which does not require the knowledge of air density
and turbine mechanical parameters [1, 9-11, 22-25]. Therefore, the cost and maintenance of the
power control system is decreased and implementation of the power control system is not
difficult compared to the sensored MPPT controller.
2. Wind Energy Conversion Systems (WECS)
Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of the variable-speed wind energy conversion system
based on a synchronous generator. This system is directly connected to the grid through power
conversion system. There are two common types of the power conversion systems, the first
configuration is a back-to-back PWM-VSC connected to the grid. This configuration has a lot
of switches, which cause more losses and voltage stress in addition to the presence of Electro‐
magnetic Interference (EMI). The presence of a dc-link capacitor in PWM-VSC system provides
a decoupling between the two converters, it separates the control between these two convert‐
ers, allowing compensation of asymmetry of both on the generator side and on the grid side,
independently [16]. The second configuration consists of a diode-bridge rectifier, a boost
converter and a PWM-VSC connected to the grid. This configuration is, simple, less expensive,
robust, and rigid and needs simple control system. But, with this configuration the control of
the generator power factor is not possible, which in turn, affects generator efficiency. Also,
high harmonic distortion currents are obtained in the generator that reduce efficiency and

















Figure 1. Wind energy conversion system based on a synchronous generator [26].
Wind turbine converts the wind power to a mechanical power, which in turn, runs a generator
to generate electrical power. The mechanical power generated by wind turbine can be
expressed as [15]:
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( ) 31 ,2m PP C Aul b r= (1)
where
Cp: Turbine power coefficient.
ρ: Air density (kg/m3).
A: Turbine sweeping area (m2).
u: wind speed (m/s).





Where rm is the turbine rotor radius, ωris the angular velocity of turbine (rad/s).
The turbine power coefficient, Cp, describes the power extraction efficiency of the wind turbine.
It is a nonlinear function of both tip speed ratio, λ and the blade pitch angle, β. While its
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is defined as the optimal value (λopt). Continuous operation of wind turbine at this point
guarantees the maximum available power which can be harvested from the available wind at
any speed.
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2.1. Wind turbine arrangement with back-to-back PWM-VSCs
In this arrangement both the generator and the grid-side converters are PWM-VSCs as shown
in Figure 3. The output voltage of the generator is converted into dc voltage through a PWM-
VSC. As the previous model the dc-link voltage is converted to constant frequency voltage
using grid side PWM-VSC. The dc-link voltage is controlled by the modulation index (ma) and
power angle (δ). Controlling the dc-link voltage and the bitch angle of the blades of WT will
track the maximum power of WT in the case of variable pitch angle control. In the case of fixed
pitch angle control the maximum power extraction is achieved by tracking the optimum shaft
speed. The grid side PWM-VSC can be used to enhance the stability of the dc-link voltage and
controls the active and reactive power from WT by controlling ma and δ. The generator can be
directly controlled by the generator side converter (controller-1) while the grid-side converter
(controller-2) maintains the dc-link voltage at the desired value by exporting active power to
the grid. Controller-2 also controls the reactive power exchange with the grid [26]. So, the main
target of controller-1 is to track the maximum power available from the WTG and the function
of controller-2 is to control the dc-link voltage and the reactive power injected to the electric
utility.
2.2. Wind turbine arrangement with diode-based rectifier
Figure 4 shows the wind turbine with a diode-based rectifier as the generator-side converter.
The diode bridge rectifier converts the generator output ac power to dc power and the PWM-
VSC converts the dc power from the rectifier output to ac power. One method to control the
operation of the wind turbine with this arrangement (assuming a PMSG) is illustrated in Figure
4. A dc–dc converter is employed to control the dc-link voltage (controller-1), the grid side
converter controls the operation of the generator and the power flow to the grid (controller-2).
With appropriate control, the generator and turbine speed can be adjusted as wind speed varies
so that maximum energy is collected [26]. On the other hand, in most PMSG wind systems,
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the output voltage of the generator is converted into dc voltage via a full-bridge diode rectifier
and this dc voltage is adjusted to control the maximum power of turbine. The grid side
converter is controlled by grid injected active and reactive power control method. The ac power
output from PMSG is fed to a three-phase diode bridge forward by boost converter to
effectively control the dc voltage level through the duty ratio of boost converter. The PWM-
VSC is used to interface the WTG with the electrical utility also to track the maximum power
available from PMSG. The modulation index of the PWM-VSC is controlled to enhance the
stability of the dc link voltage as shown in Figure 4.
Controller -1 Controller -2
dc–dc
converter
Figure 4. Wind turbine generator with a diode-based rectifier as the generator-side converter [26].
3. MPPT control strategies for the WECS
WECS has been attracting wide attention as a renewable energy source due to depleting fossil
fuel reserves and environmental concerns as a direct consequence of using fossil fuel and
nuclear energy sources. Wind energy varies continually as wind speed changes throughout
Controller -1 Controller -2
Figure 3. Wind turbine generator with back-to-back PWM-VSCs [26].
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the day, even though abundant. The Amount of power output from a WECS depends upon
the accuracy of tracking the peak power points using the MPPT controller irrespective of the
generator type used. The maximum power extraction algorithms can be classified into two
categories. The two categories are MPPT algorithms with wind speed sensor and MPPT
algorithms without wind speed sensor (sensor-less MPPT controller). These two algorithms
have been discussed in the following sections.
3.1. MPPT algorithms for a WT with wind speed sensor
3.1.1. Tip Speed Ratio (TSR) technique
The TSR control method regulates the rotational speed of the generator to maintain an optimal
TSR at which power extracted is maximum [13]. The target optimum power extracted from
wind turbine can be written as [14]:
3
max *opt optP K w= (5)
WhereKopt =0.5 *ρ A * ( rmλopt )
3




The power for a certain wind speed is maximum at a certain value of rotational speed called
optimum rotational speed,ωopt. This optimum rotational speed corresponds to optimum tip
speed ratio, λopt. In order to track maximum possible power, the turbine should always operate
at λopt. This is achieved by controlling the rotational speed of the WT so that it always rotates
at the optimum rotational speed. As shown in Figure 5, for TSR calculation, both the wind
speed and turbine speed need to be measured, and the optimal TSR must be given to the
controller. The first barrier to implement TSR control is the wind speed measurement, which
adds to system cost and presents difficulties in practical implementations. The second barrier
is the need to obtain the optimal value of TSR, this value is different from one system to another.
This depends on the turbine-generator characteristics results in custom-designed control
software tailored for individual wind turbines [14].
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Figure 5. The block diagram of the tip speed ratio control of WECS [15].
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3.1.2. Power Signal Feedback (PSF) control
In PSF control [14], it is required to have the knowledge of the wind turbine’s maximum power
curve, and track this curve through its control mechanisms. The maximum power curves need
to be obtained via simulations or off-line experiment on individual wind turbines or from the
datasheet of WT which makes it difficult to implement with accuracy in practical applications.
In this method, reference power is generated using a maximum power data curve or using the
mechanical power equation of the wind turbine where wind speed or the rotational speed is
used as the input. Figure 6 shows the block diagram of a WECS with PSF controller for
maximum power extraction. The PSF control block generates the optimal power command Popt
which is then applied to the grid side converter control system for maximum power extraction
as follow [15]:
3*opt opt rP K w= (6)
The actual power output, Pt is compared to the optimal power, Popt and any mismatch is used
by the fuzzy logic controller to change the modulation index of the grid side converter, PWM-
VSC as shown in Figure 6. The PWM-VSC is used to interface the WT with the electrical utility
and will be controlled through the power angle, δ and modulation index, ma to control the
active and reactive power output from the WTG [15].
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Figure 6. The block diagram of power signal feedback control [15].
3.1.3. Optimal torque control
The aim of the torque controller is to optimize the efficiency of wind energy capture in a wide
range of wind velocities, keeping the power generated by the machine equal to the optimal
defined value. It can be observed from the block diagram represented in Figure 7, that the idea
of this method is to adjust the PMSG torque according to the optimal reference torque of the
wind turbine at a given wind speed. A typical wind turbine characteristic with the optimal
torque-speed curve plotted to intersect the CP-max points for each wind speed is illustrated in
Figure 8. The curve Topt defines the optimal torque of the device (i.e. maximum energy capture),
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and the control objective is to keep the turbine on this curve as the wind speed varies. For any
wind speed, the MPPT device imposes a torque reference able to extract the maximum power.
The curve Topt is defined by [26]:
2*opt opt optT K w= (7)
Where
3







































Figure 8. Wind turbine characteristic for maximum power extraction [26].
3.1.4. Load angle control
The load angle control can be explained by analyzing the transfer of active and reactive power
between two sources connected by an inductive reactance as shown in Figure 9. The active
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3.1.4. Load angle control
The load angle control can be explained by analyzing the transfer of active and reactive power
between two sources connected by an inductive reactance as shown in Figure 9. The active
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power, PS, and reactive power, QS, transferred from the sending-end to the receiving-end can







































Figure 9. Load angle control of the generator-side converter [26].
3.1.4.1. Load angle control of the generator-side converter
The operation of the generator and the power transferred to the dc-link are controlled by
adjusting the magnitude and angle of the voltage at the ac terminals of the generator-side
converter. This can be achieved using the load angle control technique where the internal
voltage of the generator is the sending source (Vs∠0), and the generator-side converter is the
receiving source (VR∠δ). The inductive reactance between these two sources is the synchronous
reactance of the generator, Xgen, as shown in Figure 9 [26].
If it is assumed that the load angle δ is small, then sin δ ≈ δ and cos δ ≈ 1, Then the voltage
magnitude, VR, and angle magnitude, δ, required at the terminals of the generator-side
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Where PSgen
ref  is the reference value of the active power that needs to be transferred from the
generator to the dc-link, and QSgen
ref  is the reference value for the reactive power. The reference
value PSgen
ref  is obtained from the characteristic curve of the machine for maximum power
extraction for a given generator speed, ωr. As the generator has permanent magnets, it does
not require magnetizing current through the stator, thus the reactive power reference value
can be set to zero, QSgen
ref = 0 (i.e. VS and VR are equal in magnitude). The implementation of this
load angle control scheme is illustrated in Figure 9. The major advantage of the load angle
control is its simplicity. However, as the dynamics of the generator are not considered it may
not be very effective in controlling the generator during transient operation [26].
3.1.4.2. Load angle control for the grid-side converter
The objective of the grid-side converter controller is to maintain the dc-link voltage at the
reference value by exporting active power to the grid. In addition, the controller is designed
to enable the exchange of reactive power between the converter and the grid as required by
the application specifications. Also, the load angle control is a widely used grid side converter
control method, where the grid-side converter is the sending source (VS∠δ), and the grid is the
receiving source (VR∠0). As known, the grid voltage is selected as the reference; hence, the
phase angle δ is positive. The reactance Xgrid is the inductor coupling between these two sources
[26]. The reference value for the active power,PSgrid
ref  , that needs to be transmitted to the grid















Figure 10. Power flow in the dc-link [26].
This figure illustrates the power balance at the dc-link [26] as shown in the following equation:
C Sgen SgridP =P -P (13)
where PC is the power across the dc-link capacitor, C, PSgen is the active power output of the
generator (and transmitted to the dc-link), and PSgrid is the active power transmitted from the
dc-link to the grid.
The dc-link voltage Vdc can be expressed in terms of the generator output power, PSgen, and the
power transmitted to the grid, PSgrid, as shown in the following [26]:
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power, PS, and reactive power, QS, transferred from the sending-end to the receiving-end can
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where PC is the power across the dc-link capacitor, C, PSgen is the active power output of the
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( )2dc Sgen SgridV P P dtC= -ò (14)
Equation (12) calculates the actual value of Vdc. The reference value of the active power,
PSgrid
ref  , to be transmitted to the grid is calculated by comparing the actual dc-link voltage, Vdc,
with the desired dc-link voltage reference, Vdc-ref. The error between these two signals is
processed by a PI-controller, whose output provides the reference active powerPSgrid
ref , as shown
in Figure 11. Figure 12 illustrates the implementation of the load angle control scheme for the















Figure 11. Calculation of active power reference,PSgrid
























Figure 12. Load angle control of the grid-side converter [26].
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3.2. MPPT algorithms for a WT without wind speed sensor
3.2.1. Hill-Climb Searching (HCS)
3.2.1.1. Principle of Hill-Climb Searching (HCS)
The HCS [11], control algorithm continuously searches for the peak power of the wind turbine.
The maximum power can be extracted from WTG without requiring information about the
wind and generator speeds (Hill-Climb Searching, HCS) [1, 11]. It can overcome some of the
common problems normally associated with the other two methods, TSR and PSF. The tracking
algorithm depends on the location of the operating point. According to the changes in power
and speed the desired optimum signal has been computed in order to track the point of
maximum power. Figure 13 shows the principle of HCS control where the operating point is
moving toward or away from the maximum turbine power according to increasing (down-hill
region) or decreasing the dc current, Idm (up-hill region). The down-hill and up-hill regions are
named according to the trend of the system output power with respect to the inverter dc-link
voltage, Vdc for a wind energy system. If an increase of Idm leads to an increase of the system
output power, the HCS method considers the turbine running in the down-hill region, and Idm
should keep increasing toward the maximum power point; otherwise, the turbine is considered
as running in the up-hill region, and Idm decreasing will be the choice of the HCS method towrds
the maximum power point [11].
Figure 13. HCS control principle [11].
3.2.1.2. Advanced Hill-Climb Searching (HCS) method
Reference [11] introduces an advanced hill climb searching, AHCS which has been proposed
to maximize Pm, through detecting the inverter output power and inverter dc-link voltage. The
authors use a diode rectifier to convert the three-phase output ac voltage of a generator to Vdc
as shown in Figure 14.
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Figure 14. Typical wind power generation system connected to a utility grid [11].
Vdc is related to the generator angular rotational speed (ωr) by a function of the generator field
current (If) and the load current (Ig) as shown [11]:
( , ) *dc f g rV k I I w= (15)
The algorithm uses the relationship between the turbine mechanical power (Pm), and the
electrical system output power (Pout) given by Equation (14). By differentiating Equation (14)
to get a relationship for ΔPm, Equation (15) is obtained:
* * * *r out rm load f r r f r r
d P d
P P T J T J
dt dt
w w
w w w w
h
= + + = + + (16)








D = + D + D (17)
Authors noted that if the sampling period of the control system is adequately small then the
term k(If, Ig ) can be considered as a constant value k during a sampling period. Tf *ω and η can
also be considered as constant values in the same sampling period. Based on the above
assumptions, Equation (15) leads to Equation (16) for digital control purposes.





D = + D (18)
In order to establish rules to adjust the system’s operating point, this method evaluates the
values of ΔPout and Δ(Vdc*dVdc/dt) (which represents Δ(ωr*dωr/dt) ) based on Equation (14).
Depending on the values of ΔPout and Δ(Vdc*dVdc/dt) the polarity of the inverter current demand
control signal (Idm) is decided according to Equation (16). There are three basic modes for this
method, i) initial mode, ii) training mode, and iii) application mode as shown in Figure 15.

















Figure 15. Structure of the intelligent maximum wind power extraction algorithm [11].
During its initial mode, before the algorithm has been trained, the magnitude of Idm is deter‐
mined by the maximum power error driven (MPED) control. MPED control is the implemen‐
tation of the conventional HCS method in terms of wind energy system characteristics. During
its training mode, the algorithm continually records and updates operating parameters into
its programmable lookup table for its intelligent memory feature. Since this method is trainable
with its intelligent memory, it allows itself to adapt to work with different WT. As a result, it
is a solution to the customization problems of many algorithms. Another advantage of this
algorithm is that it does not require mechanical sensors (like anemometers) which lowers its
cost and eliminates its associated practical problems. However, it can be seen in [11] that the
algorithm is relatively slow and complex as it has three different modes of operation. Another
drawback is that the algorithm cannot take into account of the changes in air density, which
affects the power characteristics quite significantly.
3.2.2. MPPT algorithm by directly adjusting the DC/DC converter duty cycle and modulation index
of the PWM-VSC
MPPT Algorithm by Directly Adjusting the dc/dc Converter duty ratio, D, and Modulation
Index of the PWM-VSC, ma, is shown in Figure 16. In this direct drive converter, the mechanical
power from the WT model is fed to the PMSG. The three-phase output voltages of the PMSG
are fed to the three- phase diode bridge rectifier. There is no control on the output voltage of
the diode bridge rectifier so it cannot be connected directly to the PWM because the PWM
inverter needs constant dc voltage. So, a dc/dc converter should be used to control the dc-link
voltage. Depending on the dc output voltage required from the dc/dc converter, boost or buck
converter can be used. In this study, the dc output voltage, Vd,out is required to be higher than
input dc voltage, Vd,in, so the boost converter is used. By controlling the dc voltage to be constant
by controlling of D the boost converter and ma the maximum available power from the wind
can be extracted. The main drawback of this system is the diode bridge and boost converter
are unidirectional power flow devices, so the PMSG has to work only in generator mode which
may affect the stability of the system at abnormal conditions. A high capacitance of the dc link
capacitor can remedy the effects of this drawback [18].
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Figure 14. Typical wind power generation system connected to a utility grid [11].
Vdc is related to the generator angular rotational speed (ωr) by a function of the generator field
current (If) and the load current (Ig) as shown [11]:
( , ) *dc f g rV k I I w= (15)
The algorithm uses the relationship between the turbine mechanical power (Pm), and the
electrical system output power (Pout) given by Equation (14). By differentiating Equation (14)
to get a relationship for ΔPm, Equation (15) is obtained:
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D = + D + D (17)
Authors noted that if the sampling period of the control system is adequately small then the
term k(If, Ig ) can be considered as a constant value k during a sampling period. Tf *ω and η can
also be considered as constant values in the same sampling period. Based on the above
assumptions, Equation (15) leads to Equation (16) for digital control purposes.
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In order to establish rules to adjust the system’s operating point, this method evaluates the
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Depending on the values of ΔPout and Δ(Vdc*dVdc/dt) the polarity of the inverter current demand
control signal (Idm) is decided according to Equation (16). There are three basic modes for this
method, i) initial mode, ii) training mode, and iii) application mode as shown in Figure 15.

















Figure 15. Structure of the intelligent maximum wind power extraction algorithm [11].
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the diode bridge rectifier so it cannot be connected directly to the PWM because the PWM
inverter needs constant dc voltage. So, a dc/dc converter should be used to control the dc-link
voltage. Depending on the dc output voltage required from the dc/dc converter, boost or buck
converter can be used. In this study, the dc output voltage, Vd,out is required to be higher than
input dc voltage, Vd,in, so the boost converter is used. By controlling the dc voltage to be constant
by controlling of D the boost converter and ma the maximum available power from the wind
can be extracted. The main drawback of this system is the diode bridge and boost converter
are unidirectional power flow devices, so the PMSG has to work only in generator mode which
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Figure 16. Modelling of wind turbine driving permanent magnet synchronous generator.
The active and reactive power can be obtained in terms of ma and D of the boost converter as
shown in Equation (17) and Equation (18), respectively [18].
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Where;
δ: torque angle at the electric utility side.
Xs: synchronous reactance of the electric utility.
It is clear from Equation (17) and Equation (18) that the active and reactive power can be
controlled by controlling modulation index, ma of the PWM inverter and duty ratio of the boost
converter.
3.2.3. Maximum power extraction and reactive power technique
3.2.3.1. Decoupled control of the active and reactive power, dependently
This method presents an algorithm for maximum power extraction and reactive power control
of an inverter based variable-speed wind-turbine generator without wind speed sensor. The
algorithm does not require information about the wind and generator speeds or the inverter dc-
link voltage and thus, is dependent of specifications of the wind turbine generation system [1].
Consider the wind-turbine generation system of Figure 17. The turbine mechanical power Pm
and the generator output power Pg are related by
* *r out rm r r
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where Pout is the converter output power, ωr is the generator speed, J is the combined turbine
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Figure 17. Grid-connected wind-turbine generation system [1].
A. Real power
This part shows how a maximum power can be extracted from a WTG without requiring
information about the wind and generator speeds. In the system of Figure 17, the converter
dc-link voltage is proportional to the generator speed, Vdc = Kωr, since the generator terminal














D = + D (23)
Vdc is proportional to the inverter terminal voltage Vinv divided by the inverter amplitude
modulation index, ma. Thus,ΔVdc =Δ(Vinv / ma).To extract maximum power from the wind, a
small perturbation is applied to the angle of the inverter terminal voltage, δ. ΔPoutand
Δ(Vinv / ma) are estimated and their signs determine whether the operating point is moving
toward or away from the maximum turbine power, Figure 18. Depending on the operating
point direction of movement, the decision is to increase or decrease the angle δ or to keep it
constant. Table 1 describes the decision that is made based on the sign of the inverter output
power variation ΔPoutand that of the ratio of the inverter terminal voltage to the amplitude
modulation indexΔ(Vinv / ma). With the proposed algorithm for maximum power extraction,
only voltage and current at the inverter terminal need to be measured, and no information
about the wind and generator speeds and the dc-link voltage is required [1].
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Where;
δ: torque angle at the electric utility side.
Xs: synchronous reactance of the electric utility.
It is clear from Equation (17) and Equation (18) that the active and reactive power can be
controlled by controlling modulation index, ma of the PWM inverter and duty ratio of the boost
converter.
3.2.3. Maximum power extraction and reactive power technique
3.2.3.1. Decoupled control of the active and reactive power, dependently
This method presents an algorithm for maximum power extraction and reactive power control
of an inverter based variable-speed wind-turbine generator without wind speed sensor. The
algorithm does not require information about the wind and generator speeds or the inverter dc-
link voltage and thus, is dependent of specifications of the wind turbine generation system [1].
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where Pout is the converter output power, ωr is the generator speed, J is the combined turbine
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Figure 17. Grid-connected wind-turbine generation system [1].
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This part shows how a maximum power can be extracted from a WTG without requiring
information about the wind and generator speeds. In the system of Figure 17, the converter
dc-link voltage is proportional to the generator speed, Vdc = Kωr, since the generator terminal
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Vdc is proportional to the inverter terminal voltage Vinv divided by the inverter amplitude
modulation index, ma. Thus,ΔVdc =Δ(Vinv / ma).To extract maximum power from the wind, a
small perturbation is applied to the angle of the inverter terminal voltage, δ. ΔPoutand
Δ(Vinv / ma) are estimated and their signs determine whether the operating point is moving
toward or away from the maximum turbine power, Figure 18. Depending on the operating
point direction of movement, the decision is to increase or decrease the angle δ or to keep it
constant. Table 1 describes the decision that is made based on the sign of the inverter output
power variation ΔPoutand that of the ratio of the inverter terminal voltage to the amplitude
modulation indexΔ(Vinv / ma). With the proposed algorithm for maximum power extraction,
only voltage and current at the inverter terminal need to be measured, and no information
about the wind and generator speeds and the dc-link voltage is required [1].
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> 0 > 0 Increase δ
< 0 < 0 Decrease δ
> 0 < 0 No change
< 0 > 0 No change
Table 1. Maximum power tracking algorithm [1].
B. Reactive power
The inverter should be able to regulate its output reactive power to provide the reactive power
demand of the utility system, Figure 17. The inverter output reactive power must be controlled
so as the maximum real power extraction is not violated. The real and reactive power compo‐














Vsys is the utility system voltage and XT is the reactance between the inverter and the utility
system. It is seen from Equation (22) and Equation (23) that Vinv and δ can be controlled so as
Qout is regulated at a desired value while Pout is kept constant at its maximum corresponding
to the wind speed. Substituting Vinv in Equation (22) by 
3
2 2
 ma Vd, This equation can be
deduced as follow:











Assuming that Vdc does not change over the small sampling period T, Pout corresponding to the

























To keep the real power constant, i.e., Pout (n+1) = Pout (n), while providing a desired reactive power,














Figure 19 shows a flowchart of the proposed algorithm for maximum power extraction and
reactive power control of a wind-turbine generator. The inputs are the three-phase voltages
and currents at the inverter output terminals and the outputs are the required amplitude
modulation index and the voltage angle of the inverter.
3.2.3.2 Decoupled control of the active and reactive power, independently
In this study [17], simple ac-dc-ac power conversion system and proposed modular control
strategy for grid-connected wind power generation system have been implemented. Grid-side
inverter maintains the dc-link voltage constant and the power factor of line side can be
adjusted. Input current reference of dc/dc boost converter is decided for the maximum power
point tracking of the turbine without any information of wind or generator speed. As the
proposed control algorithm does not require any speed sensor for wind or generator speed,
construction and installation are simple, cheap, and reliable. The main circuit and control block
diagrams are shown in Figure 20. For wide range of variable speed operation, a dc-dc boost
converter is utilized between 3-phase diode rectifier and PWM-VSC. The input dc current is
regulated to follow the optimized current reference for maximum power point operation of
turbine system. Grid PWM-VSC supply currents into the utility line by regulating the dc-link
voltage. The active power is controlled by q-axis current through regulating the dc-link voltage
whereas the reactive power can be controlled by d-axis current via adjusting the power factor
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Figure 19 shows a flowchart of the proposed algorithm for maximum power extraction and
reactive power control of a wind-turbine generator. The inputs are the three-phase voltages
and currents at the inverter output terminals and the outputs are the required amplitude
modulation index and the voltage angle of the inverter.
3.2.3.2 Decoupled control of the active and reactive power, independently
In this study [17], simple ac-dc-ac power conversion system and proposed modular control
strategy for grid-connected wind power generation system have been implemented. Grid-side
inverter maintains the dc-link voltage constant and the power factor of line side can be
adjusted. Input current reference of dc/dc boost converter is decided for the maximum power
point tracking of the turbine without any information of wind or generator speed. As the
proposed control algorithm does not require any speed sensor for wind or generator speed,
construction and installation are simple, cheap, and reliable. The main circuit and control block
diagrams are shown in Figure 20. For wide range of variable speed operation, a dc-dc boost
converter is utilized between 3-phase diode rectifier and PWM-VSC. The input dc current is
regulated to follow the optimized current reference for maximum power point operation of
turbine system. Grid PWM-VSC supply currents into the utility line by regulating the dc-link
voltage. The active power is controlled by q-axis current through regulating the dc-link voltage
whereas the reactive power can be controlled by d-axis current via adjusting the power factor
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of the grid side converter as shown in Figure 20. The phase angle of utility voltage is detected
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Figure 20. Block diagram of system control [17].





















































































Figure 19. Flowchart of the proposed maximum active power and reactive power control [1].
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4. Co-simulation (PSIM/Matlab) program for interconnecting wind energy
system with electric utility
In this study, the WECS is designed as PMSG connected to the grid via a back-to-back PWM-
VSC as shown in Figure 21. MPPT control algorithm has been introduced using FLC to regulate
the rotational speed to force the PMSG to work around its maximum power point in speeds
below rated speeds and to produce the rated power in wind speed higher than the rated wind
speed of the WT. Indirect vector-controlled PMSG system has been used for this purpose. The
input to FLC is two real time measurements which are the change of output power and
rotational speed between two consequent iterations (ΔP, and Δωm). The output from FLC is
the required change in the rotational speed Δωm-new*. The detailed logic behind the new
proposed technique is explained in details in the following sections. Two effective computer
simulation software packages (PSIM and Simulink) have been used to carry out the simulation
effectively where PSIM contains the power circuit of the WECS and Matlab/Simulink contains
the control circuit of the system. The idea behind using these two different software packages
is the effective tools provided with PSIM for power circuit and the effective tools in Simulink











Figure 21. Schematic diagram of the overall system.
4.1. Wind energy conversion system description
Figure 22 shows a co-simulation (PSIM/Simulink) program for interconnecting WECS to
electric utility. The PSIM program contains the power circuit of the WECS and Matlab/
Simulink program contains the control of this system. The interconnection between PSIM and
Matlab/Simulink has been done via the SimCoupler block. The basic topology of the power
circuit which has PMSG driven wind turbine connected to the utility grid through the ac-dc-
ac conversion system is shown in Figure 21. The PMSG is connected to the grid through back–
to-back bidirectional PWM voltage source converters VSC. The generator side converter is
used as a rectifier, while the grid side converter is used as an inverter. The generator side
converter is connected to the grid side converter through dc-link capacitor. The control of the
overall system has been done through the generator side converter and the grid side converter.
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of the grid side converter as shown in Figure 20. The phase angle of utility voltage is detected
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Figure 20. Block diagram of system control [17].





















































































Figure 19. Flowchart of the proposed maximum active power and reactive power control [1].
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4.1. Wind energy conversion system description
Figure 22 shows a co-simulation (PSIM/Simulink) program for interconnecting WECS to
electric utility. The PSIM program contains the power circuit of the WECS and Matlab/
Simulink program contains the control of this system. The interconnection between PSIM and
Matlab/Simulink has been done via the SimCoupler block. The basic topology of the power
circuit which has PMSG driven wind turbine connected to the utility grid through the ac-dc-
ac conversion system is shown in Figure 21. The PMSG is connected to the grid through back–
to-back bidirectional PWM voltage source converters VSC. The generator side converter is
used as a rectifier, while the grid side converter is used as an inverter. The generator side
converter is connected to the grid side converter through dc-link capacitor. The control of the
overall system has been done through the generator side converter and the grid side converter.
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MPPT algorithm has been achieved through controlling the generator side converter using
FLC. The grid-side converter controller maintains the dc-link voltage at the desired value by













Figure 22. Co-simulation block of wind energy system interfaced to electric utility.
4.1.1. Wind turbine model
Wind turbine converts the wind power to a mechanical power. This mechanical power
generated by wind turbine at the shaft of the generator can be expressed as:
( ) 31 ,2m PP C Aul b r= (30)
where ρ is the air density (typically 1.225 kg/m3), β is the pitch angle (in degree), A is the area
swept by the rotor blades (in m2); u is the wind speed (in m/s) and Cp(λ, β) is the wind-turbine
power coefficient (dimensionless).
The turbine power coefficient, Cp(λ, β), describes the power extraction efficiency of the WT and
is defined as the ratio between the mechanical power available at the turbine shaft and the
power available in wind. A generic equation shown later in Equation (3) is used to model
Cp(λ, β). CP is a nonlinear function of both tip speed ratio, λ and the blade pitch angle, β. The
tip speed ratio, λ is the ratio of the turbine tip speed, ωm*R to the wind speed, u. This tip speed





Where ωm is the rotational speed and R is the turbine blade radius, respectively.
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For a fixed pitch angle, β, CP becomes a nonlinear function of tip speed ratio, λ, only. According
to Equation (29), there is a relation between the tip speed ratio, λ and the rotational speed, ωm.
Hence, at a certain wind speed, the power is maximum at a certain ωm called optimum
rotational speed, ωopt. This speed corresponds to optimum TSR, λopt [15]. The value of the TSR
is constant for all maximum power points. So, to extract maximum power at variable wind
speed, the WT should always operate at λopt in speeds bellow the rated speed. This occurs by
controlling the rotational speed of the WT to be equal to the optimum rotational speed. Figure
23 shows that the mechanical power generated by WT at the shaft of the generator as a function
of the rotational speed, ωm. These curves have been extracted from PSIM support for the wind
turbine used in this study. It is clear from this figure that for each wind speed the mechanical













Figure 23. Typical output power characteristics.
4.1.2. PMSG model
The generator is modeled by the following voltage equations in the rotor reference frame (dq
axes) [29]:
sd
sd s sd r sq
sq














Where λsq, and λsd are the stator flux linkages in the direct and quadrature axis of rotor which
in the absence of damper circuits can be expressed in terms of the stator currents and the
magnetic flux as [29].
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MPPT algorithm has been achieved through controlling the generator side converter using
FLC. The grid-side converter controller maintains the dc-link voltage at the desired value by













Figure 22. Co-simulation block of wind energy system interfaced to electric utility.
4.1.1. Wind turbine model
Wind turbine converts the wind power to a mechanical power. This mechanical power
generated by wind turbine at the shaft of the generator can be expressed as:
( ) 31 ,2m PP C Aul b r= (30)
where ρ is the air density (typically 1.225 kg/m3), β is the pitch angle (in degree), A is the area
swept by the rotor blades (in m2); u is the wind speed (in m/s) and Cp(λ, β) is the wind-turbine
power coefficient (dimensionless).
The turbine power coefficient, Cp(λ, β), describes the power extraction efficiency of the WT and
is defined as the ratio between the mechanical power available at the turbine shaft and the
power available in wind. A generic equation shown later in Equation (3) is used to model
Cp(λ, β). CP is a nonlinear function of both tip speed ratio, λ and the blade pitch angle, β. The
tip speed ratio, λ is the ratio of the turbine tip speed, ωm*R to the wind speed, u. This tip speed





Where ωm is the rotational speed and R is the turbine blade radius, respectively.
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For a fixed pitch angle, β, CP becomes a nonlinear function of tip speed ratio, λ, only. According
to Equation (29), there is a relation between the tip speed ratio, λ and the rotational speed, ωm.
Hence, at a certain wind speed, the power is maximum at a certain ωm called optimum
rotational speed, ωopt. This speed corresponds to optimum TSR, λopt [15]. The value of the TSR
is constant for all maximum power points. So, to extract maximum power at variable wind
speed, the WT should always operate at λopt in speeds bellow the rated speed. This occurs by
controlling the rotational speed of the WT to be equal to the optimum rotational speed. Figure
23 shows that the mechanical power generated by WT at the shaft of the generator as a function
of the rotational speed, ωm. These curves have been extracted from PSIM support for the wind
turbine used in this study. It is clear from this figure that for each wind speed the mechanical













Figure 23. Typical output power characteristics.
4.1.2. PMSG model
The generator is modeled by the following voltage equations in the rotor reference frame (dq
axes) [29]:
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Where λsq, and λsd are the stator flux linkages in the direct and quadrature axis of rotor which
in the absence of damper circuits can be expressed in terms of the stator currents and the
magnetic flux as [29].
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Where ψF is the flux of the permanent magnets.
The electrical torque Te of the three-phase generator can be calculated as follows [29, 30]:
3 [ ]
2e sd sq sq sd
T P i il l= - (34)
Where P is the number of pole pairs. For a non-salient-pole machine the stator inductances Lsd
and Lsq are approximately equal. This means that the direct-axis current isd does not contribute
to the electrical torque. Our concept is to keep isd to zero in order to obtain maximal torque
with minimum current. Then, the electromagnetic torque results:
3
2e F sq c sq
T P i K iy= = (35)
Kc is called the torque constant and represents the proportional coefficient between Te and isq.
4.2. Control of the generator side converter (PMSG)
The generator side controller controls the rotational speed to produce the maximum output
power via controlling the electromagnetic torque according to Equation (33), where the indirect
vector control is used. The proposed control logic of the generator side converter is shown in
Figure 24. The speed loop will generate the q-axis current component to control the generator
torque and speed at different wind speed via estimating the references value of iα, iβ as shown
in Figure 24. The torque control can be achieved through the control of the isq current as shown
in Equation (33). Figure 25 shows the stator and rotor current space phasors and the excitation
flux of the PMSG. The quadrature stator current isq can be controlled through the rotor reference
frame (α, β axis) as shown in Figure 25. So, the references value of iα, iβ can be estimated easily
from the amplitude of isq* and the rotor angle, Өr. Initially, to find the rotor angle, Өr, the
relationship between the electrical angular speed, ωr and the rotor mechanical speed (rad/
sec), ωm may be expressed as:
2r m
Pw w= (36)
So, the rotor angle, Өr, can be estimated by integrating of the electrical angular speed, ωr. The
input to the speed control is the actual and reference rotor mechanical speed (rad/sec) and the
output is the (α, β) reference current components. The actual values of the (α, β) current
components are estimated using Clark's transformation to the three phase current of PMSG.
The FLC can be used to find the reference speed along which tracks the maximum power point.
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Figure 24. Control block diagram of generator side converter.
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Figure 28. Control block diagram of grid-side converter.
Figure 24. Control block diagram of generator side converter.
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Figure 25. The stator and rotor current space phasors and the excitation flux of the PMSG [29].
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Where ψF is the flux of the permanent magnets.
The electrical torque Te of the three-phase generator can be calculated as follows [29, 30]:
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Where P is the number of pole pairs. For a non-salient-pole machine the stator inductances Lsd
and Lsq are approximately equal. This means that the direct-axis current isd does not contribute
to the electrical torque. Our concept is to keep isd to zero in order to obtain maximal torque
with minimum current. Then, the electromagnetic torque results:
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Kc is called the torque constant and represents the proportional coefficient between Te and isq.
4.2. Control of the generator side converter (PMSG)
The generator side controller controls the rotational speed to produce the maximum output
power via controlling the electromagnetic torque according to Equation (33), where the indirect
vector control is used. The proposed control logic of the generator side converter is shown in
Figure 24. The speed loop will generate the q-axis current component to control the generator
torque and speed at different wind speed via estimating the references value of iα, iβ as shown
in Figure 24. The torque control can be achieved through the control of the isq current as shown
in Equation (33). Figure 25 shows the stator and rotor current space phasors and the excitation
flux of the PMSG. The quadrature stator current isq can be controlled through the rotor reference
frame (α, β axis) as shown in Figure 25. So, the references value of iα, iβ can be estimated easily
from the amplitude of isq* and the rotor angle, Өr. Initially, to find the rotor angle, Өr, the
relationship between the electrical angular speed, ωr and the rotor mechanical speed (rad/
sec), ωm may be expressed as:
2r m
Pw w= (36)
So, the rotor angle, Өr, can be estimated by integrating of the electrical angular speed, ωr. The
input to the speed control is the actual and reference rotor mechanical speed (rad/sec) and the
output is the (α, β) reference current components. The actual values of the (α, β) current
components are estimated using Clark's transformation to the three phase current of PMSG.
The FLC can be used to find the reference speed along which tracks the maximum power point.
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Figure 24. Control block diagram of generator side converter.
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Figure 28. Control block diagram of grid-side converter.
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Figure 25. The stator and rotor current space phasors and the excitation flux of the PMSG [29].
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4.3. Fuzzy logic controller for MPPT
At a certain wind speed, the power is maximum at a certain ω called optimum rotational
speed, ωopt. This speed corresponds to optimum tip speed ratio,λopt [15]. So, to extract maximum
power at variable wind speed, the turbine should always operate at λopt. This occurs by
controlling the rotational speed of the turbine. Controlling of the turbine to operate at optimum
rotational speed can be done using the fuzzy logic controller. Each wind turbine has one value
of λopt at variable speed but ωopt changes from a certain wind speed to another. From Equation






From Equation (35), the relation between the optimum rotational speed and wind speed is
linear. At a certain wind speed, there is optimum rotational speed which is different at another
wind speed. The fuzzy logic control is used to search (observation and perturbation) the
rotational speed reference which tracks the maximum power point at variable wind speeds.
The fuzzy logic controller block diagram is shown in Figure 26. Two real time measurements
are used as input to fuzzy (ΔP, and Δωm*) and the output is (Δωm-new*). Membership functions
are shown in Figure 27. Triangular symmetrical membership functions are suitable for the
input and output, which give more sensitivity especially as variables approach to zero value.
The width of variation can be adjusted according to the system parameter. The input signals
are first fuzzified and expressed in fuzzy set notation using linguistic labels which are
characterized by membership functions before it is processed by the FLC. Using a set of rules
and a fuzzy set theory, the output of the FLC is obtained [22]. This output, expressed as a fuzzy
set using linguistic labels characterized by membership functions, is defuzzified and then
produces the controller output. The fuzzy logic controller doesn't require any detailed
mathematical model of the system and its operation is governed simply by a set of rules. The
principle of the fuzzy logic controller is to perturb the reference speed ωm* and to observe the
corresponding change of power, ΔP. If the output power increases with the last increment, the
searching process continues in the same direction. On the other hand, if the speed increment
reduces the output power, the direction of the searching is reversed. The fuzzy logic controller
is efficient to track the maximum power point, especially in case of frequently changing wind
conditions [22].
Figure 27 shows the input and output membership functions and Table 2 lists the control rule
for the input and output variable. The next fuzzy levels are chosen for controlling the inputs
and output of the fuzzy logic controller. The variation step of the power and the reference
speed may vary depending on the system. In Figure 27, the variation step in the speed reference
is from -0.15rad/s to 0.15rad/s for power variation ranging over from -30W to 30W. The
membership definitions are given as follows: N (negative), N++ (very big negative), NB
(negative big), NM (negative medium), NS (negative small), ZE (zero), P (positive), PS (positive
small), PM (positive medium), PB (positive big), and P++ ( very big positive ).
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Figure 27. Membership functions of fuzzy logic controller
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N++ NB NM NS ZE PS PM PB P++
N P++ PB PM PS ZE NS NM NB N++
ZE NB NM NS NS ZE PS PM PM PB
P N++ NB NM NS ZE PM PM PB PB
Table 2. Rules of fuzzy logic controller
4.4. Control of the grid side converter
The power flow of the grid-side converter is controlled in order to maintain the dc-link voltage
at reference value, 600v. Since increasing the output power than the input power to dc-link
capacitor causes a decrease of the dc-link voltage and vise versa, the output power will be
regulated to keep dc-link voltage approximately constant. To maintain the dc-link voltage
constant and to ensure the reactive power flowing into the grid, the grid side converter currents
are controlled using the d-q vector control approach. The dc-link voltage is controlled to the
desired value by using a PI-controller and the change in the dc-link voltage represents a change
in the q-axis (iqs) current component. Figure 28 shows a control block diagram of the grid side
converter.
The active power can be defined as;
( )32s ds ds qs qsP v i v i= + (38)
The reactive power can be defined as:
( )32s qs ds ds qsQ v i v i= - (39)
By aligning the q-axis of the reference frame along with the grid voltage position vds=0 and vqs=
constant because the grid voltage is assumed to be constant. Then the active and reactive power
can be obtained from the following equations:
3
2s qs qs
P v i= (40)
3
2s qs ds
Q v i= (41)
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4.5. Simulation results
A co-simulation (PSIM/Simulink) program has been used where PSIM contains the power
circuit of the WECS and Matlab/Simulink has the whole control system as described before.
The model of WECS in PSIM contains the WT connected to the utility grid through back–to-
back bidirectional PWM converter. The control of whole system in Simulink contains the
generator side controller and the grid side controller. The wind turbine characteristics and the
parameters of the PMSG are listed in Appendix. The generator can be directly controlled by
the generator side controller to track the maximum power available from the WT. The wind
speed is variable and changes from 7 m/s to 13 m/s as input to WT. To extract maximum power
at variable wind speed, the turbine should always operate at λopt. This occurs by controlling
the rotational speed of the WT. So, it always operates at the optimum rotational speed. ωopt
changes from a certain wind speed to another. The fuzzy logic controller is used to search the
optimum rotational speed which tracks the maximum power point at variable wind speeds.
Figure 29 (a) shows the variation of the wind speed which varies randomly from 7 m/s to13
m/s. On the other hand, Figure 29 (b) shows the variation of the actual and reference rotational
speed as a result of the wind speed variation. At a certain wind speed, the actual and reference
rotational speed have been estimated and this agree with the power characteristic of the wind
turbine shown later in Figure 23. I.e. the WT always operates at the optimum rotational speed
which is found using FLC; hence, the power extraction from wind is maximum at variable
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circuit of the WECS and Matlab/Simulink has the whole control system as described before.
The model of WECS in PSIM contains the WT connected to the utility grid through back–to-
back bidirectional PWM converter. The control of whole system in Simulink contains the
generator side controller and the grid side controller. The wind turbine characteristics and the
parameters of the PMSG are listed in Appendix. The generator can be directly controlled by
the generator side controller to track the maximum power available from the WT. The wind
speed is variable and changes from 7 m/s to 13 m/s as input to WT. To extract maximum power
at variable wind speed, the turbine should always operate at λopt. This occurs by controlling
the rotational speed of the WT. So, it always operates at the optimum rotational speed. ωopt
changes from a certain wind speed to another. The fuzzy logic controller is used to search the
optimum rotational speed which tracks the maximum power point at variable wind speeds.
Figure 29 (a) shows the variation of the wind speed which varies randomly from 7 m/s to13
m/s. On the other hand, Figure 29 (b) shows the variation of the actual and reference rotational
speed as a result of the wind speed variation. At a certain wind speed, the actual and reference
rotational speed have been estimated and this agree with the power characteristic of the wind
turbine shown later in Figure 23. I.e. the WT always operates at the optimum rotational speed
which is found using FLC; hence, the power extraction from wind is maximum at variable
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wind speed. It is seen that according to the wind speed variation the generator speed varies
and that its output power is produced corresponding to the wind speed variation. The fuzzy
logic controller works well and it gives the good tracking performance for the maximum
output power point. The fuzzy logic controller makes WT always operates at the optimum
rotational speed. On the other hand, the grid-side controller maintains the dc-link voltage at
the desired value, 600v, as shown in Figure 29 (c). The dc-link voltage is regulated by exporting
active power to the grid as shown in Figure 29 (d). The reactive power transmitted to the grid







Figure 29. Different simulation waveforms: (a) Wind speed variation (7-13) m/s. (b) Actual and reference rotational
speed (rad/s). (c) dc-link voltage (v). (d) Active power (watt). (e) Reactive power (Var).
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5. Conclusions
Wind energy conversion system has  high priority  among the various renewable  energy
systems. Maximum power extraction from wind energy system became an important research
topic due to the increase in output energy by using this technique. Wind speed sensorless
MPPT control has been a very active area of research. In this study, a concise review of MPPT
control methods has been presented for controlling WECS. On the other hand, there is a
continuing effort to make converter and control schemes more efficient and cost effective in
hopes of developing an economically viable solution of increasing environmental issues.
Wind power generation has grown at a high rate in the past decade and will continue with
power electronic technology advanced. The survey of MPPT algorithms have been classi‐
fied into MPPT algorithms with wind speed sensor and MPPT algorithms without wind
speed sensor. A co-simulation (PSIM/Simulink) program has been proposed for WECS where
PSIM contains the power circuit of the WECS and Matlab/Simulink has the control circuit of
the system. The WT is connected to the grid via back–to-back PWM-VSC. The generator side
controller and the grid side controller have been done in Simulink. The main function of the
generator side controller is to track the maximum power from wind through controlling the
rotational speed of the turbine using fuzzy logic controller. The fuzzy logic algorithm for the
maximum output power of the grid-connected wind power generation system using a PMSG
has been proposed and implemented above. The PMSG was controlled in indirect-vector
field oriented control  method and its  speed reference was determined using fuzzy logic
controller. The grid-side converter controls the dc-link voltage at a desired value, 600V, for
the proposed system. Active and reactive power control has been achieved by controlling q-
axis and d-axis grid current components respectively. The d-axis grid current is controlled
to be zero for unity power factor and the q-axis grid current is controlled to deliver the power
flowing from the dc-link to the grid. The simulation results prove the superiority of FLC and
the whole control system.
Appendix
Wind turbine PMSG
Nominal Output Power 19kw Rs (stator resistance) 1m
Wind speed input 7:13 m/s (saw tooth) Ld (d-axis inductance) 1m
Base Wind Speed 12 m/s Lq (q-axis inductance) 1m
Base Rotational Speed 190 rpm No. of Poles P 30
Moment of inertia 1m Moment of inertia 100m
Blade pitch angle input 0º Mech. Time Constant 1
Table 3. Parameters of wind turbine model and PMSG
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1. Introduction
With the rapid development of the global economy, more people are living in urban than
rural areas, thereby contributing to a significant increase in demand for energy, especially in
emerging countries [1] [2] [3] [4]. The realization that fossil fuel resources required for ener‐
gy generation are becoming scarce and that climate change is related to carbon emissions in‐
to the atmosphere has increased interest in energy conservation and environmental
protection [5].
Among other recent issues, climate change, energy demand and fluctuations in international
oil prices have become the focus of global attention. Renewable energy sources are now the
fastest-growing sector of the energy mix and offer significant potential to address issues of
energy security and sustainability [6]. All countries seeking to achieve the Kyoto Protocol
target of reducing greenhouse gases, have renewable energy as the focus of their energy pol‐
icy, and some have even become the mainstream of energy development. The energy we
currently use is subject to unrestricted exploitation, not only about to run out of the global
stock of face time, energy conversion process produce tangible and intangible waste, that
have a significant effect on the global environment. To ensure a stable energy supply, en‐
hance our energy supply security, reduce dependence on fossil fuels, and reduce green‐
house gas emissions, developing renewable energy sources has also become our current
economic development and environmental resources for the biggest issue.
Thus, in face of the current trends, the demand for energy is rising. In addition to focusing
on the power generation efficiency of power plants, we should also consider each unit of
electricity efficiency to achieve an effective energy-saving effect in the pursuit of sustainable
resource use. Therefore, we adopt a two-stage data envelopment analysis (DEA) [7] and in‐
corporate two sub-processes into a DEA efficiency model to evaluate the level of manage‐
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ment performance within renewable energy in the OECD countries. We measure managerial
efficiency in two phases: operating efficiency (OE) and the energy density efficiency (DE).
This method is different from those of previous studies that focused primarily on assessing
OE [8] [9]. We divide the efficiency of energy plants into two components. Management per‐
formance is no longer constrained with production efficiency but constitutes a broader di‐
mension that covers operating activities and the efficiency of energy use. Compared to the
traditional single-efficiency model, the sub-processes model is more suitable for evaluating
the usage performance because of energy industry characteristics.
This evaluation model is useful for energy managers and current policy-makers. For manag‐
ers, it provides a more detailed performance evaluation process including two essential op‐
erational elements in the energy generation industry; for policy- makers, it offers a complete
measurement of efficiency and is based on variable combinations of these two dimensions;
policy-makers can identify the most suitable policy (e.g., a subsidy) and develop the most
effective strategy.
Taiwan is an island, country that is extremely lacking in energy and is more than 98% de‐
pendent on imported energy. Taiwan is also influenced by political and geographical con‐
straints; therefore, the capacity to acquire energy is difficult compared to other countries.
Thus, implementation of renewable energy and the abolition of nuclear power generation is
a potential policy priority for Taiwan. Seeking the most cost-effective strategy, Taiwan's na‐
tional conditions, if we can use the experience of other countries, will become Taiwan's de‐
velopment of a great help. OECD countries including highly and lowly developed countries,
especially developing countries, is from the energy consumption, low efficiency and serious
pollution to the economic development mode shift to energy efficient, less polluting eco‐
nomic development mode. In this study, we discuss and compare 34 OECD countries’ re‐
newable energy OE and DE by DEA. Finally, we present our conclusions and provide
suggestions for renewable energy development in Taiwan. β
2. Literature review and hypothesis setting
Numerous studies related to the efficiency evaluation of renewable power plants have fo‐
cused primarily on single efficiency and have assisted in the selection of input and output
variables used in this study [10] [9]. First, Criswell and Thompson [11] applied DEA with a
sample of large-scale commercial power systems for earth in global. They used three input
and three output variables are exogenously fixed for the research. Azadeh, Ghaderi and
Maghsoudi [12] used data from 25 cities in Iran with six regions within each city. Four types
of input variables and two types of output variables were used in their analysis. More re‐
cently, Madlener, Antunes and Dias [13] justified the use of DEA logically and systematical‐
ly in 41 agricultural biogas plants situated in Austria. They used three input and two output
variables and identified that DEA offers considerable potential and advantages for seeking
accurate evaluate productivity. Iglesias, Castellanos and Seijas [14] evaluated the perform‐
ance of a group of 57 Spanish wind farms located in the region of Galicia by using three in‐
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put and two output variables. Azadh, Ghaderi and Nasrollahi [15] measured the efficiency
of wind power plants with the lowest possible costs using DEA, with data collected from 25
cities in Iran with 5 regions within each city using DEA with four input and two outputs.
In this section, we propose several hypotheses. Considering Sahelian countries, energy ac‐
cess remained relatively low until recently, despite the abundance of renewable resources
such as wind and solar energy. The abundance of renewable resources assumes that access
to renewable technologies could increase and improve energy access in remote rural areas
[16]. They are compatible with local conditions and resource endowment. Research on re‐
gional development specifically related to China’s Western Development Program by the
China Energy Strategic Research Group and Fan, Sun & Ren [17] discussed sustainable de‐
velopment issues for economically disadvantaged areas such as the ecological deterioration
and sustainable livelihoods of rural households, and suggested reasonable approaches to
address energy problems in these areas, such as the use of rich natural resources (endow‐
ment), development of renewable energy, and developing a moderate centralized energy
supply that considers local energy endowment conditions. Shi [18] supported a similar type
of energy development because a region’s unique energy endowments reflect it is energy
developmental differences. Chen and Zhu [19] specifically used resource endowment, zon‐
ing separation of wind power and solar power resources, the classification results for the
preliminary study on China’s energy and economic regionalization. Chen and Zhu argued
that there is little evidence on whether the impact of economic development on the electrici‐
ty mix is affected by energy resource endowments [19]. Marcotullio and Schulz [20] provid‐
ed evidence of endowment's heterogeneity in energy mix transitions across countries.
Therefore, we present the following hypotheses:
H1a: Endowment and OE are positively causal related
H1b: Endowment and DE are positively causal related
British Petroleum discussed China and India's rapid increase in energy use because they
represent approximately one-third of the global population, the expected depletion of oil re‐
sources in the near future, and the effect of human activities on global climate change. Bet‐
tencourt [2] indicated that as economies and populations continue to grow rapidly, energy
and power consumption also increase at the same rate. The Empresa de Pesquisa Energética
(EPE) indicated that because of population growth, urbanization and higher income, annual
electricity consumption in the residential sector is growing steadily from 4.7% in 2003 up to
6.2% in 2009. The International Energy Agency (IEA) [6] and United Nations (UN) [4] stated
that approximately 4.9 billion people (80 % of the global population) lived in developing
countries as of 2001. The current annual population growth rate is approximately 1.5 % in
developing countries. However, despite the lower living standards and lower per capita en‐
ergy use in developing countries, total energy use in developing countries is increasing fair‐
ly rapidly. Crane and Kinzig [4] indicated that many countries in the pursuit of economic
development, the population increase rapidly as the same time, but also face a requirement
to increase energy. There is a growing need to implement energy efficiency. Therefore, we
present the following hypotheses:
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H2a: Population and OE are positively causal related
H2b: Population and DE are positively causal related
Because energy efficiency improvement relies on total-factor productivity improvement
[21], the technical efficiency (TE) index is computed to analyze the energy efficiencies of
economies. The TE index incorporates energy, capital, and labor as multiple inputs for pro‐
duction. They use DEA to find the TE of each economy. Chien and Hu [22] stated that it is
possible that capital inputs may increase energy generations. From an economic production
perspective, these practices imply that energy savings as well and emission reduction can be
achieved by means of factor substitution between energy and capital [16] [23] [24]. This ef‐
fectively mitigates the dependence of economic growth on energy input and environmental
capacity; in other words, it improves the aggregated energy and environmental efficiency
(AEEE). Hudson and Jorgenson [25] stated that intensity effects in the industrial sector
might depend on three strong interactions. Energy and capital are both, substitutes for la‐
bor, whereas capital and energy are complements. In other words, capital and energy can be
increased simultaneously. Turner [26] proposed another factor of production that is critical
in determining substitution and other effects driving economy-wide responses. Specifically,
rebound effects, from increased energy efficiency are capital. Therefore, we present the fol‐
lowing hypotheses:
H3a: Capital and OE are positively causal related
H3b: Capital and DE are positively causal related
The renewable energy-developing indicators of an economy are obtained from Renewables
Energy Information [5] and have been published by the IEA since 2002. Indicators such as
household consumption, capital formation, trade balance, energy imports, and gross domes‐
tic product (GDP) are obtained from the world energy development. Anderson and Leach
[27] also indicated that if renewable energy technologies supply a significant share of total
energy supply, then the energy storage problem must be solved in advance. First, the man‐
ner in which GDP affects the promotion of energy policies must be studied. Bettencourt [2]
indicated that there seems to be a long way to go to fully use renewable resources. Until the
early 1980s, changes in the energy–GDP ratio were the subject of many studies. Questions
were raised as to how the ratio would evolve over time if a country experiences different
stages of economic development. Understanding such trends provides indicators for how
future energy demand would evolve. A number of studies have suggested that as the proc‐
ess of industrialization advances, with agriculture replaced by manufacturing, energy con‐
sumption tends to increase more rapidly than GDP, creating an increasing value of the
energy–GDP ratio. Among the theories on the relationship between energy consumption (or
energy-related environmental indicators) and GDP, the most famous is the environmental
Kuznets curve. A recent overview was provided by Ang and Liu [28]. With the GDP meas‐
ured in common units, comparisons can be made between countries. Cross-country varia‐
tions in the energy–GDP ratio have been studied for industrialized countries and for
developing countries [27] [29].
Therefore, we present the following hypotheses:
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H4a: GDP and OE are positively causal related
H4b: GDP and DE are positively causal related
Some researchers have reached an opposing conclusion that energy subsidy reform would
produce positive results. Steenblik and Coroyannakis [30] used the computable general
equilibrium (CGE) model to simulate the positive effects of removing coal subsidies in West‐
ern European countries, such as promoting the industrialization of the power sector and in‐
creasing coal production and exports. United Nations [3] concluded that cutting energy
subsidies could have significant impacts on residents, although this requires a more in-
depth analysis in the future. Conversely, some researchers believed that fossil energy reform
would increase energy use efficiency and household income levels. Choi, Roh and Yoon [9]
indicated that increase in energy price could improve energy efficiency significantly. Thus,
the energy price mechanism is at the core of energy reform, and energy subsidies are crucial
determinant of energy prices.
Anderson and Leach [27] showed that energy subsidies in the United States would impede
the use of new energy and reduce energy use efficiency. Shah and Larsen [31] showed that if
the total energy subsidies worth almost $230 billion in 1990 could be removed, CO2 emis‐
sions worldwide would decrease by 9.5%. Using the global coal model, Lam and Shiu [32]
analyzed coal subsidy reform in Japan; the results showed that removing the coal subsidies
in the power supply and industrial boiler sector would reduce global CO2 emissions by
0.2%. The IEA [5] also indicated that global CO2 emissions would decrease by more than 6%
by 2010 if the fossil energy subsidies in the power sector were removed. We use these re‐
search data to test and verify these countries, and the relationship between subsidies policy
and efficiency. Therefore, Hypotheses 5a and 5b are as follow:
H5a: Verify that causal relationship between subsidy and OE
H5b: Verify that causal relationship between subsidy and DE
3. Research methodology
3.1. Two-phase data envelopment analysis framework
We adopted a two-stage DEA [7] to evaluate the level of management performance in re‐
newable energy industries in OECD countries. These two types of efficiency are based on
sub-processes that detail the two essential phases of a country’s renewable power plants:
outputs provided and use generation. We then followed the approach by Seiford and Zhu
[33], who divided the entire production activity into two sub-production processes. Fuel, la‐
bor, generating capacity, and operating expenses were the original input variables, whereas
total primary renewable energy supply (TPES)/GDP ratio, TPES/population ratio, and grid
were final output variables. Medial input variables included electricity-only plants (EOP),
combined heat and power plants (CHP) of electricity, and CHP of heat, and heat-only plants
(HOP). Figure 1 shows this process.
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Figure 1. Two Phases DEA Model
3.2. Input and output variables
Donthu, Hershberger, and Osmonbekok [10] emphasized the significance of variable selec‐
tion because the research outcome is heavily dependent on the input and output variables
used in the model. Their arguments led researchers to believe that there should be a more
rigorous method than those of previous studies for selecting input and output variables for
efficiency assessment.
Phase I Input Variables: Selection of input variables is critical task for performance analy‐
sis, and the choice of variables depends on the selected methodology and technical require‐
ments, the availability and quality of data, and on countries’ individual socio-economic
structures [34]. In this study, we use fuel, labor, generating capacity and operation expenses
as our input:
1. Fuel: According to the IEA, renewable energy is divided into three categories of: (1) hy‐
dro fuel; (2) geothermal, solar, tidal, and wind fuel; and (3) combustible renewable en‐
ergy and waste. The three categories of energy are all different in nature and cost [35].
On this basis, we discuss four renewable power sources: (1) Solar radiation: Glaser [36]
provided a critical insight for a new source of solar energy. He proposed that large sat‐
ellites be placed in geosynchronous orbit around Earth. These solar power satellites
(SPS) would continually face the sun. Each SPS would convert a steady stream of sun‐
light to electric power, transform the electric power to microwave energy, and then
transmit the microwaves in a tight beam to a receiver (rectenna) on Earth; (2) Wind
speed: Boud and Thorpe [37] and, Bedard et al. [38] suggested that progress ratios from
the wind and offshore engineering industries may be expected within the renewable en‐
ergy industry; (3) Wave energy: Reviews of wave energy technologies are presented by
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Thorpe [39], among others. Wave energy conversion devices have been classified ac‐
cording to numerous features including their relative location to the shore, the wave
mode that energy is captured from, or the device operational type; and (4) Bio-energy:
Many studies have stated that the substitution of conventional fossil fuels with biomass
for energy production results in a net reduction of greenhouse gas emissions and in the
replacement of non-renewable energy sources [40] [41] [42].
2. Labor: Adjaye [43] and Ghosh [44] indicated that the relationship among output, energy
use, and labor employment are built on an econometric framework. From a policy
viewpoint, the direction of causality between these variables has important implica‐
tions. Bettencourt [2] proposed the primary reason for the continued use of labor as an
input was because labor cost is a significant cost in many industries. Dugan and Autor
[45] and Morey [46] indicated that electric power production is a comprehensive proc‐
ess that includes generation, transmission, distribution, and retailing, involving large
amounts of capital, labor, and financial resources.
3. Generating Capacity: Electric power production is a comprehensive process that includes
generation, transmission, distribution, and retailing, involving large amounts of capital,
labor, and financial resources [45] [46]. Furthermore, major infrastructure facilities, such
as electric power and transport systems, have been improved [21].
4. Operation Expenses: Many studies on operational processes have been produced within
the energy industry [47] a greater energy density of renewable at the design sites
schemes increases the importance of efficient operations and maintenance (O&M) plan‐
ning. Marcotullio and Schulz [20] indicated that controlling the operating costs results
in achieving specific renovation and maintenance (R&M) program, adopting better
maintenance practices and promoting greater plant utilization.
3.3. Medial input/output variables: The medial outputs of phase I and also the medial
inputs of phase II
1. Electricity-Only Plants (EOP): EOP refers to plants that are designed to produce electrici‐
ty only [48]. The electric power business is separated into the following four functions:
generation, transmission, distribution and retailing. Numerous previous have studies
applied DEA to evaluate the performance of electricity generation facilities in many in‐
dustrialized nations [32] [49] [50] [51].
2. Heat-only Plants (HOP): HOP refers to plants designed to produce heat only [48]. The
names used below for each model originate from the study by Agrell and Bogetoft [52].
The heat output used by Agrell and Bogetoft is the production at the plant and not the
quantity sold to heat customers.
3. Combined Heat and Power Plants (CHP): CHP refers to plants designed to produce heat
and electricity, occasionally referred to as co-generation power stations [48]. If possible,
fuel inputs and electricity/heat outputs are on a unit basis rather than on a plant basis.
However, if data are unavailable on a unit basis, the convention for defining a CHP
plant is adopted [5].
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Phase II Output Variables in: The results of recent studies have contributed to energy effi‐
ciency or environment efficiency evaluation problems that consider total production activity
factors. Ramanathan [53] proposed an overall efficiency index that combined energy inputs,
desirable outputs and undesirable outputs using DEA to study the relationships among
global GDP, energy consumption, and carbon dioxide emissions. The final outputs used in
this research, are as follows:
1. TEPS/GDP ratio: TPES per US. $1000 of GDP. The ratios are calculated by dividing each
country's annual TPES by their annual GDP expressed in constant prices and converted
to US. dollars using purchasing power parities (PPPs) (www.OECD-iLibrary.org). TPES
consists of primary energy production adjusted for net trade, bunkers and stock
changes.
2. TPES/Population ratio: TPES includes the sum of the unexplained statistical differences
for individual fuels, as they appear in basic energy statistics [48]. TPES per population,
ratios are calculated by dividing each country's TPES by unit people (www.OECD-iLi‐
brary.org). This ratio can be used to obtain the electricity consumption of residents for
each country.
3. Grid: The energy's transport length of line required to moor multiple devices is depend‐
ent on the spacing between devices and the array configuration. The length of cable re‐
quired depends on the array configuration, although groups of devices are typically
interconnected in series and each group is connected to a hub [38].
We used the intermediation approach to view the energy industry as intermediaries, and
summarized the major input and output variables in Table 1.
3.5. Research resource and sample
This research is based on DEA of operating procedures. Though data collection and litera‐
ture review on performance measurement of renewable power, we can understand the dif‐
ferences in renewable energy efficiency among 34 OECD countries (Table 2) and provide
suggestions for Taiwan. The data obtained for this analysis were gathered from many rele‐
vant data resources, including the IEA, Renewable Information, World Bank, and other en‐
ergy indices of a representative sample from 2007 to 2009. However, the data obtained from
Renewable Energy Information [48] are used account for the full range of statistics collected
from the Annual Renewables and Waste Questionnaire. This database of annual statistics for
OECD countries covers hydroelectricity, solid biofuels, geothermal, renewable municipal
waste, wind, gas from biomass, liquid biofuels, solar photovoltaic, solar thermal, tide/wave/
ocean, non-renewable municipal waste and industrial waste. It includes EOP and HOP from
renewable sources and supply/demand balances of renewable and waste products. The pri‐
mary data from this system are from IEA annual publications.
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Input Variables (Phase I)
1. Fuel IEA; Glaser, 1977; Thorpe, 1999; Boud and Thorpe, 2003; Schneider and
McCarl, 2003;Owen, 2004; Bedard et al., 2005; Previsic et al., 2005; Dowaki
and Mori, 2005; Caputo et al., 2005
2. Labor Buonafina, 1992; Adjaye, 2000; Morey, 2001; Ghosh, 2002; Dugan et al.,
2002;
3. Generating Capacity Dorian, 1998; Morey, 2001; Dugan et al., 2002
4. Operation Expenses Kannan and Pillai, 2000; Herman, 2002; AMEC, 2004
Medial Input/Output Variables (Output Phase I and Input Phase II)
1. EOP Olatubi and Dismukes, 2000; Lam and Shiu, 2001; Nag, 2006; Pombo and
Taborda, 2006; Sueyoshi and Goto, 2010; Renewables Information, 2011
2. HOP Agrell and Bogetoft, 2004; Renewables Information, 2011
3. CHP IEA; Renewable Information, 2011
Output Variables (Phase II)
1. TEPS/GDP ratio PPPs (www.OECD-iLibrary.org)
2. TEPS/Population ratio Renewable Information, 2011; PPPs
3. Grid Halcrow, 2005; Bedard et al., 2005
Note. Source from this study
Table 1. Input and Output Variables
3.6. DEA model
Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) is a method for measuring the performance efficiency of
decision units, characterizing by multiple input and output variables [8]. The DEA techni‐
que uses linear programming to estimate the maximum potential efficiency for various lev‐
els of inputs based on each firm’s actual inputs and output. DEA includes two major
models, the CCR model, and the BCC model. Charnes, Cooper and Rhodes [54] proposed a
model under the assumption of constant return to scale (CRS), called the CCR model. This
model is only appropriate when all DMUs are operating at an optimal scale. Banker,
Charnes and Cooper [55] extended the CCR model to include the variable returns to scale
named the BCC model, which can further decompose the TE into two components: pure
technical efficiency (PTE) and scale efficiency (SE). The problem of calculating efficiency can
be formulated as a fractional linear programming problem as below:
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We utilized the BCC input-oriented model to measure phase I and II to find a maximum
output with certain medial output.
DMUs Country Name DMUs Country Name
D1 Australia D18 Japan
D2 Austria D19 Korea
D3 Belgium D20 Luxembourg
D4 Canada D21 Mexico
D5 Chile D22 Netherlands
D6 Czech Republic D23 New Zealand
D7 Denmark D24 Norway
D8 Estonia D25 Poland
D9 Finland D26 Portugal
D10 France D27 Slovak Republic
D11 Germany D28 Slovenia
D12 Greece D29 Spain
D13 Hungary D30 Sweden
D14 Iceland D31 Switzerland
D15 Ireland D32 Turkey
D16 Israel D33 United Kingdom
D17 Italy D34 United States
Note. Source from this study
Table 2. Country Names of each DMU
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4. Empirical analysis
First, multi-collinearity analysis was employed to examine the correlation coefficient be‐
tween input and input variables, and then between output and output variables [56]. We
used isotonicity diagnosis to examine positive correlation coefficients between input and
output variables [57]. We then used sensitivity analysis to sequentially increase or reduce
the input or output variables to examine variation of efficiency [8]. The obtained sensitivity
analysis result does not consider the operating expenses because of their highly correlation.
Additionally, we also test the rule of thumb issued by Golany and Roll [58]. The four tests
are all hold.
Tables 3 and 4 report the BCC efficiency scores of OE and DE for the 34 OECD countries
from 2007 to 2009. Table 3 shows the comparison of the main goal in phase I to evaluate how
efficiently countries use their resources; in other words, to identify any inefficiency result
from PTE or SE. The resource inefficiency 2007, 2008, and 2009 is primarily pure technical
efficiency (0.729, 0.704, and 0.727, respectively). In other words, the inefficiency is a result of
inappropriate input and output configuration, rather than inappropriate scale. Table 4
shows a comparison of the main goal in Phase II to evaluate how efficiency energy is used to
identify inefficiency resulting from PTE or SE. The resource inefficiency during 2007, 2008,
and 2009 is primarily scale efficiency (0.439, 0.431, and 0.45, respectively). In other words,
the inefficiency is result of inappropriate scale.
Phase 1
2007 2008 2009
DMUs TE PTE SE TE PTE SE TE PTE SE
Ave. 0.666 0.729 0.917 0.5 0.704 0.848 0.597 0.727 0.812
SD 0.26 0.247 0.148 0.266 0.255 0.176 0.274 0.247 0.183
No. of Efficient DMUs
Efficient DMUs
9 11 11 6 10 7 7 13 7
Phase 2
2007 2008 2009
DMUs TE PTE SE TE PTE SE TE PTE SE
Ave. 0.387 0.735 0.439 0.373 0.726 0.431 0.367 0.718 0.45
SD 0.445 0.293 0.474 0.441 0.291 0.48 0.407 0.285 0.431
No. of Efficient DMUs
Efficient DMUs
9 15 12 8 14 12 7 12 11
Note. Source from this study
Table 3. BCC-efficiency Scores for operating efficiency for each year
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We employed the Mann-Whitney U-Test, a non-parameter statistical method, to test the
same mean between two groups. The results in Table 4 show that the OE and DE for all cas‐
es do not achieve a level of significance (p >.05) for all compared years. Therefore, these 3-
years are suitable for the DEA model using 102 DMUs to determine if there is a significant
difference between OE and DE (Table 5).
Phase 1
Case Test Value TE PTE SE
Between 2008 and 2007 Z Test -0.21 -0.372 -0.501
p-vale 0.834 0.71 0.617
Between 20.50.58 and 20.50.57 Z Test -1.349 -0.604 -1.571
p-vale 0.177 0.546 0.077
Phase 2
Case Test Value TE PTE SE
Between 2008 and 2007 Z Test -0.98 -0.234 -0.5.057
p-vale 0.327 0.815 0.29
Between 20.50.58 and 20.50.57 Z Test -0.433 -0.179 -0.345
p-vale 0.665 0.858 0.73
Note. Source from this study
Table 4. Results of Mann – Whitney U Test
2007 2008 2009
DMUs 0E DE OE DE OE DE
Ave. 0.666 0.387 0.5 0.373 0.597 0.367
SD 0.26 0.445 0.266 0.441 0.274 0.407
No. of Efficient DMUs 9 9 6 8 7 7
Note. Source from this study
Table 5. Bcc-efficiency score for OE and DE for each year
The Mann-Whitney U-Test is also used to determine if there is a significant difference be‐
tween OE and DE before and after 2008 (Table 6). The results show that the global financial
crisis did not influence OE and DE. Because OE and DE are non-significant, we can assert
that the data are consistent and that renewable energy capital investments in each country
have a certain proportion; thus, 2008 financial crisis did not have s significant influence on
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renewable energy development. This implies that the development of renewable energy is
crucial. Furthermore, we want to determine if there is a significant difference between OE
and DE.
Case Test Value OE DE OEvsDE
Between 2008 and 2007
Z Test -0.006 -0.98 -2.812
p-vale 0.995 0.327 0.005**
Between 20.50.58 and 20.50.57
Z Test -1.258 -0.5.433 -2.819
p-vale 0.208 0.665 0.005**
Note. Source from this study
Table 6. Results of Mann – Whitney U Test of OE and DE
Tobit regression analysis was conducted to determine whether the efficiency scores are re‐
lated to characteristics such as GDP, population, capital, endowment and subsidy (Table 7).
Furthermore, a dummy variable was included to evaluate the renewable energy subsidies in
OECD countries. The function of a regression model can be expressed as:Y =a + bX , where Y
represents the dependent variable and X represents regression form to a logistic probability
function because the efficiency ranges from zero to one. The transformed regression func‐
















The Tobit regression analysis result shows that endowment, population, and capital all have
high positive significance with OE and DE. Thus, H1a, H1b, H2a, H2b, H3a, and H3b are
supported. However, GDP has a non-significant negative correlation with OE and DE. Thus,
H4a and H4B are rejected. GDP, capital, trade balance, household consumption, and energy
imports are critical factors for measuring renewable energy indicators [5]. Our finding in
H4a and H4b is that the GDP and OE are negatively correlated, and GDP and DE are also
negative correlated. This is potentially because countries did not allocate the use of renewa‐
ble energy in accordance with GDP degree. For example, compared to poorer countries,
wealthy countries must improve the relatively large number of renewable energy use to ach‐
ieve the target.
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Tobit regression analysis was conducted to determine whether the efficiency scores are re‐
lated to characteristics such as GDP, population, capital, endowment and subsidy (Table 7).
Furthermore, a dummy variable was included to evaluate the renewable energy subsidies in
OECD countries. The function of a regression model can be expressed as:Y =a + bX , where Y
represents the dependent variable and X represents regression form to a logistic probability
function because the efficiency ranges from zero to one. The transformed regression func‐
















The Tobit regression analysis result shows that endowment, population, and capital all have
high positive significance with OE and DE. Thus, H1a, H1b, H2a, H2b, H3a, and H3b are
supported. However, GDP has a non-significant negative correlation with OE and DE. Thus,
H4a and H4B are rejected. GDP, capital, trade balance, household consumption, and energy
imports are critical factors for measuring renewable energy indicators [5]. Our finding in
H4a and H4b is that the GDP and OE are negatively correlated, and GDP and DE are also
negative correlated. This is potentially because countries did not allocate the use of renewa‐
ble energy in accordance with GDP degree. For example, compared to poorer countries,
wealthy countries must improve the relatively large number of renewable energy use to ach‐
ieve the target.
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Specially, subsidies are significant with OE but not with DE. In other words, the subsidy is
positively correlated with OE but negatively correlated with DE. Thus, H5a is supported
and H5b is rejected. Some researchers have reached an opposing conclusion that subsidies
and OE are positively correlated and that energy subsidy reform would produce positive re‐
sults. Promoting “subsidy” policies can reduce industrial production costs. However, if they
are implemented inefficiently without carefully assessing the cost-efficiency and associated
financial risks, a "free rider" phenomenon is created with consequent disadvantages; thus,
the subsidies do not have a positive benefit. Therefore, renewable energy subsidies and DE
may be negatively correlated [59].
Model Phase 1 Phase 2
Dependent Variables OE DE
β-value coe. t-value p-value β-value t-value p-value
Independent Variables
Endowment 3.131 -4.7 0.013** -14.294 2.54 0.000**
Population -0.004 4.43 0.006** 0.13 -2.83 0.000**
Capital 0.001 -3.3 0.018** -0.007 2.4 0.001**
GDP -2.3 0.39 0.961 0.001 -0.05 0.695




Note. Here is the efficiency scores derived from operating efficiency (OE) and density efficiency (DE). The observation is
102. ** represents significant at 0.05 level and * represents significant at 0.1 level.
Table 7. Estimated Results of the Tobit Regression Analysis
5. Conclusion
Numerous DEA studies have incorporated the concept of production activities with multi‐
ple phases. They subsequently divided the DEA model into several sub-processes [60] [55]
[33] [61] [62] [19]. Our first finding in this research is that there is a significant difference be‐
tween OE and DE. In other words, sub-process DEA model is suitable for measuring man‐
agement performance because of the characteristic of production activities in renewable
energy industries [61].
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OECD countries in response to United Nations climate Change Framework Convention and
the relevant provisions of the Kyoto Protocol, In addition to adjusting the energy supply
and demand side policies, and with the greenhouse gas performance of fiscal policy (subsi‐
dy) to promote energy conservation and reduce dioxide emissions [63]. Our second finding
is that subsidies are positively correlated with OE and negatively correlated with DE. Pro‐
moting subsidy policies can reduce industrial production cost. However, if they are imple‐
mented inefficiently without carefully assessing the cost-efficiency and associated financial
risks, a “free rider” phenomenon is created with consequent disadvantages; thus, the subsi‐
dies do not have a positive benefit. Therefore, renewable energy subsidies and DE may be
negatively correlated [59].
In our study, we attempted to measure OECD countries’ renewable OE and DE simultane‐
ously, to examine the OECD renewable energy’s promote, employ, and the relevance to the
development of research, and provide feasible suggestions for a renewable energy develop‐
ment strategy in Taiwan. For example, because Taiwan is an island country, and resources
are difficult to obtain, efforts should be made to actively develop renewable energy technol‐
ogy to replace traditional energy sources. In addition, policy-makers should assess renewa‐
ble energy subsidy programs, promote renewable energy industry research and
development, assist the industry in developing cost-efficient production technologies, and
develop a new energy market. Furthermore, strengthen the use of renewable energy demon‐
stration and propaganda work, and to enhance the efficiency of the client to use.
Finally, this study has several limitations that require discussion. First, only 34 OECD sam‐
ples were selected that could provide the data required to conduct this study. Future re‐
search could include more countries, especially developing countries, such as Taiwan,
China, and India to achieve more precise results. Second, non-financial data such as output
quality and investment of renewable land were not included in our model. These variables
are also critical factors for the evaluation of energy industry performance. Future research
could include this as an additional evaluation variable. Finally, in this study, we independ‐
ently tested and verified the two phases of efficiency. However, future research could use a
supply chain model that assumes that the two phases of efficiency are dependent and fur‐
ther evaluate the real scores of management efficiency.
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1. Introduction
Green energy and renewable energy are one of the most essential fundamentals for future
developments of countries all over the world. Running out of fossil fuels in near future, makes
the use of renewable energies almost inevitable. Evaluation of the capability of using these
types of energies is an essential issue at present. Extreme dependency of mankind to the limited
energy resources is both dangers and unsustainable and finding a way out is one of the most
important challenges that we face. Achieving some unlimited energy sources has been
human’s dream. Daily increase of energy demands and limitation of fossil energy resources
from one side, and increase of environmental pollutants caused by using these resources in
the other side, has made application of renewable energies more essential and widespread.
The wind, as one of the climatological factors has a wide effects on agriculture, transport,
pollution, energy, manufacturing and industrial plans. Wind power is one of the first energy
sources discovered by humans. It is applied for different purposes such as power source for
ship movement, irrigation and milling in some countries such as Iran and China. However,
construction of wind power plants would make this type of energy more applicable. Nowa‐
days, coal, oil and gas are the main resources to provide energy. In recent years, an increasing
trend in price of the mentioned materials has become vivid due to the globalization and
political events and mostly because of water crises. These increasing prices make us to find an
appropriate solution to decrease the expenses and increasing the stability. Furthermore,
renewable energies are considered as available, exchangeable and inexhaustible resources.
New energies are available until these resources exist. Wind energy is used in two ways, first
in direct way in which the wind is applied for drying and ventilation, and secondly, the wind
is utilized indirectly for milling the grains, to pump water to the fields and to generate
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electricity. The evidence shows that in some countries such as Iran, Iraq, Egypt, China, Italy,
Spain, the wind energy has been used for milling and irrigation. According to IPCC special
report on renewable energy sources and decreasing the climate change damages, there is an
increasing trend in the magnitude of the wind power plants from 17 meters high and 75
kilowatts in 1980 decade to 80 meters high and 1800 kilowatts in 2005-2010. It is predicted that
the size of these generators should be 250 meters high and 20000 kilowatts in future years
which is clarifying the increasing trend of application of this green energy. An important
challenge in front of this kind of power plants is the uncertainty in accessible capacity of
electrical power. This problem has been caused by random nature of effective factors such as
random variation in mechanical forces generating wind power. In other words, due to the
continuous variations in meteorological and climatological conditions, the wind speed,
duration, density and power are randomly changing. Thus, for using its power, it is necessary
to study the windy conditions in the area and statistical data reported by meteorology centers.
However, the analysis of such large amount of data recorded in meteorology centers to
estimate the mechanical power input of wind power plants is not possible except using some
applied methods. Obviously, the study of the behavior and speed of winds will lead to more
accurate estimation of accessible capacity in wind power plants. Moreover, spatial analysis of
this climatological phenomenon will provide some essential knowledge about the areas with
potential capacity of constructing wind power plants. The frequency analysis is an operative
tool in assessing this aim. This study is going to describe these materials and their effects on
regionalization of wind speed under effect of climate change.
2. Previous investigations on wind prediction
There are some studies reported in the literature about wind speed in future periods which
some of them are summarized in Table 1.
Results Paper Type Location Scenarios Model References
Historical wind time series for future application Harmsen et al. (2009)
Historical wind time series for future application Doria et al. (2006)
Wind speed change is stronger than
the changes obtained for the same
region on daily precipitation and
temperature
Case Study Nebraska 2 scenarios MPI
Bogardi and
Matyasovszky (1996)
Dynamical Downscaling Case study German 2 scenarios ECHAM
Hoyme and Zieleke
(2001)
The GCM models of climate change
become more reliable and as tools are
refined for improving results at
regional scales, it will be desirable to
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Results Paper Type Location Scenarios Model References
include improved estimates of
vulnerabilities in the wind power site
selection decision process.
-ANN and statistical downscaling
-A2 is preferred to A1b changes in
daily mean wind speeds at each
location and they are presented and
discussed with respect to potential
implications for wind power
generation.
Case study USA A1b, A2 4 GCM
Sailor et al.
(2000)
-Impact of the climate change
scenarios on wind power may be as






Sailor et al. (2008)In order to create the scenarios of changes in power density under climate change, a method is
developed for mapping the daily-resolution downscaled GCM output to the hourly level.
The model results for either of the SRES scenarios were similar. In most cases, the impacts of the
A2 scenario were slightly larger than those for the A1B scenario, but these inter-scenario
differences were smaller than the inter-model differences, even after downscaling.
-The average of wind speed will
increase significantly towards the end
of this century under the changing
climate impacts.
Case study Finland A2
HWIND and
SIMA
Peltola et al. (2010)
- Use of NCEP and ANN for
downscaling.
- For the two locations considered, the
increase in the 100-year wind was
found to be varying from 44% to 74%.
Case study Indian A2 CGCM3 Deepthi and Deo (2010)
-By the end of the twenty-first century,
there is an evidence for small
magnitude changes in the wind
resource and increases in extreme
wind speeds, and the declines in sea
ice and icing frequencies.
Review
Paper
-Some changes associated with climate
evolution will likely benefit the wind
energy industry while other changes
may negatively have an impact on wind
energy developments, with such ‘gains
and losses’ depending on the region
under consideration.
- Gumbel is presented for the probability




15 – 30 % wind speed growth Case study Brazil A1B HADCM3 Pereira et al. (2012)
Table 1. Wind speed investigations in future period
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3. Climate change impacts
Fast development of industries and its outcome as increasing of the emission of greenhouse
gases, has led to destruction of climatic equilibrium of the earth. This phenomenon is called
“Climate Change” (IPCC 2007, Leander et al. 2006). The research is indicating the negative
impacts of this phenomenon on different systems such as water resources, agriculture,
environment, health, industry, and economy. The importance and hazardous of climate
change has been emphasized in different international communities such as the group of eight
(G8) which is a forum for the governments of eight of the world's largest economies and some
of its facing solutions to save water resources, agriculture, and environmental resources have
been suggested. As the water is an important resource, which is extremely under effect of
climate change, the analysis of its changes in future years can provide a very useful key for
future droughts, floods, evapotranspiration and etc.
The first step in the study of climate change impacts on future resources is to simulate the
behavior of climatological factors under the effect of greenhouse gases. A general circulation
model (GCM) is a three dimensional mathematical models of the general circulation of a
planetary atmosphere or ocean. Atmospheric and oceanic GCMs (AGCM and OGCM) are key
components of global climate models, which are systems of differential equations. Using such
models, scientists divide the atmosphere, hydrosphere, geosphere, cryosphere, and biosphere
of the planet into a 3-dimensional grid, apply the basic equations, and evaluate the results.
Atmospheric models calculate winds, heat transfer, radiation, relative humidity, and surface
hydrology within each grid and evaluate the interactions with neighboring points. Different
greenhouse gases emission scenarios such as A1, B1, A2, and B2 are going to be used during
the simulation process.
4. Generation of climatic scenarios
The aforementioned 3-dimensional joint atmospheric-oceanic general circulation models
(AOGCM) are used in this study among different available methods for the generation of
climatic scenarios. The GCM models have a physical basis presented by mathematical
relations. They are going to be solved in a 3-dimensional grid all over the planet. In order to
simulate the climate of the planet, the fundamental climatic processes in the atmosphere,
hydrosphere, geosphere, cryosphere, and biosphere will be simulated in separate secondary
models. Then, these atmospheric and oceanic secondary models are joining together to form
AOGCMs. To study the condition of climate in the past periods, the observed values of
greenhouse gases, solar radiation changes, and volcanic eruption aerosols until the 2000 are
entered as input to the GCM models and the climatic variables are simulated as time series.
After simulation of these variables in the past periods by using the GCM models, the intro‐
duction of future greenhouse gas conditions is necessary for simulation of these variables in
future periods. For this purpose, at first the amounts of emitted greenhouse gases presented
by emission scenarios (which are always until 2100) are transformed to concentrate and then
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to the amount of solar radiation and these values would be the input of the GCM models. The
results obtained from the GCM models under emission scenarios will form the time series of
climatic variables up to 2100.
5. Downscaling
One of the main challenges using the output of the AOGCM models is the spatial scale of their
calculation cell and the downscaling method is used to solve this challenge. These methods
are generally consists of two main groups of dynamic and statistical ones. In these methods,
the downscaling procedure is done by using the observed meteorological data. A considerable
point in application of the final outputs is the different sources of uncertainty, which can be
evaluated using the Bootstrap method (Efron, 1993) in each confidence level.
6. Frequency analysis
The magnitude of an extreme event has an inverse relation with its frequency. In other words,
the higher magnitude is the event, the less is its frequency of occurrence. The primary objec‐
tive of frequency analysis is to relate the magnitude of extreme events to their frequency of
occurrence through application of  probability distributions (Chow et  al.,  1988).  The first
assumption in this manner is that under study data are independent and identically distribut‐
ed and their underlying system is random and is spatially and temporally independent. This
would be available when there is no correlation between observations. In application, these
conditions can be achieved by using annual maximum values noting the independency of events
between years. However, the wind speed parameter has been rarely examined by this method
among other meteorological parameters; therefore, the studies in this field are at the beginning.
7. Probability distribution function and frequency formula
To describe the probability distribution of a random variable  X , a cumulative distribution
function (CDF) is used. The value of this function F (x) is simply the probability P  of the event
that the random variable takes on value equal to or less than the argument:
F (x)= P X ≤ x (1)
This is the probability of the random variable X , it will not exceed x and is shown by the non-
exceedance probability F (x).
The occurrence of extreme events is not according to a constant regime or with a fixed
magnitude and the time interval between two such events is variable. Thus, the return period
defined as the average inter-arrival time between two extreme events is an applicable tool in
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such cases. An extreme event xT  with return period T  can occur more than one time in a year
and its exceedance probability can be expressed by:
P X > xT =
1
T (2)
Thus, the above mentioned non-exceedance probability can be presented as follows:
F (xT )= P X ≤ xT =1 - P X > xT =1 -
1
T (3)
Equation (3) is presenting the magnitude of an extreme event correspond to a return period
T . For a preselected value of return period and corresponding non-exceedance probability
(p =1 - 1T ), it is possible to determine the quantile xp using the inverse function of F :
xp = F
-1(p)= F -1(1 - 1T ) (4)
which gives the value of xp corresponding to any particular value of p or T .
8. Selection of probability distribution
The probability distribution is a function for describing the probability of occurrence of a
random event. Large amount of statistical information will be summarized in the distribution
and its parameters by fitting a probability distribution on a set of hydrologic data. The most
important and widely used methods for estimation of distribution parameters from data
samples are method of moments, linear moments, and maximum likelihood which will be
described more in next paragraph.
9. Method of moments
The method of moments was first introduced by Pearson (1902). He found that the appropriate
estimations of the parameters of a probability distribution are those which their moments
match with corresponding sample moments in the best way. In this method, general formula
for calculation of moments of order r  of the distribution f (x) around the mean is:
μ r = ∫-∞
∞x r f (x)dx (5)
The method of moments is describing the relation between moments and distribution param‐
eters. The most important moments around the mean are the mean, variance, skewness, and
kurtosis, which are the one to four order moments, respectively.
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10. Maximum likelihood method
Maximum-likelihood estimation was recommended, analyzed and vastly popularized by R.
A. Fisher between 1912 and 1922 (Aldrich, John 1997). He argued that the best value of a
parameter of a probability distribution should be one, which maximizes the likelihood or joint
probability of occurrence of the sample. Assume that the sample space is divided into parts
with length dx and xi is selected from independent and identically distributed observations
x1, x2, …, xn. The probability density for xi can be denoted by f (xi). The probability that a
random event occur in a distance consisting xi would be equal to f (xi) dx. As the samples are
independent, the joint density function for all observations can be calculated by:




As the distance dx is constant, the maximization of above joint density function is equivalent
to maximization of likelihood function defined as:




The maximum likelihood method is theoretically the most accurate method in estimation of
the parameters of probability distributions. In fact, it is estimating those parameters with
minimum average error with respect to correct parameters.
11. L-moments method
Probability weighted moments (PWMs) are defined by Greenwood et al. (1979) as
βr = E (x{F (x)}r) (8)




x(F )F  rdF   ,      r =0,  1,  …,  s (9)
Where F = F (x) is CDF of x and x(F ) is its inverse. In the case of r =0, βr  is equal to the mean
of the distribution μ = E (x). PWMs are precursors of L-moments and developed more by the






r -k ( rk )( r + kk ) (10)
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The first four order L-moments can be calculated as bellow:
λ1 =β0 (11)
λ2 =2β1 - β0 (12)
λ3 =6β2 - 6β1 + β0 (13)
λ4 =20β3 - 30β2 + 12β1 - β0 (14)
L-moment ratios, which are analogous to conventional moment ratios, are defined by Hosking
(1990) as:
τ =λ2 /λ1 (15)
τr =λr /λ2   ,    r ≥3 (16)
where λ1 is a measure of location, τ is a measure of scale and dispersion (L-CV), τ3 is a measure
of skewness (L-skew), and τ4 is a measure of kurtosis (L-kurt.). Analogous to conventional
(product) moments, the L-moments of order one to four characterize location, scale, skewness
and kurtosis, respectively (Karvanen, 2006). In order to estimate the distribution parameters
in the method of L-moments, similar to other methods, sample L-moment ratios are calculated
by replacing distribution L-moments λr  by their sample estimates.
However, L-moments have significant advantages over PWM's, specially their ability to
summarize a statistical distribution in a more meaningful way. Since L-moment estimators are
linear functions of the ordered data values, they are virtually unbiased and less influenced by
outliers. Also they have relatively small sampling variance and the bias of their small sample
estimates remains quite small. L-moments have become popular tools for solving various
problems related to parameter estimation, distribution identification, and regionalization in
different fields such as hydrology, water resources, and especially in regional analysis of
rainfall and floods.
12. At-station goodness of fit tests
After estimation of the parameter of the prescribed distributions, the usual question is the
selection of the best fitted distribution to the observation sample. For this aim, the goodness-
of-fit tests are used to compare fitted theoretical distributions and observations. Two very
common goodness-of-fit tests with wide application in the literature are Chi-square and
Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests. Another extensively used test is root mean square error (RMSE)
which estimates the root of the square differences between observed values and calculated
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ones divided by the sample size. Among theoretical probability distributions, some of them
are selected by researchers for describing wind speed, which are presented in Table 2.
Year Distribution function Scientists
1940 to 1945 Pearson Type III Putnum*
1951 Pearson Type III Sherlock*
1950 to 1970
Bivariate Distributions of Two Components Essenwanger *
Two-Parameter Normal Crutcher and Bear *
1970s Isotropic Gaussian Model of McWilliams et al. Justus and Koeppl *
1974, 1976, 1977 Three-Parameter Log-normal
Luna and Church * Kaminsky,
Justus et al.
1976 to 1977 Square-root Normal Model Winger *
1978 Three-parameter Weibull Stewart and Essenvanger *
1980 Three-Parameter Generalized Gamma Auwera *
1980 Inverse Gaussian Bardsley *
1983 Pearson Type I (Beta) Lavagnini et al. *
1994 Weibull Stelios Pasardes *
1996 Log-Normal Bogardi and Matyasovski
2009 Beta Carta et al.
2009 Two-Component Weibull Akdog et al. *
2010 Gumbel and Weibull Deepthi and Deo
*by Carta et al. 2009
Table 2. Probability distribution function of wind speed in the literature
13. Regional frequency analysis
One of the main problems in frequency analysis is the lack of adequate long time data in
locations under study, which beside insufficient accuracy in data recording in at-site estimates,
has caused regional frequency analysis to be more applicable in such studies. Steps of regional
frequency analysis are presented below.
14. Discordancy test
For the screening of similar sites, the discordancy measure, in terms of the sample L-moment
ratios (L-CV, L-skew, and L-kurt.) of the gauging sites’ observed data is suggested by Hosking
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and Wallis (1997). The aim of the data screening performed using L-moments based on a
discordancy measure Di is to identify data that are grossly discordant with the group as a
whole for the regional flood frequency analysis. Hosking and Wallis (1997) defined the
discordancy measure (Di) considering that there are N  sites in the sample. Let ui =(t (i), t3(i), t4(i))
be a vector containing the sample L-moment ratios for site i(i =1,  2,  …,  N ) (Hosking and
Wallis, 1993, 1997). The classical discordancy measure for any gauging site i is calculated as











S = 1N - 1 ∑
i=1
N (ui - u- )(ui - u- )T (19)
Where N is the number of stations, ui is the vector of L-moments, u
-
 and S  are the sample mean
and covariance matrix respectively, and T denotes the transposition of a vector or matrix. Large
values of Di indicate the sites that are the most discordant from the group as a whole and are
the most suitable for investigating the existence of data errors (Hosking and Wallis 1993).
Generally, if a site’s D statistic exceeds three when the number of sites in one region is greater
than 15, its data are considered to be discordant from the rest of the regional data (Hosking
and Wallis 1997). Large values of Di indicate that cautious investigation of the i th site should
be carried out to detect the presence of data errors.
15. Heterogeneity test
L-moment heterogeneity tests allow assessing whether a group of sites may reasonably be
treated as a homogeneous region. The heterogeneity measure compares the between-site
variations in sample L-moments for a group of sites with what would be expected for a
homogeneous region (Hosking and Wallis, 1993).
The homogeneity test used in this study is the test that is proposed by Hosking and Wallis
(1993) and is based on various orders of sample L-moment ratios. It is particularly based on
the variability of three different levels of tests: a test based on the L-CV only; a test based on
the L-CV and L-skew; and a test based on the L-skew and L-kurt. These tests are called the V-
statistics and are respectively defined as:






















The heterogeneity measure is then defined as:
H =
(V i - μV i )
σV i
   ;    i =1,  2,  3 (23)
where μV i and σV i are the mean and the standard deviation of the simulated value of the V,































sample L-moment ratios at site i. After fitting a Kappa distribution to the regional average L-
moment ratios, a large number of realizations Nsim of a region with N  sites, each having the
Kappa distribution is simulated. The simulated regions are homogenous and have no cross-
correlation or serial correlation.
Declare the region to be heterogeneous if H  is sufficiently large. Hosking and Wallis (1993)
suggested that the region be regarded as “acceptably homogeneous” if H <1, “possibly
heterogeneous” if 1≤H <2, and “definitely heterogeneous” if H ≥2.
In order to achieve reliable estimates μV  and σV , Hosking and Wallis (1993) recognized that
the value of Nsim =500 should usually be adequate. Furthermore, they judged that larger values
may need to resolve H  values very close to 1 or 2.
Hosking and Wallis (1993) revealed that H  statistics based on V2 and V3 lacks a power to
distinguish between homogeneous and heterogeneous regions and the H  statistics based on
V1 has much better discriminatory power and thus, it is suggested as heterogeneity measure.
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16. Estimation of the parameters of regional frequency distribution
Four first orders L-moments for each site inside a homogeneous region is making dimension‐
less by dividing them by the average of the data. Weighted values of dimensionless L-moments














R is the regional standardized L-moment of order r , λr
(i) is the standardized L-moment
of order rin site i, ni is the number of years in site i, and N is the number of sites in the
homogenous region. The parameters of best fitted distribution are estimated using the relation
between distribution parameters and L-moments presented by Hosking (1989). Then the
quantile values corresponding to different return periods are estimated for under study
variable as regional quantile. The quantiles for the sites in each sub-region are determined by
multiplying the regional quantile with the site’s mean. At any site, the i th quantiles for the
subregions are calculated using Eq. (34)
Qi(F )=λ1
(i)q(F ) (28)
Where Q(F ) and q(F ) are the at-site i and regional quantiles with non-exceedance probability,
respectively.
17. Spatial interpolation
In classic statistics, the samples derived from a population are usually considered as random
sets and the recorded value of a particular variable in an individual sample cannot present
any details  about the value of  that  variable in another sample with specific  distance.  In
geostatistics, it is possible to link the values of one variable in a population and distance and
direction of samples relating to each other. Furthermore, in classic statistics, it is assuming
that the variables are randomly changing, while in geostatistics, some parts of the variable
is random and some other parts have structure and is a function of distance and direction.
Thus, using geostatistics, first the existence or the absence of a spatial structure between data
is considered and then, in presence of a spatial structure, the data will be analyzed. It is
possible to adjacent data to be spatially dependent together in a certain distance. In such
cases, as in the presence of spatial structure, the variations in a certain space have more
chances to be effective on near spaces with regard to more far ones, it is clear that varia‐
bles are maybe more similar in closer samples.
Geostatistics is a field of statistics with the base of “local variables theory”. Any variable
distributed in 3d space with spatial dependence is called local variable and can be studied and
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analyzed in geostatistical studies. Some method of geostatistical studies are Inverse Distance
Weighting (IDW), Global Polynomial (GP), Local Polynomial (LP), Radial Basis Functions
(RBF), Kriging (Simple, Ordinary, Universal, Disjunctive and CoKriging).
Applying these methods needs to parallel application of spatial and statistical analysis, which
is possible only in some environments like ArcMap. To visualize the above process, the steps
are summarized as follows in Figure 1.
 
Figure 1. Spatial interpolation steps 
18. Comparison of different methods 
In above sections, all methods are separately presented but their comparison is very important to choose the most appropriate 
method for analysis. However, a wrong selection in this step will lead to large amount of uncertainty in output results. 




Flexibility Advantage Disadvantages Assumptions 
IDW Deterministic Prediction Fast Yes Little flexibility, few 
parameter decision 





GP Deterministic Prediction Fast No Little flexibility, few 
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Few decisions NO assessment of 
prediction errors, 
may be too smooth, 
edge points have 
large influence 
None 
LP Deterministic Prediction Fairly 
fast 
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more parameter 
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prediction errors, 
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choose a good local 
neighborhood 
None 
Use the Trend Analysis  
Setup a MAP 
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Explore the histogram 
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Figure 1. Spatial interpolation steps
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18. Comparison of different methods
In above sections, all methods are separately presented but their comparison is very important
to choose the most appropriate method for analysis. However, a wrong selection in this step
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Table 3. Summarized properties of the interpolators
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19. A case study
To make the above discussions more clear, a case study including all steps needed for
assessment of climate change effects on positioning of wind power plant station is briefly
presented. Figure 2 shows these steps applied in the assessment.
Figure 2. Methodology of wind power positioning under climate change conditions
For this purpose, a region in Southern Khorasan, Iran is chosen. Five synoptic stations are
considered as reference stations as displayed in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Under study region
Considering high level of sensitivity of the results to different sources of uncertainty in this
study, uncertainty analysis was applied with bootstrap method at 95% confidence interval on
the results after downscaling steps (Efron, 1993; Khan, 2006; Fakhry, 2012a; Fakhry, 2012b).
Figure 3 shows the results of uncertainty analysis of downscaled data.
Figure 4. Uncertainty band before and after downscaling
After preparing average wind speed parameter for each station, frequency analysis is per‐
formed and the Weibull distribution is selected using L-moments method. Finally, the quantile
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values corresponding to each return period were derived. Then, geostatistics method was
applied for local interpolation and final map for the historical period was prepared.
As the average wind speed was the single used parameter, only one map was drawn. In the
case of many existed maps, final positioning could be possible by weighting, according to
importance of the maps. Figure 4 shows precedence of potential locations to install wind power
station in the region according to long duration of historical records. It is clear from the Figure
that the regions with the highest and lowest potential of wind power plant construction are
respectively located in the south eastern and north western parts.
Figure 5. Final historical wind map
To investigate the effect of climate change on positioning process, first the output of HADCM3
model under A2 emission scenario is derived from IPCC website and downscaled by using
statistical downscaling techniques. In this study, linear regression method is used and by
making wind speed time series of under study stations for near future period (2010-2039), the
frequency analysis is performed again and the future map is presented.
As presented in Figure 6, climate change impacts on wind power plant construction in the
regions with low priority will be negligible but in high priority ones, the best points are
concentrated in the north eastern part.
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Figure 6. Final future wind map under climate change conditions
20. Conclusions
This chapter made an attempt to initiate discussions on the impact of the climate change on
construction of wind farms through various cases that have been presented. Climate change
impact studies on wind farms should consider the following principle steps.
This study suggests that the main focus should be on using observational data, time series and
frequency analysis and utilizing spatial interpolation methods to create the initial maps, which
depict the wind velocity, direction and the average power generation could be calculated. The
decision making of the wind farm location could start based on these initial maps and power
analysis, which takes various factors into account. The following step would involve down‐
scaling process of the GCM model for initially selected sites. Comparing the GCM model
output for future conditions to the historical maps drawn based on existing data. This process
will be instrumental in helping to create a path to coupe with a changing climate and its impact
on the wind farms.
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Figure 6. Final future wind map under climate change conditions
20. Conclusions
This chapter made an attempt to initiate discussions on the impact of the climate change on
construction of wind farms through various cases that have been presented. Climate change
impact studies on wind farms should consider the following principle steps.
This study suggests that the main focus should be on using observational data, time series and
frequency analysis and utilizing spatial interpolation methods to create the initial maps, which
depict the wind velocity, direction and the average power generation could be calculated. The
decision making of the wind farm location could start based on these initial maps and power
analysis, which takes various factors into account. The following step would involve down‐
scaling process of the GCM model for initially selected sites. Comparing the GCM model
output for future conditions to the historical maps drawn based on existing data. This process
will be instrumental in helping to create a path to coupe with a changing climate and its impact
on the wind farms.
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1. Introduction
The United Republic of Tanzania (URT) is the largest country in East Africa in terms of size
and population. It is made up by Tanzania Mainland and the island of Zanzibar. It is bor‐
dered by the Democratic Republic of Congo, Rwanda and Burundi in the west; Zambia, Ma‐
lawi and Mozambique in the Southern part, Uganda and Kenya in the Northern side and the
Indian Ocean on the East. The country lies between meridians 300E and 400E and parallels
10S and 120S.
It has an area of 945,000 Square Kilometres.While about 62,000 square Kilometres of the land
is covered by water, including three fresh trans-boundary lakes of Victoria, Tanganyika and
Nyasa. Woodlands accounts for 33,500 square Kilometres [1] and arable land suitable for ag‐
riculture is concentrated in central part and Southern Highlands of the country, covering
about 44 million hectares.
According to URT, Economic survey report 2009 [2], the Tanzanian population was estimat‐
ed to be 41,915,799 of which 21,311,150, that is about 50.8 percent, were female, while
20,604,730 about 49.2 percent were male. Tanzania mainland had an estimated population of
40,683,294, while Zanzibar had an estimated population of 1,232,505. The population distri‐
bution indicated that 31,143,439 of people, about 74.3 percent live in rural areas, while 10,
772, 360 people about 25.7 percent live in urban areas. These estimates are based on the pop‐
ulation growth rate of 2.9 percent per annum established out of the Population and Housing
Census of the years 2002. [3]
Hydropower, Coal and Petroleum are Tanzania’s main source of commercial energy. How‐
ever, solid biomass energy such as agro residue, forestry residue and wood fuels are used
throughout the country and they account for 88 percent of total energy consumption in rural
and semi-urban areas [4] while modern commercial energy contribute about 2 percent. Of
© 2013 Kusekwa; licensee InTech. This is an open access article distributed under the terms of the Creative
Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
© 2013 Kusekwa; licensee InTech. This is a paper distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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the 24 mainland regions, Dar es Salaam region has the greatest access to electricity; however,
less than 50 percent of all households in the regions are connected.
The conventional energy sector, and in particular the electricity sector has not lived up to
expectations of the Tanzanians. The sector is mainly characterized, among other problems,
by unreliability power supply, low access levels at about 15% [5] low capacity utilization
and availability factor; deficient maintenance of generation transmission facilities and equip‐
ment; poor procurement of spare parts due to liquidity problems; and high transmission
and distribution losses at 20% [6] are typical problems.
Provision of electricity is largely confined to urban middle and upper income groups as well
as the formal commercial and industrial sub-sector. At the moment the energy sector is char‐
acterized by large and increasing import of liquid petroleum products, which account for
significant proportions of export earnings. Liquid petroleum is used in electricity generation
and in the transport sector. The transport sector is the major consumer of liquid petroleum
product accounting to about 60% of total consumption. The high liquid petroleum products
import bill expose the country’s energy sector to the external energy price shocks. Renewa‐
ble energy such as ethanol would assist in mitigating the negative impact of high liquid pe‐
troleum fuel imports
Tanzania is endowed with substantial renewable energy resources [4]. The renewable re‐
source potential in the country has not been fully exploited, but only to limited investment
level;. Rural Energy Agency (REA) is making initiatives to disseminate information as the
importance of renewable energy in the energy balance of the country. In addition, technical
and financial barriers have contributed to the low levels of uptake of Renewable Energy
Technologies (RETs) in the country. However, these constrains are being addressed by REA.
2. The Introduction and the Problem
The objective of this chapter is to discuss the potential and implementation of biomass con‐
version to energy in Tanzania. Generally, the feasibility as well as suitability of the various
categories of biomass to energy conversions in the country is presented. Detailed descrip‐
tions of potential conversion routes are included with their possible and existing scope of
implementation. The most recent statistical data of food, commercial agricultural crops as
source of biomass energy are reported from the available sources. Tanzania has abundant
and diverse indigenous energy resources which are yet to be fully exploited. The sources in‐
clude; hydropower, mini-hydro, natural gas, coal, petroleum, wind, solar, and geothermal.
2.1. Hydropower sources
The generation capacity of electricity was on a 60:40 hydro/thermal proportion before 2005.
Following introduction and expanded use of natural gas usage in power generation, the hy‐
dro-thermal mix is now standing at 41:59 (including the emergency plants).Up to June 2012,
electricity installed capacity is about 1,375.74 [7]of which represent about 41 percent is from
hydropower sources. The other percentage is from thermal and oil.
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Out of Tanzania's 41.9 million inhabitants, so far only 14 percent of urban and 2 percent of
rural areas are electrified [5], which means that less than 12 percent have access to grid-
based electricity or other forms of commercial electricity. The national electricity connectivi‐
ty is about 14%; though, it is expected that electricity demand will triple by 2020[8]. On the
supply side, TANESCO increased connections by almost 66,000 in 2010 bringing the total
number of its customers to 868,953 by the end of 2010. REA currently (2011) implements
grid extension projects initially benefitting 20,000 new customers [9]. In the current setting
demand will therefore even more outpace supply.
Moreover, Tanzania’s electricity sector faces another important challenge since it is heavily
dependent on hydropower, which means that energy provision cannot be ascertained in
times of drought. This was clearly visible in the years 2010/2011, where re-curing droughts
effectively removed around 420 MW from a system of around 900 MW, forcing the country
to endure a programme of load shedding coupled with unplanned outages. With conse‐
quently suppressed sales the countries' utility TANESCO financial situation became increas‐
ingly parlous (on top of economic losses for non-productivity to the country as a whole).
This led to the design of an 572 MW Emergency Power Plan at the end of 2011, to be fully
fuelled by liquid fossil fuels (HFO, JetA1, diesel) at (fuel) costs varying from 30-43 ct/
kWhThese are to be financed by TANESCO tariff revenues and through government guar‐
anteed loans, leading to an increasing weaker financial position of TANESCO. There is quite
some critique on the EPP because it does not take into account planned natural gas supply
projects, dispersed capacity owned by the private sector, and power projects to be commis‐
sioned already in the short and medium term. In general there is a disconnect between ex‐
pected power demand (both unconstrained -1089 MW- and constrained) and the total
generation capacity (1855 MW) proposed by the EPP.[9]
2.2. Micro/Mini-hydro
It is estimated that 32 GWh per year [10] is generated from smaller systems, many of which
are private schemes run by religious missionaries. The potential for micro/mini-hydro is
large [4]; however, exploitation is still low because of barriers hindering full exploitation of
these potentials.
2.3. Natural Gas
Tanzania has so far made five onshore and shallow water discoveries of natural gas fields in
the vicinity of SongoSongo Island, Mnazi bay, Mkuranga, Kiliwani North and Nyuni. Out of
the five discoveries, only two gas fields, SongoSongo and Mnazi bay are producing. Mkur‐
anga and Nyuni gas fields have not been assessed. It is estimated that about 27 trillion [11]
cubic feet gas is available in the country. Natural gas is expected to become a reliable and
economical source of energy to replace petroleum in the near future.
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Coal reserves in Tanzania are estimated at about 1,200 million tonnes of which 304 million
tonnes are proven [12]. Coal sites include Kiwira, Mchuchuma/Katewaka on the south east
of Lake Nyasa, and Ngaka in Ruvuma region. Coal has been used in limited quantities for
electricity generation as well as in some industries such as cement factories. Low coal con‐
sumption in the country is due to part to huge investment costs and quality of the coal itself.
However, there is a plan to generate 600 MW from Mchuchuma coal mine in the near future.
2.5. Petroleum
Imported petroleum and related products are widely used in the transport and industrial
sector. It also used to generate electricity in isolated grid-diesel power stations that have and
installed capacity of 33.8 MW [10]. Petroleum and related by-products are imported by a
single company and regulated by EWURA, which controls the price and standard.
2.6. Wind
Based on the available information much of the wind resources in Tanzania is located in the
central part of the country, North-East part, and Southern part [4]. Currently wind energy
is used to pump water for irrigation and to meet domestic and livestock water needs [10].
Very limited number of attempts has been made to install wind turbine for electricity gen‐
eration.  However,  efforts  are  underway to  utilize  wind energy in  electricity  generation.
Several companies like Geo-Wind Power (T) limited, Wind East Africa/ Six Telecoms, and
Sino-Tanzania Renewable Energy Limited have been licenced to generate electricity of about
500 MW from wind [7].
2.7. Solar
Solar has not been utilized fully as energy sources even though the country being one of the
solar belts, that is being a county with 2800-3500 hours of sunshine per year and a global
radiation of 4-7 kWh/m2 per day. Despite the huge solar potential, solar energy has predom‐
inately been used only for drying process. In the recent years solar PV technology has been
promoted as an energy solution especially in rural areas where there is no access to the na‐
tional grid. It is anticipated that in the near future, solar as a source of energy will play a
great role in rural electrification.
2.8. Geothermal
The country is endowed with a huge geothermal potential, which has not yet exploited [13].
Geothermal power is a reliable, low-cost, environmental friendly, alternative energy supply,
indigenous, renewable energy source and suitable for electricity generation. Estimations by
analogue method [14] show that the geothermal potential in the country is about 650 MW of
which most of the prospects are located within the East African Rift Valley system. Geother‐
mal resource exploitation is a capital intensive investment; hence, private investment is not
expected to come in before obtaining detail information on the resources, particularly on
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their economic viability as potential geothermal energy resource. It is anticipated that the
country in order to move from surface assessments to further detailed investigation, public
and donor fund will be required.
Other energy sources are petroleum, which makes up 8 percent of total primary energy con‐
sumption, natural gas 2.4 percent, and hydropower 1.2 percent. About 6.6 percent of pri‐
mary energy needs to be imported, primarily from Uganda (8 MW) and Zambia (5 MW) [15]
2.9. Wood fuel and other biomass fuels
Tanzania’s energy supply depends mainly on biomass. Since 85-88 percent of the population
are not connected to the electricity grid, the overwhelming majority of households use fire
wood and charcoal for cooking. As a total, biomass makes up to 88 percent [4] of the total
primary energy consumption in Tanzania. Unfortunately, this leads to the deforestation of
100,000 ha per year, of which is very serious since only about a quarter of the Tanzanian
land is re-forested
About 50% of the population lives in poverty, out of which 35% is unable to access all of the
basic needs including energy services. The poor spend about 35% of their household income
on energy while the well-off spends only 14%. Lack of access to modern energy services cre‐
ates a vicious cycle of poverty for rural communities due to continued limited production
opportunities and social facilities. This situation creates a very big challenge to the country.
There is a need; to look for an alternative means for assisting the rural poor to have opportu‐
nities of accessing to modern energy for reason of alleviating poverty. This chapter is pro‐
posing biomass to be one of the alternatives of energy resource which can be employed in
modern form to change the situation.
3. Literature review
Biomass is a term used to define all organic matter that is derived from plants as well as ani‐
mals. Biomass resources include wood and wood waste, agricultural crops and their waste
products, municipal and city solid waste, and wastes from food processing, aquatic plants
and algae.
Biomass is mainly composed of cellulose suitability of a particular biomass as a potential for
energy generation depends on such characteristic; moisture content, calorific value, fixed
carbon, oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen volatiles, as contents, and cellulose/lignin ratio. Gener‐
ally, cellulose is the largest fraction and constitutes about 38-50% of the biomass by weight.
These characteristics are important to determine efficient biomass utilization and are provid‐
ed in the paper.
Biomass is considered to be one of the key renewable energy resources of the future at both
small- and large-scale levels. It already supplies 14 per cent of the world's energy, and if
many future projects being assessed, could be implemented, increase the role of biomass in
the overall energy system. On average, biomass produces 38 per cent of the primary energy
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in developing countries (90 per cent in some countries), where it is the largest single energy
source like Tanzania. Biomass energy is likely to remain an important global energy source
in the next century
Biomass is generally and wrongly regarded as a low-status fuel, and rarely finds its way in‐
to energy statistics. Nevertheless, biomass can lay claim to being considered as a renewable
equivalent to fossil fuels. It offers considerable flexibility of fuel supply due to the range and
diversity of fuels which can be produced. It can be converted into liquid and gaseous fuels
and to electricity via gas turbines; it can also serve as a feedstock for direct combustion in
modern devices, ranging from very-small-scale domestic boilers to multi-megawatt size
power plants.
Biomass-energy systems can increase the energy available for economic development with‐
out contributing to the greenhouse effect since it is not a net emitter of CO2 to the atmos‐
phere when it is produced and used sustainably. It also has other benign environmental
attributes such as lower sulphur and NOx emissions and can help rehabilitate degraded lands.
Despite its wide use, biomass is usually used so inefficiently like firewood (Figure 1) that
only a small percentage of useful energy is obtained. The overall energy efficiency in tradi‐
tional use is only about 5-15 per cent,  and biomass is often less convenient to use com‐
pared with fossil fuels. It can also be a health hazard in some circumstances; for example,
cooking stoves can release particulates,  CO, NOx,  formaldehyde, and other organic com‐
pounds in poorly-ventilated homes. Furthermore, the traditional uses of biomass energy,
i.e., burning fuel wood, animal dung and crop residues, are often associated with the increas‐
ing scarcity of hand-gathered wood, nutrient depletion, and the problems of deforestation
and desertification
Figure 1. Women carrying firewood in rural Tanzania
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Figure 2. Biomass heaps (bagasse) in rural areas
There is an enormous biomass potential in the country such (Figure 2) as bagasse that can be
tapped by improving the utilization of existing resources and by increasing plant productiv‐
ity. Bioenergy can be modernized through the application of advanced technology to con‐
vert raw biomass into modern, easy-to-use energy carriers (such as electricity, liquid or
gaseous fuels, or processed solid fuels). Therefore, much more useful energy could be ex‐
tracted from biomass. The present lack of access to convenient energy sources limits the
quality of life of millions of people, particularly in rural areas. Since biomass is a single most
important energy resource in these areas its use should be enhanced to provide for increas‐
ing energy needs. Growing biomass is a rural, labour-intensive activity, and can, therefore,
create jobs in rural areas and help to reduce rural-to-urban migration, whilst, at the same
time, providing convenient energy carriers to help promote other rural industries.
Enhanced biomass availability on a sustainable basis requires support and development of
new biomass systems in which production, conversion and utilization are performed effi‐
ciently in an environmentally sustainable manner. Efforts to modernize biomass energy
should concentrate on those applications for which there are favorable prospects of rapid
market development, e.g., biogas, the generation of electricity from residues and biomass
plantations through the gasifier/dual-fuel engines route or using advanced gas turbines
fired by gasified biomass, and the production of alcohol fuels from sugarcane.
4. Methodology
The methodology used towards accomplishing the project on biomass conversion to energy
in Tanzania involved analytical approach, data collection, and analysis.
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A comprehensive study and review of documents relevant to biomass resources, conversion
and application in the country, and other African countries, Asia, Latino America, United
Stated of America (USA), Europe, the Middle East and China were made. The aims of the
study were to find available and valuable information on the subject. In addition, situation
analysis and brain storming on application of biomass, conversion methods with biomass
entrepreneurs were discussed.
4.2. Data collection and analysis
Questionnaires were prepared and used in data collection. Interviews were held with lead‐
ers at the Regional, City, municipal, wards and subward levels on biomass conversion to
modern energy instead of using raw biomass. Interviewees at this level were held with,
Mayors, Municipal Directors, and City and Municipal Solid Waste Management experts
from all the city councils. Others included relevant Ministries of Health, Lands and Human
Settlements Development and Industries. The interviews were undertaken during day times
in weekdays and weekends. Interviews were conducted in a tranquil and friendly atmos‐
phere. The information disclosed by the interviewees was treated as confidential.
5. Results
The following findings were obtained from the analytical approach and the interviews:
5.1. Biomass potential
5.1.1. Agricultural biomass
Agriculture is the mainstay of the economy; it employs about 80% of the work force and ac‐
count for over 50% of gross domestic product (GDP) at factor cost and over 50% of foreign
exchange earnings. It is also the major source of food supply and raw materials for industri‐
al sector. Furthermore, it provides the market for industrial sector. Agricultural sector devel‐
opment has been undertaken with the objective of increasing production of food and cash
crops in order to improve food security generate and raise income levels to alleviate pover‐
ty. Major food crops cultivated in the country include maize, rice, sorghum, cassava,
groundnuts, cowpeas, banana, soya beans and sweet potatoes. A part from food crops, com‐
mercial crops cultivated include: cotton, sisal, coffee, coconut pineapples, palm oil, cocoa,
sugarcane about 80% of farms in the country are less than 2 % owned by small scale holders.
All of these crops contribute to biomass potential in the country.
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5.1.1.1. Cash crops
Production of main cash crops has been fluctuating depending on whether conditions, avail‐
ability and usage of agricultural inputs and fluctuation in the World Market. Table 1 gives
the trend of cash crops produced in the past 4 years.
CROP
YEARS
2006 2007 2008 2009
Cotton 130,565,000 199,954,000 200,662,000 267,004,200
Tobacco 50,617,400 50,784,000 55,356,000 60,990,000
Sugar 290,863,000 279,494,000 276,605,000 279,850,000
Tea 31,348,000 34,763,000 34,770,000 33,160,000
Pyrethrum 2,046,800 1,000,000 1,500,000 3,320,000
Coffee 1,049,900 33,708,000 58,053,000 40,000,000
Sisal 30,847,000 33,039,000 33,000,000 26,363,000
Cashew nut 88,213,000 92,573,000 99,017,000 74,169,000
Table 1. Production of Cash crops in kg (Source: Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives (URT))
5.1.1.2.Food Crops
Production of main food crops has been fluctuating depending on whether conditions, avail‐
ability and usage of agricultural inputs and fluctuation in the World Market. Table 2 gives
the trend of food crops produced in the past 4 years.
CROP
YEARS
2006 2007 2008 2009
Maize 2,423,000 3,302,000 3,555,000 3,324,200
Rice 805,400 872,000 875,000 885,610
Wheat 109,500 83,000 92,000 93,690
Millet 941,500 1,165,000 1,064,000 203,580
Cassava 2,052,800 1,733,000 1,797,000 1,758,790
Beans 1,049,900 1,156,000 1,125,000 1,183,880
Banana 1,169,200 1,027,000 982,000 990,540
Sweet potato 1,396,400 1,322,000 1,379,000 1,381,120
Table 2. Production of food crops in kg (Source: Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives (URT))
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Coffee 1,049,900 33,708,000 58,053,000 40,000,000
Sisal 30,847,000 33,039,000 33,000,000 26,363,000
Cashew nut 88,213,000 92,573,000 99,017,000 74,169,000
Table 1. Production of Cash crops in kg (Source: Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives (URT))
5.1.1.2.Food Crops
Production of main food crops has been fluctuating depending on whether conditions, avail‐
ability and usage of agricultural inputs and fluctuation in the World Market. Table 2 gives
the trend of food crops produced in the past 4 years.
CROP
YEARS
2006 2007 2008 2009
Maize 2,423,000 3,302,000 3,555,000 3,324,200
Rice 805,400 872,000 875,000 885,610
Wheat 109,500 83,000 92,000 93,690
Millet 941,500 1,165,000 1,064,000 203,580
Cassava 2,052,800 1,733,000 1,797,000 1,758,790
Beans 1,049,900 1,156,000 1,125,000 1,183,880
Banana 1,169,200 1,027,000 982,000 990,540
Sweet potato 1,396,400 1,322,000 1,379,000 1,381,120
Table 2. Production of food crops in kg (Source: Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives (URT))




Production of various important oil seeds such as Simsim, groundnuts, sunflower, palm oil
and soya for food and Jatropha for petroleum producing continued to be emphasized. Al‐
ready a policy on Jatropha production for biofuel is in place [4]. Table 3 gives production of
oil seed crops for the past 5 years.
CROP
YEARS
2006 2007 2008 2009
Sunflower 373,391,000 369,803,000 418,317,000 466,831,000
Groundnuts 783,775,000 408,058,000 396,769,000 385,480,000
Simsim 221,421,000 155,794,000 46,767,000 115,895,000
Soya 5,000,000 3,000,000 3,450,000 3,900,000
Table 3. Production of oilseed crops
There are factors, which determine whether a crop is suitable for energy use. The main ma‐
terial of interest during processing as an energy source relate to moisture contents, calorific
value, proportions of fixed carbon dioxide and volatiles, ash content, alkali metal content
and cellulose-to-lignin ratio.
5.1.2.Agriculture crop residues
A large amount of agricultural residues are produced in the country. These constitute a po‐
tential biomass feedstock for energy conversion. Generally agricultural residue is used to
describe all organic materials which are produced as by-product from the harvesting or
processing of agricultural crops. These residues can be further categorized into two groups.
The first group consisting of the residues which are generated in the field at the time of har‐
vest or field based residues such as rice straw, sugar cane tops etc.
The second group is of those residues that are co-produced during processing or well
known as processing based residues e.g. rice husk, cashewnut husk, coffee husk, bagasse,
etc. the availability of the first category residue for energy conversion or application is usu‐
ally low since collection is difficult and they have other uses as fertilizer, animal feeds, etc.
Experience has shown that most of the first category residues are left or burnt in the farms.
However, the secondary category residues are usually available in relatively large quantities
at the processing site or mill and may be used as captive energy source for the same process‐
ing mill involving no or little transportation and handling costs. Figure 3 gives selected agri‐
cultural residue estimated potential in the country.
These residues have a high potential for energy production and therefore contribute to the
energy balance of the country. Major residues generated from harvesting and processing of
maize/corn is potential biofuel feedstock. Similarly, the stalk of sorghum which is rich in
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sugar is a potential feedstock for ethanol production. Figures 4-7 show some of the crops
and their corresponding residues available in the country at the moment
Oil palm plantations can be found in Kigoma Region, along the shore of Lake Tanganyika,
Western Tanzania. There are three main residues from oil palm processing, namely: empty
fruit bunches, shells (Figure 5) and fronds. Empty fruit, bunches are rich in potassium and
they can be used as fertilizer. The shells can be used for production of carbon and heating.
The fronds are usually used for mulching.
Coffee production in the country is increasing. The husk (Figure 6), which is the main resi‐
due generated during processing, can be utilized as an organic fertilizer as well as a source
of energy. When compressed it can be used in modern energy generation; at the moment
coffee husks are disposed by burning.
Figure 3. Selected agriculture residue potential in Tanzania (Source: National Bureau of Statistics, 2006)
Figure 4. Rice husk (Crop residue)
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Figure 5. Palm Oil Shell
Figure 6. Coffee husk (Source of energy)
Figure 7. Coconut shells
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The residue from coconut harvestings are mainly the husk and shells. These residues (Figure
7) are a potential source of energy generation. Large plantation of coconut tree can be seen
in the coastal area of Tanzania and in Zanzibar
The main residues generated from harvesting and processing sugarcane namely, the tops,
baggase and molasses are also sources of energy. However, only bagasse is utilized in co-
generation of electricity. The tops and molasses are underutilized even though they are po‐
tential source of energy. Biomass contains sugars that are deemed uneconomical to remove.
The recent and development in technology can assist in reducing sugar concentrate and
hence the residue can be potential source of energy generation.
Rice husk is underutilized, efforts are underway to use rice husk in briquette production. At
the moment rice husk are used by brick markers to burn their bricks. Moving across the country
in particularly in rice growing areas, large amount of rice husk are seen unutilized. Rice straws
are virtually unutilized and could serve as major source of energy in the country.
During harvesting period, most of agricultural residues are burnt on the farms to facilitate
the harvesting process or as pest a control measure e.g. cotton some of the residues are also
used as a substitute for firewood. However, at the moment there is no adequate information
about the share of the agricultural residue in modern energy generation.
5.1.3.Residue chemical composition
Residue chemical composition of some of the agriculture residue was analysed, and the aim
of the analysis was to establish if these residues have the characteristics as feedstock for con‐
version to usable energy using gasification method. The chemical compositions used in the
analysis were: proximate analysis (%) dry basis, ultimate analysis (%) dry basis and heating
value. Tables 4, 5 and 6 give the proximate, ultimate analyses and higher heating values.
Other agro-residues: Cotton stalks, cassava stalks and straws are mainly used as local fuels
in rural areas. Besides, the residues can be used in production of ethanol. Table 7 gives cellu‐
lose, Hemicelluloses, lignin and theatrical yield (litres/tones) from some of agro-residue.
Experience gained from agriculture sector, particularly agricultural activities show that the
agricultural crops generate considerable amount of residue which can be harnessed for
modern energy generation. Annual evaluation of total amount of residue that originates
from agricultural activities (Figure 3) is about 13 million tonnes; residues with higher poten‐
tial for modern energy generation are:
• Maize stalk and straw about 8 million tones
• Rice husk and straw about 4.1 million tones
• Wheat straw about 232,400 tonnes
• Sisal tole and flume 46,080 tonnes
• Bagasse is 447,030 tonnes
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Moisture 8.80 7.80 10.10 8.50 10.10 7.50 8.10 9.10 9.00
Volatile
Matter
59.20 64.60 83.20 80.20 79.30 84.10 79.60 81.20 75.8
Fixed
Carbon
14.60 14.20 14.30 12.60 14.60 12.80 12.60 15.30 20.1
Ash
Content
26.20 21.20 2.50 7.20 6.10 3.10 7.80 3.50 4.2




















C 35.60 37.80 49.40 47.00 47.00 48.00 45.60 47.50 48.10
H 4.50 5.00 6.10 5.70 6.00 6.00 5.60 5.90 5.90
N 0.19 0.55 0.81 0.14 1.66 0.10 0.19 0.28 0.15
O 33.40 35.40 41.20 39.90 39.10 42.70 39.30 42.50 42.40
Cl 0.08 0.09 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 1.33 0.18 0.07
S 0.02 0.05 0.07 0.03 0.13 0.03 0.16 0.13 0.02






















13.24 13.93 18.34 17.23 17.20 17.35 16.24 17.38 17.33
Table 6. Heating values
Agro Residues Cellulose Hemicellulose Lignin Theoretical ethanol yield per litres
Rice straw 41.36 20.36 12.06 39.75
Rice Husk 44.06 17.85 17.20 392.33
Maize cob 36.80 27.90 11.15 418.21
Maize husk 43.39 19.58 22.82 407.03
Ground nut straw 36.55 13.94 31.28 319.96
Sugarcane baggage 33.60 29.00 18.50 404.64
Table 7. Other chemical component
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5.1.4. Economic and environmental implications of biomass
Advantages of using crop residues as energy source are twofold: economic and environmental.
Economic: For the farmer, agricultural residues can be a cash crop. Traditionally, farmers
burnt agricultural residue or left them in the field. The market ability of crop residues will
boost local/village economies by providing jobs and services.
Environment: the burning of agricultural residues causes air pollution, soil erosion and a de‐
crease in soil biological activity, which eventually leads to low yields. Burning of agricultur‐
al residues yield smoke and other pollutants, which adversely affect air quantity, visibility
and human and environmental health
 
5.1.5. Challenges with agricultural residues are
• Agricultural resources in the country are largely un- organized, scattered and not evenly
distributed.
• Collection, storage, pre-processing and distribution are a big challenge because of low
land holdings and low level of mechanization in complete value chain.
• Exact data on consumption of agriculture- residues in the country is not well known.
Hence, more studies are needed
• Overall agro-residue conversion is low through existing technology;
• Agriculture-residue is marginalized in the country;
 
5.1.6. Agriculture waste
Apart from agricultural residue from the farms, in Urban and semi-urban areas certain other
residues and waste water also constitute a potential source of energy. The agro-processing
industries such as fruit processing and vegetable, urban vegetable market places (Figure 8
and 9), road sweepings and road side are areas, which generates significant biomass waste.
The management of these wastes are in hands of poor farmers, un-organized sector, rural
and semi-urban households. Hence, large amount of these wastes are left to rot in open
space resulting into air pollution. Good management of these wastes can contribute to ener‐
gy generation in the country.
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Figure 8. Surplus Tomato Left as Waste
Figure 9. Heaps of Food waste in Urban Tanzania
5.1.7. Forestry residues
Forest residues and wood waste represent a large potential resource for energy generation.
They include forest thinning, primary mill residues, (Sao hill forest). Forest residues are left
in the forest by harvesting operations (Figure 10) the residue could be collected after timber
harvest and used for energy purposes.
The primary advantage of using forest residue for power generation is that an existing collec‐
tion infrastructure is already set up to harvest wood. Companies that harvest wood already
own equipment and transport options that could be extended to collecting forest residue.
Manufacturing operations that produce mill residues usually include sawmills (Urban saw‐
mill), pulp and paper mills (Mufindi paper mills) and other millwork companies involved in
producing pulp and other related material.
Primary mill residues are usually in the form of bark, chips, saw dust, slabs etc. These pri‐
mary mill residues are relatively homogenous and concentrated at one source. Nearly 98
percent of all primary residues in the country are currently used as fuel.
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Figure 10. Forest harvesting waste at Sao Hill
There about 80,000 hectares of state owned plantation forest that are mostly linked to state
owned wood based panel industry and the pulp and paper industry. It is estimated that
there are 25,000 hectares of private owned plantations. In addition, more than 75,000 hec‐
tares belongs to villagers, local government, NGOs and civil societies. Hence, the estimate
forest residue potential m3 per year is about 205,400 tonnes. The residue can be used for
modern energy conversion.
5.1.8. City and Municipal solid waste (CMW)
Millions of tons of household waste are collected each year with the vast majority, disposed
affirm open fields. Table 9 gives quantity of solid waste collected in Tanzania by region. Bio‐
mass resource in solid waste comprises paper and plastic. City and Municipal solid waste
(CMW) can be converted into energy by direct combustion, or by natural anaerobic diges‐
tion in the land fill.
On other land fill sites the gas produced by natural anaerobic digestion, which is approxi‐
mately 50% methane and 50% carbon dioxide can be collected form the stored material,
scrubbed and cleaned before feeding into internal combustion engines or gas turbines to
generate heat and power.
The above compiled data clearly shows that large scope exist in the country for the exploita‐
tion of bio-crops for their conversion to bio-fuel, e.g. bio-diesel, ethanol, by thermo conver‐
sion and bio-chemical conversion routes.
Apart from energy crops, a huge potential exist for energy generation from the various in‐
dustrial wasters available in the country by bio-chemical routes. Similar, other biomass
wastes such as forest residue, crop residue, animal manure and city and municipal waste
(Figure 16) also bear a large potential for modern energy generation using bio-chemical as
well as thermo-chemical routes. Hence biomass conversion to modern energy such as elec‐
tricity and fuels may be rewarding for a future developed Tanzania.
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Rural population burn dried animal dung as a fuel, and this is a major source of energy. If a
programme is institutes to use the dung as raw material for biogas production, it could ben‐
efit the livestock keepers. India for example has pursued a programme to generate biogas
from gas with some success. However, at the moment there are more than 6,000 small scale
biogas plants operating. The number is small compared to number of livestock the country
having (Table 8).
The advantage, from and environmental aspect is that methane that would be released is
captured and used to generate heat for cooking purposes. This could reduce the pressure on
forests and deforestation. Methane is about twenty times more potent than carbon dioxide
as a greenhouse gas and oxidising it while producing usable heat make sense from a climate
point of view.
The solid residue remaining from fermentation process could be used as fertilizer in grow‐
ing other biomass sources such as maize, wheat, cassava, etc.
The challenge is how to quantify the energy potential from animal waste in the country. Ad‐
vanced investigation is needed. Figure 11 shows cow dung, which is used as source of ener‐
gy in rural areas.
Figure 11. Cow dung
Decomposition of animal manure can occur either in an aerobic or anaerobic environment.
Usually under aerobic condition, carbon dioxide (Co2) and stabilized organic material are
produced. While under anaerobic conditions, methane (CH4), carbon dioxide (Co2) and sta‐
bilized organic material are produced. Basing on statistical data given in Table 9 the quanti‐
ty of animal manure produced annually can be substantial for generation of methane (CH4)
and hence energy potential of animal manure is significant. At the moment there are more
than 6,000 biogas plants in the country, which use animal manure as their raw material.




2006 2007 2010 2011
Cattle 18,500,000 19,100,000 19,200,000 21,300,000
Goats 13,500,000 13,600,000 13,700,000 14,000,000
Sheep 3,500,000 3,600,000 3,600,000 3,800,000
Chicken 30,000,000 31,000,000 33,000,000 40,000,000
Table 8. Livestock statistic for the country
5.1.10. Food Industry Wastes
The hotels, restaurants, Schools, and community kitchens produce a lot of waste such as
vegetable peels, uneaten food, e.g. rice, bread, vegetables, etc., plate and dish washings,
fruits and vegetable rejects. Similarly, a huge amount of wastes are generated from confec‐
tionary industry. Solid waste from these industries include peelings and scraps from fruits
and vegetables, food that does not meet quality control standards, pulp and fibre from sugar
and starch extraction, filter sludge and coffee grounds are disposed of and left to lot in the
open space. However, all of these wastes make potential feedstock for biogas generation by
anaerobic digestion. Usually these wastes are disposed of in landfill dumps [16].
Liquid wastes are generated by washing meat, fruit and vegetables, blanching fruit and veg‐
etables, pre-cooking meats, poultry and fish, cleaning and processing operations and wine
making. These wastewaters contain sugars, starches and other dissolved and solid organic
matter. There is a potential for these industrial wastes to be anaerobically digested to pro‐
duce biogas or fermented to produce ethanol.
5.1.11. Industrial Waste
Such waste consists of lawn and tree trimmings, whole tree trunks, wood pallets and any
other construction and demolition wastes made from timber (Figure 12). The rejected woody
material can be collected after a construction or demolition project and turned into mulch,
compost or used to fuel bioenergy plants
Figure 12. Wood waste in Mwanza Municipality
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ty of animal manure produced annually can be substantial for generation of methane (CH4)
and hence energy potential of animal manure is significant. At the moment there are more
than 6,000 biogas plants in the country, which use animal manure as their raw material.




2006 2007 2010 2011
Cattle 18,500,000 19,100,000 19,200,000 21,300,000
Goats 13,500,000 13,600,000 13,700,000 14,000,000
Sheep 3,500,000 3,600,000 3,600,000 3,800,000
Chicken 30,000,000 31,000,000 33,000,000 40,000,000
Table 8. Livestock statistic for the country
5.1.10. Food Industry Wastes
The hotels, restaurants, Schools, and community kitchens produce a lot of waste such as
vegetable peels, uneaten food, e.g. rice, bread, vegetables, etc., plate and dish washings,
fruits and vegetable rejects. Similarly, a huge amount of wastes are generated from confec‐
tionary industry. Solid waste from these industries include peelings and scraps from fruits
and vegetables, food that does not meet quality control standards, pulp and fibre from sugar
and starch extraction, filter sludge and coffee grounds are disposed of and left to lot in the
open space. However, all of these wastes make potential feedstock for biogas generation by
anaerobic digestion. Usually these wastes are disposed of in landfill dumps [16].
Liquid wastes are generated by washing meat, fruit and vegetables, blanching fruit and veg‐
etables, pre-cooking meats, poultry and fish, cleaning and processing operations and wine
making. These wastewaters contain sugars, starches and other dissolved and solid organic
matter. There is a potential for these industrial wastes to be anaerobically digested to pro‐
duce biogas or fermented to produce ethanol.
5.1.11. Industrial Waste
Such waste consists of lawn and tree trimmings, whole tree trunks, wood pallets and any
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material can be collected after a construction or demolition project and turned into mulch,
compost or used to fuel bioenergy plants
Figure 12. Wood waste in Mwanza Municipality
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Industrial waste such as bagasse (Figure 13) from sugar plants find application in co-genera‐
tion process, which generates electricity that is used by the same plant. The excess is sup‐
plied to the nation grid
Figure 13. A heap of bagasse at Sugar Factory
6. Benefit of biomass utilization
Biomass is renewable, potentially sustainable and relatively environmentally benign source
of energy. It is free from carbon dioxide. Thus, the substitution of fossil fuels for energy gen‐
eration using biomass will result into a net reduction of greenhouse gas emissions and the
replacement of a non-renewable energy source.
Biomass fuels have negligible sulphur content and, hence, do not contribute to sulphur diox‐
ide emissions, which cause acid rain. The combustion of biomass produces less ash than coal
combustion, and the ash produced can be used as a soil additive on farm target.
Biomass is a domestic resource, which is not subject to world price fluctuations or supply
uncertainties. If well developed in the country, the use of biofuels, such as ethanol and bio‐
diesel, reduces the economic pressures of importing petroleum products.
6.1. Environmental impact of biomass energy
Biomass energy generation systems raise some environmental issues that must be ad‐
dressed. Issues such as air pollution, impact on forests, and impact due to crop cultivation
must be addressed case by case. Produced and consumed in a sustainable fashion, and there
is no net contribution of carbon dioxide to global warming when fossil fuels are burnt, car‐
bon dioxide is released that has been stored underground for millions of years, making a net
contribution to atmospheric greenhouse gases. Hence, if managed carefully, biomass energy
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has significant environmental advantage over the use of fossil fuels. An appropriate level of
biomass energy use can have less environmental impact than our current use of fossil fuels.
6.2. Barriers
Main barriers to wide spread uses of biomass in the country for modern power generation are:
• Cost
• Low conversion efficiency;
• Feed stock availability;
• Lack of internalization of external costs in power generations;
• Dependence on technology advances from outside instead of development of indigenous
technology;
• Competition for feed stock use; and
• Lack of supply logistics.
6.3. Risks
Risks associated with widespread use of biomass are:
• Intensive framing;
• Fertilizers and chemical uses; and
• Biodiversity conservation
7. Biomass conversion
Biomass feedstock can be converted into useful forms of energy using a number of different
processes. This is possible in the country because there is potential biomass that could be
used for the process. However, before conversion processes can be initiated, factors that in‐
fluence the choice of conversion [17] have to be established. The critical factors are:-
• The type and quantity of biomass feedstock;
• The desired form of energy i.e. end-use requirements ;
• Environmental standards;
• Economic conditions;
• Project specific factors.
Biomass can be converted into three main products [18].Two related to energy i.e. power or
heat generation and transportation, and one as a chemical feedstock. Conversion of biomass
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to energy is usually undertaken using two main technologies: Thermo – chemical and bio-
chemical. Within thermo-chemical conversion four process options are available. The proc‐
esses are: Direct combustion, Gasification, pyrolysis and liquefaction. Thermo-chemical
conversion route is given in Figure 14.
Figure 14. Biomass thermo-chemical conversion route
7.1. Thermo-Chemical conversion
7.1.1. Gasification
Gasification is the conversion of biomass into a combustible gas mixture by the partial oxi‐
dation of biomass at high temperature [19] resulting in production of (CO), H2, and trace of
Methane (CH4). The mixture of these gases is called producer gas. Producer gas can be used
to run internal combustion engine, also it can be used as substitute for furnace oil in direct
heat applications. The gas can be used to produce methanol-an extremely attractive chemi‐
cal which is used as a fuel for heat engines as well as chemical feed stock for industries.
Since any biomass material can undergo gasification, this process is much more attractive
than ethanol production or biogas where only selected materials can produce the fuel. Gasi‐
fication conversion is suitable for Tanzanian environment.
7.1.2. Pyrolysis
Pyrolysis is the process of converting biomass to liquid termed bio-oil, solid and gaseous
fraction, by heating the biomass in the absence of air to around 500oc. Pyrolysis is used to
produce predominantly bio-oil. The product i.e. bio-oil can be used in engines and turbine.
Obstacle of Pyrolysis is the water dilution [20] of the bio-oil and it's corrosively due to the
broad range of organic and inorganic compounds. Hence, the application of bio-oil as a raw
material for electricity generation technology is difficult [21].
7.1.3. Other conversions
Other conversions include direct combustion of biomass and liquefaction.
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Direct combustion is the process of burning biomass in air. It is used to convert the chemical
energy stored in biomass into heat, mechanical power, or electricity using items such a
stoves, furnaces, boilers steam turbines, turbo-generators, etc. However, direct combustion
does not a fuel suitable for use in gas turbine, etc.
Liquefaction is a process, which tries to clear the large biomass feedstock macro molecules by
applying high pressure and how level of heat. Common process parameters of temperature
in the range 200-4000C and pressure ranges of 50-200 bar [19, 22], the main products of lique‐
faction are liquid fuels with similar consistency like that of pyrolysis processes. Given that
Liquefaction require high pressure reactor there are only a few commercially available Liq‐
uefaction processes. [22].
Ranking of thermo-chemical conversion technology
Table 9 summarizes the findings of performance of thermo-chemical conversion technology
and ranking the applicability. The assessments vary from very poor (-), good (+) and very
good (+++).
ACTION PROCESS
Gasification Pyrolysis Other conversion
Conversion level +++ ++ ++
Simplicity ++ ++ -
Plant cost ++ ++ -
Applicability to scale +++ ++ -
Conversion time + + +
Table 9. Ranking of thermo-chemical conversion Technology
From Table 9, it can be concluded that Gasification process has very good conversion level
and applicability. Hence, the process is suitable biomass conversion technology in the country.
7.2. Bio-chemical conversion
Water diluted biomass such as sludge, manure, vegetable waste are difficult to be converted
by thermo- chemical conversion process due to difficulties in vaporizing the water present
in the biomass. Hence, for feed stock with significantly more than 50% moisture content, it is
usually not to apply thermo-chemical technology at comparatively at low temperature is an
economic alternative solution.
Two main processes are employed: anaerobic digestion, where biomass is converted by bac‐
teria, and fermentation using yeast to convert biomass. Anaerobic digestion is the standard
solution for treating very high dilution levels of biomass, fermentation is used to biomass
containing lower amount of water. [20].
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Anaerobic digestion is process of converting of organic material directly into a gas teemed
biogas. Biogas is a mixture of methane (CH4) and carbon dioxide (CO2) with other small
quantities of gases such as hydrogen suphide (H2S) [23]. Anaerobic digestion is a proven
technology and is widely used for treating high moisture content organic waste [19]. Biogas
a product from anaerobic digestion can be used directly in gas turbine to generate electrici‐
ty, and can be upgraded to higher quality i.e. natural gas quality by removing carbon diox‐
ide (CO2).
By- product of anaerobic digestion are settled fibre, which can be used as soil conditioning and
liquid fertilizer, which can be used in the farms directly without additional treatment [24-25].
7.2.2. Fermentation
Fermentation process converts biomass into ethanol by the metabolism of microorganisms
[26, 20]. The fermentation process is normally anaerobic, but also aerobic process can be fea‐
sible. The process consists of two notable steps. First, biomass starch, the sugars are ferment‐
ed to ethanol using yeast.
The solid residues from fermentation, which still consists of amount of biomass, can then be
used for direct combustion or gasification. Typically sugarcane and sugar beet (in Europe)
are can theoretically fermented [27].
The final fermentation product allows easier handling and storage when compared to gases
produced from anaerobic digestion. However, the intensive feedstock pre-treatment, the
necessary temperatures and diluted intermediate product obtained, the fermentation proc‐
ess is complex than anaerobic digestion.
Despite the advantages of storage and transportation, fermentation process is less suitable
for micro-scale energy production than gas production technologies. Besides, a major envi‐
ronmental impact of fermentation is the waste water of fermentation process. Treating the
waste water can be very energy intensive. The high contents of Nitrate and phosphates in
the waste water might influence the development of certain species such as algae.
Ranking of bio-chemical conversion technology
Table 10 summarizes the findings of performance of bio-chemical conversion technology
and ranking the applicability. The assessments vary from very poor (-), good (+) and very
good (+++).
From the above ranking, it is evident that anaerobic diction is more promising as a biomass
conversion technology in the country, especially due to its simplicity.
Gasification and anaerobic digestion are promising conversion technologies in the country.
Anaerobic digestion is an excellent technology to produce biogas from wastes in a very
small scale i.e. at house hold level. The produced gas (biogas) can be utilized as cooking gas,
transportation fuel, and for electricity generation. Gasification is a more demanding technol‐
ogy in small- scale projects with special feed stock requirements.




Conversion level ++ ++
Simplicity +++ -
Plant cost +++ -
Applicability +++ -
Conversion time + ++
Table 10. Ranking of bio chemical conversion Technology:
Direct combustion is an ancient technology for heat production purposes. It is a common
technology in the country. Pyrolysis is a technology that can be used in large-scale for com‐
mercial purposes. The product from pyrolysis i.e. pyrolysis oil, is demanding to upgrade to
transport fuel. The pyrolysis oil can be used for combined heat and power generation; how‐
ever, the pyrolysis process is inefficient.
Fermentation process is a commercial technology but competes with food production. The
produced ethanol can be used for heat and power generation and preferably as transporta‐
tion fuel.
Sensitization on the use of these conversion technologies in the country is required. At the
same time training institution should be involved in more research and development aim‐
ing at improving the technologies. With this approach, it is clear that the potential of bio‐
mass available in the country could contribute to energy mix of the country.
Thermo-chemical and bio-chemical biomass technologies can be summarized in Tables 11
and 12.
CONVERSION TECHNOLOGY
Gasification Pyrolysis Direct combustion
Input material Energy crops, bio waste,
Forest, forest product
Energy Crops, mill wood
waste, Urban organic waste
Biomass, wood waste
Product Syngas Pyrolysis Heat
By product Char Gases and char Ash
Post treatment Particulates and tars
removal
Oxygen removal Name
















Land use impacts of
unsustainable forestry
practices
Table 11. Summary of conversion technologies
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Anaerobic digestion Fermentation Others
Input material Biowaste, Wastewaters, by-
products, energy crops




Product Biogas Alcohol, Ethanol -
By product Rejects, water Rejects, water and gases















Potential water impact of
digestate spreading on land
Land use impact -
Table 12. Summary of conversion Technologies
8. Discussion
A critical analysis of the potential of biomass as an energy source has been presented. The
analysis shows that Tanzania has abundant biomass resources for modern power genera‐
tion. It is evident from the analysis that a large potential exist for exploitation of available
biomass to be converted into modern energy. Thus, it is the role of the government, private
companies, NGOs, and individuals to increase the share of renewable energies i.e. biomass
within the national energy mix. Since biomass is the most important renewable energy
source used in the country, the demand for biomass as energy resource will inevitably in‐
crease in the near future.
To what extent biomass will penetrate future energy markets in the country; this depends
on various aspects; e.g. availability of the resources, the costs of biomass fuels, the develop‐
ment of conversion technologies, cost of converted biomass energy, and social and/or insti‐
tutional factors. The use of agricultural crop residues, animal waste, and industrial waste as
energy sources is a promising opportunity to reduce pressure on energy supply. Since the
use is, in the most cases, in compliance with sustainability criteria such as protection of re‐
sources, compatibility with environment and climate, social compatibility issues, low risk
and error tolerance, and furthermore, it promotes economic efficiency.
Biomass could meet the primary energy demand of the country. And a considerable share
could be used for modem power generation within the different conversion routes; the ther‐
mal- chemical conversion routes offer opportunities for those residues which are predomi‐
nantly dry such as rice straw and husk. In view of the availability of waste biomass e.g. food
waste, industrial waste, city and municipal solid waste (CMSW) anaerobic digestion is a
promising route.
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Within the biological conversion technologies, the development of power generation from
biogas is at advanced stage. Currently there are more than 6,000 biogas plants in operation.
More plants are expected to be in operation in the future. However, awareness on use of bio‐
gas in particular to areas with large forks of livestock is still low. This is a challenge to the
developers of biogas plants.
There is an increasing interest in gasification technologies for power generation, but a com‐
mercial implementation has not yet been received since there are still draw backs such as
system reliability, high operation and maintenance cost, which has to be solved first.
Co-generation technology is the only technology at advanced stage of implementation in the
country; in particular to sugar processing plants. Electricity generated from these plants is
used by the same plants and the excess is supplied to the nation grid. It is anticipated that
with "Kilimo Kwanza"[28] initiatives are in the pipe line, production of sugar is expected to
increase in the near future; hence more electricity is expected to be generated and supplied
into the grid.
Modern energy generation from biomass resources has a great potential in saving for rural
energy needs with sustainable benefits. The existing biomass conversion technology such as
co-generation, biogas and recently improved thermo-chemical, could be effectively utilized
in the process of energy conversion from biomass.
These technologies should be used in the right way to utilize the available biomass energy
potential. The power generation from biomass would make the rural areas productivity. The
use of local resources would also enhance the employment opportunities and income gener‐
ation in the rural areas. The available biomass potential in the country should be used to
take the nation towards a clear and secure energy source.
9. Conclusion
Biomass is one of the renewable energy sources that can make a significant c contribution to
the developing world’s future energy supply. Tanzania has a large potential for biomass
production. The forms in which biomass can be used for energy are diverse, Optimal resour‐
ces, technologies and entire systems will be shaped by local conditions, both physical and
socio-economic in nature.
Though I have mentioned it numerous times, it bears repeating that the majority of people in
the country will continue using biomass as their primary energy source well into the next
century. A critical issue for policy-makers concerned with public health, local environmen‐
tal degradation, and global environmental change is that biomass-based energy truly can be
modernized, and that such a transformation can yield multiple socioeconomic and environ‐
mental benefits. Conversion of biomass to energy carriers like electricity and transportation
fuels will give biomass a commercial value, and potentially provide income for local rural
economies. It will also reduce national dependence on imported fuels, and reduce the envi‐
ronmental and public health impacts of fossil fuel combustion. To make progress, biomass
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tal degradation, and global environmental change is that biomass-based energy truly can be
modernized, and that such a transformation can yield multiple socioeconomic and environ‐
mental benefits. Conversion of biomass to energy carriers like electricity and transportation
fuels will give biomass a commercial value, and potentially provide income for local rural
economies. It will also reduce national dependence on imported fuels, and reduce the envi‐
ronmental and public health impacts of fossil fuel combustion. To make progress, biomass
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markets and necessary infrastructure must be developed with the realization that the large-
scale commoditization of biomass resources can have negative impacts to poor households
that rely on it for their basic needs. Hence, measures must be taken to ensure that the poor
have an opportunity to participate in, and benefit from, the development of biomass markets.
In addition, high efficiency conversion technologies and advanced fuel production systems
for methanol, ethanol and hydrogen must be demonstrated and commercialized in the coun‐
try. Meanwhile, and experiences in industrialized countries should be shared openly. Fur‐
ther, projects must not be concentrated in one region alone. Biomass is obviously a resource
that intimately depends on local environmental factors, and experiences gained in other
countries will not wholly apply. The benefits of modernized bioenergy systems will only be
enjoyed globally if efforts are made to gain experience in a wide variety of ecological and
socioeconomic venues.
Biomass can play a major role in reducing the reliance on fossil fuels by making use of ther‐
mo-chemical conversion technologies. In addition, the increased utilization of biomass-
based fuels will be instrumental in safeguarding the environment, generation of new job
opportunities, sustainable development and health improvements in rural areas. The devel‐
opment of efficient biomass handling technology, improvement of agro-forestry systems
and establishment of small and large-scale biomass-based power plants can play a major
role in rural development. Biomass energy could also aid in modernizing the agricultural
economy. A large amount of energy is expended in the cultivation and processing of crops
like sugarcane, coconut, and rice which can met by utilizing energy-rich residues for elec‐
tricity production. The integration of biomass-fuelled gasifier in coal-fired power stations
would be advantageous in terms of improved flexibility in response to fluctuations in bio‐
mass availability and lower investment costs. The growth of the bioenergy industry can also
be achieved by laying more stress on green power marketing.
10. Recommendations
Biomass plays an important role for the energy sustainable development in the country; the
potential of biomass is huge, however, its conversion to modern energy is still low. Thus, the
following recommendations are proposed:
• Some difficulties which are still faced in the increase of biomass conversions should be
minimized..
• Academic and Research institution should play an important role in accelerating biomass
utilization and conversion to modern energy.
• The Research and Development collaboration among researchers in East Africa communi‐
ty (EAC) members and SADC region should be developed and realized.
• A biomass user network among East African community should be established to deal
with biomass utilization.
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RETs-Renewable Energy Technologies
TANESCO- Tanzania Electric Supply Company Limited
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NGOs-Non – Government Organizations
CMSW- City and Municipal Solid Waste
MSW-Municipal solid waste
MEM-Ministry of Energy and Minerals
CHP- Combined Heat and Power
Anaerobic- Digestion Combustible gas called biogas produced from biogas through low
temperature biological processes
Bagasse-The fibre residue that remain after juice extraction from sugarcane
Bioenergyhe- conversion of biomass into useful forms of energy such as heat, electricity and
liquid fuels
Biogas-The common name for a gas produced by the biological process of anaerobic (with‐
out air) digestion of organic material
Biomass-Organic, non-fossil material of biological origin constituting an exploitable ener‐
gy source
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Carbon Dioxide (CO2)-The gas formed in the ordinary combustion of carbon, given out in the
breathing of animals, burning of fossil fuel, etc. Human sources are very small in relation to
the natural cycle
Commercial Energy-Energy supplied on commercial terms; distinguished from non-com‐
mercial energy comprising fuelwood, agricultural waste and animal dung collected usually
by the user
Energy crops-Crops designed either exclusively for biomass energy feedstock or for the co-
production of energy and other agricultural products
Ethanol-Clean burning high efficiency fuel produced from fermentation of biomass that can
substitute for conventional liquid petroleum fuels such as gasoline and kerosene
Fossil Fuel-A device that produces electricity directly from chemical reactions in a galvanic
cell wherein the reactants are replenished
Gasification-Combustible gas called producer-gas produced from biomass through a high
temperature thermochemical process. Involves burning biomass without sufficient air for
full combustion, but with enough air to convert the solid biomass into a gaseous fuel
Methane (CH4)-Gas emitted from coal seams, natural wetlands, rice paddies, enteric fermen‐
tation (gases emitted by ruminant animals), biomass burning, anaerobic decay or organic
waste in landfill sites, gas drilling and venting, and the activities of termites
Photovoltaic-The use of lenses or mirrors to concentrate direct solar radiation onto small
areas of solar cells, or the use of flat-plate photovoltaic modules using large arrays of solar
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1. Introduction
In last decades, in effect of high price of fossil fuel, environmental pollution due to fossil fuel
utilization and greenhouse effect, renewable energy resources are considered as an alterna‐
tive energy resource to the World’s excessive energy demand. Nowadays, different technol‐
ogies are utilized to energy generation from hydro power, fuel cell and hydrogen, biomass,
geothermal, solar thermal, photovoltaic and wind, while the technology for converting
ocean powers are still in infancy. The aim of this chapter is to introduce potential renewable
power sources of ocean, mostly ocean wave power, as well as available technologies for ex‐
tracting wave power. Due to high energy amount available in ocean, the issue has a strong
importance to investigate. Furthermore there are variety of technologies that are developed
for harnessing wave power each of which has an individual mechanism. Harvesting ocean
wave power and converting to electrical power is a challenge for marine, mechanical, elec‐
trical and control engineers and we hope to give essential information about ocean wave,
methods of energy extracting from wave and related electrical equipment.
1.1. Ocean
The oceans contain 97.2% of total world water which are covering 71% of Earth’s surface [1].
Also the oceans intrinsically are couple with atmosphere via air-water interface and they ex‐
change heat, moisture, momentum and trace constituents by means of air-water interface
[2]. The fundamental processes that transfer energy from atmosphere to ocean are energy in‐
put to ocean by wind and net surface heat flux [3]. Furthermore, ocean absorbs heat of geo‐
thermal energy via geothermal vent in ocean bed. So that, oceans are vigorous and
ubiquitous sources of renewable energy which contain 93100 TWh of energy annually [4].
Energy in oceans comes in various forms such as tides, surface wave, thermal gradient,
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unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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ocean circulation and salinity gradients. It is apparent that ocean with its high amount of en‐
ergy and global realm on Earth surface can be appropriately utilized for generating electric
power. To date, diverse technologies has been developed for extracting different energy
forms of ocean most of which are in infancy stage and there is a challenging road before sci‐
entists and engineers to generates electricity from ocean in a cost-effective manner.
1.2. Ocean waves
The most potent form of ocean energy is ocean wave. According to the International Energy
Agency report, It is estimated that ocean waves have approximately 10000-15000 TWh of en‐
ergy annually [4], also last researches clarified that 2.11±0.05TW (to 95% confidence) of
ocean waves power facing total coastlines of the world [5].
Ocean wave is created by wind, as a byproduct of the solar energy. As solar energy is con‐
verted to wind energy, the time-averaged power flow is spatially concentrated, from an in‐
tensity of typically 0.1–0.3 kW / m2 horizontal surface of the earth to 0.5 kW / m2 envisaged
area perpendicular to wind direction. As wind energy is converted to wave energy, even
more spatial concentration takes place. Just below the ocean surface, average power flow in‐
tensity is typically 2–3 kW / m2of envisaged area perpendicular to direction of wave propa‐
gation [6]. Because of increase in power intensity, the wave energy is more persistent than
wind energy or solar energy. In addition to wind, passing ships and subsea earthquakes
generate waves while their contribution in total generated ocean wave power is negligible in
comparison to wind.
When wind generates disturbance on ocean surface, gravity or surface tension act as restor‐
ing forces that tend to drive water toward its equilibrium state consequently ocean waves
manifest themselves. Ocean waves can travel thousands of kilometers with little energy loss.
When a wave is propagating, the water particles are not traveling, in fact they move clock‐
wise around a small ellipse with the same period as the progressive wave which drives the
motion [7]. The ellipse has its axes vertical and horizontal. By approaching to the seabed, the
ellipses become progressively thinner in the vertical direction. At the sea bed, the water par‐
ticles slip back and forth horizontally. Since the entire particle paths are closed loops, there
is no net mass transport by the wave. Equation of water particles’ pathway while taking part
in a gravity wave motion is as follow;
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Where AI  is amplitude of wave, X0 and Z0 are the initial position of water particle in x
(wave propagation direction) and z (gravity acceleration direction) directions in Cartesian
coordinates respectively, h is ocean depth, ω is angular velocity of ocean wave harmonics, g
is gravity acceleration and k is wave number which is achieved from dispersion relation. Ac‐
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cording to the Eq. (1), by approaching to the sea bed Z0 → −h  so that sinh(Z0 + h ) and Z1
tend to zero and water particle displacement abates in vertical direction.
Another important characteristic of gravity waves is propagation velocity of ocean waves.
The importance is due to intrinsic relation of ocean wave power with group propagation ve‐
locity. Angular velocity for different harmonics of ocean waves is calculated according to
the Eq. (2), so called dispersion relation, and phase velocity is achieved from Eq.(3);








In above equation, vp is phase velocity of ocean wave harmonics and λ is wavelength of
ocean wave. As Eq. (3), the phase velocity depends on ocean depth so that a distinct wave
propagates in different depth of ocean with different velocities. There are two possible val‐
ues for phase velocity. In shallow water, where ocean depth is significantly less than wave‐
length (h ≪λ), the phase velocity is;
pv gh= (4)






With respect to Eq. (4), in shallow water, wave is not dispersive and various harmonics of
wave propagates with same velocity, while in deep water, according to Eq. (5), waves are
dispersive. It means wave with different wavelength propagate with different velocities pro‐
portional to their wavelength.
Total power that is carried by one harmonic of wave in unit length of wave crest, called
wave energy transport, is as below equation;
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While, ρis density of ocean water and vg  is group velocity of wave that is equal to phase
velocity in shallow watervg =vp = gh  and in deep water is equal to half of phase velocity
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(wave propagation direction) and z (gravity acceleration direction) directions in Cartesian
coordinates respectively, h is ocean depth, ω is angular velocity of ocean wave harmonics, g
is gravity acceleration and k is wave number which is achieved from dispersion relation. Ac‐
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cording to the Eq. (1), by approaching to the sea bed Z0 → −h  so that sinh(Z0 + h ) and Z1
tend to zero and water particle displacement abates in vertical direction.
Another important characteristic of gravity waves is propagation velocity of ocean waves.
The importance is due to intrinsic relation of ocean wave power with group propagation ve‐
locity. Angular velocity for different harmonics of ocean waves is calculated according to
the Eq. (2), so called dispersion relation, and phase velocity is achieved from Eq.(3);








In above equation, vp is phase velocity of ocean wave harmonics and λ is wavelength of
ocean wave. As Eq. (3), the phase velocity depends on ocean depth so that a distinct wave
propagates in different depth of ocean with different velocities. There are two possible val‐
ues for phase velocity. In shallow water, where ocean depth is significantly less than wave‐
length (h ≪λ), the phase velocity is;
pv gh= (4)






With respect to Eq. (4), in shallow water, wave is not dispersive and various harmonics of
wave propagates with same velocity, while in deep water, according to Eq. (5), waves are
dispersive. It means wave with different wavelength propagate with different velocities pro‐
portional to their wavelength.
Total power that is carried by one harmonic of wave in unit length of wave crest, called
wave energy transport, is as below equation;
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While, ρis density of ocean water and vg  is group velocity of wave that is equal to phase
velocity in shallow watervg =vp = gh  and in deep water is equal to half of phase velocity
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2vg =vp = gλ / 2π. According to different wave propagation velocity in deep and shallow
waters and related energy transport by wave in these environments and by considering var‐
ious methods of extracting wave power by different devices and related commercial, instal‐
lation and maintaining issues, ocean waves study is divided to three different areas called;
shoreline, near-shore and off-shore.
Off-shore is a location of ocean in where depth is more than 40 meters. In this location
ocean waves have the most power.
Near-shore is location with ocean depth of 10-30 meters and typically has a distance of
0.5-2Km from coastline. In near-shore, seabed fraction is the major source of incident wave
power reduction. For instance, in location with ocean depth of 10 meters, different harmon‐
ics of ocean waves losses 2-10% of their total power [8].
Shoreline is the location of ocean where depth is less than 10 m. In this location most of the
wave power is declined due to seabed fraction and wave breaking.
Not only amount of wave power is various in off-shore and in-shore (shoreline and near-
shore) but also ocean wave power is not uniformly separate in all oceans. Fig. 1 illustrates
global distribution of wave power density [5]. The arrows on the plot show the mean best
wave propagation direction. This figure represents that most of wave power is concentrated
in western part of continents which is due to west to east winds. The highest levels in the
Northern Hemisphere are off the west coast of the British Isles, Iceland and Greenland, with
somewhat lower energy levels in the Pacific off the western seaboard of the US and Canada
in Southern Hemisphere Chile, South Africa and the entire south and south west coasts of
Australia and New Zealand.
Figure 1. Global annual mean wave power density and annual mean best direction (arrow) [5].
In other point of view, ocean wave power is denser between 40º-60º latitudes in both North‐
ern and Southern hemisphere. Stephen Barstow et al. represented relevance of annual mean
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ocean wave power density to latitude as Fig. 2. It is shown that ocean wave power is mostly
travelling between 40º-60º latitudes [9].
Figure 2. Global annual mean wave power density with respect to latitude [9].
Ocean waves are variable in different time scales. The average wave energy for a winter month
can be 5–10 times the mean value for a summer month. The wave energy can vary 10 times from
one week to the next. The wave energy during one storm can be five times higher than the mean
value for the week the storm occurs. Wave energy in a wave group can be up to 50 times the
wave energy between wave groups [10]. In Fig. 3, Monthly mean ocean wave power is plotted
for different months of year. According to this figure ocean wave power in both Hemispheres is
significantly higher in winter season in comparison to summer. Also seasonal variation of
wave power in southern Hemisphere is lower than northern one.
Figure 3. Monthly mean wave power for Northern and southern Hemispheres [5].
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1.3. Wave measurement and prediction
Ocean  waves  are  variable  in  different  time  scales.  Not  only  wave  elevation  and  wave
length  (wave  power)  but  also  wave  propagation  direction  varies  with  time.  These  de‐
tailed  statistics  are  important  for  designing  and  controlling  of  particular  Wave  Energy
Convertor (WEC). In most of cases, WECs extract wave power with oscillation in special
directions  and  these  WECs  absorb  maximum power  whereby  are  adjusted  in  the  reso‐
nance frequency, a restricted frequency span that WECs oscillation frequency is equal to
exciting  wave  frequency.  Implementing  upcoming  characteristic  parameters  of  ocean
wave (amplitude, propagation direction and wave length or period) has a significant im‐
pact on capture width of WECs. This information can be used for generator speed con‐
trol.  In all  WECs, rotating or linear electric generator is utilized for generating electrical
power,  implementing  information  of  upcoming  wave  can  be  used  for  speed  control  of
generator  and  adjusting  system  in  resonance  frequency  [11].  Briefly,  measurement  and
anticipation of upcoming ocean wave parameters play a significant role in controlling of
a WEC. To date, there are various instruments for measuring and predicting ocean wave
some of which are described as follow;
1.3.1. Buoy
Buoys are the oldest method for measuring wave parameters. Buoys can measure wave am‐
plitude and wave period but for detecting wave propagation direction at least two buoys are
needed. Different sensors have been used on buoys for measuring such as down looking la‐
ser profiles, current meter triplets, pressure transducers.
However, when using buoys to measure the waves, these tend to drift with the water parti‐
cle motion and give imprecise spatial measurement (see Fig.4 left side). In order to solve
these problem different methods have been offered as an example see ref. [12]. In Fig. 4 right
side a measurement buoy named WaveScan is depicted, this buoy measures heaven and
sway acceleration [9].
1.3.2. Synthetic aperture radar
It has been amply demonstrated that synthetic aperture radar (SAR) data can be used to esti‐
mate parameters of the two-dimensional (2-D) sea surface elevation field [13, 14]. Due to
their high spatial resolution and all-weather and daylight capabilities, spaceborne SAR sys‐
tems are the only sensors that can provide directional ocean wave information on a continu‐
ous and global scale.
The SAR radar sends a pulse down to the ocean surface at nadir. The significant wave
height is obtained from the slope of the leading edge of the return pulse, while the total
backscatter gives us the wind speed. The major goals of the variable SARs were applications
in ocean wave research and wave forecasting. Two-dimensional ocean wave spectra can be
derived from SAR images by inversion of the SAR imaging mechanism.
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Figure 4. Left side; Error in measurement due to buoy movement. Right side; The WaveScan buoy [9].
2. Wave energy convertors
Ocean Waves has been considered as a source of energy since late 18th century and the first
patent for capturing wave power was filled in France in 1799 by a father and son named Gir‐
ard [15]. After World War I when petrol became most important source of energy the inter‐
est for harnessing ocean wave power faded. In 1940s, the Japanese wave power pioneer
Yoshio Masuda developed an innovative device for absorbing wave power which is known
as Oscillating Water Column (OWC) [16]. Oil crisis in 1973 was a great stimulator for gov‐
ernmental funds and researches in wave power extracting but petrol price decline in early
1980s abated interest in wave power [15]. Recently, the Kyoto Protocol on reduction of CO2
emission, has intensified the interest in this field among researchers. To date, there are vari‐
ous devices which capture power from ocean waves [16, 17]. These devices are distinct in
installation location (Off-shore, Near-shore and shoreline) as well as manner of energy har‐
vesting. This section categorise Wave Energy Convertors (WECs) based on manner of inter‐
action with ocean waves.
Excising WECs harvest wave power based on two different principles, Oscillating-WECs
and Interface-WECs.
Oscillating-WECs are devices that are in direct contact with ocean waves and oscillate in specif‐
ic direction related to device design and degree of freedom. J. Falnes, one of the distinguished
pioneers in ocean wave power absorption, has been clarified that there are six degree of free‐
dom for a body to oscillate with ocean waves [18]. According to Fig. 5, Oscillation in direction
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of 1st, 2ed and 3rd arrows are known as surge, sway and heave respectively. Also rotation
around x-axis (mode 4), y-axis(mode 5) and z-axis (mode 6) are named respectively roll, pitch
and yaw. Oscillating-WECs are displaced in only these six modes, most of these WECs have os‐
cillation in only one of these modes which are known as single-mode oscillators and some oth‐
ers have oscillation in more than one mode that are regarded as multi-mode oscillators. (Note
that in most of Oscillating-WECs there is no variation in y direction, in this case there are only
three modes for body oscillation; Surge, Have and Pitch).
Figure 5. Different oscillation mods of a Wave Energy Convertor: Surge (1), Sway (2), Heave (3), Roll (4), Pitch (5) and
Yaw (6) [18].
Figure 6. Categories of Wave Energy Convertors.
Interface-WECs are special forms of WECs that are not oscillating in aforementioned modes. In
fact these WECs are devices or structures that are fixed in a location and have not interaction
with ocean waves. Interface-WECs are used to deliver wave power by an interface (water or
air) to the PTO (power take-off). The scheme of classification of WECs is illustrated in Fig. 6.
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2.1. Oscillating-WECs
In this subsection, different WECs, which have one or two degrees of freedom, are investi‐
gated. Indeed, these WECs are simple in motion due to their restricted motion modes and
they can be divided to three distinct categories; Heave Oscillators, Pitch Oscillators and
Surge Oscillators.
2.1.1. Heaving oscillators
Heave Oscillators are the simplest oscillators for absorbing wave power. These devices, ex‐
tract wave power with motion in perpendicular direction to the Sea Water Level and accord‐
ing to the mooring and working principle are divided to three groups; Buoys, Two Body
Heaving Convertors and Submerged Heaving Convertors [16].
2.1.1.1. Buoy
Point absorbers or buoys are convertors with one floating body in sea level which is con‐
nected to the PTO (Power Take-Off) via a steel structure or a cable (translator). The body
fluctuates with ocean waves in earth gravity direction (heave) which cause the steel struc‐
ture or cable to oscillate with it hence the bidirectional movement of buoy is transferred to
the PTO in the other point of translator and PTO generates electricity. To date various buoys
have been designed for wave energy harvesting which are same in principal but different in
detail. One of these is a buoy that was designed by Budal et al. in Norway [19]. The device
was linked to anchor on the sea bed via universal joint (see Fig. 7). An air turbine was imple‐
mented on the device for energy converting and it was controlled by latching control.
Figure 7. Norwegian buoy (courtesy of J. Falnes) [16].
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Figure 8. Left side; Taut moored heaving buoy with linear electrical machine PTO [16]. Right side; Component of
tout moored WEC, Sweden [22].
Another buoy type is floating body connected to bottom fixed structure via a cable (taut
moored). Due to cable flexibility, this device is not restricted in heave mode and it also has
oscillation in surge direction. PTO of device is fixed in ocean bed and cable transfer WEC
motion to PTO. There are two different PTO that has been coupled with this type of WEC.
Hydraulic PTO was implemented by this WEC in Denmark in 1990s which by piston pump
supplies high pressure water to a hydraulic turbine [20] and another is linear electric genera‐
tor that is housed in inside a steel hull mounted on a concrete ballast structure and converts
linear motion of cable (translator) to electric power [21]. This system is developed in Sweden
and the scheme of system is represented in Fig.8. Barbarit et al. have investigated different
power capture preformation of various WECs by numerical method [22] and capture width
of taut-moored WEC is as Fig.9.
Figure  9.  Power  capture  performance  of  taut  moored  WEC  for  various  waves  (the  vertical  axis  is  wave  ampli‐
tudes  in  meter  and  horizontal  axis  is  wave  period  in  second  and  the  annual  men  absorbed  power  amount  on
the table are in kW) [22].
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Figure 10. Wave Star WEC, Denmark [22].
Figure 11. Power capture performance of Wave Star WEC [22].
In the case of heaven buoys, Wave Star Energy company has developed an innovative WEC
namely Wave Star WEC. In this device a jack up structure stands on sea bed and provides a ref‐
erence to the buoys (see Fig. 10). A full sized system is consisting of different buoys in which a
hinging arm is utilized to transfer each buoy’s motion to the PTO. The buoys have ability to be
polled up (survival mode) in case harass ocean condition. Furthermore, hydraulic rams are em‐
ployed to convert hinging motion of arms. Power capture preformation of 20 buoys Wave Star
WEC was investigated by Babarit et el. [22] and the result is as Fig. 11.
2.1.1.2. Two body heaving convertors
Two body heaven convertors are multi-body convertors in which ocean power is extracted from
the relevant motion between two bodies. One of these bodies is float on ocean surface and anoth‐
er is completely submerged. Ocean wave interaction with this WEC causes the float body ele‐
vates in heave mode as well as it pushes submerged body to the sea bottom due to increase in sea
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water inertia. One of the important advantages of this WEC is facility in its installation. Because
device does not require any sea-bed connection, it can easily be installed in off-shore. Yet, differ‐
ent devices are developed in this principal one of which is ISP buoy developed in Sweden [23],
Irish Wavebob [24] and PowerBuoy inspired by Ocean Power Technologies company.
The schematic of Wavebob is depicted in Fig. 12 left side. According this picture wavebob is
consist of an inner buoy, submerged body (body2), and floating buoy (body 1) which are ax‐
ially connected to each other. Additionally a high Pressure oil hydraulic system is imple‐
mented to deliver extracted power to electric generator. Fig. 13 illustrates power capture
matrix of Wavebob WEC [22].
Figure 12. Left side; Principle of Wavebob WEC [16]. Right side; ¼ Scale Wavebob WEC, Ireland [22].
Figure 13. Power capture performance of Wavebob WEC [22].
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Figure 14. Archimedes Wave Swing (Left side: Scheme [16]. Right side: Prototype [37]).
2.1.1.3. Submerged heaving convertors
The Archimedes Wave Swing (AWS) is a fully submerges off-shore WEC. It is construct‐
ed from two main parts,  Silo  or  Basement  is  an  air  filled cylindrical  chamber  which is
moored on seabed and floater is oscillating upper part as is illustrated in Fig. 14. Floater
oscillates  by  water  pressure  variation.  By  crossing  wave  crest  upon  AWS  the  floater
moves  down  compressing  the  air  inside  the  chamber  and  by  passage  of  wave  trough
upon AWS,  the  air  inside  the  chamber  expands  and consequently  push  the  floater  up.
Beside its  unique design,  AWS is  the first  WEC that  a  linear  electric  machine is  imple‐
mented as PTO. One side of linear machine is fixed to the basement and the other side
is  connected to the floater via a translator,  hence oscillation of floater excites linear ma‐
chine. The AWS was successfully tested in 2004 [25].
Due to their mooring structure and the environment they work in (off-shore), almost all of
the heaving oscillators requires highly maintenance. Meanwhile delivering generated elec‐
tric power to the electric network or consumer is another problem intrinsically related to
these off-shore WECs. High cost and Long distance underwater cabling is a commercial
problem that heaving oscillators face with.
2.1.2. Pitching oscillators
Pitching oscillators are WECs which extract wave power by hinging motion in wave propa‐
gation direction. As it is demonstrated in Fig. 5, the hinging motion of pitching oscillator oc‐
curs in the axis in which WEC is installed on. According to device mooring and body design
theses WECs are categorized to three types; Float Pitching Convertors, Two Body Pitching Con‐
vertors and Submerged Pitching Convertors.
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water inertia. One of the important advantages of this WEC is facility in its installation. Because
device does not require any sea-bed connection, it can easily be installed in off-shore. Yet, differ‐
ent devices are developed in this principal one of which is ISP buoy developed in Sweden [23],
Irish Wavebob [24] and PowerBuoy inspired by Ocean Power Technologies company.
The schematic of Wavebob is depicted in Fig. 12 left side. According this picture wavebob is
consist of an inner buoy, submerged body (body2), and floating buoy (body 1) which are ax‐
ially connected to each other. Additionally a high Pressure oil hydraulic system is imple‐
mented to deliver extracted power to electric generator. Fig. 13 illustrates power capture
matrix of Wavebob WEC [22].
Figure 12. Left side; Principle of Wavebob WEC [16]. Right side; ¼ Scale Wavebob WEC, Ireland [22].
Figure 13. Power capture performance of Wavebob WEC [22].
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Figure 14. Archimedes Wave Swing (Left side: Scheme [16]. Right side: Prototype [37]).
2.1.1.3. Submerged heaving convertors
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these off-shore WECs. High cost and Long distance underwater cabling is a commercial
problem that heaving oscillators face with.
2.1.2. Pitching oscillators
Pitching oscillators are WECs which extract wave power by hinging motion in wave propa‐
gation direction. As it is demonstrated in Fig. 5, the hinging motion of pitching oscillator oc‐
curs in the axis in which WEC is installed on. According to device mooring and body design
theses WECs are categorized to three types; Float Pitching Convertors, Two Body Pitching Con‐
vertors and Submerged Pitching Convertors.
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2.1.2.1. Float pitching convertors
Developed in Lancaster University and off-shore WEC, PS Frog Mk 5 is the best example of
Floating Pitching Convertors [26]. As it is illustrated in fig. 15, PS Frog Mk 5 is composed of
a large buoyant paddle with an internal ballasted handle below it. It oscillates in pitching
mode and is float on sea level. When wave acts on paddle the ballast provides necessary re‐
action for pitch motion, consequently the wave power is absorbed by partially resisting the
sliding of a PTO mass, which moves in guides above sea level. The sliding mass (PTO) con‐
verts the wave motion into differential mechanical motion within device then the mechani‐
cal motion is transferred via hydraulic circuit to an electrical generator.
The main advantages of PS Frog Mk 5 is its self-orienting capability with which the device
spontaneously adjusts to face incident waves. Meanwhile, by moving ballast in the hall or
by controlling sliding mass, it is viable to control PS Frog Mk 5 in resonance frequency in
which device has the maximum capture width.
Figure 15. Left side: 2D illustration of PS Frog Mk 5 [16]. Right side: Perspective view of PS Frog Mk 5 [26].
2.1.2.2. Two body pitching convertors
Pelamis is a multi-body, floating, off-shore WEC. This device consists of several slender
semi-submerged cylinders linked by hinged joins [27, 28]. When wave acts on Pelamis, adja‐
cent cylinders start to fluctuating by angular motion in the joins in which wave power is ab‐
sorbed in Pitch and Yaw mods. The scheme of Pelamis is presented in Fig. 16. In this figure,
the left side represents the working concept of Pelamis and the right side shows a full scale
Pelamis. In Pelamis the motion of cylinders is used to move hydraulic cylinders which
pump fluid to high pressure fluid accumulators for short term energy storage. Furthermore,
the smooth supply of high pressure fluid in accumulators drives hydraulic motors which are
coupled with grid-connected electric generators. About device mooring, because of the self-
referencing no rigid connection to the sea-bed is required and a slack mooring is sufficient to
hold the device on station.
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Figure 16. Left side: Scheme of Pelamis and principle of working [27]. Right side: Full scale prototype (By Ocean Pow‐
er Delivery Ltd).
The PTO section of Pelamis is divided to two main parts which are called primary and sec‐
ondary transmissions. The primary transmission, which stores wave power in hydraulic ac‐
cumulator, consists of the hydraulic cylinders and their controllers. The secondary
transmission, consisting of hydraulic motors coupled to electric generators, converts the en‐
ergy stored in the hydraulic accumulators into electricity transmitted to shore. The separa‐
tion provided by high pressure accumulator and controlling of electronically controlled
valves, which controls input and output fluid of accumulators, makes it feasible efficient
power absorption from ocean waves.
Full scale prototype Pelamis WEC, 120 m long and 3.5 m diameter, has been constructed and
has been successfully connected to local electrical power network.
2.1.2.3. Submerged pitching convertors
Yet, there are different devices that fall in this category [29, 30] one of which is Oyster [31],
Aquamarine Power Ltd developed near-shore WEC. The Oyster is a bottom hinged rigid
flap which completely penetrates the water column from above the surface to the sea bed.
When wave attach the Oyster, WEC starts to oscillate in pitch mode, rotational motion
around hinging axis, and this motion moves a double acting high pressure sea water pump.
A set of non-return valves rectify the flow from the double acting pump consequently the
flow is regulated by a gas accumulator. The flow (water) is transferred to the shore through
pipeline. In the onshore hydraulic plant, hydraulic pressure is converted into electric power
via a Pelton wheel. Finally the water passes back to device in a close lop via a second low
pressure return pipeline. The schematic of Oyster is presented in fig. 17. Another WEC that
work in the same principle is WaveRoller WEC. In spite of Oyster, the rigid flaps of WaveR‐
oller are short and it harvests wave power only near seabed [30].
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Full scale prototype Pelamis WEC, 120 m long and 3.5 m diameter, has been constructed and
has been successfully connected to local electrical power network.
2.1.2.3. Submerged pitching convertors
Yet, there are different devices that fall in this category [29, 30] one of which is Oyster [31],
Aquamarine Power Ltd developed near-shore WEC. The Oyster is a bottom hinged rigid
flap which completely penetrates the water column from above the surface to the sea bed.
When wave attach the Oyster, WEC starts to oscillate in pitch mode, rotational motion
around hinging axis, and this motion moves a double acting high pressure sea water pump.
A set of non-return valves rectify the flow from the double acting pump consequently the
flow is regulated by a gas accumulator. The flow (water) is transferred to the shore through
pipeline. In the onshore hydraulic plant, hydraulic pressure is converted into electric power
via a Pelton wheel. Finally the water passes back to device in a close lop via a second low
pressure return pipeline. The schematic of Oyster is presented in fig. 17. Another WEC that
work in the same principle is WaveRoller WEC. In spite of Oyster, the rigid flaps of WaveR‐
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Figure 17. Left Side: Schematic of pitching flap WEC. Right Side: The Oyster WEC by Aquamarine Power Ltd [32].
Figure 18. The power matrix of bottom hinged pitching flap [22].
The power capture performance of submerged pitching convertor is presented in Fig. 18.
2.1.3. Surging oscillators
However, waves’ force in near-shores is concentrated in surge direction [8], surge wave en‐
ergy convertors are less developed WECs in comparison to other types.
Developed in Western Ontario University namely “Surfing Wave Energy Convertor” is one
of the surge WECs [33]. The Surfing Wave Energy Convertor is comprised of several pad‐
dles connected to a common drive train, which mechanically links them to an electric ma‐
chine. The operating cycle begins with a paddle suspended in the path of the incoming
wave. As the waves impact the paddle it is driven horizontally in the direction of wave trav‐
el in a ‘Surfing’ like motion. The horizontal motion of the paddle in-turn drives the electric
machine, generating power. Once the paddle reaches the downstream end of the system, the
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electric machine is switched to motor operation and drives the system, lifting the first pad‐
dle out of the path of the waves and lowering the next paddle into the wave path.
Figure 19. Schematic of Surge WEC.
Another surge WEC is designed by these authors [34, 35]. It consists of a rigid plate which is
installed in near-shore vertical to the sea bed. The plate has been connected to a linear gener‐
ator. When waves attack the plate it fluctuate in horizontal direction, parallel to the wave
propagation direction (See Fig. 19). Various power electronic instruments has been imple‐
mented to deliver ocean wave power to electric network. The device is still under develop‐
ment in Altin Tara Electric Ltd. in Iran.
2.2. Interface-WECs
Interface-WECs are device that have no oscillation in interacting ocean wave. In fact these
devices are designed to deliver wave energy via an interface (Air or Water) to the PTO. In
comparison to Oscillation-WECs they require less maintain.
2.2.1. Air-interface
Oscillating water column (OWC) WEC is an Air-interface WEC in which wave power is con‐
verted to the electrical power without direct oscillation of WEC body by water particle.
OWC is consists of a floating or bottom fixed structure whose upper part encloses a column
of air and whose immersed part is open to the wave action [36]. The scheme of OWC is pre‐
sented in Fig. 20.
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When waves attack the OWC, the water pressure below the chamber compresses the trap‐
ped air in the chamber and the air is guided to a turbine hence the flow of air to outside
of chamber turns the turbine and the coupled generator. Meanwhile, by decline of water
pressure  below  the  chamber,  the  pressure  of  trapped  air  reduces  and  consequently  air
flows into chamber and drives the turbine again. To date, two type of self-rectifying tur‐
bine has been used in OWC; the Well Turbine and Impulse Turbine, both of which have
the capacity to rectify air flow that makes it feasible to have unidirectional motion in elec‐
trical generator.
The early inventor and developer of OWC is Yoshio Masuda who had commercialized the
floating OWC in Japan since 1965 [16]. The OWC has been used for energy converting in
both shoreline and near-shore.
Figure 20. Left side: Schematic of OWC. Right side: Back view of an OWC [37].
2.2.2. Water-interface
Overtopping wave energy convertors are the main members of water-interface WEC. To
date, three overtopping wave energy convertor has been developed; The Tapchan (Tapered
Channel Wave Power Device) [38], Wave Dragon [39] and SSG (Seawave Slot-Cone Genera‐
tor) [40]. One of the well-known overtopping WECs is Wave Dragon. The Wave Dragon is
an off-shore WEC, installed in location with depth of 25-40m, which is moored like a ship
and consists of three main sections. The main platform, a reservoir with a double curved
ramp, is float on the ocean surface and other parts are mounted on it. Two wave reflectors
are installed on both sides of platform and intensify wave amplitude approaching to the
platform. Finally a Hydro turbine, a set of low head Kaplan turbine, converts the hydraulic
head in the reservoir. The Wave Dragon is represented in Fig. 21.
When waves approach to Wave Dragon, the reflectors focus them and guide the water to‐
ward the ramp, water overtop the ramp and fill in the reservoir then the turbine generates
electricity from water motion inside the device. In Wave Dragon the wave energy convertor
has not oscillation with wave, indeed wave power is transferred to PTO by water. In spite of
air-interface WECs, water-interface WECs are not capable to be analyzed by Linearized
Wave Theories.
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Figure 21. Wave Dragon. (Above: Scheme [39] Below: Prototype [39])
3. Power take-off
In process of wave energy convertion, after power extraction in WEC, another energy con‐
version happens in Power Take-Off (PTO). Power take-Off is (mostly mechanical or hy‐
draulic) device in which the absorbed power is transferred to an electric generator. To date,
three type of PTO is more commonly used.
• Air/Water Turbine forms part of an integral system that consists of a capture device, which
also includes an electric generator. This PTO system is used in Interface-WECs (Oscillat‐
ing wave columns and Overtopping devices). The air turbines which are used in OWC
are mostly self-rectifying turbines which convert reciprocating air flow to unidirectional
torque. The two implemented turbine in OWC are Well turbine [41] and Impulse turbine
[42]. Probably one of the advantages of turbines in PTO is facility of using flywheel for
energy storage.
• Hydraulics PTO system is consisting of a hydraulic circuit which transfers absorbed power
of wave to a hydraulic motor which drives an electrical generator [43]. This kind of PTO
is used in Pelamis and bottom hinged pitching flap. Implementation of accumulator is an
effective method for energy storing in this PTO.
• Direct  Drive  is  consisting of  a  moving part  named translator  on which linear  genera‐
tors  is  mounted.  Direct  drive  is  the  simplest  and  probably  the  most  efficient  Power
Take-Off  system. PTO system of heaving oscillators and submerge heaving oscillators
are from this kind.
Regard less to the type of PTO, all of the PTOs are connected to an electrical generator
which generates useful energy from waves (except especial uses of WEC that is not intended
to generate electricity [32]). The two type of electrical generators implemented in WECs are
Linear Generators and Rotational Generator.
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Figure 21. Wave Dragon. (Above: Scheme [39] Below: Prototype [39])
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draulic) device in which the absorbed power is transferred to an electric generator. To date,
three type of PTO is more commonly used.
• Air/Water Turbine forms part of an integral system that consists of a capture device, which
also includes an electric generator. This PTO system is used in Interface-WECs (Oscillat‐
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are mostly self-rectifying turbines which convert reciprocating air flow to unidirectional
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• Hydraulics PTO system is consisting of a hydraulic circuit which transfers absorbed power
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is used in Pelamis and bottom hinged pitching flap. Implementation of accumulator is an
effective method for energy storing in this PTO.
• Direct  Drive  is  consisting of  a  moving part  named translator  on which linear  genera‐
tors  is  mounted.  Direct  drive  is  the  simplest  and  probably  the  most  efficient  Power
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to generate electricity [32]). The two type of electrical generators implemented in WECs are
Linear Generators and Rotational Generator.




Linear generator are the kind of electrical machine in which the rotor (translator) and stator
are linear and translator displace in straight path inside stator. Since most of the WECs har‐
ness wave power in reciprocating directions, Linear Generators are the most appropriate
machines for generating electricity by WECs. It is due to, there is not require for any other
interface or other power conversion (e.g. Hydraulic) which decline the transferred power in
transmission process. Linear generator is connected to the WEC via translator and displace
with it. Yet, three topology of linear generators are considered in wave energy industry.
3.1.1. Linear Permanent Magnet Synchronous Machine (LPMSM)
LPMSAs are constructed in three different configuration; Single-Side, Double–Side and Tub‐
ular. In all of these structures the translator (actuator) have moving magnets and primary
constitute mover. The core of the primary of a flat LPMSA is made of longitudinal lamina‐
tions with uniformly distributed slots, which house the windings. Since the windings are lo‐
cated in open slots, the effective air gap is greater than the actual air gap.
In tubular structures the laminations of the shape primary core is longitudinal or disk-shap‐
ed. Stacking of the disk laminations increases the effective air gap. The core of the secondary
of a tubular LPMSA is generally made of solid magnetic steel. In LPMSM the flux density is
supplied by rare earth permanent magnet. Due to ease in assembly, disk shaped laminated
tubular LPMSM are preferred to flat types also slitting technique is use on disk lamination
to reduce eddy current [44]. The schematic of single side LPMSM is illustrated in Fig. 22.
Figure 22. Schematic of single-side LPMSM [44].
3.1.2. Variable Reluctance Permanent Magnet Machine (VRM)
A family of permanent magnet machine, known as variable reluctance permanent magnet
machine (VRM), has been developed with high force density. Despite its high force density,
low power factor is a characteristic of VRM machines. The machine has a very high induc‐
tance, such that the current can be out of phase for almost 90 degree. The variable reluctance
permanent magnet family is divided for two subcategory; Transverse Flux Permanent Mag‐
net (TFM) and Vernier Hybrid Machine (VHM).
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3.1.2.1. Transverse Flux Permanent Magnet Machine (TFM)
Transverse Flux Permanent Magnet Machines (TFM) has higher shear stresses than other
machine topologies, This implies that TFM machines may be more suitable for wave energy
application than the synchronous machines. There are two topology of TFM. In the first top‐
ology, the coils are in the stator and the magnets are on the translator. The translator is lon‐
ger than the stator, which means that a part of the (rather expensive) magnets is not used
(see Fig. 22. Left). This machine was used in AWS.
Figure 23. Left side: TFM machine with flux concentration and moving magnets [45]. Right side: TFM machine with
flux concentration and stationary magnets [45].
As it is illustrated in Fig. 22 Right, the second topology, namely the double-sided moving-
iron TFM, is a double-sided machine in which the translator consists only of iron. “In this
topology, the stator consists of coils and U-cores on both sides of the translator, which con‐
sists of two rows of magnets and flux concentrators with space for construction material in
between. Both the conductors and the magnets are kept stationary. The U-cores are now
simpler in shape because space for coils is no longer required, and these cores or yokes form
the translator.”[45]
3.1.2.2. Vernier Hybrid Machine (VHM)
The Vernier Hybrid Machine is constructed from a linear toothed translator constructed
from iron laminates which move inside two C-cores. The C-core has coil wounded on each
pole also magnets are mounted on pole face. The translator tooth and slots width are similar
in dimension to the magnet pitch, hence rapid flus reversal happens over short distance as
the translator teeth move from the aligned to the unaligned position. Due to rapid flow
change in a short distance, the electric frequency of the flux pulsation is greater than the
translator’s frequency [46, 47]. The schematic of one pole VHM is presented in Fig. 24. In
spite of TFM, the VHM can be constructed from lamination which makes construction easy
and small. However power factor of VHM is low, the high shear stress, small sizes and fa‐
cility of constructing are main advantages of this machine.
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(see Fig. 22. Left). This machine was used in AWS.
Figure 23. Left side: TFM machine with flux concentration and moving magnets [45]. Right side: TFM machine with
flux concentration and stationary magnets [45].
As it is illustrated in Fig. 22 Right, the second topology, namely the double-sided moving-
iron TFM, is a double-sided machine in which the translator consists only of iron. “In this
topology, the stator consists of coils and U-cores on both sides of the translator, which con‐
sists of two rows of magnets and flux concentrators with space for construction material in
between. Both the conductors and the magnets are kept stationary. The U-cores are now
simpler in shape because space for coils is no longer required, and these cores or yokes form
the translator.”[45]
3.1.2.2. Vernier Hybrid Machine (VHM)
The Vernier Hybrid Machine is constructed from a linear toothed translator constructed
from iron laminates which move inside two C-cores. The C-core has coil wounded on each
pole also magnets are mounted on pole face. The translator tooth and slots width are similar
in dimension to the magnet pitch, hence rapid flus reversal happens over short distance as
the translator teeth move from the aligned to the unaligned position. Due to rapid flow
change in a short distance, the electric frequency of the flux pulsation is greater than the
translator’s frequency [46, 47]. The schematic of one pole VHM is presented in Fig. 24. In
spite of TFM, the VHM can be constructed from lamination which makes construction easy
and small. However power factor of VHM is low, the high shear stress, small sizes and fa‐
cility of constructing are main advantages of this machine.
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3.1.3. Tubular air cored permanent magnet generator (TAPM)
The TAPM machine is proposed for wave application by Baker and Muller [48]. The principle
of TAPM is shown in Fig. 25. In this topology, the magnets are magnetized in the axial direc‐
tions with altering direction of flux [37]. Flux concentrators are placed between the magnets
and a varying flux wave is created outside the translator. The large constructional advantage
of TAPM is elimination of normal force by removing the steel in stator. Significant support
structures are needed to overcome these forces and maintain a constant air gap width. The
main problem in this topology is that the magnetic reluctance in the magnetic circuit is in‐
creased considerably, since the distance the flux travels in air now is in the range of the pole
pitch and not, as in steel stator machines, just over the air gap [37]. The flux of an air cored ma‐
chine is thus much smaller and the power per air gap area is considerably lower.
Figure 24. One phase of Linear Vernier Hybrid Machine [46].
Figure 25. Tubular Air Cored Permanent Magnet Machine [37]. (Left side: Three dimensional view. Right Side: Cross
section view)
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Figure 26. Common used power electronic circuit for connecting linear generator to the electrical network.
Regardless to the type of the linear machine, a linear machine generates fluctuating voltage
from reciprocating motion of WEC, which is varying in both amplitude and frequency. Thus,
it is not possible to connect linear generator directly to electric grid. For solving this problem,
effective power electronic instrument is implemented [49]. One of the common power elec‐
tronic circuits, implemented with linear generator, has a diode bridge rectifier or invertor rec‐
tifier in generator side, in which the generated voltage is delivered to a battery or capacitor
after rectifying. Also another invertor is used in grid side to deliver power in DC-Link (bat‐
tery or capacitor) to the electric. This power electronic circuit is depicted in Fig. 26.
3.2. Rotational generators
However utilization of rotational generator in wave industry is a questionable issue, conven‐
tional generators have been used with different wave energy convertors. Pelamis, Oscillating
Water Column and overtopping devices are the main WECs which use rotational generator
for mechanical electrical conversion. In these cases, the Asynchronous Generator or Induction
machine is a preferred machine. It is due to the capacity of this type of machine to act in varia‐
ble speed condition. Meanwhile, utilization of wound rotor induction machine makes it feasi‐
ble to control rotor current and frequency which in consequence control the velocity and
extracted power by mechanical part (This use of induction machine is so called Double Fed
Induction Generator (DFIG)). Amundarain et al. considered the DFIG on OWC for controlling
the electrical machine in a proper manner [50]. In comparison to the linear machine, it is much
more simple to connect an induction machine to the electrical grid. While, since these ma‐
chines was designed to act in higher speed, in most of the cases the utilization of rotational
machine for convert low speed WEC motion is a low effective manner.
4. Environmental consequences
Renewable sources have been considered as new source of energy to decline our depend‐
ence on fossil fuel and be a solution to the global warming and CO2 emission. Considering,
each technology (WEC) beside its advantage might have some side effect and by taking into
account the importance of environment in which a wave energy convertor acts (Ocean),
finding out and preventing possible negative consequence of WEC carries a huge impor‐
tance. Thus, before any decision to build a large WEC farm this issue should be considered
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Figure 26. Common used power electronic circuit for connecting linear generator to the electrical network.
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Water Column and overtopping devices are the main WECs which use rotational generator
for mechanical electrical conversion. In these cases, the Asynchronous Generator or Induction
machine is a preferred machine. It is due to the capacity of this type of machine to act in varia‐
ble speed condition. Meanwhile, utilization of wound rotor induction machine makes it feasi‐
ble to control rotor current and frequency which in consequence control the velocity and
extracted power by mechanical part (This use of induction machine is so called Double Fed
Induction Generator (DFIG)). Amundarain et al. considered the DFIG on OWC for controlling
the electrical machine in a proper manner [50]. In comparison to the linear machine, it is much
more simple to connect an induction machine to the electrical grid. While, since these ma‐
chines was designed to act in higher speed, in most of the cases the utilization of rotational
machine for convert low speed WEC motion is a low effective manner.
4. Environmental consequences
Renewable sources have been considered as new source of energy to decline our depend‐
ence on fossil fuel and be a solution to the global warming and CO2 emission. Considering,
each technology (WEC) beside its advantage might have some side effect and by taking into
account the importance of environment in which a wave energy convertor acts (Ocean),
finding out and preventing possible negative consequence of WEC carries a huge impor‐
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accurately to prevent occurring of any other disaster like CO2 emission and global warming.
There are some probable problems that may afflict the ecosystem as a consequence of WEC
application, some of which is as follow;
Constructing Wave Farm in a location might cause military importance of location, avoid‐
ance of shipping and fishing which not only might change the economy of area but also
cause a biological change in the area [51]. The WECs are attractive to the fish and it is due to
fish use these devices as protection from predator, availability of food near them, spewing
substrates and so on [52]. Hence, restriction for fishing and popularity of WECs by fish may
enhance fish population in Wave Farm and this has a negative impact on local species diver‐
sity and population density [53].
WECs alter the currents and waves in implemented area and this might change sediment
size distribution in area which may favour the accumulation of organic material in area [54].
It was indicated that some species of shark are sensitive to the electromagnetic field of 25-100 uT
[55] and also it was shown that migrating European eels can detect the magnetic field of under‐
water cables [56]. It is worthwhile to find out possible consequence of external electromagnetic
field on marine species and reduce the emitted magnetic field from under water cables.
Noises generation during site construction, maintenance and even normal working of WEC
can affect dolphin, whales, seals and other fish species, which use underwater sound for
communication and finding mat and so on [57, 58]. However little is known about long-term
effects of noise on these species, the possible preventing technics should be developed for
less interacting of WECs in ocean environment.
5. Conclusion
This chapter presents essential information about generation and potential of ocean wave
power. Also the available Wave Energy Convertors has been categorized according to the
principle of interaction with ocean waves. The manners of acting and mooring and in some
case the average power output of WECs are presented. Meanwhile, the implemented electri‐
cal generator by WECs has been described in section three. Finally the possible environmen‐
tal consequence of WECs has been investigated at the end of this chapter. This chapter
reviews the available technologies of harnessing wave power.
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1. Introduction
Electrical power generation using innovative renewable and alternative geothermal energy
technologies have shown merits and received renewed interest in recent years due to an in‐
creasing concern of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, being responsible for global warming
& climate change, environmental pollution, and the limitations and conservation of natural
energy resources. Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) power generation using low-temperature
geothermal resources is one of these innovative geothermal power generation technologies.
The vast low-temperature geothermal resources found widely in most continental regions
have not received much attention for electricity generation. Continuous development of
ORC power generation and state-of-the-art drilling technologies and other factors make this
renewable and nonconventional energy source one of the best future viable, alternate and
available source to meet the required future electricity demand worldwide, significantly re‐
ducing GHG emissions and mitigating global warming effect. The first part of this chapter
will introduce the ORC-based geothermal power generation technology. It will also present
its fundamental concept for power generation and discusses its limitations, environmental &
economic considerations, and energy conversion performance concept. Another novel “dou‐
ble-benefit” technology is enhanced (engineered) geothermal systems (EGS) using CO2 as
the working fluid for combined renewable power generation and CO2 sequestration. CO2 is
of interest as a geothermal working fluid mainly because it transfers geothermal heat more
efficiently than water. While power can be produced more efficiently using this technology,
there is an additional benefit for carbon capture and sequestration (CCS) for reducing GHG
emissions. Using CO2 as the working fluid in geothermal power systems may permit utiliza‐
tion of lower-temperature geologic formations than those that are currently deemed eco‐
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nomically viable,leading to more widespread utilization of geothermal energy. The second
part of this chapter will present and discuss the merits, limitations, environmental, econom‐
ic and fundamental aspects of CO2-based EGS technology.
2. ORC-based geothermal power generation
2.1. Developments & utilization of low-temperature geothermal energy resources for
power generation
The geothermal resources of the Earth are vast and abundant. For example, the part of geo‐
thermal energy stored at a depth of 3 km is estimated to be 43,000,000 EJ (equivalent to
1,194,444,444 TWh) which is much larger compared to all fossil fuel resources, whose energy
equivalent is 36,373 EJ, combined (Chandrasekharam & Bundschuh, 2008). Conventional en‐
ergy resources, such as oil, natural gas, coal, and uranium, being widely consumed in the
world, originate from finite energy sources embedded in the crust of the Earth. Only one en‐
ergy resource of the crust is renewable, namely geothermal energy. The word “geothermal”
is originated from Greek words; “geo” meaning the Earth and “therme” meaning heat, so
geothermal energy means the natural heat energy from the Earth. The source of geothermal
energy is the continuous energy flux flowing from the interior of the Earth towards its sur‐
face. Unlike other conventional and renewable energy sources, geothermal energy has
unique characteristics, namely it is abundantly available, stable at all times throughout the
year, independent of weather conditions, and has an inherent storage capability (Hammons,
2004). Distinct from fossil-fuelled power generation, geothermal power generation is also
considered to be a clean technology and environmentally friendly power source which
could significantly contribute to the reduction of GHG emissions by replacing fossil fuels
and other non-clean energy sourcesused for power generation (Chandrasekharam& Bund‐
schuh, 2008).
Depending on the temperature and depth of the resource, the rock chemical composition
and the abundance of ground water, geothermal heat energy resources vary widely from
one location to another (Gupta & Roy, 2007). Geothermal heat sources are typically classified
based on their available temperature, thus enthalpy energy level, from about 50 oC to 350 oC.
The high-temperature (high-enthalpy) geothermal resources (with temperature > 200 oC) are
typically found in volcanic regions and island chains, whereas the moderate-temperature
(150-200 oC) and low-temperature (low-enthalpy) geothermal resources (<150 oC) are usually
found broadly in most continental regions and by far the most commonly available heat re‐
source (Chandrasekharam& Bundschuh, 2008; Gupta & Roy, 2007). The increase in tempera‐
ture with depth in the Earth’s crust can be expressed in terms of what is known as the
geothermal temperature gradient. Down to the depths accessible by drilling with modern
technology (e.g. over 10 km), the average geothermal gradient is about 2.5-3.0 oC/100 m
(Dickson& Fanelli, 2005). For example, at depth around 3 km below ground level, the tem‐
perature is about 90 oC. There are, however, areas in which the geothermal gradient is far
from the average value (e.g. in some geothermal areas the gradient is ten times the average
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value) due to geothermal structure and composition of these areas (Dickson& Fanelli, 2005).
The type of geothermal resource determines the type of system and method of its harvesting
and utilization for electrical power generation. For example, high-temperature geothermal
resources (vapour- and liquid-dominated) can be harvested and utilized to generate electric‐
ity using one of the following methods depending on the compositional and thermal charac‐
teristics of the resource: (1) single-flash steam power systems, (2) double-flash steam power
systems, and (3) dry-steam power systems. Generating electricity from medium- and low-
temperature geothermal resources (i.e. water-dominated resources) can be efficiently accom‐
plished using a Binary-cycle technique, such as, ORC (Ismail, 2011a; Chandrasekharam&
Bundschuh, 2008; Dickson & Fanelli, 2005; DiPippo, 2008).
Generating electricity from geothermal steam resources using an experimental 10 kW-elec‐
trical generator was made at Larderello of Italy in 1904 (Dickson& Fanelli, 2005; Panea et al.,
2010). The commercial success of this attempt indicated the industrial value of geothermal
energy and marked the beginning of a form of exploitation that was to develop significantly
from the on. By 1942, the installed geothermal-electric capacity had reached approximately
128 MWe (Dickson& Fanelli, 2005). In the early 1950’s, many countries were attracted by ge‐
othermal energy, considering it to be economically competitive with other forms of energy.
It was estimated (Dickson& Fanelli, 2005; Ruggero, 2007) that the worldwide installed geo‐
thermal-electric capacity reached 1.300 GWe (in 1975), 4.764 GWe (in 1985), 6.833 GWe (in
1995), 7.974 GWe (in 2000), 8.806 GWe (in 2004), 8.933 GWe (in 2005), 9.732 GWe (in 2007). In
2010, it was reported (Holm et al., 2010) that 10.715 GWe is online generating 67,246 GWh
which represents a 20% increase in geothermal power online between 2005 and 2010. While
power on-line grew 20% between 2005 and 2010, countries with projects under development
grew at a much faster pace. In 2007, Geothermal Energy Association (GEA) reported that
there were 46 countries considering geothermal power development. In 2010, this report
identified 70 countries with projects under development or active consideration, a 52% in‐
crease since 2007. It should be noted that projects under development grew the most in‐
tensely in two regions of the world; namely, Europe and Africa (Holm et al., 2010).Very
recently, it was reported (GEA, 2012) that as of May 2012, approximately 11.224 GWe of in‐
stalled geothermal-electric power capacity was online globally, and is increasingly contribu‐
ting to the electric power supply worldwide. It was estimated (Ruggero Bertani, 2007) that
geothermal energy provides approximately 0.4% of the world global power generation, with
a stable long term growth rate of 5%; the largest markets being in USA, Mexico, Indonesia,
Philippines, Iceland, and Italy. Security for long-term electricity supply and GHG emission
from fossil fuelled power plants is becoming a cause of concern for the entire world today. It
was estimated (Chandrasekharam& Bundschuh, 2008) that the world net electricity demand
is going to increase by approximately 85% from 2004 to 2030, rising from 16,424 TWh (in
2004) to 30,364 TWh in the year 2030. It was also reported (Chandrasekharam& Bundschuh,
2008; Dickson & Fanelli, 2005) that the emissions of GHG from geothermal power plants
constitute less than 2% of the emission of these gases by fossil-fuelled power plants. To meet
future energy demands renewable energy sources should meet the following criteria (Chan‐
drasekharam& Bundschuh, 2008): (1) the sources should be large enough to sustain a long-
lasting energy supply to generate the required electricity for the country, (2) the sources
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should be economically and technically accessible, (3) the sources should have a wide geo‐
graphic distribution, and (4) the sources should be environmentally friendly and thus
should be low GHG emitters in order to make significant contribution to global warming
mitigation. Low-temperature (low-enthalpy) geothermal energy resources meet all the
above criteria. It was reported in (Chandrasekharam& Bundschuh, 2008; Cui et al., 2009)
that this huge low-temperature geothermal energy resource has already been used for pow‐
er generation by typical countries, such as USA, Philippines, Mexico, Indonesia, Iceland,
Germany, and Austria. The installations of several commercial low-temperature geothermal
power systems in these countries have substantially proved the ability of low-temperature
geothermal fluids to generate green electricity (Chandrasekharam& Bundschuh, 2008).
In most developing countries, low-temperature geothermal resources have not received
much attention for electricity generation. The main reason for not utilizing these resources
by most developing countries (and several industrialized countries) for commercial exploi‐
tation is that they are not considered as economically feasible for generating electricity
(Chandrasekharam& Bundschuh, 2008). In contrast, in some industrialized countries, espe‐
cially USA and in Europe, increasing energy demand and environmental awareness related
to climate change have urged these countries to develop technologies which utilize low-tem‐
perature geothermal resources economically for power generation (Chandrasekharam&
Bundschuh, 2008; Dickson & Fanelli, 2005). It was reported (Chandrasekharam& Bund‐
schuh, 2008; Galanis et al., 2009) that developing countries, in general, need to benefit from
these new and continually improving technologies for using low-temperature geothermal
resources for generating electricity. It should be noted that for many developing countries,
the use of low-temperature geothermal resources is not new. Many of developing countries
have been using these resources for the past centuries for direct heating (but not power gen‐
eration) applications (Chandrasekharam& Bundschuh, 2008). Recent increases in the cost
and uncertainty of future conventional energy supplies for power generation are improving
the attractiveness of low-temperature geothermal resources. Continuous development of in‐
novative drilling and power generation technologies makes this nonconventional, renewa‐
ble and clean energy source the best future viable, alternate and available source to meet the
required future electricity demand worldwide, significantly reducing GHG emissions and
mitigating global climate change (Chandrasekharam& Bundschuh, 2008).
As mentioned earlier, generating electricity from low-temperature geothermal resources
(water-dominated resources) can be effectively achieved using a binary ORC technology.
Low-temperature geothermal ORC technology has virtually no GHG emissions to the at‐
mosphere (DiPippo, 2008; Hettiarachchi et al., 2007) and is an attractive energy-conversion
technology due to its simplicity and its limited number of components, all of them being
very common and commercially available. Nowadays, the ORC can be considered asthe on‐
ly proved technology that is commonly used in ranges of afew kW up to 1 MW (Schuster et
al., 2009). Despite the fact that ORC technology is currently associated with low conversion
efficiencies,new applications of this technology are commonly examined and implemented‐
due to its possibility to utilize the low-grade heat from sources, such as low-temperature ge‐
othermal resources, for power generation (Ismail, 2011a). A number of successful &
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innovative ORC binary power plants were installed in different locations (e.g. remote and
rural sites) worldwide which demonstrate the ability of this promising alternative technolo‐
gy to utilize renewable low-temperature geothermal energy sources for generating electrici‐
ty. For example, two plants were installed in Nevada, USA in 1984 and 1987 with electric
power generation capacity of 750 and 800 kWe, respectively (Chandrasekharam& Bund‐
schuh, 2008). The production wells supply geo-fluid (water) temperature at 104 oC with a
flow rate of 60 l/s to these plants. The ORC binary fluid used was initially R-114 but due to
non-availability of this working fluid the plant switched to iso-pentane in 1998. In another
location near Empire, Nevada, approximately four 1 MWe units were installed and commis‐
sioned in 1987. Two geothermal production wells with geo-fluids temperature of 137 oC
were used (Chandrasekharam& Bundschuh, 2008). In 1998, a third well with geo-fluid tem‐
perature of 152 oC was drilled to maintain the capacity of the plant at approximately 4 MWe.
The modular approach was used so that high plant availability factors of 98% and more
were achievable (Hammons, 2004). In 1987, another plant was installed and commissioned
in Taiwan with an electric power generation of 300 kWe. The plant draws geo-fluids from a
500 m deep well at a temperature of 130 oC. It was reported that the power generated from
this facility was sold to the national power grid at 0.04 US$/kWh (Chandrasekharam&
Bundschuh, 2008). In 1986, a low-temperature geothermal ORC unit (Mulka plant) with a
power capacity of 15 kWe was commissioned in Australia. The unit was coupled to a geo‐
thermal production well which was drilled down toa depth of 1,300 m, and supplying geo-
fluid at 86 oC. The unit was operated non-stop for about three and a half years, showing
frequency stability and response to load changes (Rosca et al., 2010).
In 1992, a binary ORC power generation unit which utilized a low-temperature geothermal
water resource with a temperature ranging from 90 to 115 oC was tested at a location near
arderello, Italy. The geothermal power plant generated between 800 and 1,300 kWe of elec‐
tricity (Rosca et al., 2010). In Germany, the first low-temperature geothermal power plant
using ORC technology was installed at Neustadt-Glewe, with a power capacity of approxi‐
mately 230 kWe using a geo-fluid temperature of 98 oC (RuggeroBertani, 2007). Another
plant was commissioned in Thailand in 1989, with an installed capacity of 300 kWe. The ac‐
tual production was reported to vary from 150 to 250 kWe and the geo-fluid temperature is
116 oC with a flow rate of approximately 8 l/s (Chandrasekharam & Bundschuh, 2008). In
Japan, binary ORC technology was experimentally operated for 5 years starting in 1993 by
NEDO (Yamada & Oyama, 2004). More recently, in 2006, the first binary ORC plant which
utilizes a low-temperature geothermal resource at a temperature of 74oC reported by (Rug‐
geroBertani, 2007) to be the lowest low-temperature geothermal energy resource world‐
wide) was installed at Chena Hot Springs, Alaska, with a power generation capacity of 200
kWe. A photograph of Chena ORC-based geothermal power plant is shown in Figure 1. A
second ORC unit was added, reaching the total installed capacity of 400 kWe net. The total
project cost of this binary geothermal plant was $2.2 million with a simple payback period of
4 years (Holdmann, 2007). In Altheim, Austria, a geo-fluid of temperature 106 oC is utilized
both for district heating and electric power generation using a binary plant technology. The
net electric output of this plant is 500 kWe, selling to the electric grid 1.1 GWh in 2006 (Rug‐
geroBertani, 2007).
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due to its possibility to utilize the low-grade heat from sources, such as low-temperature ge‐
othermal resources, for power generation (Ismail, 2011a). A number of successful &
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innovative ORC binary power plants were installed in different locations (e.g. remote and
rural sites) worldwide which demonstrate the ability of this promising alternative technolo‐
gy to utilize renewable low-temperature geothermal energy sources for generating electrici‐
ty. For example, two plants were installed in Nevada, USA in 1984 and 1987 with electric
power generation capacity of 750 and 800 kWe, respectively (Chandrasekharam& Bund‐
schuh, 2008). The production wells supply geo-fluid (water) temperature at 104 oC with a
flow rate of 60 l/s to these plants. The ORC binary fluid used was initially R-114 but due to
non-availability of this working fluid the plant switched to iso-pentane in 1998. In another
location near Empire, Nevada, approximately four 1 MWe units were installed and commis‐
sioned in 1987. Two geothermal production wells with geo-fluids temperature of 137 oC
were used (Chandrasekharam& Bundschuh, 2008). In 1998, a third well with geo-fluid tem‐
perature of 152 oC was drilled to maintain the capacity of the plant at approximately 4 MWe.
The modular approach was used so that high plant availability factors of 98% and more
were achievable (Hammons, 2004). In 1987, another plant was installed and commissioned
in Taiwan with an electric power generation of 300 kWe. The plant draws geo-fluids from a
500 m deep well at a temperature of 130 oC. It was reported that the power generated from
this facility was sold to the national power grid at 0.04 US$/kWh (Chandrasekharam&
Bundschuh, 2008). In 1986, a low-temperature geothermal ORC unit (Mulka plant) with a
power capacity of 15 kWe was commissioned in Australia. The unit was coupled to a geo‐
thermal production well which was drilled down toa depth of 1,300 m, and supplying geo-
fluid at 86 oC. The unit was operated non-stop for about three and a half years, showing
frequency stability and response to load changes (Rosca et al., 2010).
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utilizes a low-temperature geothermal resource at a temperature of 74oC reported by (Rug‐
geroBertani, 2007) to be the lowest low-temperature geothermal energy resource world‐
wide) was installed at Chena Hot Springs, Alaska, with a power generation capacity of 200
kWe. A photograph of Chena ORC-based geothermal power plant is shown in Figure 1. A
second ORC unit was added, reaching the total installed capacity of 400 kWe net. The total
project cost of this binary geothermal plant was $2.2 million with a simple payback period of
4 years (Holdmann, 2007). In Altheim, Austria, a geo-fluid of temperature 106 oC is utilized
both for district heating and electric power generation using a binary plant technology. The
net electric output of this plant is 500 kWe, selling to the electric grid 1.1 GWh in 2006 (Rug‐
geroBertani, 2007).




Figure 1. Photograph of Chena ORC-based geothermal power plantat Chena, Alaska, USA (Holdmann, 2007).
2.2. Energy conversion and performance aspects of ORC-based low-temperature
geothermal power generation
The ORC is a thermodynamic Rankine cycle that uses an organic working fluid instead of
steam (water). A schematic diagram showing a low-temperature geothermal ORC binary-
fluid system used for electric power generation is shown in Figure 2. In this system, the first
(primary) fluid being the geo-fluid (brine) is extracted from the low-temperature geothermal
resource through the production well. The geo-fluid carries the heat from the liquid-domi‐
nated resource (thus called the geo-fluid heat carrier) and efficiently transfers this heat to the
low-boiling point (BP) organic working fluid (the secondary fluid) using an effective heat
exchanger; shell-and-tube heat exchangers arewidely used (Chandrasekharam& Bundschuh,
2008). In this binary-fluid system, the low-boiling point organic liquid absorbs the heat
which is transferred by the geothermal fluid and boils at a relatively much lower tempera‐
ture (compared to water) and as a result develops significant vapor pressure sufficient to
drive the axial flow or radial inflow turbine. The turbine is coupled to an electric generator
which converts the turbinemechanical shaft power into electrical power. The organic work‐
ing fluid expands across theturbine and then is cooled and condensed in thecondenser be‐
fore it is pumped back as a liquid to the heat exchanger using a condensate
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Figure 2. A schematic diagram showing the basic concept of a low-temperature geothermal binary ORC system for
electrical power generation.
pump to be re-evaporated, and the power cycle repeats itself. One of the most important
performance criteria in low-temperature geothermal ORC power generation technology re‐
quires the optimal selection of the ORC organic working fluid. Organic fluids used in binary
ORC technology have inherent feature (compared to water) and that is they have low boil‐
ing temperature and high vapor pressure at relatively low temperatures, compared with
steam (water) (Dickson & Fanelli, 2005).
Typical ORC organic fluids may include pure hydrocarbons (e.g. pentane, butane, propane,
etc), refrigerants (e.g. R134a, R218, R123, R113, R125, etc), or organic mixtures (Panea et al.,
2010; Saleh et al., 2007; Hung, 2001; Wei et al., 2007). The optimal energy conversion per‐
formance of a low-temperature geothermal ORC power generation system depends mainly
on the type of organic fluid being used in the system (Ismail, 2011a). The selection of the
type of organic fluid is normally based on the following criteria (Hettiarachchi et al.,2007;
Saleh et al., 2007; Chandrasekharam& Bundschuh, 2008; Ismail, 2011b):
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• The ORC organic fluid should be environmentally friendly; less in ozone depletion poten‐
tial (ODP) and global warming potential (GWP).
• It should result in high thermal efficiency by allowing maximum utilization of the availa‐
ble low-temperature geothermal heat source.
• It should be safe (non-flammable and no-toxic) and non-corrosive.
• It should have a low-boiling temperature and should evaporate at atmospheric pressure.
• It should lead to optimum design and cost effectiveness of the ORC system.
• It should not react or disassociate at the pressures and temperatures at which it is used.
• It should have suitable thermal stability and high thermal conductivity.
• It should have appropriate low critical temperature and pressure.
• It should have small specific volume, low viscosity and surface tension.
• It should result in low maintenance.
It should be noted that many binary ORC fluids may not meet all these criteria (Chandrase‐
kharam& Bundschuh, 2008) but the selection of the organic fluid should be optimized, in
terms of the above requirements, while meeting the demanded power generation. In gener‐
al, binary ORC systems exhibit great flexibility, high safety (installations are perfectly tight),
and low maintenance (Wei et al., 2007). It was reported that the selection of suitable organic
fluids for application in binary ORC systems for generating electricity still deserves exten‐
sive thermodynamic and technical studies (Maizza, V., & Maizza, A., 2001).
The quality of heat energy which can be supplied by any heat source depends on its temper‐
ature level. For ORC-based geothermal power system, this is the temperature of the pro‐
duced geo-fluid from the geothermal production well. The theoretical overall performance
of low-temperature geothermal binary systems can be evaluated using the thermal efficien‐





In Eq. (1), Ẇ out  is the net power output produced by the geothermal power system (in kWe);
and Q̇ geo is the thermal heat supplied by the geo-fluid from the available geothermal re‐
source (in kWt). A correlation is proposed (Dickson & Fanelli, 2005) to calculate the actual
net power output (used for a quick estimate with rough accuracy) as a function of the availa‐
ble thermal power from the geo-fluid flowand inlet temperature of the geo-fluid, given by
Ẇ out =0.0036 Q̇ geo(0.18 T geo,in - 10) (2)
Substituting Eq. (2) in Eq. (1), the estimated thermal efficiency of the low-temperature based
geothermal power generation system, as a function of geo-fluid inlet temperature (in oC)
available at the production well, is given by
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ηth =0.000648 T geo,in - 0.036 (3)
For example, using Eq. (3) it can be estimated that a thermal efficiency of approximately
4.8% could be achieved for power generation with a geo-fluid extracted from a low-temper‐
ature geothermal resource available at 130 oC. The thermal efficiency as a function of the ge‐
othermal heat resource temperature, T geo,in (in K), and ambient temperature, To (in K) is
given by (DiPippo, 2007)
ηth ≅0.58 ( T geo ,in - T oT geo ,in + T o ) (4)
So for example, with a geothermal heat resource temperature of 130oC and ambient temper‐
ature of 25oC, the thermal efficiency is estimated to be 8.7%, using Eq. (4). It should be noted
that Eq. (4) is valid for resource temperatures between 100 and 140 oC. The estimated net
power output produced by the geothermal power system can also be determined using (Di‐
Pippo, 2007)
Ẇ out ≅2.47 ṁgeo( T geo ,in - T oT geo ,in + T o )(T geo,in - Tsink ) (5)
In Eq. (5), ṁgeo is the geo-fluid mass flow rate; and Tsink  is the heat sink temperature. It
should be noted that the above correlations given by Eqs. (2) through (5) provide quick esti‐
mate of the thermal efficiency and net power output. However, for more accurate system
performance predictions, a detailed energy analysis should be performed to predict the net
power, the available geothermal heat, and overall thermal efficiency using Eq. (1). Since the
geothermal energy is produced at low enthalpy levels,ORC-based low-temperature geother‐
mal power generation plants tend to have low thermal efficiencies: 10-13% reported by (Di‐
Pippo, 2007), 2.8-5.5% reported by (Gupta & Roy, 2007), and 5-9% reported by
(Hettiarachchi et al., 2007). Maximizing generating power capacity is normally sought from
these power plants by maximizing the geo-fluid flow rate (depending on the capability of
the production well) with a limited geo-fluid temperature available from the geothermal re‐
source. It was reported (Chandrasekharam& Bundschuh, 2008) that low-temperature geo‐
thermal production wells with geo-fluid temperature < 150 oC and geo-fluid flow rate > 900
l/min could generate electric power ranging from 50 to 700 kWe. When appropriate, multiple
production wells could be installed using the same low-temperature geothermal energy res‐
ervoir so that a number of ORC power generation units could be cascaded to obtain larger
power production rates from the plant (Gupta & Roy, 2007). Limited by the second-law of
thermodynamics, the ideal (absolute maximum) efficiency of a thermoelectric power cycle,
such as the low-temperature geothermal ORC power cycle, operating as a reversible heat en‐
gine between a heat source at a temperature T H and a heat sink at a temperature T L is Car‐
not efficiency, given as (Cengel& Boles, 2008)
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For example, for an ORC power system using a geo-fluid extracted from a low-temperature
geothermal heat source at 130 oC (403 K) and a heat sink (condenser) at 40 oC (313 K), the
maximum ideal Carnot efficiency can be calculated using Eq. (6) to be approximately 22.3%.
For an actual (irreversible) ORC-based geothermalsystem operating between the same tem‐
perature limits would have lower efficiency. Another measure of the performance of the
low-temperature geothermal ORC power plant can be obtained using the Second-Law of





The exergetic efficiency in Eq. (7) is defined as the ratio of the actual net power output from
the power generation system to the maximum theoretical power that could be extracted
from the geo-fluid at the geothermal resource state relative to the thermodynamic dead-
state. This involves determining the rate of exergy carried by the geo-fluid to the ORC pow‐
er system. Typically, the design and operation of geothermal binary power generation
systems should be optimized in order to increase their thermal and exergetic efficiencies
guided by the Carnot efficiency (Ismail, 2011b).
2.3. ORC-based low-temperature geothermal power generation: Environmental &
economic aspects
Geothermal power generation is relatively pollution-free and considered to be a clean tech‐
nology for power generation (Dickson & Fanelli, 2005) and it tends to have the largest tech‐
nological potential compared to other renewable energy sources used for power generation
(Hammons, 2004). Once up and running, GHG emissions are typically zero when low-tem‐
perature geothermal energy reservoirs are utilized using ORC power systems, since all of
the produced geo-fluid is injected back into the reservoir (Hammons, 2004). In this case, one
of the effective ways of getting rid of hazardous chemical constituents of geothermal water
(e.g. trace metals) is re-injection. ORC-based low-temperature geothermal power generation
systems are far less environmentally intrusive than alternative power generation systems in
several respects, e.g. they are essentially zero-GHG emission systems and have low land us‐
age per installed megawatt (DiPippo, 2008). As far as physical environmental effects, geo‐
thermal projects may cause some kind of disruption activities as other same size and
complexity of civil engineering projects. Also, the locations of excavations and sitting of
boreholes and roads will have to be taken into account, soil and vegetation erosion, which
may cause changes in ecosystems, has to be watched. It should be noted that many geother‐
mal installations are in remote areas where the natural level of noise is low and any addi‐
tional noise is very noticeable (Dickson & Fanelli, 2005). There is a relatively larger
production of waste-heat energy in geothermal systems, and this needs to be dissipated in
an environmentally acceptable way. In ORC-based low-temperature geothermal power sys‐
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tems, the thermal impact is much reduced by disposing of waste geothermal water using
deep re-injection approach so that the thermal impact of the waste heat becomes insignifi‐
cant (Dickson & Fanelli, 2005). Appropriate measures should be applied to prevent leakage
of the binary working fluid from ORC power generation units to the environment (Yamada
& Oyama, 2004); normally the installations of these units are made perfectly tight to meet
high safety standards.
In theory, geothermal energy potential is present below the entire surface of the Earth. In
practice however, special geologic settings are required for geothermal energy to be eco‐
nomically exploited (Grasby et al., 2011). Generating electricity using ORC-based geother‐
mal technology is very cost-effective and reliable (Chandrasekharam& Bundschuh, 2008;
Dickson & Fanelli, 2005). Table 1 compares electrical energy costs produced by various re‐
newable energy technologies.The cost of geothermal energy for generating electricity is fa‐
vourable compared to other energy sources. The reported costs of low-temperature based
small geothermal power plants vary from 0.05 to 0.07 US$/kWh for units generating < 5










Geothermal 2-10 800 – 3,000 1-8
Wind 5-13 1,100 – 1,700 3-10
Solar photovoltaic 25-125 5,000 – 10,000 5-25
Solar thermal 12-18 3,000 – 4,000 4-10
Biomass 5-15 900 – 3,000 4-10
Tidal 8-15 1,700 – 2,500 8-15
Hydro 2-10 1,000 – 3,000 NA
Table 1. Energy and investment costs for electric power production from different renewable energy sources
(Hammons, 2004; Dickson & Fanelli, 2005).
The unit cost of electricity generated from low-temperature geothermal based small power
plants is compared in Table 2. Moreover, the unit cost of electricity from small-scale geother‐
mal plants (<5 MWe) is much lower than the average cost of 0.25 US$/kWh supplied through
diesel generators (Chandrasekharam& Bundschuh, 2008). The total investment for a geo‐
thermal power plant mainly includes the following types of costs: (1) cost of exploitation, (2)
cost of drilling, (3) cost of power plant (capital cost of design and construction), and (4) op‐
erating & maintenance costs (Chandrasekharam& Bundschuh, 2008). The first two types are
referred to as subsurface costs whereas the other two are referred to surface costs. The high
initial investments incurred through the exploration, drilling and development of wells and
the production field is an important constraint on future geothermal power development.
Despite low maintenance and operational costs, high initial investments are often a strong
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newable energy technologies.The cost of geothermal energy for generating electricity is fa‐
vourable compared to other energy sources. The reported costs of low-temperature based
small geothermal power plants vary from 0.05 to 0.07 US$/kWh for units generating < 5










Geothermal 2-10 800 – 3,000 1-8
Wind 5-13 1,100 – 1,700 3-10
Solar photovoltaic 25-125 5,000 – 10,000 5-25
Solar thermal 12-18 3,000 – 4,000 4-10
Biomass 5-15 900 – 3,000 4-10
Tidal 8-15 1,700 – 2,500 8-15
Hydro 2-10 1,000 – 3,000 NA
Table 1. Energy and investment costs for electric power production from different renewable energy sources
(Hammons, 2004; Dickson & Fanelli, 2005).
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mal plants (<5 MWe) is much lower than the average cost of 0.25 US$/kWh supplied through
diesel generators (Chandrasekharam& Bundschuh, 2008). The total investment for a geo‐
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cost of drilling, (3) cost of power plant (capital cost of design and construction), and (4) op‐
erating & maintenance costs (Chandrasekharam& Bundschuh, 2008). The first two types are
referred to as subsurface costs whereas the other two are referred to surface costs. The high
initial investments incurred through the exploration, drilling and development of wells and
the production field is an important constraint on future geothermal power development.
Despite low maintenance and operational costs, high initial investments are often a strong




restrictive(Grasby et al., 2011). For small-scale geothermal power plants (<5 MWe) utilizing
low-temperature resources, the subsurface cost typically accounts for approximately 30% of
the total investment costs whereas the surface cost accounts for the remaining 70%.
Net Power
(kWe)
Capital Cost (US$/net kWe)
O&M Cost
(US$/year)
Geothermal Resource Temperature (oC)
100 120 140
100 2,786 2,429 2,215 21,010
200 2,572 2,242 2,044 27,115
500 2,357 2,055 1,874 33,446
1000 2,143 1,868 1,704 48,400
Table 2. Unit cost of electricity generated from low-temperature based small power plants (Chandrasekharam&
Bundschuh, 2008; DiPippo, 2008).
Generating electricity using low-temperature geothermal ORC technology is very reliable
due to its advanced technological aspects. However, the maintenance costs and shutdowns
could be reduced when the technical complexity of the plant is on a level that is accessible to
local technical personnel or to experts who are readily available (Dickson & Fanelli, 2005).
As mentioned before, geothermal ORC power generation plants are normally constructed
and installed in small modular power generation units. These units can then be linked up to
create power plants with larger power production rates. Their cost depends on a number of
factors, but mainly on the temperature of the geothermal fluid produced, which influences
the size of the ORC turbine, heat exchangers and cooling system. It was reported (Dickson &
Fanelli, 2005) that the total size of the plant has little effect on the specific cost, as a series of
standard modular units is linked together to obtain larger power capacities. It was also re‐
ported (Panea et al., 2010) that the modular units have a satisfying economic efficiency, be‐
cause modular construction reduces installation time and costs. Ultimately, the economic
viability of the geothermal power plant depends on its ability to generate revenue in the
long-term.
3. CO2 – based EGS for combined power generation& CO2 sequestration
3.1. Enhanced geothermal systems (EGS) – developments & utilization
EGS, also known as engineered geothermal systems, are reservoirs that have been stimulat‐
ed(e.g. hydraulic stimulation) and engineered to extracteconomical amounts of heat from
unproductive geothermal resources that lack heat-carrier fluid circulation, permeability
and/or porosity. EGS is a new type of geothermal power technologyand has the potential to
become a significant sustainable and renewable power source for the future (Grasby et al.,
2011, Kalra et al., 2012). The EGS concept is currently the subject of several international re‐
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search investigations and once brought to successful production, will significantly expand
the regions where geothermal powergeneration is feasible. In an EGS, a fluid (typically cold
water or brine) is injected and fractures are induced to form subsurface heat exchange sys‐
tems. The heated fluid is then produced from a parallel well where heat can be used at sur‐
face to generate electricity (Huenges, 2010; Majorowicz& Grasby, 2010). Additional
production-injection wells are drilled to extract more heat from large volumes of rock mass
to meet power generation requirement (Azim et al., 2010). This technology does not require
conventional natural convective hydrothermal resources located at depth, nor an initial high
permeability of the reservoir, for power generation(once linked with ORC power technolo‐
gy). A schematic diagram showing a typical EGS concept is shown in Figure 3. EGS has the
potential for accessing the Earth’s vast resources of heat located at depth to help meet future
increasing energy demands. The EGS concept has driven increased interest in widelydevel‐
opment of this geothermal energy potential by orders of magnitude (Huenges, 2010; Majoro‐
wicz& Grasby, 2010; Azim et al., 2010). It was reported (Chandrasekharam& Bundschuh,
2008) that developing countries can access all low-temperature geothermal and EGS sources
for green electricity generation immediately.
Figure 3. A conceptual model showing how EGS works (Source: http://energyinformative.org)
The basis, on which today’s EGS projects are developed were laid out in the early 1970s,
when an EGS (hot dry rock (HDR)) development concept was implemented at Los Alamos
National lab, involving drilling a well into hot crystalline rock, using pressurized water to
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create a large vertical fracture, and ultimately to drill a second well to access that fracture at
some distance above the first wellbore (Huenges, 2010; Stephens & Jiusto, 2010). It was the
first attempt anywhere to make a deep, full-scale HDR reservoir. Significant research and
production plants are under construction or operation to take advantage of this abundant
renewable energy opportunity (Kalra et al., 2012). For example, power plants driven by EGS
are currently being developed and tested in Australia, Germany, Japan, France, USA and
Switzerland (DiPippo, 2008; Azim et al., 2010).The largest EGS project in the world is a 25
MWe demonstration plant currently being developed in Cooper Basin, Australia.There are
several EGSprojects that are already or will soon produce power. Someof them are just for‐
research and development (R& D) and some are for commercial purpose. Examples of
theEGS projects around the world with their location, capacity, welldepth, plant type, and
the project type are summarized in Table 3.
EGS Project Type Country Capacity (MWe) Plant Type Depth (km)
Soultz (EU) R&D France 1.5 Binary
(ORC)
4.2
Desert Peak R&D USA 11-50 Binary
(ORC)
(Unknown)
Landau Commercial Germany (EU) 3 Binary
(ORC)
3.3
Paralana (phase I) Commercial Australia 7-30 Binary
(ORC)
4.1
Cooper Basin Commercial Australia 250-500 Binary (Kalina) 4.3
The Geysers Demonstration USA (Unknown) Flash 3.5-3.8
Ogachi R&D Japan (Unknown) Flash 1.0-1.1
United Downs,
Redruth
Commercial United Kingdom 10 Binary
(ORC)
4.5
Eden Project Commercial United Kingdom 3 Binary
(ORC)
3-4
Table 3. EGS-based projects around the world (Azim et al., 2010).
An EGS project has several stages (Majorowicz& Grasby, 2010; Huenges, 2010; DiPippo,
2008); namely: (1) Identifying a potential site possessing the necessary characteristics
through surface exploration, (2) Drilling an injection well to the depth required to reach the
desired temperature, (3) Fracturing the rock in the subsurface by hydraulic stimulation (i.e.
injecting a fluid at sufficient pressure to propagate fracture), (4) Creating and testing of the
EGS reservoir storage capacity, (5) Drilling a production well for a doublet system or two‐
production wells for a triplet system (one injection & two production wells), (6) Creating
fracture connectivity between the injection andthe production wells, (7) Extracting heat en‐
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ergy from the rock by injecting cool fluid (typically water) through the injection well and
producing hot fluid (in some cases steam)from the production wells, and (8) Operating the
ORC power plant and maintain the EGS reservoir.
EGS for power generation is still relatively novel technology and remains to be proved on a
large scale. Engineers & researchers in several countries throughout the world have been
working on advancing EGS technology for few decades, but the technology has received
limited attention and minimal financial support from either the public or private sector,
with the exception of Australia’s significant market investments. The high cost of drilling,
which is estimated to account for a third to a half of EGS projected costs, is a major challenge
to the technology (Stephens & Jiusto, 2010). The risks and uncertainties associated with EGS
technology are other barriers as well.
3.2. Environmental and economic aspectsof EGS for power generation
It was reported (Grasby et al., 2011) that impacts of geothermal development are relatively
minor compared to many other energy developments, however there are still importantchal‐
lenges to be addressed. More particularly, it was reported (Azim et al., 2010) that the overall
impact of EGS power generation plants on environment is remarkably lower than other con‐
ventional fossil fuel-fired and nuclear power plants.In addition, EGS plants may have lower
impacts in comparison with other renewable energy sources such as solar, wind, hydroelec‐
tric, and biomass on an equivalent energy-output basis. This is primarily because a geother‐
mal energy source is contained subsurface and need not to be exposed in the atmosphere
and the surface energy conversion system (e.g. ORC unit) is relatively compact, thus making
the overall size of the entire system attractively small. EGS power plants also provide envi‐
ronmental benefits by having minimal GHGand other emissions (zero emissions for the case
of using ORC technology). Distinct from the conventional fossil fuels, there are minimal dis‐
charges of CO2, nitrogen or sulphur oxides or particulate matter resulting from its use, and
there is no need to dispose radioactive materials. However, still there are impacts that must
be considered and managed if enhanced geothermal energy resource is to be developed as
part of a more environmentally sound, sustainable energy source for the future. The major
environmental challenges for EGS are associated with ground water use and contamination,
with related concerns about induced seismicity or subsidence as a result of water injection
and production. Induced seismicity is a phenomenon in which a change in fluid pressure
within a stressed rock formation leads to movement of the fractured rocks; the energy re‐
leased is transmitted through the subsurface rock and may reach the surface with enough
intensity to be heard or felt by people in the surrounding region (DiPippo, 2008; Majer et al.,
2007). To mitigate risks related to induced seismicity, strategies and procedures are needed
to set requirements for seismic monitoring and for prolonged EGS field operation. Technolo‐
gies for imaging fluid pathways induced/injected by hydraulic stimulation in EGS fields
would constitute a key improvement of the EGS concept. Issues of noise, safety and land use
associated with drilling and production operations are also important but can be fully man‐
ageable (Huenges, 2010; Majorowicz& Grasby, 2010; Azim et al., 2010).
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EGS technology has impacts on the global and local environment (Huenges, 2010; DiPippo,
2008). Therefore, it is important to identify and evaluate any impact which results from the
implementation of an EGS plant at the beginning of a project. The goal must be to avoid or
minimize adverse impacts on the environment during all stages of an EGS project (e.g., con‐
struction, operation, and deconstruction) and to meet the objectives and requirements of en‐
vironment protection and preservation of finite resources (Huenges, 2010; Stephens & Jiusto,
2010). Potential impactsneed to be addressedduring planning environmentally sound EGS
plants. The relevance and extent of the addressed impacts can vary from location to location.
Even if EGS plants are not related to (continuous) gaseous emissions during operation (due
to the carrying of the geothermal fluid in a closed loop system on the surface), environmen‐
tal impacts such as airborne emissions or the consumptions of the finite energy resources
(such as steel used for well completion or fuel for drilling rig operation) occur during other
life cycle stages, therefore, all life cycle stages need to be considered in order to analyze the
environmental performance of an EGS plant. In this regard, life cycle analysis (LCA) is a
widely applied approach to evaluate and compare specific environmental impacts of differ‐
ent products or technologies (Huenges, 2010; Frick et al., 2010). The idea is to carry out a de‐
tailed analysis of the life cycle of the product or a duty emerged in response to increased
environmental awareness of the public, the governments, and the industries. An LCA in‐
volves two main stages: the collection of a data, related to the product or duty and relevant
for the environment, and interpretation of the collected information. For transparency and
traceability of LCA results, standards, such as ISO 14040, ISO 14044 have been developed
(Huenges, 2010; Frick et al., 2010). Based on this approach, aspects, which influence the envi‐
ronmental impact during the life cycle, and parameters, which need to be considered in the
planning of the environmentally sound EGS plants, can be identified. According to given
standards, the LCA is carried out in four steps: (1) Goal and scope definition to assess select‐
ed environmental effects (e.g., global warming potential, cumulated demand of finite energy
resources, etc.) in the different life cycle stages and throughout the whole life cycle of EGS
plants, (2) Inventory analysis, (3) Impact analysis to quantify the environmental effects (all
inventoried material and energy flows are transformed to different impact indicators based
on certain conversion factors), and (4) Interpretation of the results from the impact analysis.
EGS plants are related to different impacts on diverse parts of the local environment and dif‐
ferent characteristics regarding their duration (continuous or temporary), reversibility, and
their degree of probability. Many of the impacts on the local environment are related to as‐
sessing the EGS reservoir. Most of these impacts are known and technologicallymanageable
based on the oil and gas exploration experiences. Adverse effects due to reservoir exploita‐
tion can be avoided with proper reservoir management and monitoring. Environmental im‐
pacts from the construction and operating the surface facilities are comparatively low
(Dickson & Fanelli, 2005; DiPippo, 2008). In an EGS project, some environmental impacts
and risks, however,need to be considered and evaluatedin connection withthe following
EGS phases and activities (Huenges, 2010; Majer et al., 2007; DiPippo, 2008; Stephens & Jius‐
to, 2010):
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1. Drilling operations: Drilling operations have a large impact on the surrounding envi‐
ronment and are associated withvarious risks. They are normally limited to the period
of drilling operations (i.e., last only a couple of weeks or months). Environmental effects
related to drilling operations may include: noise emissions, subsurface emissions, site
preparations and alterations, airborne emissions, water usage (usually taken from near‐
by surface or groundwater bodies), waste disposal, and visual impact (due to night-
time lighting, etc., from drilling rig).
2. Reservoir stimulation: Enhancing a geothermal reservoir for power generation includes
injection of stimulation fluids under high pressure which could produce geo-mechani‐
cal changes in the subsurface (rocks may slip along pre-existing fractures. Depending
on the surrounding rock formations and their magnitude, geo-mechanical alterations
can be followed by build-up and dispersion of microseismic activities up to the surface.
Induced seismicity, which can result from stimulation, helps to identify the extent of the
fracture network in the reservoir. Despite the fact that geo-mechanical changes can lead
to damage of buildings and even be hazardous for human beings and animals, the earth
tremors caused by EGS reported so far can be categorized a sensible but not as adverse
impacts on the environment.In almost all cases, these events in the deep reservoir are of
such low magnitude that they are not felt at the surface. However, based on the present
state of knowledge, larger impacts cannot be totally excluded since the knowledge
about the stress situation and the development of larger microseismic events in the sub‐
surface is still insufficient.
3. Reservoir exploitation: The exploitation of an EGS reservoir can lead to different altera‐
tions in the reservoir and the surrounding subsurface. Impacts on the local subsurface
environment such as hydraulic and thermal alterations as well as circulation losses
need to be considered for sustainable reservoir management, but are not considered as
adverse environmental impacts.
4. Installation and operation of surface facilities: The installation of the subsurface part of
an EGS power plant, such as a binary ORC power unit is related to general environ‐
mental impacts which come with construction work such as noise emissions and dust
creation.
5. Dismantling of well infrastructure: In EGS plants, the decommissioning of the deep wells
need be managed since abandoned wells are a potential source for material emissions to
the subsurface. With proper closing and filling of the wells, this can be eradicated.
For the development of EGS projects, different environmental regulations, standards, and
permission procedures are binding depending on the country’s legislations. A widely used
tool in this context is the environmental impact assessment (EIA); first established in USA in
the 1970s and used today in many countries to ensure that all possible environmental im‐
pacts of planned EGS projects are identified and assessed before a decision is made for get‐
ting permission for an EGS project for power generation (Huenges, 2010). The most
important steps of atypical EIA process are briefly outlined in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. A schematic diagram showing the important steps in an EIAprocessfor an EGS project (Huenges, 2010).
Costs for geothermal plants have been dropping and are becoming more competitive
(Pruess, 2006). EGS-based ORC power technology has the potential to replace other more
costly and environmentally destructive technologies.It also has the potential to provide
greenpower generation at affordable prices, thereby improving the standard of living andso‐
cio-economic potential through creation of jobs in many regions (Grasby et al., 2011). The‐
planning of EGS projects and especially the decision to realize a project is based on the
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estimation of the costs and revenues, which are related to a project. Since EGS projects are
characterized by a long planning period, large initial investments and a long technical life‐
time, estimating prospective costs and revenues involves uncertainties and risks (Huenges,
2010). This is true because no reliable statements on markets development, detailed geologic
site conditions, or technological problems can be made at the start of a project. In order to
minimize existing risks, cost influences must be known and risks must be analyzed. The to‐
tal costs of an ORC-based EGS project are dominated by the investments at the start of the
project (Huenges, 2010; Stephens & Jiusto, 2010; DiPippo, 2008). These investments mainly
consist of costs for the subsurface components, including: (1) reservoir exploration, (2) well
drilling and completion - the most significant cost factor in all geothermal operations is asso‐
ciated with drilling and well completion (Grasby et al., 2011), (3) reservoir engineering
measures, (4) installation of the geothermal fluid loop, and (5) construction of the ORC-
based power unit.Typical EGS drilling costs as a function of well depth are shown in Table
4. As mentioned before, drilling costs estimated to account for a third to a half of EGS pro‐
jected costs; a major challenge to the EGS technology (Stephens & Jiusto, 2010). As shown in
Table 4, EGS well costs are not a linear function of depth, but additionally reflect, tempera‐
ture, extent of casing employed, difficulty in drilling, and lithologic characteristics(Grasby et
al., 2011). In addition, surface related costs, such as operation & maintenance O& M costs
(i.e., annual operating costs for personnel, material consumption, overhaul and mainte‐
nance) are considered. The operating and maintenance cost of an EGS power plant has two
important components: (a) the O& M for the ORC power plant and (b) the well field mainte‐
nance cost. The ORC power plant O& M costs were estimated based on experience in similar
power plant configurations and ORC installations. This is usually a percentage of the instal‐
led cost of the power plant on a yearly basis (Kalra et al., 2012). It was reported (Grasby et
al., 2011) that the techniques and technologies related to EGS projects are evolving rapidly
so as its estimated costs and that EGS technology may not be commercially viable at this
time. However, it was suggested (Grasby et al., 2011) that renewable resources such as EGS
offer attractive power market contributions beyond power generation.
Well Depth (km) EGS Well Category Estimated EGS Drilling Cost ($
millions)
1.5 Shallow well 0.90
2.5 1.81
3.0 2.55
4.0 Mid range well 5.10
5.0 6.45
6.0 Deep well 8.92
7.5 13.83
Table 4. Typical EGS drilling costs as a function of well depth (Azim et al., 2010).
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3.3. EGS using CO2 as the working fluid for green power generation and simultaneous
carbon sequestration
It was reported (Pruess, 2006) that previous attempts to develop EGS in Japan, USA, Europe
and Australia have all employedwater as a heat transmission fluid. Although, water has
many properties that make it a favorable medium for this purpose, it also has serious short‐
comings. An unfavorable property of water is that it is astrong solvent for many rock miner‐
als, especially at elevated temperatures. In this case, injecting water at high pressure intohot
rock fractures, as part of an EGS resource operation & utilization, results in strong dissolu‐
tion and precipitation effects that change fracture permeabilityand make it very difficult to
operate an EGS reservoir in a stable manner. In 2000, Brown, D. (Pruess, 2006) proposed a
novel EGS concept that would utilize supercritical CO2 instead of water as heat exchange
(carrier) fluid, and would simultaneously achieve CO2 geologic sequestration as an addition‐
al benefit. There are only very few investigations that characterized the performance of CO2
as working fluid in EGS applications. For example, Pruess (Pruess, 2006) performed numeri‐
cal simulations and evaluated thermophysical properties in order to explore the heat trans‐
fer and fluid dynamics characteristics in an EGS reservoir that would be operated with CO2.
It was found that CO2 is superior to water in its ability to exchange heat from hot fractured
rock. Carbon dioxide also offers certain advantages with respect to wellbore hydraulics, in
that its larger compressibility and expansivity as compared to water would increase buoyan‐
cy forces and would decrease the parasitic power consumption (thus reduce pumping cost)
of the EGS fluid circulation system. This is because the larger expansivity of CO2 would gen‐
erate large density differences between the cold CO2 in the injection well and the hot CO2 in
the production well, and therefore provide buoyancy force that would reduce the power
consumption of the fluid circulation system. Another interesting feature of CO2 is that its
lower viscosity, tend to yield larger flow velocities for a given pressure gradient. In addi‐
tion, CO2 would be much less effective as a solvent for rock minerals, which would reduce
or eliminate scaling problems, such as silica dissolution and precipitation in water-based
systems (Pruess, 2006). It was also reported (Pruess, 2006) that while the thermal and hy‐
draulic aspects of aCO2-based EGS system look promising, major uncertainties remain with
regard to geochemical interactions betweenfluids and rocks. It was concluded in (Pruess,
2006) that an EGS system running on CO2 has sufficiently attractive features to warrant fur‐
therinvestigation. It was suggested that an EGS using CO2 as heat transport and exchange
fluid could have favorable geochemical properties, as CO2 uptake and sequestration by rock
minerals would be quite rapid.
Supercritical CO2 can also be used as the working fluid of the power cycle before it is sent
back to the EGS reservoir. For example, ina study by (Gurgenic et al., 2008), it was reported
that there is a significant potential to use supercritical CO2 as working fluid in the power
loop as illustrated (Gurgenic et al., 2008) in Figure 5. Significantly higher energy conversion
efficiencies were predicted using a single-loop system with the CO2 being both the heat ex‐
change and the power cycle working fluid. It was reported (Gurgenic et al., 2008; Atrens et
al., 2011) that the loops in either of the two cycles (i.e. subsurface loop and surface power
loop) do not have to be closed. For example, if there is ready access to CO2 (e.g., at a geother‐
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mal installation situated close to a coal-fired power plant), the captured CO2 from the plant
can be run through the geothermal reservoir first and then sequestered in a geologic seques‐
tration site of choice.
CO2-based EGS has been examined in (Atrens et al., 2011) from a reservoir oriented perspec‐
tive, and as a result thermodynamic performance was investigated. It was reported (Atrens
et al., 2011) that economics of the system are still not well understood, however. In their
study, the economics of the CO2–based EGS technology was explored for an optimized pow‐
er plant design and best-available cost estimation data. It was demonstrated in (Atrens et al.,
2011) that near-optimum turbine exhaust pressure can be estimated from surface tempera‐
ture. It was found that achievable cooling temperature is an important economic site consid‐
eration alongside EGS resource temperature. The role of sequestration as part of CO2–based
EGS was also examined in (Atrens et al., 2011), and it was concluded that if fluid losses oc‐
cur, the economic viability of the concept depends strongly on the price associated with CO2
(Atrens et al., 2011). Potential barriers to implementation of CO2–based EGS technology in‐
clude access to CO2 at an acceptable cost, proximity of the EGS to the electricity grid, and
access to cooling water. Similar issues related to long-term responsibility for the resultant
reservoir, including the liability for future CO2 leakage from the geologic sequestration
site.In another study by (Randolph & Saar, 2011), it was suggested that using CO2 as the
working fluid in geothermal power systems may permit utilization of lower temperature
geologic formations than those that are currently deemed economically viable,l eading to
more widespread utilization of geothermal energy. However, additional exploration of eco‐
nomics regarding the opportunities and issues for CO2–based EGS technology for combined
carbon sequestration and power generation is needed.
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An increasing concern of environmental issues of emissions & pollution, in particular global
warmingand the constraints on consuming conventional energy sources has recently result‐
ed in extensive research into innovative renewable and green technologies of generating
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electrical power. One of these innovative emerging technologies includes renewable low-
temperature (low-enthalpy) geothermal energy source for clean electrical power generation.
This promising technology offers potential applications in generation of electric power
which can be produced using the vast renewable low-temperature geothermal energy re‐
sources available worldwide.In this chapter, the concept of ORC binary technologyfor pow‐
er generation using low-temperature geothermal heat source was introduced and its
potential applications and limitations for small-scale geothermal power generation and its
relevant environmental and economic considerations were presented and discussed. Also,
recent developments of ORC-based low-temperature geothermal power generation with
their significant and relevant applications were presented and discussed. A number of suc‐
cessful ORC binary plants were installed in different locations (e.g. remote and rural sites)
worldwide which demonstrated the ability of this promising alternative and green technolo‐
gy to utilize renewable low-temperature geothermal energy sources for generating electrici‐
ty. Also, several patents were reported on the application of this innovative technology.
Geothermal ORC power generation plants are normally constructed and installed in small
modular power generation units. These units can then be linked up to create power plants
with larger power production rates. Their cost depends on a number of factors, but mainly
on the temperature of the geothermal fluid produced, which influences the size of the ORC
turbine, heat exchangers and cooling system. Currently, ORC power cycles exhibit great
flexibility, high safety (installations are perfectly tight), and low maintenance when coupled
with low-enthalpy geothermal heat sources. The future use of low-temperature geothermal
energy resources for generating electricity would very much depend on further overcoming
technical barriers both in utilization and production, and its economic viability compared to
other conventional and renewable energy sources used for power production. Another
emerging “dual-benefit” technology is EGS using CO2 as the working fluid for combined
clean power generation and geologic CO2 sequestration. CO2 is of interest as a geothermal
working fluid mainly because it transfers geothermal heat more efficiently than water.
While power can be produced more efficiently using this technology, there is an additional
benefit CCS for reducing GHG emissions. The second part of the chapter presented the mer‐
its and fundamental aspects of CO2-based EGS technology.In 2000, Brown, D. (Pruess, 2006)
proposed a novel EGS concept that would utilize supercritical CO2 instead of water as a
more efficient heat exchange (carrier) fluid (due to its favorable properties over water), and
would simultaneously achieve CO2 geologic sequestration as an additional benefit.It was
found that CO2 is superior to water in its ability to exchange heat from EGS hot fractured
rock and reduce hydraulic power consumption for fluid injection and circulation in the EGS
reservoir. It was concluded that an EGS system running on CO2 has sufficiently attractive
features to warrant furtherinvestigation.It was also concluded that EGS for power genera‐
tion is still relatively a novel technology and remains to be proved on a large scale and that
further research is needed for additional exploration oftechnological and economic aspects
regarding the opportunities and challenges for CO2–based EGS technology for combined
carbon sequestration and power generation.
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found that CO2 is superior to water in its ability to exchange heat from EGS hot fractured
rock and reduce hydraulic power consumption for fluid injection and circulation in the EGS
reservoir. It was concluded that an EGS system running on CO2 has sufficiently attractive
features to warrant furtherinvestigation.It was also concluded that EGS for power genera‐
tion is still relatively a novel technology and remains to be proved on a large scale and that
further research is needed for additional exploration oftechnological and economic aspects
regarding the opportunities and challenges for CO2–based EGS technology for combined
carbon sequestration and power generation.
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1. Introduction
There has been an increased interest in the use of renewable energy sources, which is due to
the limitations in fossil fuel reserves and to planet pollution. The research in the new sources
of energy, such as photovoltaic, wind and fuel cells can be used to enhance the safety, reliability
and sustainability of the planet, because they are environmentally friendly, highly efficient
and renewable cycles. Particularly fuel cells appear in this context as an attractive power source
because they generate electricity from hydrogen through an electrochemical process, which is
virtually free of emissions and noise and only water and heat are the by-products. In addition,
they present several advantages such as: silent, high potential for cogeneration applications,
adaptable to a wide range of power and applications.
In this context, the chapter main goal is the analysis design and implementation of power
generation systems based on fuel cells, which demands to careful selection of both; i) the fuel
cell model and ii) the power electronic converter.
Then, the first part of the chapter presents and characterizes a semi-empirical model of the
PEM fuel cell, including its static and dynamic behaviours and thorough some experimental
tests made with the commercial system Mark 1020 constraints imposed by the PEM to the
converter are established, regardless the topology of the power converter.
The second part of the chapter make considerations on the most suitable topologies of
converter for this application type, and considering the requirements imposed by the PEM
Mark 1020, a new efficient high power converter topology is selected, designed and imple‐
mented experimentally.
© 2013 Outeiro and Carvalho; licensee InTech. This is an open access article distributed under the terms of
the Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits
unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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The converter follows a resonant approach that provides low component stresses, high
frequency operation, soft-switching commutation, and operation under a wide range of input
and output conditions.
The control of the converter is divided into two parts, namely: i) the voltage controller, which
is responsible for keeping constant the output voltage of the converter under loading variations
and ii) the PEM controller, which is responsible for improving the performance by keeping the
PEM fuel cell in its optimal operating point.
The results are firstly presented for the PEM fuel cell and then for the whole system with load
disturbance.
The results demonstrate that the proposed converter is a good selection to improve the
efficiency of PEM fuel cells because it allows an adequate control of the power delivered by
the fuel cell while maintaining the requirements imposed by the load and minimizing the losses
by using soft-switching control.
2. PEM fuel cell
A PEM fuel cell can be described as a static device that converts the chemical energy of a fuel
directly, isothermally, and continuously into electrical energy. In this process, only the reac‐
tion between hydrogen and oxygen occur. The only by-products are water and heat. Similarly
to a battery, a fuel cell consists of two electrodes (anode and cathode) and an electrolyte. Whereas
a storage battery contains all the substances in the electrochemical oxidation-reduction reactions
involved and has therefore a limited capacity, the fuel cell is supplied with its reactants externally
and operates continuously as long as it is supplied with fuel. The basic scheme for a single cell
is represented in Figure 1 and the reactions involved in the anode side, the cathode side and the
overall reaction of the process are described by the equations 1 to 3 follows.
+ -
2H 2H +2e® (1)
+
2 2
12H + O +2e H O2 ® (2)
2 2 2
1H + O H O2 ® (3)
2.1. Modelling of the PEM fuel cell
Many proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cell models have been investigated and
presented in the literature [1-12]. The process of selecting the fuel cell model needs to clarify
what are the necessary features to take into account in the model [7].
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The model selection differs for each application and user and the initial decisions are important
to avoid changes later in the model evaluation process. The theoretical models are normally
detailed, complex and usually require large computation time [8,9,11-12]. The semi-empirical
models give a general voltage-current relationship without examining in depth the physical
and electrochemical phenomena involved in the operation [1,5,6,10]. These models are usually
characterized by simple implementation and faster simulation.
The electrical equivalent circuit represented Figure 2 corresponds to the semi-empirical model
adopted for this study. This circuit is the electrical equivalent of the static and dynamic
behaviour of the PEM fuel cell and includes the effects of the thermodynamic potential of the
fuel cell and the losses. The equations 4 to 9 represent the static behaviour of the PEM while
the dynamics is represented by equations 10 and 11. The capacitor C corresponds to the fuel
cell phenomenon known as "charge double layer" on which the interface electrode/electrolyte
acts as storage of energy element. The electrical power and efficiency are represented by
equations 12 and 13 respectively.
Output voltage of one cell:
FC Nernst act Ohmic conV E V V V= - - - (4)
Figure 1. Scheme of a single cell.
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2.2. Experimental tests made with the PEM Mark 1020
The circuit of Figure 3 corresponds to the experimental setup performed to obtain the electrical
PEM characteristics. For each step of load the data is logged when the fuel cell achieved the
steady-state operation.
Figure 3. Electrical circuit to test the PEM fuel cell Mark 1020.
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2.2.1. Output voltage and power
The output voltage is measured by directly connecting the digital multimetter in parallel with
the fuel cell. This is an uncontrolled DC voltage, which fluctuates with the load as well as with
changes in the fuel input to the system. Figure 4 shows the stack voltage while Figure 5 corre‐
sponds to the stack power of the PEM Mark 1020. The results obtained for the both electrical
variables are in accordance with the information provided by the manufacturer of the stack.
Figure 4. Fuel cell voltage of PEM Mark 1020.
Figure 5. Electrical power of PEM Mark 1020.
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2.2.2. Efficiency and hydrogen consumption
The efficiency of PEM Mark 1020 is in the range of 40 % - 55 %, which minimum and maximum
values are 45.15 % and 55.49 % respectively. The efficiency decreases slightly with the increase
of the current density as is shown in Figure 6. The hydrogen consumed by the stack Mark 1020
is represented in Figure 7 below and is proportional to the power delivered by the fuel cell.
Figure 6. Figure 6. Efficiency of the PEM Mark 1020.
Figure 7. Hydrogen consumed by the PEM Mark 1020.
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2.2.3. Constraints imposed to the converter
Regardless the topology of the converter selected, the constraints imposed by the PEM fuel
cell should be respected that is, the minimum and maximum values of the voltage, the current
and the power, which for the PEM Mark 1020 are listed in the Table 1 below.
Ifc (A) Vfc (V) Power (W)
2.8 23.71 66
24 19.11 492
Table 1. Constraints imposed to the power system by PEM MARK 1020.
3. Power electronic converters for PEM fuel cells
Power electronic converters are used in fuel cell systems to convert the DC electrical power
generated by the fuel cell into usable AC or DC power through power electronic circuits. The
power electronic converter plays an important role on the interface of the fuel cell system as
power generating system and many solutions are already presented in the literature [14-30].
The output voltage of the fuel cell varies normally in the range of 20 V to 50 V and the possible
converter topologies that can be used are such as; DC-DC together with DC-AC, DC-AC
interfacing directly the fuel cell to the grid, or DC-DC together with AC-AC isolated by a
transformer.
Figure 8 shows that the DC-DC power converters can be divided according to the operation
mode into tree types:  1)  the linear mode, 2)  the switching mode and 3) the soft  switch‐
ing or resonant mode. The main difference between them is caused by efficiency. The soft-
switching or resonant has some advantages compared to the linear like; the high switching
frequency, which enables the use of a small ferrite transformer core, it may operate in a
much larger DC input voltage range than the linear regulators, and it often has a higher
efficiency. However, there are some drawbacks associated too, the noise at the supply may
be increased according to different power switching techniques, and the control circuitry
is more complicated compared to the linear one. Figure 8 also shows that the switching-
mode  topologies  are  divided  into  two  types,  the  isolated  and  the  non-isolated.  Non-
isolated DC-DC converter topologies are the Buck, Boost and Buck-Boost converters; and
further,  the  Cuk converter.  For  many applications,  isolation  between the  input  and the
output is a necessary requirement within the converter. By inserting isolation transform‐
ers  into  the  four  basic  non-isolated  switching  topologies  presented  above,  four  single-
ended  isolated  switching  DC-DC  converters  can  be  obtained,  namely;  Forward,  Boost,
Flyback  and  Cuk  converters.  Nonetheless,  the  single  switch  topology  is  not  an  ideal
solution for higher power converters,  since these converters need a higher power trans‐
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former. Therefore, another group of DC -DC isolated converters utilizing more than one
switch are identified: Push-pull, Half-bridge and Full-bridge converters.
Figure 8. DC-DC power converter family tree.
In switched-mode topologies, finite duration of the switching transitions will cause high peak
pulse power dissipation in the devices, degradation of the converter efficiency and, also can
lead to transistor damage during the turn-off transition. Employing load-line snubbers can
reduce this problem. When using snubbers the stress of the switches are minimised, as shown
in Figure 9. However, with the appearance of new power electronic converters based on soft-
switching technologies, [15,17,19,20-22,30], the reduction of switching losses and the continual
improvement of power switches allow at being able to increase the switching frequency. In
this type of converter the turning on and turning off of the converter switches appears when
the switch voltage or the switch current is zero, as shown in Figure 9 [23].
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Figure 9. Switching loci trajectories of the different converter types.
Figure 10 provides an arrangement for a soft-switching resonant converter. An inductor -Ls
and a capacitor-Cs have been added to help the switch action. A similar LdCd pair is added to
the diode. In any of these soft switching cases, switch action at a zero crossing cuts off the
ringing resonant waveform. This technique is often called quasi-resonance.
Figure 10. General structure of a resonant converter, where ZVS or ZCS can be obtained.
To create conditions for the ZCS or ZVS in DC-DC converters, the resonance or soft switching
approach can be used. The ZVS or ZCS can be obtained by re-arranging the resonant compo‐
nent Figure 10, whose combinations offer several possibilities for resonant action as follows:
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1. If the parts are chosen so that Cs and Ld are very small and have minimal effect on the
circuit action. With Ls and Cd forming an LC series combination, the transistor operation
can take advantages of current zero crossing for ZCS.
2. If the values of Cs and Ld are small, then the transistor supports ZVS [24].
3. It is also possible to use all four parts to support ZVS and ZCS action together, called multi-
resonance, but this is not a common technique.
ZCS topologies can eliminate the switching losses at turn-off and reduce the switching losses
at turn-on. If a relatively large capacitor is connected across the output diode during resonance,
the converter operation becomes insensitive to the diode’s junction capacitance. The major
limitations associated with ZCS when Mosfet’s are used are the capacitive turn-on losses. Thus,
the switching loss is proportional to the switching frequency, during turn-on, considerable
rate of change of voltage can be coupled to the gate drive circuit through the Miller capacitor,
thus increasing switching loss and noise. Another limitation is that the switches are under high
current stress, resulting in high conduction loss. ZVS eliminates the capacitive turn-on loss. It
is suitable for high-frequency operation. For single-ended configuration, the switches could
suffer from excessive voltage stress, which is proportional to the load. The output regulation
of the ZCS and ZVS resonant converters can be achieved using variable frequency control. The
ZCS [20-22] operates with constant on-time control, while ZVS [24] operates with constant off-
time control.
3.1. Requirements for selecting the converter topology
For the selection of the converter topology the following requirements are considered in order
to ensure the maximum efficiency and minimum cost of the power generation system.
1. Control of output voltage according to a given reference;
2. Deliver current with little ripple and harmonic contend
3. High efficiency in the whole operating range
4. Properly operation in all conditions
5. Incorporated filtering and storing possibilities
A comparative analysis of the major topologies of DC-DC converters described above is
presented below.
3.2. DC-DC converter topologies
Power electronic converters in general  and DC-DC converters in particular have a great
importance on the performance and efficiency of energy production process based on fuel cells.
The control of the operation point of the fuel cell requires appropriate use of static power
converters, capable of providing accurate support to the control methods. The main objective to
be achieved when applying the converters to fuel cells is obtaining the maximum efficiency using
the most appropriate control strategies, taking into account requirements described above. As
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described above, different converter topologies can be used as represented in figures 11 to 13
below. Usually the DC-DC converter is put between the fuel cell and the inverter, which performs
two functions, namely; 1) acts as DC isolation for the inverter; and 2) produces sufficient voltage
for the inverter input so that the required magnitude of the AC voltage can be produced. The
inverter can be single-phase or three-phase depending on the utility connection.
Figure 11. Configuration of a DC-AC converter interfaced directly to the grid.
Figure 12. Configuration of a DC-DC followed by a DC-AC converter interfacing the grid.
Figure 13. Configuration of a DC-AC followed by a AC-AC converter interfacing the grid.
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3.2.1. Series resonant converter with capacitive output filter
The converter topology shown in Figure 14 is in conformity with the considerations presented
above. This is a modified series resonant converter (SRC), which uses an (L-C)||L resonant
tank for soft switching of HF switches. The main characteristics of such type of converter can
be summarized as follows:
1. This configuration gives high efficiency at all varying load and line conditions but it
decreases with increase in input voltage.
2. The full range ZVS (full load to light load) is achieved.
3. Switch peak current reduces with load but increases significantly with change in input
voltage.
Figure 14. Series Resonant converter with capacitive output filter.
3.2.2. Series resonant converter with inductive output filter
The converter topology shown in Figure 15 is an LCL type SRC with inductive output filter.
This uses an LCL resonant tank for soft switching of high frequency switches and an inductive
output filter. Its main characteristics can be summarized as follows:
1. The full range ZVS (full load to light load) is achieved.
2. Rectifier diode voltage rating is higher, but with application of ultra fast recovery diodes
of high voltage rating with low forward voltage drop does not affect the efficiency much.
Note: This configuration can also be modified to a series resonant converter (SRC), which uses
an (L-C)||C resonant tank for soft switching of high frequency switches, which, in this case is
also called series-parallel resonant converter (SPRC).
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Figure 15. Series Resonant converter with inductive output filter.
3.2.3. PWM full-bridge converter with inductive output filter
The configuration shown in Figure 16 is Phase-shifted full bridge converter with inductive
output filter. This is most widely used soft-switched configuration for high power applications.
This constant frequency converter features ZVS of the primary switches with relatively small
circulating circuit. The ZVS is achieved by filter inductance, transformer leakage inductance,
snubber capacitance and parasitic junction capacitances of switches. The control of the output
voltage at constant frequency is achieved by phase shift technique. Its main characteristics can
be summarized as follows:
1. The major limitation of this configuration is loss of duty cycle on the secondary side.
2. High voltage stress on rectifier diodes on secondary side.
3. Parasitic ringing at the secondary side of transformer.
4. Large inductor may increase ZVS range but needs a transformer turns-ratio (Np/Ns) to
be decreased at the same time, which increases primary side current, causing large
conduction losses, which decreases converter efficiency.
5. A good compromise between the transformer turns-ratio and leakage inductance is
required to keep conduction losses lower.
Figure 16. PWM full-bridge converter.
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3.2.4. Full-bridge converter with controlled at secondary side
The configuration shown in Figure 17 corresponds to a secondary side controlled converter
with a full-bridge inverter on primary side and phase-controlled rectifier on secondary side.
The switches on primary side are operated by complementary gating scheme with fixed duty
ratio. The switches on secondary side are controlled to produce phase difference between
primary and secondary side voltages of HF transformer to control the output voltage with load
and input line voltage variations.
The main characteristics of this configuration can be summarized as follows:
1. Control is easy and simple.
2. The switches on secondary side show ZVS or ZCS depending upon the line and load,
which represents a drawback of the converter.
3. The switches on secondary side show ZVS for lower input voltage and ZCS for higher
input voltage conditions.
4. The efficiency of this converter is near to 92%, obtained at full load and varying line
voltage.
Figure 17. PWM full-bridge converter.
3.2.5. Current-fed two-inductor boost converter
Figure 18 shows the current-fed two-inductor boost converter, which is a dual of voltage-fed
half-bridge converter configuration. This topology requires a very small turns ratio trans‐
former with only two switches used on the primary side. The turn off of the primary switches
is smooth since voltage across the switches is sinusoidal. Also the same for turn on and turn
off of rectifier diodes. However, the peak and average current through rectifier diodes is high
and this is very difficult to achieve ZVS at variable line input and load condition. This topology
is a good selection for constant-input and constant-output voltage applications.
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Figure 18. Current-fed two-inductor boost converter.
3.2.6. Bidirectional current–fed converter
The configuration of Figure 19 corresponds to a soft-switched bidirectional current-fed boost
converter. The active switches in the both sides of the transformer make this converter
bidirectional. Normally the Mosfets are used in the low voltage side and the IGBTs are used
in the high voltage side. This configuration can be in push-pull, half-bridge or full-bridge, with
the full-bridge considered one of the best topology choices for fuel cell applications.
Figure 19. Soft-switched bidirectional current-fed boost converter.
3.3. Selection of converter topology and operation
Considering the analysis made previously a full-bridge series-resonant inverter, followed by
a high frequency transformer and a rectifier, composes the topology selected. Additionally,
two low-pass filters are included, one in the primary side which is used to protect the PEM of
high ripple-current and another in the secondary side, to improve the quality of the energy
supplied by the power system to the load or the grid. Figure 20 below represents electrical
scheme of its topology, which is also called a series resonant converter (SRC).
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Figure 20. Electrical circuit of the SRC.
The operation of the converter can be described as follows: the voltage supplied by the fuel
cell stack, which is typically low must be converted to a high and constant level, for example;
48 V or 400 VDC in order to be able to feed an electric vehicle or to be sent to the grid through
an inverter. The HF transformer is a step-up voltage transformer, which also serves as galvanic
isolation between the high and low voltage levels of the circuits. The waveforms of the voltage
and current in the LC series resonant circuit in the primary side of the transformer are
sinusoidal. Selecting appropriate values for the Lr and Cr components, the resonant frequency
of the circuit is established. Then, the DC voltage of the fuel cell is firstly inverted in the primary
side of the HF transformer, being rectified on the secondary side. The low pass filter in the
primary side (LPEM, CPEM) allows at protecting the PEM fuel cell from the ripple current and
voltage produced by the converter, and also allows the storage of energy in the DC bus. The
low pass filter in the secondary (Lf, Cf) allows at reducing the ripples of current and voltage to
the load, respectively.
3.4. Mathematical analysis of the series resonant converter (SRC)
The series-resonant inverter as part of the topology of Figure 21 is constitute by a controlled
full-bridge and a series resonant circuit with natural frequency fr and impedance Zr.
The analysis of this circuit by sinusoidal approximation neglects the harmonics of the switch‐
ing frequency and the tank waveforms, namely the capacitor voltage, VC and the inductance
current, iL are assumed to be purely sinusoidal.
3.4.1. Voltage
In Figure 21 the output voltage of the full-bridge inverter, which in turn is the input voltage
of the series resonant circuit, is a square-waveform, wherein in the first half period [0-π] the
IGBTs Q1 and Q3 conduct, while in the second half period conduct IGBTs Q2 and Q4 [π - 2π]
as represented by Figure 22 and equation 14.
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low pass filter in the secondary (Lf, Cf) allows at reducing the ripples of current and voltage to
the load, respectively.
3.4. Mathematical analysis of the series resonant converter (SRC)
The series-resonant inverter as part of the topology of Figure 21 is constitute by a controlled
full-bridge and a series resonant circuit with natural frequency fr and impedance Zr.
The analysis of this circuit by sinusoidal approximation neglects the harmonics of the switch‐
ing frequency and the tank waveforms, namely the capacitor voltage, VC and the inductance
current, iL are assumed to be purely sinusoidal.
3.4.1. Voltage
In Figure 21 the output voltage of the full-bridge inverter, which in turn is the input voltage
of the series resonant circuit, is a square-waveform, wherein in the first half period [0-π] the
IGBTs Q1 and Q3 conduct, while in the second half period conduct IGBTs Q2 and Q4 [π - 2π]
as represented by Figure 22 and equation 14.
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Figure 22. Output voltage in a full-bridge inverter.
, for 0 wt











The current is (t) is equal to the output current +is (t) in the first half period [0-π], and is its
inverse -is (t), in the second half period [π - 2π]. Under the conditions described above, the
Figure 21. Electrical equivalent circuit of the SRC.
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tank rings sinusoidal and is(t) is well approximated by a sinusoid waveform as represented
by the equations 15 and 16.
( )
1 3
Im sin ,  for  0
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ï- ´ -F < <î
(16)
A simple equivalent circuit similar to that represented in Figure 23, whose operation can be
analyzed by a second-order differential equation as follows, can perform the analysis of the
SRC.
Figure 23. Series resonant circuit with a resistive load.
Applying the Kirchoff loop equation (sum of voltages around loop equals zero), to the RLC
circuit of Figure 23 the equation of the series resonant circuit is the follow.
diLrLr VCr RI V
dt
+ + = (17)
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And the input impedance Z of this circuit is expressed by equation 18 withR =Zcos(θ) and
X=Zsin(θ).
1
rZ R j w L wCr
æ ö
= + -ç ÷
è ø
(18)
3.4.3. Angular frequency and reactance
If the reactance of the resonant circuit becomes zero with XLr = XCr then Z=R and the circuit
operates at resonant conditions that is, for fs=fr. This is characterized by the angular frequency














The quality factor Q measures the “goodness” or the quality of the circuit. This is the ratio
between the power stored in the reactance and the power dissipated in the resistance of the
resonant circuit. The quality factor Q, can be defined expressed by the equation 21 or equiva‐















3.4.5. Normalized amplitudes of the current and power
Normalized amplitudes of the current and output power in the series resonant circuit as a
function of fs/fr and R/Zr =1/Q are represented in figures 24 and 25, respectively. The maximum
current value in the circuit occurs at the resonance frequency and with low load resistance. It
is also observed that at resonant frequency fr if the load R→ 0Ω then the peak current I→∝
and the system can de destroyed. This analysis leads to the conclusion that it can’t ever work
with a short circuit in the load side. The maximum output power occurs at the resonance
frequency and with low load resistance.
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Figure 24. Amplitude of the current in the series resonant circuit
Figure 25. Amplitude of the power in the series resonant circuit
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The control consists of two loops; the loop of the voltage or the fast loop and the loop of he
PEM or the slow loop. The voltage controller is responsible of controlling the output voltage
of the converter, keeping this in a constant value defined by the user even for load variations.
The PEM controller is responsible of controlling the operation of the PEM, keeping it in its
optimal point that is, producing the electrical power requested by the load with a minimum
current and consequently with a minimum of hydrogen consumption. The control structure
of the converter as described is represented in Figure 26.
Figure 26. Control structure of the SRC.
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5. Experimental setup and results
The experimental setup is represented in Figure 27. It is used to test the all system composed
by the PEM Mark 1020, the SRC and the load. The load is composed by a set of several resistors
connected in series, whose variation is performed by a manual switch. The fuel pressure that
provides a PEM stack is monitored by a standard dial pressure gauge, which maintains it
constant in the range of 0.3 to 0.5bar. The ventilator is used to inject the oxidant flow necessary
into the stack in order to produce the electrochemical reaction. The voltage of 26.06V repre‐
sented by the multimetter corresponds to the open-circuit voltage of the PEM.
The experimental results corresponding to the output voltage and current, the PI controller
and the resonant current, are presented in this section to validate experimentally the SRC in
its stability and dynamics.
Figure 27. Experimental setup of the system.
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5.1. Output voltage and current
Figure 28 below allows validating the stability of the voltage control loop of the converter that
is, it can be seen that the output voltage, vout remains constant despite variations in the output
current that is, in the load. This condition is valid to both situations namelly, the step-up of
load corresponding to Figure 28 a) and the step-down of load corresponding to Figure 28 b).
(a) Step-up load condition.
(b) Step-down load condition.
Figure 28. Output voltage (Vout) and current (Iout).
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5.2. Proportional integral control (PI)
The dynamics of the system can be evaluated by the analysis of the PI control signal. So, once
considered both situations of load variation it appears that the stabilization time of the PI
controller is approximately 7ms. In addition it presents a small oscillation which proves that
the parameters of the PI control are well adapted to the system Figure 29 a) corresponds to the
situation of a step-up load condition while Figure 29 b) corresponds to a step-down of load
condition. The error of voltage is given by INA101 such as; ε =Vmeasured-Vreference and accordingly,
the objective of the PI controller is to minimize this error for any load variation, as is shown
in the two figures below.
(a) Step-up load condition.
(b) Step-down load condition.
Figure 29. PI Control.
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5.3. Resonant circuit operation
Figure 30 corresponds to step-up and step-down load conditions. From its analysis it follows
that the converter reacts to the load variation, varying its frequency of operation. Thus, for a
small load level (Imin, Rmax) the frequency is low while for a high load (Imax, Rmin) the
frequency is high. In dynamic terms it can be seen that the transition in the frequency of operation
is instantaneous, hence, we conclude that the system has good dynamic characteristics. It can be
also observed that in any of the load variations the output voltage Vout remains constant. This
analysis validates the objective defined to the controller, that is it ensures a constant output
voltage in order to satisfy the requirements imposed by the power system applications.
(a) Step-up load condition.
(b) Step-down load condition.
Figure 30. Output voltage and current and resonant circuit operation
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6. Conclusions
The main objective of the chapter is to discuss the design and implementation of a power
generation system based on fuel cells. Accordingly, a methodology of designing and imple‐
menting an efficient high power converter system is presented. Moreover the chapter presents
also an electrical equivalent model of the PEM fuel cell, which was validated by experimental
tests made with the commercial system MARK 1020.
Authors make considerations on the most suitable topologies of converters for this application
type, and satisfying several criterions a series-resonant converter topology is selected, whose
principle is based on soft-switching methodology. In this context the design and implemen‐
tation of the converter consisting of a input filter followed by the full-bridge inverter and the
series resonant circuit on the primary side and a diode rectifier and output filter on the
secondary side was based on the exploitation of their benefits as compared to other types of
converters, namely: low component stresses, high frequency operation and soft-switching
commutation. Converter design was done considering the operational constraints of the
system MARK 1020.
A particular attention is done to the controller, which ensures a constant output voltage of the
converter, in order to satisfy the requirements of the power system application and simulta‐
neously keeps the PEM operating within its optimum operating point. The control implemen‐
tation was divided into two parts namely: i) the voltage controller, which is responsible for
keeping constant the output voltage of the converter even under loading variations and ii) the
PEM controller, which is responsible for improving its performance by keeping the PEM fuel
cell in its optimal operating point.
Due to significance of the PEM cell behavior the results are firstly presented for the PEM fuel
cell model and then for the whole system with load.
The results demonstrate that the converter selected is a good solution to support the approach
of improving the efficiency of PEM fuel cells because it allows an appropriated control of the
power delivered by the fuel cell as it satisfies the requirements imposed by the load regulation
with minimum of losses due to adoption of soft switching commutation.
Nomenclature
PEM – Proton exchange membrane fuel cell
IGBT – Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistor
SRC – Series resonant converter
ZVS – Zero voltage switching
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ZCS – Zero current switching
A – Cell active area (cm2)
C – Equivalent electrical capacitance (F)
ENernst – Thermodynamic potential
Jmax – Maximum current density (A/cm2)
n – Number of cells in stack
PO2 – Oxygen partial pressure (atm)
PH2 – Hydrogen partial pressure (atm)
RC – Contact resistance (Ω)
RM – Equivalent membrane resistance (Ω)
T – Cell operating temperature (K)
Vact – Activation voltage drop (V)
Vohmic – Ohmic voltage drop (V)
Vcon – Concentration voltage (V)
ξi, ψ – Parametric coefficients
λ – Membrane thickness (μm)
fr – Resonant frequency (Hz)
wr – angular frequency (rad/s)
Zr – Resonant impedance (Ω)
Lr – Resonant tank inductor (H)
Cr – Resonant tank capacitor (F)
Q – Quality factor
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1. Introduction
By 2050 the demand for energy could double or even triple as the global population grows
and developing countries expand their economies. Energy prices, supply uncertainties, and
environmental concerns are driving many countries to rethink their energy mix. The Inter‐
national Energy Agency’s Energy Technology Perspectives2008publication projects that en‐
ergy sector emissions of greenhouse gases (GHGs) will increase by 130% over 2005 levels, by
2050, in the absence of new policies (IEA, 2008).
Renewable energy is part of the solution for the energy problem, and wind energy is one of
the cost-effective options for the generation of electricity. The main applications are the gen‐
eration of electricity and water pumping.
By the end of 2007, in the world, there were around 100,000 wind turbines installed in wind
farms, with an installed capacity of 94,000 megawatts, which generated around 300 TWh/
year. Wind energy is now part of national policies for generation of electricity in many coun‐
tries (Vaughn Nelson, 2009).
In 2007, in Europe there were 57,000 MW installed wind power, which generated 3.7% of the
electrical demand. The European goal is 20% of electricity generated by renewables by 2020,
of which 12–14% would be from wind. In 2010, wind energy provided for nearly 26% of
electricity consumption in Denmark, more than 15% in Portugal and Spain, 14% in Ireland
and nearly 9% in Germany, over 4% of all European Union (EU) electricity, and nearly 2.9%
in the United States (US Department of Energy, 2011). In the future, many countries around
the world are likely to experience similar penetration levels as wind power is increasingly
considered not only a means to reduce CO2 emissions but also an interesting economic alter‐
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native in areas with appropriate wind speeds. Since 2000, cumulative installed capacity has
grown at an average rate of around 30% per year. In 2008, more than 27 GW of capacity
were installed in more than 50 countries, bringing global capacity onshore and offshore to
121 GW. Wind energy in 2008 was estimated by the Global Wind Energy Council to have
generated some 260 million megawatt hours of electricity. Applications for generation of
electricity are divided into the following categories: utility-scale wind farms and small wind
turbines (less than 100 kW).
Currently, for remote communities and rural industry the standard is diesel generators. Re‐
mote electric power is estimated at over 11 GW, with 150,000 diesel gensets, ranging in size
from 5 to 1,000 kW. In Canada, there are more than 800 diesel gensets, with a combined in‐
stalled rating of over 500 MW in more than 300 remote communities (Vaughn Nelson, 2009).
Diesel generators are inexpensive to install; however, they are expensive to operate and
maintain, and major maintenance is needed from every 2,000 to 20,000 hours, depending on
the size of the diesel genset.
Wind–diesel is considered because of the high costs for generating power in isolated sys‐
tems. In near future, the market of wind–diesel systems will grow up because of the high
cost of diesel fuel. Wind–diesel power systems can vary from simple designs in which wind
turbines are connected directly to the diesel grid, with a minimum of additional features, to
more complex systems.
There are a number of problems in integrating a wind turbine to an existing diesel genset:
voltage and frequency control, frequent stop–starts of the diesel, utilization of surplus ener‐
gy, and the use and operation of a new technology. These problems vary by the amount of
penetration. Wind turbines at low penetration can be added to existing diesel power with‐
out many problems, as it is primarily a fuel saver. However, for high wind penetration, stor‐
age is needed. Moreover, one of the major drawbacks of wind energy is its unpredictability
and intermittency. So, to supply better consumers’ energy needs, wind systems have to op‐
erate with storage devices. Several energy storage methods have been in development over
the past several years. This includes compressed air, pumped hydro, flow battery flywheel,
hydrogen storage, etc. It has been proved (E.I. Zoulias, N. Lymberopoulos, 2008; Nelson et
al., 2006) that hydrogen can be effectively used as storage medium for intermittent renewa‐
ble energy sources (RES)-based autonomous power systems. More specifically, excess of
RES energy produced from such systems at periods of low demand can be stored in the
form of hydrogen, which will be used upon demand during periods when the wind energy
is not available.
For many years, Hydrogen Research Institute (HRI) has developed a renewable photovolta‐
ic/wind energy system based on hydrogen storage(M. L. Doumbiaet al., 2009; K. Agbossou
et al., 2004). The system consists of a 10 kW wind turbine generator (WTG) and a 1 kW solar
photovoltaic (PV) array as primary energy sources, a battery bank, an 5 kW electrolyzer, a 5
kW fuel cell stack, different power electronics interfaces for control and voltage adaptation
purposes, a measurement and monitoring system. This renewable energy system is scaled
for residential applications size and can be operated in stand-alone or grid-connected mode
and different control strategies can be developed.
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Numerical modelling is an important part of the design, assessment, implementation and
evaluation of autonomous power systems with wind power.
This chapter is devoted to a large scale wind-diesel Hybrid Power System (HPS) applica‐
tions. It presents theoretical analysis, modelling and control of Wind Energy Conversion
Systems (WECS) connected to an autonomous power system with hydrogen storage. The
wind generator under study is a Doubly Fed Induction Generator (DFIG) type. The models
of the main components (mainly wind turbine, generator, diesel genset, electrolyzer) will be
derived. The wind turbine’s maximum power point tracking technique will be presented
and a power transfer strategy in the interconnected system will be analysed. Performance of
the control method is validated to maintain the hybrid power system’s frequency. The effec‐
tiveness of the proposed hybrid system is validated by simulation using Matlab/ Simulink/
SimPowerSystems environment. The Hybrid Power System (HPS) is composed of a 600 kW
diesel genset, three 190 kW wind turbines, three 80 kW alkaline electrolyzers and a 610 kW
maximum load.
2. Wind-diesel power system with hydrogen storage
The structures of Hybrid Power System (HPS) can be classified into two categories: AC cou‐
pled and DC-coupled (T. Zhou, 2009).
In an AC-coupled HPS, all sources are connected to a main AC-bus before being connected
to the grid. In AC-coupled structure, different sources can be located anywhere in the micro‐
grid with a long distance from each other. However, the voltage and the frequency of the
main AC bus should be well controlled in order to ensure the stability of the system and the
compatibility with the utility network.
In a DC-coupled HPS, all sources are connected to a main DC-bus before being connected to
the grid through a main inverter. In a DC-coupled structure, the voltage and the frequency
of the grid are independent from those of each source.
However, not all HPSs can be classified into AC or DC-coupled system, since it is possible to
have both coupling methods, then a Mixed HPS is obtained. In this case, some advantages
can be taken from both structures.
The wind-diesel HPS configuration studied in this work is represented in Fig. 1.
2.1. Wind turbine
Wind turbines come in different sizes and types, depending on power generating capaci‐
ty and the rotor design deployed.  Small  wind turbines with output capacities  below 10
kW  are  used  primarily  for  residences,  telecommunications  dishes,  and  irrigation  water
pumping applications. Utility-scale wind turbines have high power ratings ranging from
100 kW to 5 MW. Current wind farms with large capacity wind turbine installations are
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capable  of  generating  electricity  in  excess  of  500M  MW  for  utility  companies  (Vaughn
Nelson, 2009).
Modern wind turbines are classified into two configurations: horizontal-axis wind turbines
(HAWTs) and vertical-axis wind turbines (VAWTs), depending on rotor operating princi‐
ples. The VAWT configuration employs the Darrieus model named for the famous French
inventor.
Figure 1. Wind-diesel Hybrid Power System with hydrogen production
HAWTs with two or three blades are the most common. Wind blowing over the propeller
blades causes the blades to “lift” and rotate at low speeds. Wind turbines using three blades
are operated “upwind” with rotor blades facing into the wind. The tapering of rotor blades
is selected to maximize the kinetic energy from the wind. Optimum wind turbine perform‐
ance is strictly dependent on blade taper angle and the installation height of the turbine on
the tower (Vaughn Nelson, 2009).
According to Albert Betz, the mechanical power Pm captured by the turbine from the wind
for a given wind speed vw is computed by the following expression (I. Munteanu et al., 2008;
N.M. Miller et al., 2008).
31 ( , )
2m p w
P AC vr l b= (1)
ρis the air density in kg/m3; A=πR2is the area in m2 swept by the blade; Ris the radius of the
blade in m.
The aerodynamic model of a wind turbine can be determined by the Cp(λ,β) curves. Cp is the
power coefficient, which is function of both tip speed ratio λ and the blade pitch angle β.
The tip speed ratio is given by:








Ωr represents the rotational speed of the wind turbine in rad/sec.
The maximum power coefficient Cp is determined by Betz as follows (S. Heier, 1998):
max 16( , ) 0.593
27p
C l b = » (3)
Hence, even if power extraction without any losses were possible, only 59% of the wind
power could be utilized by a wind turbine.
The power coefficient versus the ratio speed as shown in Fig. 2.
Figure 2. Coefficient of power versus ratio of speed
In our study, the mathematical representation of the power coefficient used for a wind tur‐
bine is given by:
( 3)0.398.sin 0.00394( 2)
15 0.3p
C p l l b
b
æ ö-
= - -ç ÷-è ø
(4)
In the aim to extract the maximum active power, the speed of the wind turbine must be adjusted
to achieve the optimal value of the tip speed ratio. The block diagram of Fig. 3 shows the Maxi‐
mum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) technique applied to the generator to produce maximum
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power. If the wind speed is below the rated value, the WTG operates in the variable speed mode,
and Cp is keep at its maximum value. In this operating mode, the pitch control is deactivated.
When the wind speed is above the rated value, the pitch control is activated, in the aim to reduce
the generated mechanical power (W. Qiao, W. Zhou et al., 2008).
Figure 3. Block diagram of the control of the velocity of the DFIG with MPPT
2.2. Doubly-fed induction generator and its control
a. Doubly-Fed induction Generator
Today, the wind turbines on the market mix and match a variety of innovative concepts with
proven technologies both for generators and for power electronics. Wind turbines can operate
either with a fixed speed or a variable speed. Most commonly used types of wind turbines gen‐
erators are asynchronous (induction) and synchronous generators. Among these technologies,
asynchronous Doubly Fed Induction Generator (DFIG) has received much attention as one of
preferred technology for wind power generation (Fig.4). The DFIG consists of a Wound Rotor
Induction Generator (WRIG) with the stator windings directly connected to the constant-fre‐
quency three-phase grid and with the rotor windings mounted to a bidirectional back-to-back
IGBT voltage source converter.The converter compensates the difference between the mechani‐
cal and electrical frequency by injecting a rotor current with a variable frequency.The power
converter consists of two converters, the rotor-side converter and grid-side converter, which are
controlled independently of each other.The main idea is that the rotor-side converter controls
the active and reactive power by controlling the rotor current components, while the line-side
converter controls the DC-link voltage and ensures a converter operation at unity power factor
(i.e. zero reactive power). Compared to a full rated converter system, the use of DFIG in a wind
turbine offers many advantages, such as reduction of inverter cost, the potential to control tor‐
que and a slight increase in efficiency of wind energy extraction. Depending on the operating
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condition of the drive, power is fed into or out of the rotor: in an oversynchronous mode, it flows
from the rotor via the converter to the grid, whereas it flows in the opposite direction in a sub‐
synchronous mode. In both cases – subsynchronous and oversynchronous – the stator feeds en‐
ergy into the grid (T. Ackermann, 2005).
Figure 4. Structure of the DFIG based wind system
The stator and rotor voltages of the DFIG are given by the following expression (Y. Ren, H.
Li and J. Zhou, 2009; R. G. De Almeida et al., 2004).
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rs and rr are respectively the resistance of the stator and rotor windings, and ωs is the rota‐
tional speed of the synchronous reference frame.
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L sandL rrepresent respectively the self-inductance of the stator and the rotor windings, and
L m is the mutual inductance between the stator and the rotor windings.
The electromagnetic torque of the DFIG can be expressed as follow:
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( )em ds qs qs dsT P i il l= - (7)
P is the number of pole pairs.
To achieve independent control of the stator active power and stator reactive power, a vec‐
tor-control approach is used. d-q axis connected to the stator’s rotating field is chosen and
quadratic component of the stator flux is set to zero. The power control is performed
through the back to back converter connected to the rotor. Then, the stator voltages can be
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The Rotor Side Converter (RSC) is used to control both active and reactive powers provided
by the stator of the DFIG. The control strategy of the RSC is based on the power vector con‐
trol of the DFIG, and the principle of this control is illustrated by Fig. 5. Different controllers
can be used for this purpose.
Figure 5. Scheme of the power control vector of the DFIG
The Grid Side Converter (GSC) is used to regulate the DC-link voltage and to adjust the
power factor. The GSC is a bidirectional converter which operates as a rectifier when the slip
(g) is positive (subsynchronous mode) and as an inverter when the slip is negative (oversyn‐
chronous mode).
















Vmisthe magnitude of voltage of the grid. The principle of control of GSC is illustrated by
Fig. 6.
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2.3. Diesel generator modelling
The diesel ge4narator is composed of the diesel engine and Wound Rotor Synchronous Gen‐
erator (WRSG).
a. Diesel Engine
The model of the diesel engine is shown in Fig. 7 (R. Dettmer, 1990; R. Pena et al., 2002; S.
Roy et al., 1993). The dynamic of the actuator is modeled by a first order model with time
constant τ1and gain K1 (R. Pena et al., 2008; S. Roy et al., 1993). The combustion bloc is repre‐
















Figure 7. Block diagram of diesel generator model
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The model of the combustion bloc is given by:
2
2
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h represents the strokes number, nc the number of cylinders and N the speed of diesel gener‐
ator (rpm), Φ is the fuel consumption rate (kg/sec) (F. Jurado and J. R. Saenz, 2002). In the
order to maintain constant the frequency of the grid (AC-bus), the speed of the diesel engine
must be kept constant when the load varies.
2. Synchronous Generator
The simplified model of the Wound RotorSynchronous Generator (WRSG) can be obtained
in dq frame (conversion between abc and dq can be realized by means of the Park Transform)
(T. Burton et al., 2001).
The stator armature windings voltages are:
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Rsis the stator winding resistance
The stator fluxes are
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Rotor armature winding voltage is
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To eliminate vd and vq in the expression of the stator voltages, we introduced the RcLc load
which is supplied by the synchronous generator.
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By using the equations above, the state space model of the Wound Rotor Synchronous Gen‐
erator (WRSG) can be written as follow (Belmokhtar et al., 2012a, Belmokhtar et al., 2012b)):
Ẋ = A . X + B . U (27)
Where
A : State matrix; X  : State vector; B  : Control matrix; U  : Control vector.
[X]=[idiq ifiDiQ]T and [B]=[0 0 0 vf 0 0]T
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P is the number of the poles
In order to improve the efficiency and avoid wet stacking, a minimum load of about 30% to
40% is usually recommended by the manufacturers (J. B. Andriulli et al., 1999). To achieve
this goal, the values of Rc and Lc are chosen in the aim to give 35% of the rated power of the
diesel generator when it is switched on. Then the partial values of the stator currents id0 and
iq0 in the dq frame are calculated. The additional values of the stator currents id1 and iq1 are
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The active additional power and the reactive power of the diesel generator are expressed re‐
spectively as:
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Then, (27) is expressed as follow:
( )( )em d q dt qt md f qt md qt D mq dt QT p L L i i L i i L i i L i i= - + + - (33)
The diesel generator will operate with minimum load of 35% of the rated power. The alka‐
line electrolyzers are used as dump load. The electrolyzers are supplied by the surplus pow‐
er, and then contribute to balance the load demand and power production.
2.4. Alkaline electrolyzer
The decomposition of water into hydrogen and oxygen can be obtained by passing a direct
electric current (DC) between two electrodes separated by a membrane and containing an
aqueous electrolyte with good ionic conductivity. The electrodes are immersed in an alka‐
line aqueous solution.
The electrolyzer model is composed of several modules (F. J. Pino et al., 2011). Powered by
the DC electrical sources and pure water, an electrolyzer can effectively split water into hy‐
drogen and oxygen. Since it is difficult to obtain analytically the inverse of the equation (34),
linear models are used generally in literature (R.Takahashi et al. 2010).
In this paper, the electrolyzer model takes into account the ohmic resistances and cell over‐
voltages (equation 34) (O. Ulleberg, 1998).
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Vrevis the reversible voltage, ri, siand ti are the empirical parameters whose values are deter‐
mined from experiments (N. Gyawali and Y. Oshsawa, 2010).
The electrolyzer’s voltage is expressed as:
.ele c cellV N V= (36)
Vcellis the voltage of electrolyzer cell and Nc is the number of cells of the electrolyzer.
3. Hybrid power system simulation results
The load‘s power, diesel genset‘s power and wind generators power are shown respectively
in Fig. 8, Fig. 9 and Fig. 10. The diesel genset operates with minimum load of 35% of the
rated power (Fig. 9). Three 80 kW alkaline electrolyzers are used as dump load. The surplus
power is absorbed bythe electrolyzers (Fig. 11, Fig. 12, Fig. 13) which contribute to balance
the load demand and power production (Fig. 14). Electrolyzers contribute to maintain the
frequency of the autonomous power system (Fig. 15).
Figure 8. Load profile
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Figure 9. Diesel genset power
Figure 10. Wind farm power
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Figure 11. Power absorbed by Electrolyzer 1
Figure 12. Power absorbed by Electrolyzer 2
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Figure 13. Power absorbed by Electrolyzer 3
Figure 14. wind, diesel and Load powers
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Figure 11. Power absorbed by Electrolyzer 1
Figure 12. Power absorbed by Electrolyzer 2
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Figure 13. Power absorbed by Electrolyzer 3
Figure 14. wind, diesel and Load powers
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Figure 15. AC-bus frequency
4. Conclusion
This chapter is devoted to a large scale wind diesel Hybrid Power System (HPS). It presents
theoretical analysis, modelling and control of Wind Energy Conversion Systems (WECS)
connected to an autonomous power system with hydrogen storage. The wind generator un‐
der study is a Doubly Fed Induction Generator (DFIG) type. The models of the main compo‐
nents (mainly wind turbine, generator, diesel generator, electrolyzer) are derived. Power
transfer strategy in the interconnected system was presented. The effectiveness of the pro‐
posed control strategy was validated by simulation using Matlab/ Simulink/ SimPowerSys‐
tems environment.
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Figure 15. AC-bus frequency
4. Conclusion
This chapter is devoted to a large scale wind diesel Hybrid Power System (HPS). It presents
theoretical analysis, modelling and control of Wind Energy Conversion Systems (WECS)
connected to an autonomous power system with hydrogen storage. The wind generator un‐
der study is a Doubly Fed Induction Generator (DFIG) type. The models of the main compo‐
nents (mainly wind turbine, generator, diesel generator, electrolyzer) are derived. Power
transfer strategy in the interconnected system was presented. The effectiveness of the pro‐
posed control strategy was validated by simulation using Matlab/ Simulink/ SimPowerSys‐
tems environment.
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1. Introduction
Waste-to-energy is gaining more and more attention as landfill costs and environmental
concerns increase in many developed countries including Malaysia. Biomass from agricul‐
tural residues is one of the most important sources of renewable energy in Malaysia.The Na‐
tional Biofuel Policy, launched in 2006 encourages the use of environmentally friendly,
sustainable and viable sources of biomass energy. Under the Five Fuel Policy, the govern‐
ment of Malaysia has identified biomass as one of the potential renewable energy. Malaysia
produces at least 168 million tonnes of biomass, including timber and oil palm waste, rice
husks, coconut trunk fibres, municipal waste and sugar cane waste annually. Being a major
agricultural commodity producer in the region Malaysia is well positioned amongst the
ASEAN countries to promote the use of biomass as a renewable energy source.
Combustion of agricultural residues is commonly used in industries for energy recovery.
However, many researchers found that stand alone biomass firing is difficult to get high ef‐
ficiency [1-5]. Thus, co-firing biomass with coal in industrial and utility boilers could offer
an alternative approach with improved combustion efficiency, lower-cost and reduced risk
technology. Significant co-combustion potential for biomass and waste materials exists in all
European Union (EU) countries and this is mirrored on a worldwide basis, creating a signifi‐
cant market for equipment and services. Fluidized bed combustion (FBC) technology has al‐
ready proven highly efficient, economic and environmentally sound combustion of a wide
variety of fuels in comparison conventional combustors. Hence, with the current demands
in electricity and with the recent developments in biomass energy, co-combustion of bio‐
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mass with coal must be recognized as one of the most important source of energy for the
foreseeable future.
1.1. Biomass as potential renewable resources
A recent study shows that Malaysia has been one of the world’s largest producers and ex‐
porters of palm oil for the last forty years. The Palm Oil industry, besides producing Crude
Palm Oil (CPO) and Palm Kernel Oil, produces Palm Shell, Press Fibre, Empty Fruit Bunch‐
es (EFB), Palm Oil Mill Effluent (POME), Palm Trunk (during replanting) and Palm Fronds
(during pruning). Almost 70% of the volume from the processing of fresh fruit bunches
(FFB) is removed as waste.Malaysia has approximately 4 million hectares of land under oil
palm plantation. Over 75% of total area planted is located in just four states, Sabah, Johor,
Pahang and Sarawak, each of which has over half a million hectares under cultivation. The
total amount of processed FFB was estimated to be 75 million tons while the total amount of
EFB produced was estimated to be 16.6 million tons. Around 58 million tons of POME is
produced in Malaysia annually, which has the potential to produce an estimated 15 billion
m3 of biogas can be produced each year [6].
Rice husk is another important agricultural biomass resource in Malaysia with good potential
for power cogeneration. An example of its attractive energy potential is biomass power plant
in the state of Perlis which uses rice husk as the main source of fuel and generates 10 MW pow‐
er to meet the requirements of 30,000 households. The US$15 million project has been under‐
taken by Bio-Renewable Power Sdn. Bhd in collaboration with the Perlis state government,
while technology provider is Finland’s Foster Wheeler EnergiaOy. Under the EC-ASEAN Co‐
generation Program, there are three ongoing Full Scale Demonstration Projects (FSDPs) – Titi‐
Serong, Sungai Dingin Palm Oil Mill and TSH Bioenergy – to promote biomass energy systems
in Malaysia. The 1.5MW TitiSerong power plant, located at Parit Buntar (Perak), is based on
rice husk while the 2MW Sungai Dingin Palm Oil Mill project make use of palm kernel shell
and fibre to generate steam and electricity. The 14MW TSH Bioenergy SdnBhd, located at Ta‐
wau (Sabah), is the biggest biomass power plant in Malaysia and utilizes empty fruit bunches,
palm oil fibre and palm kernel shell as fuel resources [7].
1.2. Fluidised Bed Combustion (FBC) technology
Fluidised bed combustion technology is one of the most significant recent developments in
both coal and biomass incineration over conventional mass burning incinerator designs.
This technology has been accepted by many industries because of its economic and favoura‐
ble environmental consequences.
The major advantages of fluidized bed combustors are [8,9]:
• Uniform temperature distribution due to intense solid mixing (no hot spots even with
• strongly exothermic reactions
• High combustion efficiencies
• FBC systems have a very short residence time for their fuels (making these systems
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• highly responsive to rapid changes in heat demand).
• Large solid–gas exchange area by virtue of the small solids grain size
• High heat-transfer coefficients between bed and the heat exchanging surfaces; the
• intense motion of the fluidized bed makes it possible to combust a wide range of fuels
• having different sizes, shapes, moisture contents and heating values.
• The fuel supplied can be either wet or dry
• The high heat capacity of the fluidized bed permits stable combustion at low tempera‐
tures (i.e. 850°C), so that the formation of thermal and prompt nitrogen oxides is sup‐
pressed
Sets against these advantages are the following disadvantages:
• Solid separation equipment required because of solids entrained by fluidizing gas result‐
ing in a high dust load in the flue gas;
• Possibility of de-fluidization due to agglomeration of solids;
1.3. Combustion studies
Fluidized bed combustion of alternative solid fuels (including biomass) are attractive as a
result of the constantly increasing price of fossil fuels, the presence of high quantities of
wastes to be disposed of and global warming issues. Extensive experimental investigation
has been carried out to date on the feasibility and performance of different biomass fuels FB
combustion such as rice husk [10-13], animal waste [14-15], municipal solid waste (MSW)
[16-19] and Refuse Derived Fuel (RDF) [5]. In whatever form biomass residues are fired
(loose, baled, briquettes, pellets), a deeper understanding of the combustion mechanisms is
required in order to achieve high combustion efficiency and to effectively design and oper‐
ate the combustion systems. The combustion properties and their effect on combustion
mechanisms are all important information required to understand the combustion charac‐
teristics of biomass residues and their co-combustion with coal in FBC.
In general when a single coal or biomass particle enters a fluidised bed furnace, then three
phenomena occur namely [20-22]:
• Heating up and drying – the fuel particle temperature will rise to its ignition temperature
and beyond
• Devolatilization (pyrolysis) – for a short period of time (<10 second), volatile matter will
be evolved and can be burnt at or beyond the particle.
• Char oxidation – the remaining solid combustible matter (mostly carbon), will be oxidised
relatively slowly with the evolution of heat until only incombustible ash remains.
Fuel properties and combustion operating parameters significantly influenced the combus‐
tion efficiency and emissions. Armesto et al (2002) has stated that the bed temperature has
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an effect on combustion efficiency, which improves from 97% to 98% as bed temperature in‐
creased from 840 to 880°C. Also, they found that the efficiency increased with decreasing
fluidising velocity. They claimed that when fluidisation velocity increased above 1.0 m/s, the
combustion efficiency decreased. This behaviour was attributed to an increase in the elutria‐
tion of unburned carbon. On the contrary, Suthum (2000) found that the combustion effi‐
ciency increased from 88% to 92% with increasing excess air up to 30% during combustion
of oil palm waste in a 10 kW FBC with over-bed feeding. Saxena et al., 1993 reported similar
results. It was suggested that there is an optimum balance between the carbon to CO conver‐
sion rate and increased elutriation with high excess air [22]. Furthermore, Fahlstedt et al
(1997) performed a series of tests on co-firing wood chips, olive pit and palm nut shell with
coal in 1MW FBC facility. It was noted that the co-combustion had a slightly higher carbon
combustion efficiency based on flue gas emissions (97.2 -98.1%) than coal-only combustion
(97.1%) [22]. The reason is likely due to the higher volatile matter content of the biomass
fuels. Increased volatile matter will also increase the fuel reactivity and hence reduce the un‐
burned carbon. In contrast, a decrease in combustion efficiency was obtained by Armesto et
al (2003) and Suksankraison et al (2004) during co-combustion of Lignite-olive waste and
Lignite-MSW mixture, respectively, even though the volatility of the fuel used quite similar
(60-70% VM). The decrease was mainly attributed to a drop in the bed temperature. Since
most fixed carbon generally burns in the bed while the volatile gas burns in the freeboard,
there is insufficient chance for CO conversion to CO2. As the freeboard temperature is main‐
tained at a higher value, devolatilisation occurred rapidly and produced more volatile gases.
As the biomass fraction increased, the reduced fixed carbon gives more chance for the vola‐
tiles to escape combustion.
Significant fluctuations of CO emissions were reported during co-combustion of biomass in
a FBC. The value of the CO concentration in the flue gas has been found to depend on the
type of fuel, fuel properties (volatility, particle size and density) and the operating condi‐
tions (bed and freeboard temperature, excess air, secondary air). In addition to the expected
immediate ignition and the high volatile matter contents, the volatiles consist mainly of the
combustibles (CO, H2, CxHy). These factors together indicate that the combustion of the vol‐
atiles would be the dominant step during the biomass combustion. At higher temperatures,
the combustibles (CO, H2, CH4) accounted for more than 70–80 % of the gas components
[23]. Saxena et al (1994) found that the hydrodynamic activity in the bed is related to the sol‐
id mixing and gas-solids contacting and these in turn are directly related to CO emissions.
Higher bed temperature seems to provide optimum conditions for rapid de-volatilisation
and hence increased conversion CO to CO2 [19]. They found that in the turbulent regime, the
carbon utilisation efficiency reached a maximum and a further increase in the fluidisation
velocity had an insignificant influence on the bed hydrodynamics and hence CO emissions.
Similarly, as most of the biomass combustion was observed to take place in the freeboard,
the supply of oxygen to this zone in amounts sufficient to achieve satisfactory combustion
had to be ensured. Furthermore, Sami et al (2001) found that if the level of CO was within
acceptable limits, then approximately 10% excess air and a temperature of 650°C provided
optimum conditions for the combustion of manure in a fluidised bed unit [17].
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However, there was a significant improvement in CO emissions, particularly when the air to
the freeboard was introduced at different heights (air staging). The CO levels were brought
down to about 60 mg/N m3 at 11%O2 in the flue gases, which is very close to what is permit‐
ted by EU directives; 50 mg/N m3 at 11% O2.The trends observed during single fuel combus‐
tion are reflected also in co-combustion: in the practically important cases with moderate
amounts of biomass (an energy fraction of less than 25%) the properties of the base fuels
dominate the emission obtained. Suksankraisorn et al (2004) reported that for 100% lignite
combustion, CO drops significantly as excess air increases due to the increased CO to CO2
conversion [16]. The emission of CO is relatively insensitive to changes in excess air and
waste fraction, which further strengthen the argument that co-combustion is dominated by
the combustion of the volatiles in the freeboard zone.
The feasibility of FBC technologies has been widely demonstrated for the combustion of a
variety of fuels. As a drawback, severe problems of agglomeration in the bed as well as foul‐
ing and slagging may sometimes occur, especially during combustion of biomass fuels as
some agricultural residues have high contents of alkali oxides and salts, the low melting
points of which may lead to various problems during combustion. Werther et al (2000) en‐
countered the problems of sintering and agglomeration during the combustion of coffee
husks in a 150 mm diameter fluidized bed combustor [24].
1.4. Problem statement
Although there are many potential benefits associated with co-combustion, there are several
combustion related concerns associated with the co-combustion of coal and biomass. Utiliza‐
tion of solid biomass fuels and wastes sets new demands for boiler process control and boil‐
er design, as well as for combustion technologies, fuel blend control and fuel handling
systems. For example, the different mineral matter composition (high alkali levels) and
mode of occurrence (mostly mobile forms) in biomass results in concerns over enhanced
fouling and slagging of pulverized coal boilers, particularly when firing agricultural resi‐
dues or herbaceous materials. The economics of co-combustion in pulverized coal boilers are
closely tied to the biomass preparation costs (i.e. drying and milling), so an improved un‐
derstanding of the effect of biomass particle size and moisture content on combustor per‐
formance is needed (e.g. in the areas of flame stability, flame shape, and carbon
burnout).Thus, this research was carried out with the objective to characterise biomass prop‐
erties that affect the co-combustion of biomass with coal, in particular biomass that is availa‐
ble in large quantities in Malaysia.
1.5. Research scope and application
This research was performed with the objective to determine the combustion efficiency of
the existing coal-fired combustor during co-firing agricultural residue with coal. The effi‐
ciency is calculated mainly based on the carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide emissions.
Furthermore, this works also to demonstrate the technical feasibility of a fluidized bed as a
clean technology for burning agricultural residues. In addition, the effect of biomass proper‐
ties such as such as particle size, particle density and volatility as well as influences of oper‐
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had to be ensured. Furthermore, Sami et al (2001) found that if the level of CO was within
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ating parameters such as excess air, fluidizing velocity on axial temperature profile, the
combustion efficiencies and CO emissions are also being investigated.
2. Materials and experimental
2.1. Raw materials and characterizations
In this study British coal, rice husk and palm kernel shell originated from Perlis were em‐
ployed as fuel. These fuels were open air dried for 2 to 3 days to remove moisture. The proxi‐







Proximate Analysis (wt % dry basis)
Volatile matter
58.90 18.60 15.00
Fixed carbon 38.20 72.50 60.70
Ash 2.90 8.90 24.30
Ultimate Analysis (wt % dry basis)
Carbon 80.10 49.5 36.20

























Table 1. Coal and biomass characterization
2.2. Experimental set up and procedures
Figure 1, is a schematic diagram of the Atmospheric Fluidised Bed combustor used in this
investigation. The system comprises of a 0.15m diameter and 2.3m high combustion cham‐
ber, allows for bed depths of up to 0.3m using 850μm sand, cyclone, screw feeder and gas
analyzer. The combustor body is constructed from 1 cm thick 306 stainless steel and covered
in Kaowool insulation to prevent excessive heat loss during operation. Fluidising air was in‐
troduced at the base of the bed through a nozzle distributor and provided fluidisation and
combustion air. Start up of the bed was achieved using an in-bed technique; Propane was
introduced directly into the distributor plate by injectors and mixed with air in the nozzles,
providing a combustible mixture at the nozzle exit. Bed and freeboard temperatures were
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measured at 8 different heights above the distributor plate by means of sheathed Ni/Cr-Ni
thermocouples (TC) type K. Fuel was fed pneumatically into the bed surface from a sealed
hopper through an inclined feeding pipe the flowrate for which flow rate was controlled by
a screw-feeder. A cyclone was fitted to the combustor exit and the carryover from the bed
was collected for analysis. CO and O2 were measured using a Xentra 4904 B1 continuous
emissions analyzer, whereas CO2 was measured using a non-dispersive infrared absorption
spectrometry analyser. A fly ash sample was collected from the catch pot after finishing the
combustion run. The fly ash sample was then weighed and analysed to determine the total
amount of unburned carbon of the fuels in the test. The percentage of combustion efficiency
was computed using Equation 1. Based on the values of combustion efficiency from experi‐
ments where duplicate runs were conducted under almost identical conditions, the combus‐
tion efficiency values should be within ±2%.
 
Figure 1. Schematics diagram of the laboratory scale fluidized bed combustor (Tc =Thermocouple).
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In this experiment, baseline data was first obtained for single combustion of 100% British bi‐
tuminous coal. Also, single combustion of other biomass fuels was carried out to investigate
their combustion characteristics in comparison to coal during the co-combustion study. Co-
combustion tests at biomass fractions of 30%, 50%, and 70% were performed. For each bio‐
mass fraction, excess air was varied from 30% to 70% at 20% intervals. For each excess air
condition, air staging combustion was applied where the total secondary air is maintained at
65 l/min (about 10-20% to total air ratio). In order to study the impact of fuel property
changes (volatiles, ash, and combustibles), heat input was fixed at the design value of the
experimental rig i.e. 10 kW. The combustion tests were operated in the bed temperature
range of 700-950 °C and superficial velocity range of 0.63 – 1.12 m/s.
2.4. Carbon combustion efficiency calculation
The carbon combustion efficiency of a system has been expressed as:
ηCE = BC x100% (1)
whereB and C are the mass fractions of burnt and total carbon in the fuel, respectively. Knowing
the flue gas composition, the flue gas composition, fractional excess air and the fuel ultimate
analyses of the fuel, B can be determined [20].
This method is particularly appropriate for solid fuels and is described as follows:
Let C, H, O, N, and S be the mass fractions of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen and sulphur,
respectively, in the feed.
Further, let A and B be the mass fractions of unburned and burnt carbon, respectively, in the
fuel. Then,
A + B =C (2)
Further define
P = C converted to COC converted to CO + CO2 =
C converted to CO
B (3)
C converted to CO =  PB (4)
C converted to CO2 = (1 - P)B (5)
Mass of CO2 in the flue gas =( 4412 )(1 - P)B (6)
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Mass of CO in the flue gas =(28 / 12)PB (7)
O2 consumed to produced CO2 +  CO =(32 - 16P)B / 12 (8)
Assuming that H, N, and S present in the fuel are completely converted to H 2 O, NO and SO
2respectively,
O2 consumed =  (16 / 2)H +  (16 / 14)N +  (32 / 32)S =  X 1 (9)
SO2 produced =  (64 / 32)S (10)
NO produced =  (30 / 14)N (11)
Therefore, total O 2 required for stoichiometric combustion of fuel
(32 / 12)C +  (16 / 2)H +  (16 / 14)N +  (32 / 32)S –  O =  X 2 (12)
Let Z be the fractional excess air supplied, which is defined as the excess air divided by the
stoichiometric air. Therefore,
O2 supplied =  X 2(1 + Z ) (13)
Mass of N 2 in the flue gas =  (79 / 12)(28 / 32) X 2(1 + Z ) (14)
O2 consumed during combustion =  (32 - 16P)B / 12 +  X 1 (15)
Mass of O2 in the flue gas =( X 2(1 + Z ) - (32 - 16P )B12 + X 1 (16)
Let F be the mass of dry flue gas can also be estimated from the flue gas composition. The
flue gas flow rate and composition are not appreciably influenced by neglecting the pres‐
ence of SO 2and NO in the flue gas. Hence the flue gas may be taken as consisting of CO,
CO2, N 2 and O 2.
Let Y be the mass of dry flue gas per unit mass of C burnt in the fuel. Then,
Y =  {44 CO2  +  32 O2  +  28 N2 } / 12{ CO  +  CO2 } (17)
The square brackets represent the volume fraction of the particular chemical species in the
flue gas and Y can be simplified to
Y =  {4 CO2  +  O2  +  7} / 3{ CO  +  CO2 } (18)
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CO  +  N2  +  CO2  +  O2  =  1 (19)
mass of dry flue gas per unit mass of the fuel is
F =  YB (20)
Substituting F in (A-6.18) into (A-6.17), then the fraction of C burnt, B, can be written as fol‐
lows:
B =
4.29(1 + Z ) ( 3212 )C +  ( 162 )H +  ( 164 )N +  ( 3232 )S –  O –  8H +  N +  S
Y - 1
(21)
ηCE =  (B(21) +  Unburned carbon in ash ) /  C ×  100% (22)
3. Results and discussion
This section describes the combustion of agricultural residue in a fluidized bed combustor.
The influences of fuel properties such as particle size, particle density and volatility as well
as influences of operating parameters such as excess air, fluidizing velocity on axial temper‐
ature profile, the combustion efficiencies and CO emissions are discussed.
3.1. Carbon combustion efficiencies
The combustion tests were performed using different coal mass fraction; 0, 50 and 100%,
corresponding to heat input of 10kW under optimum excess air conditions. Figure 2 shows
the effect of different mixtures of rice husk and palm kernel shell with coal on carbon com‐
bustion efficiency with the same heat input. Generally, Carbon combustion efficiency for
single biomass (rice husk and palm kernel shell) but increases with increasing coal addition
and experimental runs. The following carbon combustion efficiencies, from Eqn. (1), range
between 67-75% for burning 100% rice husk and 80-83% for burning 100% palm kernel shell,
83-88%, and 86-92% for 50% of coal addition to rice husk and palm kernel shell, respectively.
The improved carbon combustion efficiency by co-combustion of rice husk with coal can be
attributed to an increase in bed temperature, Figure 3, which is caused by the addition of
fixed carbon content in the mixture. This fixed carbon, from coal, burns in the bed while the
volatile gas burns in the freeboard region. Thus, there is more chance for fuel conversion
carbon to carbon dioxide as the coal fraction increases and less volatile and tend to escape
combustion, because of the reduced biomass concentration [16].
In addition, increasing the fluidizing velocity increases the turbulence in the bed leading to
better solid mixing and gas-solid contacting and so as the amount of carbon in the bed is
burnt at higher rate. Consequently, higher carbon burn out obtained leads to higher carbon
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combustion efficiency. However, when the combustion is stabilized, increasing fluidizing
velocity contributed to a greater particle elutriation rate than the carbon to CO conversion
rate and hence increased the unburned carbon [5]. However, when the combustion is stabi‐
lized, increasing the fluidizing velocity contributes to a greater particle elutriation rate than
carbon to carbon monoxide conversion rate and increases the amount of unburned carbon.
This phenomenon can be seen in Figure 2 where the carbon combustion efficiency is lower
than expected for 50% rice husk mixtures when the fluidizing velocity increases beyond the
optimum value. Apart from solid mixing, increasing the fluidizing velocity also influences
the fuel particle settling time during the combustion process in the FBC. Increasing fluidiz‐
ing velocity drives the lighter fuel particles upwards and into the freeboard region, which is
indicated by higher freeboard temperatures. Thus, the settling time for the biomass to reach
the bed will be greater and a significant portion of the combustion will be completed before
the particles return to the bed is reached, although this is dependent upon fuel particle size
and density. This settling time depends on the fuel particle size and particle density. The
greater settling time the higher the freeboard temperature due to greater volatile combus‐
tion contributing to higher combustion efficiency providing the bed temperature is main‐
tained within the range of 800-900˚C.
Figure 2. Combustion efficiency during co-combustion of coal with rice husk and palm kernel shell
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Figure 3 illustrates the axial temperature distributions along the FBC height for fuel studied
at 50% excess air. As can be seen from the figure, coal combustion gives higher bed tempera‐
ture (y = 0-40cm) but lower freeboard temperature (y = 450-120cm) in comparison to bio‐
mass. Then, all the temperatures shows start to fall from 120 cm above distributor plate
indicating that most of the combustion was completed. This significant combustion behav‐
iour can be explained by the devolatilization process of the fuel [17]. With high volatility
(more than 50%) and low ignition temperature (250-350°C), biomass (rice husk and palm
kernel shell) will start to devolatilize upon feeding at 45 cm of the FBC height (freeboard re‐
gion) and was mostly burned before it reached the bed region. While coal with low volatility
(30%) and higher ignition temperature (400-600°C) will travel down to the bed and complet‐
ed combustion in the bed region. This was also greatly influenced by settling velocity of the
fuel particles which correspond to the fuel particle size and fluidizing velocity [5]. Those ex‐
plain why palm kernel shell has higher bed temperature than rice even though the volatility
is almost similar (see Table 1).This was due to the fact that greater particle size contributed
to a greater devolatilization time and settling time. The greater settling time, the higher the
freeboard temperature due to greater volatile combustion contributing to higher combustion
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Figure 3. Axial temperature profile for co-combustion of coal with rice husk and palm kernel shell combustion in the
case of excess air = 50%
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Significant increment of carbon combustion efficiencies was noted with coal addition to bio‐
mass fraction (see Figure 2).The improvement can be attributed to an increase in bed tem‐
perature, Figure 3, which is caused by the addition of fixed carbon content in the mixture.
This fixed carbon, from coal, burns in the bed while the volatile gas burns in the freeboard
region. Thus, there is more chance for fuel conversion carbon to carbon dioxide as the coal
fraction increases and less volatile and tend to escape combustion, because of the reduced
biomass concentration. Furthermore, this can be explain by the fact that biomass fuels with
lower density (about half) compared to coal tend to burn in freeboard and coal tends to burn
in the bed region. Therefore, the addition of coal in biomass increases the amount of fixed
carbon reaching the bed resulting in higher bed temperatures. This observation agrees with
the results of Abelha et al. (2003) and Suksankraisorn et al. (2003) who investigated the co-
firing of coal and chicken litter and co-firing of lignite with municipal solid waste in a flui‐
dised bed combustor, respectively.
3.3. Carbon monoxide (CO) emissions
In order to enable comparison of CO from all tests were converted to CO emitted 6% flue
gas oxygen. Figure 4, it is evident that there are significant fluctuations in CO emissions,
which between 200 and 900 ppm under the same conditions. The orders of fluctuation were
similar to those observed by Abelha et al. (2003) and W.A.W.A.K. Ghani et al. (2009). The
fluctuations are caused by slight variations in feed composition and this effect is reflected in
the temperature profiles. It is noted that the addition of coal has no significant influence on
CO emissions during all co-combustion cases, except at coal (50%) / rice husk (50%) where
emissions tend to be lower than expected in reference to the other rice husk fractions. This
phenomenon is due to the synergistic nature of the coal and rice husk mixture, which en‐
hances the fuel reactivity and lowers the CO emissions [10]. In most cases the emission of
CO seems relatively insensitive to changes in excess and fluidising air. This insensitivity is
due to increased segregation of fuels in the combustor between the feed point and the bed. If
the combustor receives a batch with a relatively high amount of fuel pellets, then as burning
CO2 is produced since the pellets need to be heated and dried first. While this occurs, oxy‐
gen is not consumed and results in high CO emissions. The decrease in CO levels at low per‐
centages of excess air, not below than 50%, can be attributed to low excess air, relatively
high bed temperatures (about 900°C) causing rapid enhances and ignition of volatiles from
rice husk. Thus, higher CO to CO2 conversion rates was observed which enhanced the reac‐
tivity of the mixture [13].
3.4. Analyses of carryover
Tables 2 and 3 present the ash collection and unburned carbon analyses during combustion
tests. Generally, the mass balance on the ashes particles accounted for over 90% of the ash
input from the fuel. The analyses of the ash collected in all tests for unburned carbon dem‐
onstrates that with biomass only, there was the least amount of unburned carbon detected in
ash collected from the cyclone. However, the unburned carbon content increased when coal
was added which suggested that some fine particles were elutriated with the fluidising gas‐
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Significant increment of carbon combustion efficiencies was noted with coal addition to bio‐
mass fraction (see Figure 2).The improvement can be attributed to an increase in bed tem‐
perature, Figure 3, which is caused by the addition of fixed carbon content in the mixture.
This fixed carbon, from coal, burns in the bed while the volatile gas burns in the freeboard
region. Thus, there is more chance for fuel conversion carbon to carbon dioxide as the coal
fraction increases and less volatile and tend to escape combustion, because of the reduced
biomass concentration. Furthermore, this can be explain by the fact that biomass fuels with
lower density (about half) compared to coal tend to burn in freeboard and coal tends to burn
in the bed region. Therefore, the addition of coal in biomass increases the amount of fixed
carbon reaching the bed resulting in higher bed temperatures. This observation agrees with
the results of Abelha et al. (2003) and Suksankraisorn et al. (2003) who investigated the co-
firing of coal and chicken litter and co-firing of lignite with municipal solid waste in a flui‐
dised bed combustor, respectively.
3.3. Carbon monoxide (CO) emissions
In order to enable comparison of CO from all tests were converted to CO emitted 6% flue
gas oxygen. Figure 4, it is evident that there are significant fluctuations in CO emissions,
which between 200 and 900 ppm under the same conditions. The orders of fluctuation were
similar to those observed by Abelha et al. (2003) and W.A.W.A.K. Ghani et al. (2009). The
fluctuations are caused by slight variations in feed composition and this effect is reflected in
the temperature profiles. It is noted that the addition of coal has no significant influence on
CO emissions during all co-combustion cases, except at coal (50%) / rice husk (50%) where
emissions tend to be lower than expected in reference to the other rice husk fractions. This
phenomenon is due to the synergistic nature of the coal and rice husk mixture, which en‐
hances the fuel reactivity and lowers the CO emissions [10]. In most cases the emission of
CO seems relatively insensitive to changes in excess and fluidising air. This insensitivity is
due to increased segregation of fuels in the combustor between the feed point and the bed. If
the combustor receives a batch with a relatively high amount of fuel pellets, then as burning
CO2 is produced since the pellets need to be heated and dried first. While this occurs, oxy‐
gen is not consumed and results in high CO emissions. The decrease in CO levels at low per‐
centages of excess air, not below than 50%, can be attributed to low excess air, relatively
high bed temperatures (about 900°C) causing rapid enhances and ignition of volatiles from
rice husk. Thus, higher CO to CO2 conversion rates was observed which enhanced the reac‐
tivity of the mixture [13].
3.4. Analyses of carryover
Tables 2 and 3 present the ash collection and unburned carbon analyses during combustion
tests. Generally, the mass balance on the ashes particles accounted for over 90% of the ash
input from the fuel. The analyses of the ash collected in all tests for unburned carbon dem‐
onstrates that with biomass only, there was the least amount of unburned carbon detected in
ash collected from the cyclone. However, the unburned carbon content increased when coal
was added which suggested that some fine particles were elutriated with the fluidising gas‐




es. The amount of unburned carbon was, however, quite low, corresponding to about less
than 5% of the total carbon input. Such observations seem to suggest that the large particle
size and lower heating value of the biomass fuel did not adversely affect combustor per‐
formance, probably due to the higher volatile matter content of the biomass fuel. The vola‐
tile matter burns rapidly and the higher volatile matter content of the biomass can also
result in a highly porous char, thus accelerating the char combustion as well. In all cases the
amount of unburned carbon in the ash increased as the percentage s of coal increased which
is due to the low volatility of coal. For the biomass materials the low density of palm fibre
and rice husk are also led to increased carbon content in the ash. The initial particle size of
the biomass does not appear to be significant.















Coal (100%) 1.20 0.67 0.900 0.039 23.0 90.25
Rice husk (100%) 2.97 0.56 1.038 0.621 14.5 66.62
Coal (30%) : Rice husk (70%) 2.16 0.99 1.149 0.348 20.9 75.33
Coal (50%) : Rice husk (50%) 1.60 0.85 1.159 0.196 28.7 83.24
Coal (70%) : Rice husk (30%) 1.40 0.81 1.094 0.176 26.6 86.07
Table 2. Ash analysis for single and co-combustion of coal and rice husk at varies percentage of excess air















Coal (100%) 1.20 0.67 0.900 0.039 23.0 90.25
Palm kernel shell (100%) 1.97 0.59 0.898 0.028 5.0 80.67
Coal (30%) : Palm kernel shell (70%) 1.74 0.74 0.949 0.030 11.7 80.73
Coal (50%) : Palm kernel shell (50%) 1.59 0.65 0.962 0.031 14.9 89.86
Table 3. Ash analysis for single and co-combustion of coal and palm kernel shell at varies percentage of excess air.
4. Conclusion
The conclusions obtained in the present investigation on the temperature profile, carbon
combustion efficiency and CO emissions in a 10 kW FBC can be summarised as that biomass
combustion behaves differently in comparison to coal due to the significant difference in
volatile matter content and variations of particle size and particle density. The carbon com‐
bustion efficiency was influenced by the operating and fluidising parameters in the follow‐
ing order: a) settling velocity; b) coal mass fraction; c) fluidising velocity; d) excess air and e)
bed temperature (Tb). The maximum carbon combustion efficiency increased in the range of
3% to 20% as the coal fraction increased from 0% to 70%, under various fluidisation and op‐
erating conditions. Generally, the carbon combustion efficiency increased with increases of
excess air and peaks at 50%. The corresponding increasing carbon combustion efficiency
with excess air from 30-50% was found to be in the range of 5 – 12 % at 50% coal mass frac‐
tion in the biomass mixture. Further increase of excess air to 70% reduced the carbon com‐
bustion efficiency. Increasing the fluidising velocity increases the turbulence in the bed
leading to better solid mixing and gas-solid contacting and shows as the amount of carbon
in the bed is burnt at higher rate. However, when the combustion is stabilised, increasing
fluidising velocity contributed to a greater particle elutriation rate than the carbon to CO
conversion rate and hence increased the unburned carbon. Apart from solid mixing, increas‐
ing fluidising velocity also influenced settling time of fuel particle during the combustion
process in FBC. Increasing fluidising velocity brought the lighter fuel particle upward to the
freeboard region and completed before they reached the bed surface.The bed temperature
had a small effect on carbon combustion efficiency for the biomass fuels. The turbulence cre‐
ated by increasing excess air related with increases in fluidising velocity had a greater influ‐
ence than reduced bed temperature. Significant fluctuations of CO emissions observed when
coal was added into almost all biomass mixtures depending upon excess air ranges between
200-1500 ppm.The analyses of the ash collected in all tests for unburned carbon demon‐
strates that with biomass only, there was less unburned carbon detected in the ash collected
from the cyclone indicating that the combustion of fixed carbon was almost complete. The
percentages of unburned carbon increased in the range 3 to 30% of the ash content with the
increases of coal fraction in the coal/biomass mixture. This can be explained by the fact that
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leading to better solid mixing and gas-solid contacting and shows as the amount of carbon
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as the coal fraction increased the higher char combustion and less volatiles combustion oc‐
curred. Moreover, the elutriated carbon loss increased as fluidising velocity increased result‐
ing in the lower carbon combustion efficiency. On the contrary, it was found that the bed
temperature had no strong influence on carbon loss during the tests.As a conclusion, the
combination factors of operating parameters attributed to the resulting effects of biomass co-
combustion.
5. Further research
As for further research work, the followings are suggested:
a. Modify the combustor to compare in-bed with overbed feeding of coal/biomass mix‐
tures.
b. Investigate the effect of air staging on combustion.
c. Study the effect of bed temperature on combustion efficiency by having a cooling coil in
the bed instead of using air flowrate.
d. To investigate the release of NOx from coal/biomass mixtures. Although the nitrogen
content of biomass is generally low the compounds have a lower molecular weight and
are more volatile.
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Y = mass of dry flue gas per unit mass of C burnt in the fuel
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